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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Archaeological Services Inc. (ASI) was retained by the Blythwood Group Inc., on behalf of Ryegate Capital 

Corporation, to conduct a Stage 4 salvage excavation of a portion of the Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18), 

located on part of Lot 1, Plan M11 in the Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario. The field work was 

completed between May and September of 1999 under the project direction of Dr. Ron Williamson (MTC CIF 

#99-007-022) and the field direction of Ms. Ellen Blaubergs and Mr. Andrew Clish. 

 

The site was discovered in 1996 during a Stage 1-2 assessment of the proposed St. Andrews Glen 

Subdivision (26T-18-9701). Historical research indicated that the site encompassed the homestead of 

Colonel John Butler, who was charged with settling Loyalist families in Niagara-on-the-Lake after the 

American Revolution, precipitating the creation of the Province of Ontario.  

 

The work programme included a public archaeology component whereby 39 square metres of topsoil were 

hand-excavated as part of a public school programme operated during the month of June. The Stage 4 

field work comprised the hand excavation of 322 one-metre square units, including the block excavation 

of units to salvage an extensive late eighteenth- through early nineteenth-century midden deposit that 

had formed on top of an abandoned root cellar. In addition to exposing the rectangular cellar feature, 

these excavations partially revealed a builder’s trench and stone foundation. The foundation was 

completely exposed through hand excavation by following the alignment of the stones. The root cellar is 

interpreted as the location of the first cabin that sheltered the Butler family after they arrived at Niagara 

circa 1784, the year that Butlers’ Rangers were officially disbanded. The cabin was replaced by a frame 

structure with a stone foundation at an undetermined date. This was the house destroyed by American 

troops during the War of 1812.  

 

A total of 106,347 historical artifacts and 488 Aboriginal lithics from the excavation are being curated by 

Archaeological Services Inc. for eventual transfer to the National Museum of Civilization in Ottawa. The 

excavation of a portion of the Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18) has, therefore, provided a unique 

opportunity to document the daily activities of an important Loyalist family both through material culture 

and structural archaeological features.  

 

It is concluded from this excavation that there are no further archaeological concerns with respect to that 

portion of the Butler Homestead Site extant on Building Lots 64, 66, 67, a portion of “Street A,” and Lots 

42-46 east of Street “A” within the St. Andrews Glen subdivision, with the exception of that portion of the 

above-noted stone foundation that extends into Lot 64. The foundation should be preserved in situ during 

the development of Lot 64 as it is within Building Lot 65, whose ownership has been transferred to Parks 

Canada for the permanent maintenance of a public park that commemorates Colonel Butler, his family and 

this early period of Ontario’s history. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
Archaeological Services Inc. (ASI) was retained by 
the Blythwood Group Inc., on behalf of Ryegate 
Capital Corporation, to conduct a Stage 4 salvage 
excavation of a portion of the Butler Homestead site 
(AhGs-18), a late eighteenth- through early 
nineteenth-century homestead discovered in 1996 
during an assessment of the St. Andrews Glen 
Subdivision (26T-18-9701) located in the Town of 
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario (Figure 1). 
 
Field work was undertaken during the months of 
May through September, 1999 by Archaeological 
Services Inc. under the project management and 
direction of Dr. Ron Williamson (MTC CIF# 99-
007-022) as required by the Ontario Planning Act. 
Fieldwork was conducted in accordance with the 
Ontario Heritage Act (1990) and the Ministry of 
Tourism and Culture’s 1993 Archaeological 
Assessment Technical Guidelines. Mr. Robert Mills 
of the Blythwood Group Inc. granted ASI 
permission on February 5, 1999 to access the subject 
property and to carry out the activities necessary for 
the completion of the Stage 4 excavation. 
 
This document presents the study background, 
method, analysis, discussion, and recommendations 
stemming from this excavation. It supersedes a preliminary report prepared by ASI in December 1999 to secure 
partial clearance of archaeological concerns with respect to the Butler Homestead Site within the plan of 
subdivision (Figure 2). A stone foundation and unexcavated artifact deposits are preserved in situ on Lot 65, 
whose ownership was transferred to Parks Canada for the maintenance of a public park that commemorates this 
early period of Ontario’s history. 
 

2.0 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Previous Archaeological Research 

 
The Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18) was registered in the Ontario Archaeological Sites Database subsequent 
to a Stage 1-2 Archaeological Assessment of a proposed subdivision in the Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake 
(Mayer Heritage Consultants 1996). Historical research indicated that the site might represent the homestead of 
Colonel John Butler, an important figure in the founding of Ontario. During the Stage 3 assessment, 12 one-
metre square test units were excavated within the area of positive test pits (Mayer et. al. 1997), and further 
testing was completed in 1998 on the eastern perimeter of the site (Mayer Heritage Consultants 1999). This 
comprised the excavation of seven one-metre square units, which yielded 920 artifacts, thereby having 
implications for the estimated extent of the site. Stage 4 mitigative excavations were recommended if the site 
could not be preserved in situ. The Stage 4 strategy was to include continued hand-excavation of one-metre 
square units until artifact counts in the topsoil diminished (Mayer Heritage Consultants 1999:9). Snow fencing 
was erected around a 40 m by 40 m area as an interim measure of site protection (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Location of the Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18). 
Base NTS Niagara Sheet 30 M/3 and 30 M/6, Edition 7, 1996. 
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2.2 Stage 4 Salvage Excavation 

 
The Stage 4 excavation of the site began on April 12 and ended in late September 1999. No work was conducted 
on days when the weather conditions were unsuitable to complete the excavation. First, a contour map of the 
existing site conditions (Figure 3) was created from measurements taken with a stadia rod and optical transit set 
up over the datum stake established during the Stage 3 assessment by the Mayer Heritage field crew. The seven 
one-metre square units excavated in November 1998 were relocated and also marked on the map (Figure 4). A 
second stake designated 500N-200E was established in the core of the site and incorporated into a five-metre 
square recording grid set up for horizontal control (Plate 1).  
 

The crew returned on May 3 to 
begin the hand excavation of 
one-metre square units generally 
placed every five metres. The 
location of each unit was 
recorded relative to the 500N-
200E stake in order to produce a 
site map that clearly and 
accurately depicted the density 
and distribution of the artifacts 
in the topsoil (Figure 4). Each 
unit was excavated to sterile 
subsoil and the soil contents 
screened through 6 mm wire 
mesh in order to maximize the 
recovery of artifacts. The topsoil 
comprised a uniform heavy clay 
soil that varied in depth between 
19 and 37 cm below the surface.  

 
 

Plough scars were evident in some units and the recovered cultural debris was highly fragmented, indicating the 
site had been subjected to agricultural cultivation. These data were then used to guide subsequent field work. 
Two two-metre wide trenches that included some of the previous test units were set aside for excavation as part 
of a public school programme (see section 2.3 below). Further hand excavations were concentrated on areas 
where one-metre square units yielded high quantities (>100) of artifacts. These areas were situated at the top of 
slope in the centre of the site in Building Lots 65 and 66 of the Plan of Subdivision, especially around a root 
cellar (Feature 7) uncovered in recording square 510N-200E, and to the north of a foundation composed of red 
shale (Feature 2) and mortared fieldstone (Feature 12) sections, which also were discovered through the 
excavation of the one-metre units. Significant quantities of artifacts were also recovered from a pit (Feature 11) 
located inside a structural partition, and from the builder’s trench (Feature 3) associated with the structure. The 
balance of the structural foundation (Features 14, 17, 18, 21, 23), and burnt floor boards (Feature 22) inside the 
southernmost room of the structure were similarly exposed by hand. 
 
While it was known that the artifact yields were much higher in the centre of the site, the determination of 
relatively low yields of highly fragmented material around the perimeter precluded the necessity of block-
excavating the entire 40 m by 40 m area protected by snow fencing (Figure 4). Additional one-metre square 
units could have been excavated in the area east of the building setback line and west of School Trench A within 
Lot 65, however, the ultimate transfer of this lot to Parks Canada and the protection of deposits in situ on Lot 65 
precluded the necessity of this work. 

Plate 1: Setting up the recording grid using the 500N-200E datum stake. 
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The excavation of units in Lot 66 ceased at the top of slope to the west of the root cellar given the fall-off in 
rates of artifact recovery, the severity of slope and the increased density of vegetation. Some units were 
excavated west of the building setback line prior to instructions to remain east of this line due to erosional 
concerns and the Ministry of Tourism and Culture’s position that this area may be considered a partial 
protection zone. The recovered material is thought to constitute slope wash given that it is as highly fragmented 
as the material found on even terrain that had been subject to agricultural cultivation. 
 
The excavation of one-metre square units also established that the overall distribution of cultural material 
extended well beyond the originally defined site area necessitating evaluation for subsurface features within the 
south half of Lot 64, all of Lot 67, and east of Street “A” into Lots 42-46. This was accomplished in areas of 
relatively low artifact density by means of topsoil stripping using a smooth-bucket backhoe under the 
supervision of Mr. Andrew Clish (Figure 5). The base of a stone wall (Feature 8), and a linear feature (Feature 
9) west of the foundation were uncovered by the mechanical stripping. A buffer of approximately 10-20 m was 
created, at times well outside the originally defined site limits, within which no subsurface remains were 
detected. 
 
All features and structural remains were mapped in plan view, in addition to being photographed in colour print 
and slide film. All non-structural features were profiled to confirm the presence of cultural material and were 
completely excavated. Feature fills were screened through 6 mm mesh in order to recover small artifacts. All 
pertinent stratigraphic profiles were recorded (1:10 or 1:20 scale) and photographed. In addition, six three-litre 
soil samples were saved for archaeobotanical analysis from Features 6, 7, and 11/12. 
 

2.3 Public Archaeology Programme 

 
Additional detailed strategies were employed during school 
programmes operated on the site during the month of June. 
Both morning and afternoon programmes were conducted 
with a slide introduction provided by the site supervisor, Ms. 
Ellen Blaubergs. Students were then directed to one of two 
trenches (Figure 4); a two by fifteen metre trench “Trench A” 
situated to the west of the structural foundation and a two by 
seven metre trench “Trench B” adjacent to the west wall of the 
foundation.  
 
Working within a two by one-metre unit, students trowelled 
soil into buckets which was then screened through 6 mm mesh 
(Plate 2). The trowelling facilitated the recovery of very small 
artifacts including several glass and shell trade beads. Once 
the programs had all been conducted, the trenches were 
completed and despite the heavy clay soil, approximately 200 
litres of soil was water processed through window screen in 
search of other small trade artifacts. None was recovered 
during this process. 
 
 

Plate 2: Excavation of Trench A in progress, June 1999. 
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3.0 HISTORY 

3.1 Introduction 

 
The military and political life of John Butler, as regards his service to the British Crown and his contribution to 
the founding of Upper Canada (Ontario), is well documented. The tablet erected in his memory at St. Mark’s 
Anglican Church in Niagara-on-the-Lake reads: 
 
 Fear God and honour the King. In memory of Colonel John Butler, His Majesty’s Commissioner for 

Indian Affairs, born in New London, Connecticut, 1728. His life was spent honourably in the service of 
the Crown. In the war with France, for the conquest of Canada, he was distinguished in the Battle of 
Lake George, September, 1755; at the Siege of Fort Niagara and its capitulation, July 25th, 1759. In the 
War of 1776 he took up arms in defence of the unity of the empire and raised and commanded the 
Royal American Regiment of Butler’s Rangers. A sincere Christian as well as a brave soldier, he was 
one of the founders and the first patron of this parish. He died at Niagara, May 1796, and is interred in 
the family burying ground near this town. Erected 1880 (Carnochan 1914:62). 

 
Information concerning Butler’s family and his personal life in Niagara is less often presented. Hence, the 
following brief history of John Butler, his family, and the subject property, seeks to present information that will 
be useful in interpreting the archaeology of the Butler Homestead (AhGs-18). 
 

3.2 Prelude to the Founding of Niagara 

 
The province of Ontario was born out of America’s struggle for independence from Great Britain in the late 
eighteenth century. When the Revolutionary War broke out, the colony of New York was arguably the 
wealthiest and most flourishing British colony in America because of the fur trade centred in Albany 
(Cruikshank 1893:5). The fur trade depended upon good relations with the aboriginal people, and New York 
was the home of the superintendent of the Northern Indians, Sir William Johnson, who lived on a large estate in 
the Mohawk valley. After his death in July of 1774, his son-in-law colonel Guy Johnson, who had acted as 
deputy superintendent of the Six Nations and Western tribes, succeeded him as acting superintendent general, 
and his son-in-law colonel Daniel Claus continued on as deputy superintendent for the Canadian tribes 
(Cruikshank 1893:10-11). 
 
John Butler was the chief interpreter of the Northern Indian Department and attended the most important council 
meetings organized by both William and Guy Johnson. During the American Revolution he was appointed 
deputy Indian agent at Fort Niagara (Wilson 1996:2). His ability to speak aboriginal languages and understand 
the customs can be attributed to his father, Walter Butler, who also worked in the service of Sir William Johnson 
until his death in 1760 (Cruikshank 1893:11). This talent may also explain why Butler was appointed one of the 
guardians for the children of Sir William Johnson and his partner Molly Brant upon Johnson’s death (Huey and 
Pulin 1997:51). John Butler resided on a large estate in the Mohawk valley, and held the rank of lieutenant-
colonel in Guy Johnson’s militia regiment, and served as a judge when the Tryon County court was in session 
(Cruikshank 1893:12). Butler married Catalyntje (Catharine) Bradt around 1752 and the couple had four sons 
and a daughter (Bowler and Wilson 1979:117). 
 
A great many of the wealthy merchants, farmers, and landowners in New York resolved to remain loyal to the 
Crown, but were drawn into the war because they did not sign the Articles of Association against the 
Government drawn up by the Continental Congress. Loyalist properties were quickly seized and destroyed, and 
hostages were taken (Cruikshank 1893:30). To counter this threat, the British government charged Sir Guy 
Carleton with organizing a raid on New York to be undertaken by the Iroquois and a loyalist militia. In June of 
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1777, John Butler received a letter from Carleton directing him to join colonel St. Leger at Oswego with as 
many aboriginal troops as he could muster (Cruikshank 1893:34). Butler in turn proposed to raise a corps of 
rangers, many of whom could speak an aboriginal language, who would fight alongside the Iroquois against the 
Americans. 
 
After Butler’s success at the siege of Oriskany in August of 1777, Carleton furnished Butler with “beating 
orders” for the enlistment of eight companies, two to be formed with “people speaking the Indian language and 
acquainted with their customs and manner of making war,” and the rest “to be composed of people well 
acquainted with the woods, in consideration of the fatigue they are liable to undergo” (Cruikshank 1893:37). In 
the fall of 1778, log barracks were constructed for the rangers on the west bank of the Niagara River, and six full 
companies of Butler’s Rangers assembled at Fort Niagara in December of 1778 to take up their winter quarters 
at the barracks across the river. Meanwhile, at Fort Niagara itself, loyalist families continued to seek refuge, 
taxing the supplies available for the rangers, the garrison and their aboriginal allies. 
 

3.3 Colonel John Butler and the Founding of Niagara 

 
To solve the problem of supplying the material needs of his army, General Haldimand chose Niagara as the 
strategic location for a small civilian settlement that would bring land under cultivation and supply the garrison, 
bearing in mind that the Crown had promised not to encroach on aboriginal land without conducting a formal 
treaty (Cruikshank 1893:59). Butler anticipated that many more loyalist refugees would have to be 
accommodated, and at his suggestion, a large tract of land was purchased from the Mississauga people 
(Whitfield 1991:13). The purchase, negotiated by colonel Guy Johnson on May 9, 1781 was the first permanent 
surrender of aboriginal lands to the British in Ontario (Gentilcore and Head 1984:81). The significance of these 
events has been summed up thus: 
 
 The political reality behind their settlement was that the British government had promised to provide 

free land as a reward for service and loyalty. The need to fulfil this commitment made the settling of the 
Loyalists a unique event in North America, both in the large number of settlers involved and the short 
time in which the settlement took place (Whitfield 1991:13). 

 
The Haldimand administration began to make plans for the permanent settlement of the loyalists in Canada, and 
John Butler compiled the first census of the civilian population on the west bank of the Niagara River in 1782. It 
is interesting to note that Butler did not include his name among the 16 heads of household in 1782, nor did the 
second census of 46 households compiled in 1783 include his name (Carnochan 1914:7). To support the growth 
of the community, the government arranged for a grist mill and a saw mill to be constructed on Four Mile Creek 
in the fall of 1783, and they were operated by Daniel Servos, whose property became known as Palatine Hill 
(Fast 1981:15). Hannah Jarvis, wife of the Provincial Secretary William Jarvis, described it thus: 
 
 The Four Mile Creek meanders in a manner superior to any stream I ever saw, and was it in England 

would be a place worthy of the King’s notice. There is a great mill upon it, and the family that it 
belongs to are Dutch. We have received more notice from them than could be expected. Mrs. Servos, as 
soon as she knew I was an American, sent me lard, sausages, pumpkins, Indian meal, squashes, carrots, 
etc. I had them here to dinner on the 27th (Carnochan 1914:107). 

 
In 1783 or early 1784, a map of the new settlement was drafted for colonel Butler (c.f. Whitfield 1991:Map 3), 
showing the settlers’ names in Niagara Township along the river, as well as the block of smaller lots north of the 
“East West Line” that separated the township from the lands reserved for the Crown. The lot John Butler’s 
family eventually settled, between Jacob Ball and John Secord, was marked “vacant” at that time. This should 
not be surprising as the Rangers were still an active guerrilla force in the early 1780s, and as an officer of that 
unit, Butler probably lived in the Rangers’ Barracks until the unit was officially disbanded in 1784. Also, his 
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wife, Catharine Bradt, and their younger children, Deborah, Thomas, Andrew, and Johnson, were held hostage 
in New York during most of the war (Swiggert 1933:163). Although many official letters were written to effect 
the exchange of American prisoners for the Butler family, the date of their arrival in Canada is not known 
(Swiggert 1933:231). Certainly they did not join John in Niagara until sometime after the eldest son, Captain 
Walter Butler, was killed at Canada Creek, October 30, 1781, as Catharine Butler was informed by letter of her 
son’s death (Swiggert 1933:245). 
 

3.4 The Butler Family of Niagara 

 
Although it had been intended that the rangers should be settled on lots distributed under the supervision of the 
Surveyor-General, by the time that an official survey of the Town of Niagara was made, it was found that John 
Butler and several of his officers occupied land to be reserved for the Crown (Ormsby 1991:27-28). After the 
ordeal of losing his home and property in New York, it is not surprising that Butler refused to give up the 
improvements that he had made to his property, hence the1791 town survey did not conform to what was 
proposed. The Crown grant giving Butler’s heirs’ clear title to his property was also delayed because of the 
conflicting claims. 
 
A petition to the Crown written by Butler in 1788 sheds some light on his situation during his family’s first 
years of settlement in Niagara: 
 
 Your memorialist’s person is attainted and his estate real and personal forfeited... Being worn out with 

fatigue, he and his family are reduced to a situation which compels him to solicit aid, and threw himself 
upon the beneficence of the government... Early in 1775 he was written by Mr. Duane, a member of 
Congress, to take part with them, which he refused... His slaves were sold by the Americans. Two of 
them ran away from their masters and came to him in Canada. One died soon after, and the other is now 
his hired servant (Loyalist Papers, cited in Swiggert 1933:283). 

 
After settling in Niagara Township, Butler served as the local superintendent of the Indian Department, and was 
involved in negotiations with the Mississauga leaders for purchases in southwestern Ontario, and with American 
officials before the British garrison of Fort Niagara was officially surrendered in 1796 (Wilson 1996:13). He 
continued to travel to council meetings as a representative of the Crown. For example, the diary of Elizabeth 
Simcoe noted for November 4, 1792, that colonel Butler had travelled with lieutenant-colonel Thomas Talbot 
“to distribute presents to the Indians at Buffalo Creek, near Buffalo” (Robertson 1911:139). 
 
Butler was appointed a judge for the Nassau District Court of Common Pleas in 1789 and 1791, and justice of 
the peace in the District Court of Quarter Sessions in 1791 (Powell 1951:9). These courts constituted the only 
form of local administration, hence Butler participated in local affairs at a crucial formative period, as the 
province of Upper Canada was not created until 1791. At that time, Niagara was chosen to become the first 
capital of the new province, placing the Butler family within the social circle of prominent citizens living in the 
provincial capital. The arrival of government officials, soldiers, and townspeople to provide services in the new 
capital transformed the nascent loyalist town into a community of nearly 70 dwellings by 1796 (Ormsby 
1991:38). Butler also helped found St. Mark’s parish, and on January 6, 1793, the first baptism that took place at 
the church involved a daughter, Jane, born to colonel Butler’s servant, Peter Martin (Swiggert 1933:285). 
 
Catharine Butler died in May of 1793, and John Butler died May 13, 1796, after spending the winter paralyzed 
and unable to travel (Swiggert 1933:286). His will itemized the personal and real property to be divided among 
his sons Andrew, Thomas and Johnson, daughter Deborah Butler Muirhead, and other family members. Thomas 
Butler received “Three hundred Acres of Land in the vicinity of the Town of Newark [NOTL] where he now 
lives... together with the buildings and improvements thereon” (Hunter 1921:330). The legal description of the 
property indicated that its northern boundary extended through the St. Andrews Glen property, and its eastern 
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boundary lay on the town (Garrison) line (Figure 6). The Crown grant that confirmed Thomas’ legal title to 
those 300 acres was registered December 2, 1802. 
 
Andrew Butler was to receive “One hundred Acres of Land in the vicinity of Newark... together with all the 
buildings and improvements thereon” (Hunter 1921:330). In addition, Andrew was to receive “three Town Lots 
situate in front and adjoining the plantation on which he now lives” (Hunter 1921:331). The legal description of 
the property indicated that its southern boundary extended through the St. Andrews Glen property, its eastern 
boundary lay on the town (Garrison) line (Figure 6), and it included the location of the Butler Homestead Site 
(AhGs-18). At a later date, a smaller parcel containing the house occupied by Ellen Lloyd in 1999 was severed 
from this parcel, forming the present boundary line that separates the St. Andrews Glen property from the town 
line. Johnson Butler received “one Hundred acres of Land situate on the three mile run adjoining Lands of John 
Secord, Sr.” (Hunter 1921:330) and no mention was made in the will of buildings and improvements as there 
was for Thomas’ and Andrew’s parcels. 
 
In addition to land, John Butler’s will indicated that the family owned slaves, specifically “a Negroe boy named 
George... and also a Negroe girl... named Jane,” who were to be transferred to the households of John’s 
grandchildren until George and Jane attained the legal age of freedom (Hunter 1921:330). John also bequeathed 
to Andrew “a Negroe woman named Pat” (Hunter 1921:331). John’s household furniture was bequeathed to be 
divided between his daughter Deborah and his grand-daughter Catharine, Thomas’ daughter. A second grand-
daughter named Catharine, Andrew’s daughter, was to receive all the cattle from John’s farm (Hunter 
1921:332). 
 
The 1810 plan of the Town of Niagara by Andrew Gray shows four buildings directly east of Two Mile Creek 
and north of the Niagara Stone Road, two of which front directly on the highway. The one illustrated closest to 
the creek may have been Thomas Butler’s house, as it would lie within the legal description of the 300 acres that 
he inherited. The second structure on the highway may have been Andrew Butler’s house, as it would lie within 
the 100 acres that he inherited and was closer to the Garrison line, although Andrew had died circa 1807. The 
two houses set back from the road were marked “Col. Butler.” Although John Butler was deceased by 1810, it is 
possible that the label “Col. Butler” could denote the residual memory of the man who helped to found the 
loyalist settlement of Niagara; alternatively, the label denoted Johnson Butler, who held the rank of lieutenant 
colonel in the 4th Lincoln Militia during the War of 1812 (Cruikshank 1902:7). 
 
In the winter of 1793-94, John and Catharine’s third son Johnson Butler married Eve Yates (Swiggert 
1933:286). Eve died seven years later and was buried November 6, 1800. Shortly thereafter, Johnson married 
Susanna Hatt on July 15, 1802. As both Thomas and Andrew inherited parcels of land with buildings, and 
Johnson did not, it is proposed that Johnson Butler occupied his parent’s house marked “Col. Butler” on Gray’s 
1810 map. This can be further substantiated by maps included in Cruikshank’s Documentary History of the 
Campaign Upon the Niagara Frontier in the Year 1813. The neighbourhood of the Butler farms witnessed much 
action, beginning on May 27th, 1813, when the Americans landed their troops at Crookston, the community on 
Two Mile Creek where it emptied into Lake Ontario. Captain William Hamilton Merritt left an account of that 
day, noting that he “passed through by old Mr. Butler’s, Ball’s and Servos’s. At those places the ladies and non-
combatants of the town had retired, likewise all the wounded that could get away. It was really distressing to 
hear the cries of the women” (Cruikshank 1902:261-262). 
 
In the summer of 1813, the British skirmished with the Americans who had established piquets in the vicinity of 
the Butler farms. A general order to the Canadian militia on August 23, 1813, directed them to “take post in the 
woods in the neighbourhood of the enemy’s piquet on Two Mile Creek, which it is intended to attack, (Mr. 
Thomas Butler’s No. 4)” (Cruikshank 1905:52-53). The map of the American piquets in the neighbourhood of 
Fort George in the summer of 1813 illustrated “No. 4 Piquet” at the house of “Tho. Butlers” south of the 
Niagara Stone Road, and “No. 3 Piquet” at the house of “J. Butlers” (Cruikshank 1905:54). The latter house was 
illustrated where “Col. Butler” had been in 1810.  
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These two houses were destroyed when the American occupiers of Niagara retreated in December of 1813. A 
list of the houses burned in the Town of Niagara and on the Niagara frontier included Thomas Butler, who lost a 
house, stable, and barn to the value of £200, and Johnson Butler, who lost a house, stable and barn to the value 
of £350 (Cruikshank n.d.:324). 
 
Although Johnson’s name was listed above, he had died a year earlier. Shortly after he participated in the battle 
of Queenston Heights, Johnson Butler died of an unspecified disease on or about December 10, 1812, and his 
brother Thomas died December 12, 1812. Captain Merritt reported it thus, “I am sorry to say we have lost some 
very valuable men, more by sickness than by sword.- Col. Johnson and Thomas Butler” (Cruikshank 1902:97). 
The probated will of Johnson Butler indicated that his wife Susanna was to inherit the household furniture, 
farming utensils and livestock, together with the occupation of the “Farm situated on the Road about a Mile 
from Niagara” (AO Ms. 638, Reel 41). He further stipulated that their son John Butler was not “to disturb her in 
the occupation of the said Farm during the Term of her natural Life.” John Butler inherited among other things 
Johnson’s “Gold watch & Sword with my last request that he may never use the latter except in Defence of his 
King & the Country to which by Both he owes his Allegiance” (AO Ms. 638, Reel 41). 
 
At present, it is not known where Susanna lived after the Butler homestead was destroyed during the War of 
1812. The 1845 “Plan of Niagara Shewing the boundaries of the Town according to the Act of Incorporation 
Passed March 29th 1845” illustrated a home occupied by “Mrs. Sampson,” which in 1999 was occupied by 
Ellen Lloyd, with no buildings in the location of the Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18). 
 
“Mrs. Sampson” was Maria Eliza Nelles, born in Grimsby Township in 1800, and who married Anglican 
missionary William Sampson shortly after he emigrated to Upper Canada from England in 1817 (Powell 
1957:20). The couple had three children, including a daughter Maria Eliza Sampson, who was baptised in July 
of 1818. The Reverend Sampson died suddenly when his family was young, and his widow returned to Grimsby 
with their children to live with her parents until their death. After Maria Eliza Sampson married John W. Ball 
and moved to the Ball family home, “Locust Grove” on the Niagara Stone Road, her mother took up residence 
in Niagara Township to be close to her daughter (Powell 1957:22). Mrs. Sampson never remarried, and lived to 
the full age of 88 years, outliving both her husband and her three children by many years. 
 

3.5 Summary 

 
The Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18) represents the first home of Colonel John Butler and his family circa 
1784 to 1813. Butler formed his famous Rangers in 1777 to further the cause of the loyalist side in the American 
Revolution, and was instrumental in settling the loyalist refugees in Niagara at the conclusion of the war. 
Furthermore, before the creation of the province of Ontario in 1791, Butler played a crucial role in developing 
the administrative, judicial and legislative character of the province by serving as a Judge of the Court of 
Common Pleas for the Nassau District. Butler was an active Superintendent of the Indian Department until his 
death in 1796, travelling to councils as a representative of the Crown. 
 
Despite the fact that Butler was an influential man in the community, he did not live on a lot in the Town of 
Niagara proper as did other merchants and legislators. Rather, he lived on a rural property about a mile from 
town, surrounded by the households of his sons Thomas and Andrew. Although written descriptions of Butler’s 
household have not come to light, it is known from his will that African -American people worked on his 
property, and that he owned cattle. After the death of Catharine Butler in 1793, and John Butler in 1796, the 
house was occupied by son Johnson Butler and his wives Eve (to 1800) and Susanna (to 1813). The Butler 
homestead was one location where inhabitants of Niagara gathered after the Americans invaded on May 27th, 
1813, and later was used as a location for American piquets in August of 1813. The Butler homestead was 
destroyed in December of 1813 during the American retreat from Niagara. It is unlikely that any structures were 
rebuilt on the property. 
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4.0 SETTLEMENT FEATURES 

4.1 Stone Foundation for Frame Structure  

 
Figure 5 provides the context 
and orientation of the stone 
foundation discovered on the 
site while Figure 7 provides 
details regarding its nature and 
extent. The northwest corner 
of the structure was first 
documented as a very shallow, 
plough-disturbed, red shale 
foundation approximately 40 
cm wide (Feature 2), which 
was dry-laid in a single course 
in a builder’s trench (Feature 
3) distinguished by the 
presence of charcoal and large 
quantities of artifacts 
(n=3,382) in the mottled clay 
loam soil (Plates 3, 4).  

 
 
 

In a conservation report prepared by Ms. Susan Maltby, the foundation was described as fragile and in poor 
condition, consisting of cracked and delaminated stone. A burned white oak timber was noted in the interior at 
the northwest corner immediately adjacent to the wall. 
 
In an effort to fully delineate the foundation, 
the excavation team expanded upon the 
original exposure by carefully removing the 
topsoil by hand and trowelling to expose the 
length of the builder’s trenches and stone 
alignments. It was soon discovered that the 
foundation changed to encompass sections 
of more substantial mortared fieldstone. 
Artifacts found while cleaning were bagged 
according to the feature number assigned to 
the various sections of the foundation 
(Figure 7). 
 
The builder’s trench provides evidence that 
the stone foundation represents a structure 
that replaced an initial cabin that was 
constructed on the lot for colonel John 
Butler’s family, as artifacts from the earliest 
midden became incorporated into the later builder’s trench. The foundation likely represents one of the two 
structures that stood on the site over 200 years ago as was illustrated on the 1810 “Plan of Niagara” by A. Gray. 
On that map, the exact location of the site was identified as that of “Col. Butler,” and at least two structures were 
delineated. 

Plate 3: Looking south over the stone foundation and builder’s trench when they 
were first exposed in the northwest corner of the structure. 

Plate 4: Close up of sherds of a pearlware meat dish in situ in 
Feature 3 west section. 
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Using the 
archaeological 
settlement pattern 
evidence, and 
consulting with Ron 
Dale, Shelley Huson 
has produced a 
rendering of what the 
Butler homestead may 
have looked like during 
its occupation, with the 
older cabin in the 
background, and the 
newer frame structure 
in the foreground. Her 
artwork graces the front 
of this report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The complete interior of the foundation was investigated (Plate 
5). A fair quantity of brick rubble was noted that probably 
originated with a fireplace hearth and chimney. Detailed 
documentation of the entire foundation is found in Appendix A, 
which contains a series of figures drawn to scale by Shelley 
Huson (Plate 6). At the conclusion of the excavation, the 
foundation was backfilled with clean sand and the original 
topsoil replaced across the site. 
 
The overall size of the structure is 10 m wide by 20 m long, and 
it incorporates divisions for three rooms (Figure 7). The three 
rooms may represent sequential additions although there are 
currently no data upon which to delineate such a sequence. 
Indeed, the walls of each room incorporate both shale and 
fieldstone (Figure 7). The projection on the north wall of the 
north room probably represents the base of the fireplace 
chimney. 
 
The walls of the middle room (Features 18, 23) proved to be 
considerably deeper (30 cm) than the single course of stone in 
the north room. The gap between the north and middle rooms 
on the east wall was substantial (Figure 7). A large portion of 
the floor of the middle room remained intact and was entirely 
charred (see Plate 5). The wood was identified as white oak, as 
was the sample of charred floor boards (Feature 22) removed 
from the south room. 

Plate 5: Looking south over middle and south rooms of the structure. Charred floor boards 
are in the foreground. 

Plate 6: Shelley Huson documenting the stone 
architecture at the Butler Homestead Site. 
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A parallel alignment of fieldstones placed 85 cm apart 
(Feature 14) projecting from the east wall of the middle 
room (Plate 7) may represent a sub-grade entrance, 
however, it would have to have led into a tight crawl space 
as a full basement was not detected. 
 
A door between the south and middle rooms was defined 
through the removal of rubble fill (Feature 17). The 
considerable evidence of burning of the structure is 
consistent with the archival record which indicates that the 
Americans destroyed homes in Niagara upon their retreat 
in December of 1813.  
 
A small rectangular enclosure two metres in width (Feature 
11) and accessed from the middle room (Figure 5) was 
observed where the west wall was composed of fieldstones 
(Feature 12). It appears to have been lined with tin on the 
basis of the recovery of hand wrought nails with small 
pieces of tin attached to them. An extensive burned wood 
floor was also recorded in situ within this enclosure. It is 
proposed that this room (Plate 8) functioned as a larder 
within the structure, as the pit contained a fair quantity of 
food and beverage items including mustard and wine bottle 
fragments and a metal barrel hoop. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The excavation of the stone foundation 
has demonstrated that the frame 
structure was clearly “organic” in form, 
having evolved in nature with time and 
not following any particular house form 
in design (e.g. Georgian). The variation 
in wall construction between shallow 
red shale and more substantial 
fieldstone, even within the same part of 
the structure, is noteworthy. This style is 
in keeping with both a general military 
form and in particular, with other known 
examples of Butler’s Rangers’ houses 
(Jon Jouppien 1999, personal 
communication). The use of loose stone 
dry-laid for foundations is also known 
from the Government House and other 
pre-War of 1812 buildings at Fort York 
in Toronto, and the first parliament of 
Upper Canada, where both limestone and siltstone was available from the shingle beach (ASI 2001:78-80). 

Plate 7: Looking south over projection on stone 
foundation (Feature 14). 

Plate 8: Looking northeast over Feature 11 during its exposure. 
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4.2 Root Cellar 

 
A rectangular root cellar 
(Feature 7) was uncovered 
10 metres northeast of the 
foundation (Plate 9). Early 
house forms often 
incorporated sub-floor pits 
so that provisions would 
be handy to the 
preparations taking place 
in the home (MacDonald 
1997:58), therefore the 
cellar is interpreted as the 
location of the first home 
that sheltered the Butler 
family upon their arrival 
to Niagara-on-the-Lake.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
The cellar measured 450 
cm long, 340 cm wide 
and 140 cm deep and 
was completely 
excavated in quadrants 
(Plate 10). The stratified 
soils of various 
compositions, including 
sand, contained 
substantial quantities 
(n=10,697) of 
eighteenth-century 
artifacts (Figure 8). The 
fill also included a 
concentration of 
building rubble at the 
base (designated Feature 
19 in Quad 3 and 
Feature 20 in Quad 2) 
consisting of fieldstones, 
a few bricks and metal 
architectural hardware 
(i.e., nails, hinges). Most of the eighteenth-century military buttons recovered from the site were found in the 
units surrounding the root cellar further suggesting that this area was the first to be occupied. 
 

Plate 9: The complete exposure of the root cellar (Feature 7) after the block excavation 
of the overlying midden is finished. 

Plate 10: Cleaning the wall of Quad 3 in Feature 7 to draw the profile. 
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4.3 Other Features 

 
One linear feature (Feature 9) that measured 880 cm long by 90 cm wide and only 20 cm deep was uncovered to 
the west of the stone foundation with the aid of the backhoe (Figure 5) While its east end contained quantities of 
ceramics, bone and nails (n=178), the west end was virtually sterile. It had a regular basin-shaped profile (Figure 
9). It is suggested that it functioned as a drainage feature that was later in-filled partially with refuse. 
 
Feature 8 comprised an L-shaped single course of red-shale flagstone 30-40 cm wide (Plate 11) that was 
uncovered with the aid of the backhoe approximately five metres southwest of the stone foundation (Figure 5). 
No evidence was found to link this feature with the foundation walls. A limited number of artifacts (n=29) were 
recovered while cleaning the feature. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Feature 6 comprised a shallow pit 73 cm long by 60 cm wide by 23 cm deep with a basin-shaped profile (Figure 
10). The fill comprised a concentration of decayed tree roots, dark soil, and a small quantity (n=19) of artifacts. 
The pit may represent a tree-planting hole rather than a pit excavated to deliberately dispose of refuse. 
 

Plate 11: Looking south over Feature 8. 
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5.0 HISTORICAL ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 

 
A total of 106,347 historical artifacts was recovered during Stage 4 activities (Table 1), including 86,259 
artifacts recovered from 361 square metres of topsoil, 19,676 artifacts with a feature provenience, and 412 
artifacts for which the provenience is unknown (Appendix B). A full catalogue is provided in Appendix C. 
 

Table 1: Historical Artifacts By Functional Class, Butler Site (AhGs-18) 

Artifact Class Frequency Class Totals Class Total as % of Site 

Architectural  29,833 28.05% 
Window glass 14,034   

Nails 15,276   
Door hardware 21   

Brick/ mortar fragments 502   
Household Furnishings  153 0.14% 

Drawer lock 22   
Keys 7   

Flower pot 6   
Furniture components 62   

Lamp chimney fragments 56   
Personal  2,744 2.58% 

Hygiene 53   
Clothing 709   

Medicine containers 119   
Adornment 32   

Smoking pipe 1,813   
Personal Gear 18   

Tools/Equipment  434 0.41% 
Agriculture 10   

Hardware 88   
Armament 148   

Fishing 4   
Recreation 8   

Sewing 24   
Writing 20   

Commercial trade (bale seals) 10   
Animal Husbandry 112   

General Tools 10   
Organic  14,667 13.79% 

Faunal Bone 14,628   
Marine shell 39   

Kitchen and Food-related  52,475 49.34% 
Food Preparation 66   

Food Service 181   
Food Storage 98   

Food Consumption 888   
Beverage Service 328   
Beverage Storage 2,035   

Beverage Consumption 897   
Indeterminate 47,982   

Indeterminate  6,041 5.69% 
Metal, unidentified scrap 494   

Thermally altered glass, unidentified containers 5,547   
    

Totals  106,347 100.00% 
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A modified version of the Canadian Parks Service “Classification System for Historical Collections” (Canadian 
Parks Service 1992) was used to organize the site data. The category of “Organic” was added to account for the 
modified faunal bone and shell commonly found in midden soils. 
 
 

5.1 Kitchen and Food-related Class 

 
The Stage 4 assemblage from the Butler site contains 52,475 kitchen and food-related artifacts, comprising close 
to half (49.34 percent) of the historical collection. These artifacts are related to the storage, preparation, 
distribution and consumption of food and beverages. 
 

5.1.1 Ceramic Artifacts 

 
Ceramic sherds (n=50,082) dominate this artifact class. First the refined earthenware ceramics will be discussed 
in terms of the ware types, as discerning the ware types within an assemblage is useful as a relative dating 
technique because of the historical progression of types in industrial-era ceramic production. The stoneware and 
coarse red or buff earthenware used for food storage and preparation cannot be tightly dated because these wares 
were ubiquitous throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The ceramics will be discussed also in 
terms of the vessels that were part of the meal systems employed in the Butler family home. 
 
Ware Types 
 
The ceramics used by the Butler family could have made their way to Niagara-on-the-Lake in either one of two 
ways. The best or heirloom family china may have travelled with Catharine and the children after the family was 
released from custody in New York State and immigrated to Upper Canada circa 1784. Once the family was 
established, additional pieces would have been purchased from local merchants who ordered their goods 
primarily from wholesalers in Montreal (Collard 1984:11). While some merchants such as Quetton St. George in 
York (Toronto) also ordered goods from New York State, Montreal was the primary point of trade given that it 
was the head of ocean navigation in the St. Lawrence/ Great Lakes sphere (Collard 1984:16).  
 
The staple of trade to Canada was the refined earthenware with a cream-coloured body known as creamware, 
described by Elizabeth Collard as Josiah Wedgewood’s most important contribution to English commerce 
(Collard 1984:104-105). Creamware vessels were lightweight and durable, thus they could be easily shipped 
(Kaellgren 2009:103). Wedgewood, however, did not invent creamware. English potters of traditional tin-
enamelled earthenware, known as delft, and stoneware ceramics were challenged to compete with imported 
porcelains from continental Europe and China, as well as English manufacturers looking to break into the 
porcelain market (Kaellgren 2009:13). Thus, they began experimenting with two new types of ceramics circa 
1740: a refined cream-coloured earthenware and a white salt-glazed stoneware (Copeland 1995:4). The white 
stoneware, which was glazed by casting salt into the kiln at the peak temperature, was the standard product 
between 1740 and 1760 (Kaellgren 2009:23). By 1762, Josiah Wedgewood was satisfied that his creamware 
trials were successful and he began marketing original designs with the help of Thomas Bentley (Copeland 
1995:6). Most were executed by pressing sheets of wet clay over moulds to create the form and relief 
decoration, just as it was done with the stoneware. The vast majority of these wares were not enamelled or 
printed (Miller and Hunter 2001:154). 
 
The success of creamware sales allowed Josiah Wedgewood to work on more ornamental wares such as the dry-
bodied stoneware known as black basalt. It was produced in forms for tea and coffee services as well as vases 
that were decorated to imitate those being excavated from Etruscan tombs. Wedgewood’s line of black basalt 
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wares was launched in 1768 (Kaellgren 2009:17). A similar dry-bodied stoneware in red was known as rosso 
antico. 
 
By 1770, the market was glutted with a wide range of English-made ceramics and the first Staffordshire potters’ 
price-fixing agreement set the price of the white salt-glazed stoneware to that of creamware (Miller and Hunter 
2001:144). Creamware quickly had become an “old fashioned” product, and to survive in the competitive 
market, the potters needed a new product that would appeal to the burgeoning, style-conscious middle classes. 
One solution developed circa 1775 was to put a blue-tinted glaze onto the refined earthenware so that when it 
fired the ware attained the look of Chinese porcelain. Ceramic scholars use the term pearlware to describe this 
ceramic. The potters further copied the Chinese tea bowl shapes and wedge foot rings, and painted the vessels 
with patterns that duplicated Chinese motifs, giving rise to the term China glaze (Miller and Hunter 2001:145-
146). Common motifs included a house or temple with a fence, shimmering water in the foreground, and exotic 
foliage (Plate 12). Another ware type was developed by adding a yellow glaze to the earthenware body; these 
ceramics are known as canary ware to collectors. Canary ware was produced in England between 1780 and 
1835, largely for tea services, figurines, and some domestic table forms (Miller 1974). Red earthenware vessels 
with applied lustre or given a glossy black glaze, known as Jackfield, were also popular in tea services during 
this time (Jouppien 1980:27).  
 

Pearlware ceramics 
were better suited to the 
cobalt blue decorations 
and soon the potters 
were adding shell edge 
and printed motifs to 
their repertory. Josiah 
Spode is credited with 
perfecting the 
underglaze printing 
technique circa 1784 
that allowed potters to 
produce decorated 
tablewares quickly and 
attractively, first in blue, 
and after 1824 in 
chrome green, red, 
black, brown, and many 
other colours (Collard 
1984:114; Copeland 
1994:20). These latter 

colours looked better on 
a white background, 
hence potters gradually 

dropped the blue-tinted and cream-coloured glazes and began to develop refined white-bodied earthenwares.  
 
Advertisements in the first Canadian newspapers indicate that delft and white salt-glazed stonewares were 
imported alongside creamware, but by 1800, creamware was the consumer favourite in Canada (Collard 
1984:106). Creamware vessels continued to be stocked by Ontario merchants until circa 1830, albeit in much 
reduced numbers. The popularity of pearlware was greatest during the turn of the nineteenth century and 
continued, in Ontario, until the mid-1830s (Kenyon 1995:4). Until circa 1815, these were primarily painted and 
shell-edged tea and tableware as printed pearlware vessels were cost-prohibitive. After the War of 1812, ceramic 
prices dropped and printed ceramics became the status wares, with edged wares now affordable for the lower 

Plate 12: Examples of “China glaze” saucers recovered from the Butler site. Left 
Cat.#00504, right Cat.# 00505 
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and middle classes. Indeed, shell edge remained the cheapest type of decorated tea and tableware throughout the 
nineteenth century (Miller and Hunter 1990).  
 
With respect to porcelains, the English potters had limited success in developing a soft-paste (artificial) 
porcelain that fired with consistent results, and they had to rely on wholesale and retail trade to keep the 
factories solvent. Europeans factories, however, were state-sponsored, and with royal money were able to 
develop true hard-paste porcelains through the employment of the best chemists and potters. Factories like 
Meissen and Sevres thus produced large prestige dinner services and delicate figurines that were purchased for 
state events and royal weddings (Kaellgren 2009:24-25). The first true porcelain was developed in England by 
Josiah Spode in 1799. The key was the addition of calcined bone ash that made the porcelain whiter, stronger, 
and less susceptible to distortion and breakage in the kiln, giving rise to the name bone china (Copeland 
1994:25). 
 

The ceramic ware 
percentages of the Butler 
Homestead Site reflect a 
household that purchased 
ceramics when creamware 
(Plate 13) was the dominant 
ware type for use at the table. 
The “older” ware types still 
shipped for sale in Canada in 
the 1780s are represented in 
small amounts including 
0.66 percent white salt-
glazed stoneware (n=332) 
and 0.17 tin-enamelled 
earthenware (n=83). These 
most certainly were 
purchased before Catharine’s 
death in 1793 and John’s 
death in 1796. The 
creamware sherds 
(n=30,472), however, 

comprise 60.34 percent of the assemblage and reflect its popularity up until the Butler household was burnt to 
the ground in 1813. 
 
Three refined white earthenware sherds, all printed with a red floral pattern, were recovered from units 
excavated in the topsoil. The post-1824 date for these ceramics is not in character with the balance of the 
assemblage. Pearlware comprises 16.80 percent (n=8,416) of the ceramic sherds, and as will be discussed below, 
includes many China glaze tea wares. Porcelain sherds comprise 3.68 percent (n=1,842) and canary ware 
comprises 0.52 percent (n=260). The fancy black basalt (n=109) and rosso antico (n=16) sherds comprise less 
than one percent each, as do the Jackfield (n=236) and refined red earthenware (n=12) tea wares. Proportionally, 
the coarse earthenwares and stonewares used in food storage and preparation together comprise a small fraction 
(4.04 percent) of the assemblage (n=2,022). It is interesting to note that the balance of the assemblage 
(n=6,279), representing 12.54 percent, cannot be identified as to ware type largely due to thermal alteration.  
 
 
Vessels 
 
For the purposes of the balance of the discussion, the sherds have been mended where possible and sorted into a 
minimum number of vessels based on unique rim or foot ring profiles, ware type, and decoration. A total of 251 

Plate 13: Fragment of creamware meat dish with Royal Rim (Cat.# 00502. 
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food and beverage-related vessels have been identified in the Butler Homestead assemblage, 221 of which are 
refined tea and tablewares (Table 2). 
 
 

Table 2: Minimum Vessel Count, Refined Tea and Tablewares 
 Plate Bowl Cup Saucer Mug Jug Salt or 

Sugar 
Meat 
Dish 

Sauce 
Boat 

Tea 
Pot 

White Salt-glazed Stoneware           
Royal rim 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bath rim 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Concave rim 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Moulded flutes 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Painted blue Chinoiserie 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Painted early palette 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Undecorated 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Creamware           

Undecorated 1 5 1 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Octagonal 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Overglaze enamel 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Painted early palette 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Inlaid slip 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Engine turned, roulette 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Moulded 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Bath rim 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Paris rim 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Royal rim 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 

Shell edge 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Concave rim 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 

Pearlware           
Shell edge 12 0 3 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
Embossed 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Printed 0 1 6 12 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Painted blue Chinoiserie 0 1 5 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Painted monochrome blue 0 2 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Painted early palette 0 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Factory slip 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Spatterware 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Porcelain, English soft-paste           
Moulded flutes 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Printed 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Porcelain, Chinese export           

Overglaze enamel 0 1 14 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Painted blue Chinoiserie 0 1 4 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Unidentified Ware           
Royal rim 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bath rim 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Shell edge 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Black Basalt           

Moulded 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 
Rosso Antico           

Moulded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
           

Vessel Totals 49 24 49 72 3 3 2 12 1 6 

 
 
Food and Beverage Consumption 
 
Refined earthenware plates could be purchased in different sizes by the late eighteenth century and specific 
terms were used consistently in the price fixing lists devised by the Staffordshire potters. Supper plates measure 
9 inches in diameter and table plates measure 10 inches in diameter (Miller 1991:11). They are large enough to 
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hold the variety of foods that might be served as part of the principal hot meal of the day, whether it was served 
in the afternoon or evening. These two types of plates dominate the food consumption class at the Butler site, 
comprising 75 percent of the identified unique plates.  
 

The pearlware plates (Cat.# 
00501, 08690, 08700, 
08701, 09020 tend to be 
green or blue shell edged in 
the rococo style (Plate 14), 
although one supper plate 
features an embossed 
garland (Cat.# 09355) on 
its blue-edged rim. This 
motif is dated to the 1820s 
(Miller and Hunter 1990), 
hence its appearance on a 
site abandoned in 1813 
provides a revised date for 
this motif in Ontario. 
 
The creamware plates are 
press moulded in a wide 
variety of styles, including 
an octagonal supper plate 
with a moulded diamond 

motif on the rim (Cat.# 7331), and table or supper plates with Royal (Cat.# 03045, 03135, 03314, 03675, 05758, 
05524, 05031, 08805, 08806, 09216, 09345, 09793, 10187, 10244, 09134, 09221, 09814), Bath (Cat.# 07643), 
and Rococo Shell Edge (Cat.# 08816) rims. The Royal rim was also present on white salt-glazed table plates 
(Cat.# 00503, 0916, 09136, 09330), one of which exhibited an impressed “B” maker’s mark for the Baddeley 
factory circa 1784-1806 (Godden 1990:46). The remaining 25 percent of the plates comprise the smaller 8 inch 
twifflers (Cat.# 09018, 02340, 03084), commonly used for dessert, and 6-7 inch muffin plates (Cat.# 08768, 
08769, 09253, 04251, 08604, 08869, 09214, 09496, 08903, 08767) used for small tea cakes or bread and butter.  
 

Refined vessels used in beverage consumption include 49 
tea cups, 72 saucers, and three creamware mugs. The three 
mugs are distinguished by their cylindrical shape and 
straight sides; two are decorated with inlaid slip directly 
below the rim (Cat.# 07991, 10295), while one has press-
moulded beading below the rim (Cat.# 10073). Similar 
mugs have been recovered at Place-Royale in Quebec City 
(Campbell 1984:Figures 75, 78). 
 
All of the Chinese export porcelain vessels were probably 
part of tea sets, including cups and saucers with overglaze 
red and black enamels (Plate 15), as well as two bowls 
(Cat.# 02775, 03508), and a milk jug (Cat.# 09827). 

Plate 14: Blue rococo shell edge supper plate (Cat.# 00501) found in the root cellar 
Feature 7. 

Plate 15: Reconstructed Chinese porcelain tea bowl 
with enamel figure playing transverse flute (Cat.# 
00506.) 
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Many of the pearlware cups and saucers feature painted 
“China glaze” motifs (see Plate 12) that compliment the 
Oriental porcelain (Cat.# 03340, 09425, 09278, 09225, 
08992, 08942, 08941, 00505, 08908, 09356, 00504, 09189, 
09424, 08820, 09004, 05522). One reconstructed Chinese 
porcelain saucer (Plate 16) has a Rococo fluted body 
popular in the 1780s (Patricia Ferguson pers. comm. 1999).  
 
The porringer is a type of hollow vessel with a handle used 
to eat porridge, stew, or other one-pot meals (Yentsch 
1991:41). The height of the vessel is less than its diameter, 
giving it a squat form. The Butler Homestead site 
assemblage includes four glazed red earthenware porringers 
(Cat.# 09286, 09571, 10007, 02395) five inches in 
diameter. A fifth porringer of buff earthenware (Cat.# 
09930) is decorated with a yellow glaze and a raised 
medallion painted with a brown slip placed just below the 
rim (Plate 17). Known as “combed-and-dotted-yellow” 
slipware, the decoration was common among potters in the 
west of England as well as Staffordshire (Wheeler Stone 
1973:109). For example, the decoration looks extremely 
similar to that on a group of vessels excavated in 
Philadelphia and attributed to the English slipware potter 
Samuel Malkin, who died in Burslem in 1741 (Orr 2003).  

It is not known if this 
distinctive pottery 
continued to be 
produced by his 
factory after his death, 
but the Philadelphia 
deposit was sealed 
circa 1760. This 
porringer almost 
certainly travelled with 
the Butler family from 
New York State given 
its archaic form. 
 
The Butler assemblage 
includes 24 bowls. 
Bowls are problematic 
in their functional 
classification because 
they can be used for 
many activities in the 
household depending 
upon their size. 
 
 
 

Plate 16: Reconstructed Chinese porcelain saucer 
with Rococo fluted body and enamel flowers and 
gilt accents (Cat.# 00509). 

Plate 17: Redware vessels. Top left, porringer (Cat.# 09286); top right English slipware 
porringer (Cat.# 09930). Bottom left, plate (Cat.# 09287); middle, plate (Cat.# 09145); 
right, dish (Cat.# 09201+09194). 
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In previous Ontario analyses, bowls have been classified as food consumption vessels where the household 
under study comes from a cultural background where soft foods such as porridge or corn soup are consumed on 
a regular basis (Ferris and Kenyon 1986). As mentioned above, the two porcelain bowls in the assemblage were 
almost certainly part of tea sets and used to dispose of cold tea or tea leaves rather than food consumption.  
 
 
Food and Beverage Distribution 
 

One brown glazed stonewar jug (Cat.# 05618) is 
suitable for serving beverages such as cider or ale. 
 
The assemblage includes six teapots identified 
from distinctive base or lid fragments (Plate 18). 
Three are black basalt (Cat.# 06134, 09548, 
07458), one is rosso antico (Cat.# 02096) with a 
moulded Greek key motif around its base, one is 
creamware (Cat.# 06853), and one is blue-printed 
pearlware (Cat.# 08727). 
 
Other tea service vessels are represented by the rim 
and spout fragments of a black basalt milk jug 
(Cat.# 01033), a painted blue Chinoiserie milk jug 
in pearlware (Cat.# 08390), and a Chinese export 
porcelain milk jug (Cat.# 09927+09827). One open 
sugar bowl (Cat.# 09255) has a garland painted in 
early palette colours around its rim. 

 
 
 

Food service is represented by 12 
meat dishes. These include both deep 
forms for serving made dishes and 
flat forms for the presentation of 
roasts at the dining table (Plate 19). 
The two pearlware dishes have green 
shell edges (Cat.# 00500, 08883), 
while the creamware dishes (see Plate 
13) have moulded rims (Cat.# 00502, 
0917, 04233, 08950, 09432, 09476, 
08902, 09430) that complement the 
numerous Royal, Bath, and Concave 
rim table and supper plates in the 
assemblage. Two thermally altered 
rim sherds represent a dish with a 
Bath pattern rim (Cat.# 00866) and 
one with a shell edge (Cat.# 08867). 
 

The creamware dinner set also 
contains a salt shaker as represented 
by its perforated dome (Cat.# 07411), 
and a panelled sauce boat (Cat.# 09663). 

Plate 18: Partial rim (Cat.# 10003+06782, 10162) and moulded 
shoulder (Cat.# 00510+06063) of black basalt tea pot. 

Plate 19: Reconstructed pearlware meat dish (Cat.# 00500) found in Fea. 3 
builder’s trench. 
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Food and Beverage Preparation and Storage 
 
Table 3 presents the minimum vessel counts for the stoneware and coarse earthenware items used in food and 
beverage preparation and storage.  
 

Table 3: Food and Beverage Preparation and Storage, Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18) 
 Porringer Milkpan Jug Bottle Jar Plate Pot Dish 

Stoneware         
Salt-glazed 0  1 2 0 0 0 0 

Coarse red earthenware         
Glazed 4 7 0 0 1 2 10 0 

Trailed slip 0  0  0 0 0 0 
Buff earthenware         

Trailed slip 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

TOTALS 5 7 1 2 1 2 10 2 

 
 
Coarse red earthenware utility pots sealed with a coloured glaze are ubiquitous on domestic sites in southern 
Ontario. Evidence of ten at the Butler Homestead site comes in the form of rim sherds (Cat.# 01772, 01954, 
02769, 02237, 03947, 09143, 09227, 06383, 09289, 09505), most of which have grooves pressed into the collar  
to facilitate tying covers over the pots. Milk pans are also common in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
domestic site assemblages as dairying was important task contributing to the production of milk, cheese and 
butter. Seven unique glazed red earthenware milk pans are present (Cat.# 09260, 03637, 04279, 05765, 09142, 
06332, 09861).One is nearly complete mended from 24 sherds (Cat.# 09260). It stands three inches tall and has 
a 13 inch rim diameter with a pouring spout (Plate 20).  

 
One coarse red earthenware 
storage jar is distinguished by its 
outflaring rim (Cat.# 09572), and 
could have been used to store any 
number of kitchen staples used in 
cooking and baking. Two 
stoneware bottles (Cat.# 06062, 
09506) are distinguished by finish 
fragments with rounded lips. 
These could have been used to 
store small (low alcohol) beers 
commonly brewed in households 
in the eighteenth or nineteenth 
century, such as spruce beer or 
ginger beer.  
 
Two buff earthenware dishes 
(Cat. 00870, 09201+09194) are 
suitable for baking puddings and 
tarts, while the two shallower 
coarse red earthenware plates 
(Cat.# 09145, 09287) might be 
better suited for composing food 

and serving it. The form of these vessels and their trailed slip decoration (Plate 17) links them to a tradition of 
local ceramic production in the Northeast that goes back to the early eighteenth century (Bower 1985; Wheeler 
Stone 1973). 

Plate 20: Reconstructed milk pan with pouring spout (Cat.# 9260). 
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5.1.2 Non-ceramic Artifacts 

 
The balance of the kitchen and food-related class is comprised of non-ceramic artifacts (n=2,393), primarily 
glass, but also metal cutlery. The descriptions of the glass assemblage will follow the classification set forth by 
Olive Jones and Catherine Sullivan (1985).  
 
The most common glass container fragments represent liquor storage (n=2,030). The cylindrical body sherds 
and two-part finishes of dark olive green glass are assumed to be from wine bottles; two square (Cat.# 12848, 
13655) and one octagonal (Cat.# 11374) base are also present in the assemblage. One almost complete 
cylindrical container (Cat. #14714) with a flat lip and down-tooled string rim has been mended from sherds 
found while uncovering the stone foundation. 
 
Eighty-one fragments from colourless, aqua or light green glass 
containers include a minimum of eight square mustard bottles. 
Mustard was a popular condiment amongst the British military. 
Jones and Smith (1985) specify that mustard can be divided into 
two types: a wet, prepared type consisting of vinegar and other 
spices, or, a dry type which is mixed with water or vinegar 
shortly before serving. Popular since the 1720s, the best known 
powdered mustard was Durham mustard. A second type 
developed around 1800, known as London mustard, was more 
favoured by the British military (Jones and Smith 1985:60).  
 
The recovered mustard bottles at the Butler Homestead site are 
representative of the London type in terms of shape and 
dimension (Jones and Smith 1985:Fig.70). The majority of these 
bottles are mouth-blown, tall, square bottles with a short neck, 
wide mouth and flat, folded lip (Plate 21). The average 
dimension is 5.5 inches in height by 1.5 inches in width. Some 
have chamfered corners that are either concave or flat. One bottle 
(Cat.# 14647) is particularly interesting as it has embossed 
lettering on one side panel reading “Rhodes & Kemeys.” This 
particular manufacturer was located in the small community of 
Sparta, New York, now a neighbourhood of Ossining, New York. 
The business under the auspices of Josiah Rhodes and William 
Kemeys produced mustard flour amongst other processed powder 
goods as well as bottles and other containers (Horne 1976:25). They appear to have operated their mill from 
circa 1796 to about 1819 when local newspaper advertisements show that the business was put up for sale or to 
let (Horne 1976:25).  
 
A total of 183 glass fragments has been identified as tableware including 125 shards of stemmed drinking 
glasses, 11 body shards from tumblers, one possible rummer base, and 46 assorted body shards from other 
tablewares. Two varieties of foot style have been observed for the stemware with the most common being a 
plain, conical foot and the less frequent being a conical, folded foot formation. Both plain bowl fragments (Cat.# 
13635, 14255, 14374, 14412) and decorated body fragments are present in the assemblage. One bowl of a 
stemmed drinking glass has been decorated with pattern-moulded ribs (Cat.# 14323, 14330), a motif that is 
common in the latter half of the eighteenth century (Jones and Smith 1985:Fig.48). Another bowl of a stemmed 
drinking glass has been decorated below the rim with an etched pattern of long stemmed flowers separated by 

Plate 21: Mustard bottles. Top, embossed 
letters “_KEMEYS,” middle Cat.# 14668, 
bottom Cat.# 14665. 
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vertical oval facets between each flower (Cat.# 12393, 
12902, 13143). The precise shapes of the bowls are hard 
to discern from the shards.  
 
By counting the number of unique stems, a minimum 
vessel count of 15 stemmed drinking glasses has been 
ascertained. Most of the wine glasses have plain, drawn-
stems (Plate 22), but there are two examples of stems with 
long vertical flutes, including a heptagonal faceted stem 
(Cat.# 12354), and a sextagonal faceted stem with a plain 
conical foot (Cat.# 14281). Facet-cut stemware is viewed 
as a style particular to the last quarter of the eighteenth 
century (Jones and Smith 1985:38-39), however, 
examples have been found at Fort George within a 
nineteenth century context (Jones and Smith 
1985:Fig.47).  
 

One rummer goblet base was recovered (Cat.# 14256) and 
has a plain, conical foot, finished pontil mark and a basal 
knop before it would have merged into the stem. Seven 
colourless tumblers have been identified in the assemblage 
and represent a variety of sizes (Cat.# 11004, 12326, 

12465, 13873, 14276, 14625, 14663). Tumblers are used in the same capacity as stemmed drinking glasses at 
the table and could also be used for imbibing medicine. They are characterized by a thick weighted base that can 
have a finished or unfinished pontil mark with a body that was conical in the eighteenth century but became 
more cylindrical in the early nineteenth century. Plain and moulded decorations were common and several sizes 
were available for purchase in different quantities (Jones and Smith 1985:34-35). The tumblers from the Butler 
site are recognized by bases although a few have partial bodies that appear to be cylindrical and plain. It should 
be noted that any etched or moulded decoration that could have been closer to the rim is not evident in the 
identified fragments.  
 
The assorted glass tablewares include one hollow vessel that has been decorated with a floral-geometric pattern 
made of oval and oblong shaped facets (Cat. 12215, 12324, 12375), and another unidentified vessel represented 
by a flat piece of glass decorated with oblong spear-tipped facets representing flower petal blades (Cat. 12214). 
 
Food or beverage service is partly represented by 19 colourless glass fragments from a container with a flat base 
and a tapered body (Cat.# 10593) that is believed to be a cruet, although the finish is missing. Certainly four 
unique glass stoppers that would have sealed decanters for liquor or water, or, cruets for vinegar or oil, are 
present. Two of the stoppers have disc-shaped finials (Cat.# 10755, 11414); one has a hollow ball finial 
(Cat.10816), and the fourth one is represented by a shank that has lost its finial (Cat. 12575). A second cruet is 
represented by a body/finish fragment (Cat.# 14277) with a body faceted into rectangular and diamond shaped 
panels. The wide plain mouth displays grinding on the exterior surface of the lip where a silver fitting could be 
attached. 
 
The cutlery includes 19 bone handle fragments, 24 forks, four heavy carving knives, 13 table knives, three knife 
fragments of undetermined size, one pewter serving spoon, and two teaspoons. One teaspoon is silver and is 
stamped with a hallmark (Cat.# 15057). The symbols from left to right include a Passant Lion indicating sterling 
silver, a lowercase “q” meaning the London date is 1790, a profile of King George III, and a square with the 
initials “G/S/T/H” indicating that the silversmiths are George Smith II and Thomas Hayter of London circa 
1792. 
 
 

Plate 22: Examples of wine glasses from the Butler 
Homestead. Right, glass with sextagonal facet stem 
(Cat.# 14281. Left, glass with plain drawn stem 
(Cat.# 14355). 
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One metal spigot (Plate 23) is 
indicative of decanting spirits such as 
rum that have been shipped and 
stored in a barrel.  
 
 

5.2 Architectural Class 

 
The architectural class (n=29,833) 
comprises just over one quarter of 
the archaeological assemblage, 
which reflects the abandonment of a 
wooden structure that was allowed to 
decay in situ given the presence of 
door hardware as well as the 
ubiquitous nails and window glass. 
The class is dominated by fragments 
of window glass (n=14,034) that were 
recovered in concentrations from the 
builder’s trench and foundation area. Window glass has been observed to increase in thickness over time on 
domestic sites in southern Ontario, with “thin” fragments (less than 1.5 mm thick) generally dominating 
archaeological assemblages that date to the first half of the 19th century (Kenyon 1980). The specimens from 
this site are characteristically very thin, heavily patinated, olive green glass. 

 
The nails that are complete enough 
to be identified are all hand-wrought 
(n=12,961), indicative of a pre-1830 
date in southern Ontario (Kenyon 
1982). The balance of the nails 
(n=2,315) cannot be identified as to 
method of manufacture. Brick, 
mortar, and painted plaster samples 
(n=502) have been saved from 
various contexts. The bricks are all 
thin, rectangular, hand-moulded, 
frogless, and have been fired to a 
red colour. The door hardware 
includes one door handle, 15 hinges, 
four lock mechanisms, and one 
keyhole plate. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Plate 23: Brass spigot for decanting spirits (Cat.# 00527). 

Plate 24: Metal door plate with lock mechanism on underside (Cat.# 18303), 
and key (Cat.# 16120). 
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5.3 Personal Class 

 
This class includes items of toilet and hygiene, medicine, clothing, personal adornment, smoking pipes, and 
other personal gear (Table 1). Together they make up 2.58 percent of the assemblage (n=2,745).  
 

5.3.1 Toilet and Hygiene 

 
This subclass includes items used to maintain personal hygiene. Seven individual chamber pots are represented 
by distinctive rims or ware types. One white salt-glazed stoneware vessel (Cat.# 02013+01677) with a broad rim 
is decorated with incised bands filled with cobalt oxide. This “scratch blue” technique was popular during the 
mid-eighteenth century on stoneware table and teawares, and continued to be used on the utilitarian chamber 
pots imported to North America until the late 1780s (Cohen and Hess 193:80; Hume 1969:118). Six distinct 
creamware vessels (Cat.# 00862, 00922, 03008+09075, 03305, 03351, 09667) have slight rim profiles created 
by folding the rim and tucking it under to meet the body.  
 
Personal hygiene is represented also by nine bone comb fragments and an incised turtle-shell hair comb (Cat.#. 
15581). All of the bone combs are double-edged with fine, closely spaced teeth, which are perfect for picking 
lice nits out of the hair (Kenyon 1983). Three bone toothbrush fragments were also recovered, two of which 
mend into a handle (Cat.#. 00524, 17204), and a colourless octagonal container that may have held perfume or 
toilet water (Cat.#.10705). 
 

5.3.2 Medicine 

 
Five distinct pharmaceutical-ointment pots are 
identified based on vessel form and decoration. These 
vessel forms were made by English potters for 
dispensing salves and cosmetics, and they are not 
uncommon on British colonial sites (Hume 1969:204). 
One undecorated tin-enamelled pot has been 
reconstructed from 42 sherds found in Feature 3 (Plate 
25). The form matches a pedestal type dated between 
1690 and 1780 by Ivor Noel Hume (1969:205). It 
stands 2.25” tall and has an interior diameter of 2.5” 

with an out-flared 
rim. Three other 
sherds with out-
flared rims (Cat.# 
10032, 03372, 
09573) are from 
separate vessels. 
The fifth ointment 
pot is tin-enamelled with horizontal blue bands encircling its body (Plate 26), 
and its form matches a type dated by Hume (1969:204) to the period 1755-
1780.  
 

 

Plate 25: Reconstructed ointment pot (Cat.# 
08930+08559). 

Plate 26: Rim sherd (Cat.# 02989) and base (Cat.# 05696) of a second form 
of ointment pot common in the eighteenthcentury  
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One hundred and fifteen glass fragments have also been identified as 
medicine containers based on body form or finishes where extant. Two 
mended fragments from a square container with rounded corners is embossed 
with lettering on all four sides: “PEPE_//ESS_//KIN_//BY” (Plate 27). It 
most likely contained “Essence of Peppermint,” a remedy for alleviating 
intestinal gas that was patented in 1762 (Jones 1982). 
 

5.3.3 Clothing 

 
The majority of artifacts in this sub-class are buttons (n=669). The clothing 
sub-class also includes 10 cufflinks, two aglets, five dress hooks, four fabric 
scraps, four shoe hooks, three shoe buckles, two knee buckles, and three 
buckles of undetermined function. Four military uniform accoutrements are 
not unexpected and may provide further evidence of where the engagement at 
Butler’s farm took place. These include one epaulet fragment (Cat.# 15274), 
one shield-shaped badge (Cat.# H2090), and two cast brass uniform plate 
fragments, probably from cartridge boxes (Cat.# 18629, 16930). One in 
particular (Cat.# 18629) may be a fragment from a Butler’s Ranger’s uniform 
as the script “GR” matches that of a complete example illustrated in The 
Collector’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American Revolution (Neumann 
and Kravic 1975:226). 
 
The buttons include 337 bone buttons with sew through fasteners in a variety of sizes that were used primarily 
for men’s undergarments, pant flys, and suspender braces (Ferris 1984). The flat bone disks with solitary holes 
drilled through them are probably backings that have become separated from fancy metal buttons. Only one 
shell button suitable for blouses was recovered from unit 494N-198E, and one plastic button recovered from the 
topsoil of unit 495N-180E is no doubt intrusive to the site. The remaining buttons are metal (n=329). 

 
The metal buttons include 
plain flat copper alloy 
disks with eye fasteners 
that range in size from 11 
mm in diameter to 28.8 
mm in diameter, and some 
with traces of gilt or silver. 
These metal buttons could 
have been worn on a 
variety of boots and 
garments, including coats, 
waistcoats, leggings and 
dresses (Ferris 1984).  
 
Not surprisingly, the site 
has yielded the largest 
collection (n=38) of 
Butler’s Rangers buttons 
(Plate 28) from any 
archaeological context. The 
most common style is a flat 
pewter disk with the words 

Plate 27: Views of all four sides of the 
square peppermint essence base 
(Cat.# 11875). 

Plate 28: Examples of a gilt office’s button (left) and a pewter button (right) from 
Butler’s Rangers uniforms. 
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“BUTLERS RANGERS” cast in one line across the centre of the button (e.g. Cat.# 14977; Plate 28 right). 
Several officer’s buttons from the regiment, one gilt (Cat.# 14976) and the other silvered (Cat.# 16141), were 
also recovered. Although the Rangers were disbanded in 1784, the jackets would still have been serviceable and 
worn in a civilian setting. 
 

The second most 
common military 
button present at the 
site is that of the 
Royal Canadian 
Volunteers (RCVs). 
Sixteen of these 
buttons were 
recovered (Plate 29). 
The 2nd Battalion was 
headquartered at Fort 
George from 1798-
1802 and had actually 
aided in the Fort’s 
construction. The 
presence of these 
buttons on the site 
attests to the military 
connections of the 

family. In fact, the 
battalion was 
commanded by 

lieutenant colonel John Macdonnel, who had been a captain in Butler’s Rangers and had many friends among 
the Mohawk Nation. 
 
A 60th Regiment “Royal Americans” silver officer’s button (Cat.# 14999) was also recovered from the site 
(Plate 29). The 60th Regiment was present in Québèc and Niagara from 1760-1765 then returned to England. 
They were back in Canada in 1786 until 1797 including a stay in Niagara. It is not clear how this button came to 
have been discarded or lost on the site unless colonel John Butler had maintained a uniform from his earlier life 
working with the Johnsons in New York State. It is also possible that the button relates to Thomas McKee, 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Fort St. Joseph who had been an officer in the 60th before 1796 and might 
have visited Butler. Or it may relate to colonel Daniel Claus, the son-in-law of Sir William Johnson, who was 
deputy superintendent for the Canadian tribes (Cruikshank 1893:10-11) when Butler had lived in New York. His 
son, William Claus, who was also in the 60th, is buried in the Butler family burying ground. 
 
One gilt button from the British 65th Regiment of Foot was found in unit 506N-209E (Cat.# 16606). 
 
In addition, an American 8th Regiment of Infantry button (Script “I”) was recovered from unit 507N-205E 
(Cat.# 00521; Plate 29). It relates presumably to the occupation of the site by the American piquet in 1813 
although its presence is puzzling. Indeed, although the 8th Regiment was not known to be in the Niagara area, 
this style of American button was manufactured in 1812 and was not issued after 1813. 
 
 
 

Plate 29: American infantry button (left), 60
th

 Regiment (centre), and Royal Canadian 
Volunteer (right) buttons. 
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5.3.4 Smoking Pipes 

 
White ball clay smoking pipe fragments (n=1,813) comprise a small 
percentage of the site assemblage. The majority of the fragments are plain 
stems, although a number of “TD” pipe bowl fragments were found. One 
stem impressed with the maker’s mark “Hendersons/Montreal” was noted. 
This firm was in business between 1847 and 1876 (Kenyon 1981a), 
therefore, the fragment is intrusive.  
 
One almost complete “TD” specimen (Cat.# 00523) is identified by serif-
style letters placed within a circular cartouche on the upper portion of the 
bowl (Plate 30). This type of mark is common on revolutionary war period 
sites such as Fort Michilimacinac (Walker 1983:37). The bowl possesses a 
broad flat heel with the two letters “TD” placed horizontally on opposite 
sides of the heel. The bowl meets the stem at a 45 degree angle consistent 
with bowl forms common in the late 18th century. The “TD” pipe, 
originally attributed to Thomas Dormer of London, England (1748-1770) 
was widely copied in the nineteenth century (Walker 1983:37). 

 

5.3.5 Adornment 

 
Thirty-two artifacts have been classified as objects of personal adornment.  
 
As Colonel Butler was Deputy Superintendent of the Indian Department until his death in 1796, it was thought 
in the excavation planning phase that some trade objects used for personal adornment might be found at his 
home. Indeed, six glass beads of the type commonly found in trade bead assemblages in the early nineteenth 

century in Ontario (Robertson et. al. 
1997:30) were found, including two 
glass barrel-shaped beads (Cat.# 
00514, 16365), two white glass tube 
beads (Cat.# 00513, Cat.# 14965), and 
two white glass seed bead (Cat.# 
14966, 14967). The small seed beads 
were used in embroidery while the 
glass tube beads were fashioned into 
necklaces or could replace the white 
shell wampum (Karklins 1992).  
 
Six cylindrical purple shell wampum 
beads were recovered at the Butler 
Homestead Site. The word wampum 
is derived from the Algonkian 
language and denotes the white and 
purple tubular shell beads strung into 
necklaces or woven into belts. The 
closest place of manufacture for this 
artifact to the site was Albany, New 
York, where it was manufactured for 
use as a commodity in the fur trade 

Plate 30:  Detail of cartouch on 
complete TD pipe recovered from the 
root cellar Fea. 7. 

Plate 31: Items of adornment. Top left to right, wampum Cat.# 14962, Cat.# 
14963; glass seed bead Cat.# 14966; shell pendent Cat.# 14961. Bottom 
left to right, glass seed bead Cat.# 14967; glass tube bead Cat.#14965; 
glass barrel bead Cat.# 00514; glass tube bead Cat.# 00513. 
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(Peña 2006:17, 21). It is possible the wampum had been presented to Butler during negotiations in which he had 
been involved. A roughly contemporary description of Sir William Johnson’s parlour at Johnson Hall in New 
York State indicated that Johnson’s portrait was “curiously surrounded with all kinds of Beads of Wamphum 
[sic], Indian curiositys and Trappings of Indian Finery which He had received in Treatys with different Indian 
Nations” (Huey and Pulis 1997:31). It is 
unlikely that the small quantity found at the 
Butler Homestead Site represented wampum 
kept in store to be dispensed in trade 
negotiations although it is known that English 
representatives like Johnson frequently 
purchased wampum from Albany for that 
purpose (Peña 2006:22). One small worked 
shell fragment that has been perforated (Plate 
31) may have also been strung on a necklace. 
 
Other possible trade items include four silver 
objects that may be parts of bracelets and 
brooches. The first piece is 25 mm in length 
by 13 mm in width and is likely a clasp 
fragment of a bracelet (Plate 32). It has the 
British Lion hallmark and a maker’s mark 
tentatively identified with a Montreal fur trade 
silversmith named Narcisse Roy circa 1782 
(Hamilton 1995:194). One small, thin 
fragment of scalloped, embossed silver (Cat.# 
00526) may be part of a trade silver brooch, as is a folded 
piece of silver in a half-moon shape (Cat.# 14969). A fourth 
fragment of silver (Cat.# 17795) may also be part of a 
bracelet clasp.  
 
Jewellery can be a scarce artifact in an archaeological 
context, although it was noted that the 1983 Mohawk Village 
excavation on the Grand River produced a generous amount 
of material (Kenyon 1984a). Perhaps the most striking object 
found at the Butler Homestead is an oval carnelian intaglio 
(Plate 33) with a male head in profile in the classical Greek 
manner (Cat.# 15053). The stone has been set into a gilt 
frame for attachment as a fob seal. These items were used to 
impress the owner’s mark into wax when sealing documents 
in the eighteenth century, but by the nineteenth century they 
were worn as adornment on a man’s chatelaine (Kenyon 
1984a). Other jewellery items include three brooches, one 
black glass bead, two ear rings, three glass jewels, one 
polished jet inlay, and one ring. 
 
Finally, two small metal plates have hooks (Cat.# 16738, 
17365) that suggest that they may have been attached to 
clothe or leather, but their specific use is not determined. 
 

Plate 32: Objects of trade. Left, possible recycled bale seal (Cat.# 
18286), and right silver bracelet clasp (Cat.# 14968). 

Plate 33: Carnelian fob seal recovered from Feature 
11 sand fill. 
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5.3.6 Other Personal Gear 

 
The personal gear sub-class (n=10) 
includes one folding knife with an 
elongated pistol grip bone handle (Cat.# 
18138). 
 
Nine coins or tokens are also represented, 
five of which are heavily worn and 
illegible. 
 
Three George III half penny coins (Plate 
34) bear the dates 1773 (Cat.# 15058), 
1787 (Cat.# 15062), and 1788 (Cat.# 
15061). In 1813, a merchant who relocated 
to Montreal from Boston issued a half 
penny token with images of Britannia and 
a spread eagle on its two faces. These 

were imitated locally in lighter weight versions in 1814 and 1815 (Charlton 1965:55); it would appear that one 
of the imitations dated 1814 was lost at the site (Cat.# 15064).  
 
 

5.4 Household Furnishings 

 
This class comprises items of furniture, including one white metal hinge, two wooden finials, 22 fragments of a 
drawer lock mechanism, and 59 brass upholstery tacks; 56 fragments of glass lamp chimney; and household 
accessories represented by seven keys and six unglazed red earthenware flower pot fragments (Table 1). 
Together they comprise 0.14 percent of the total historical assemblage (n=153). 
 
 

5.5 Tools and Equipment 

 
This class comprises a wide variety of tools and equipment (Table 1) that make up 0.41 percent of the total 
historical assemblage. 
 

5.5.1 Agriculture 

 
This sub-class (n=10) relates to equipment used in general farming and land clearance activities. These include 
nine fencing staples and one pitchfork fragment. 
 

5.5.2 Animal Husbandry 

 
The animal husbandry sub-class relates (n=112) to artifacts used in the maintenance of livestock on a farm. 
These include 16 harness buckles, one harness ring, one bridle part, one thermally altered metal artifact that is 
probably part of a harness, one stirrup, six horse shoes, one harness bell, and 85 horseshoe nails. 
 

Plate 34: Obverse and reverse of a 1788 George III half penny coin 
(Cat.# 15061.). 
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5.5.3 Armament 

 
There is an unusually large 
assemblage of armament-related 
artifacts (n=148) for a typical 
homestead site, attesting to the 
military connections of the family 
and the fact that engagements took 
place at the Butler farm during the 
War of 1812. Among the musket 
parts (Plate 35) are three assorted 
brass plates (Cat.#H2066, Cat.# 
15171, 15694), a frizzen (Cat.# 
H2773), a ram-rod guide 
(Cat.#15170), one trigger (Cat.# 
15380), two trigger guards (Cat.# 
00528, 15773), and three butt 
plates (Cat.# H4256, 00529, 
18777), one made of cast brass and 
identical to illustrations of the Short 
Land Pattern musket, familiarly 
known as the “Brown Bess” 
(Darling 1971:Figure 42). 
 
Lead musket balls or shot of varying calibers (n=66), lead waste from making balls (n=6), and gun flints (n=62) 
are also well-represented. A minimum of two weapon types are represented as determined by the caliber size 
frequency in the assemblage. At the start of the War of 1812, the Canadian militia were still using French 
muskets acquired in 1763, and a return of the ordnance at Fort George in March 1813 also listed English (.75 
caliber) and French (.69 caliber) muskets in store (UCHAS 1963:8). American-made muskets used ordnance 
within the .47 to .57 caliber range, while the French muskets used ordnance within the .58 to .64 caliber range 
(c.f. Poirier 1976:48). Therefore, the numerous musket balls measuring 9/16”and 8/16” in diameter were most 
likely fired from American guns, while the musket balls measuring 10/16” in diameter were fired from French-
made guns.  
 
One shotgun shell (Cat.# H465) and two lead bullets (Cat.# 16594, 17145) are intrusive. 
 

5.5.4 Recreation 

 
Evidence of recreational activities (n=8) is found in the two metal Jew’s Harps recovered from the topsoil in 
units 506N-207E (Cat.# 16584) and 499N-204E (Cat.# 15774). These simple musical instruments are not 
uncommon on early nineteenth-century sites in Ontario, including both domestic sites in southern Ontario 
(Kenyon 1981), and fur trade sites of the Great Lakes region (Robertson et al. 1997). They may have been items 
carried by soldiers and lost during the engagement at Butler’s farm during the War of 1812, or they belonged to 
members of Butler’s family. 
 
One porcelain doll’s leg with moulded boot (Cat.# 17124), and five marbles of clay (Cat.# 16895, 15610, 
16058) and glass (Cat.# 17222, 18161) were also recovered. These toys probably belonged to the children of 
Johnson Butler and his wife Eve (to 1800) or Susanna (to 1813). 
 

Plate 35: Musket parts. Left, trigger guard (Cat.# 00528); right, butt plate for 
Short Land Pattern musket (Cat.# 00529). 
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5.5.5 Sewing 

 
The sewing sub-class (n=24) is represented by one needle, three copper alloy thimbles, 15 straight pins, and five 
incomplete pairs of pivotal scissors, 
 

5.5.6 Fishing 

 
Four iron fish hooks (Cat.# 16715, 15671, 16744, H3916) indicate that fishing was a strategy to procure wild 
fish for food either from the Niagara River or Two Mile Creek. Indeed, fish scales and vertebrae in the faunal 
assemblage from the Butler Homestead site demonstrate this practice. 
 

5.5.7 Trade and Commerce 

 
Ten lead bale seals are indicative of 
commercial trade and the great quantity 
is unusual for a domestic site. One (Plate 
36) is identical to one found during the 
initial Stage 3 assessment (Mayer et. al. 
1997:9). The seal is inscribed with the 
embossed lettering “ALEXANDER 
DAVISON AGENT LONDON”, and 
could have been used as a bale seal or 
commercial business token. Three partial 
seals contain the name of another London 
agent that has not been identified at 
present; the most complete of these is 
embossed “R_/BURC_/_ACKER_” 
(Cat.# 16552). 
 
 
 

 
 
 

5.5.8 Writing 

 
This sub-class (n=20) includes six stoneware ink containers, 10 slate tablet fragments, and four slate pencils. 
 

5.5.9 Hardware and General Tools 

 
The tools and equipment class contains an assortment of metal hardware (n=88) and general tools (n=10). The 
hardware includes one washer, two nuts, one chain link fragment, one spring, four brass pipe fragments, eight 
metal strapping fragments, 10 bolts, 21 spikes, 30 screws, and 10 metal tool fragments of undetermined 
function. The latter includes a flat lead disk stamped with an “M” (Cat.#18286) that may be a recycled seal such 
as those found on fur trades sites in the Upper Great Lakes (Gilman 1982:91). The object has a rectangular 
perforation in its centre.  

Plate 36: Lead bale seal of a London agent (Cat.# 00512). 
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The general tools include an axe 
(Plate 37) that was found while 
clearing rubble from the east 
entranceway into the middle room 
of the homestead; its square poll 
form was first developed in the 
United States in the mid-eighteenth 
century and was useful for felling 
and chopping wood (Kenyon 
1984b). Other members of this sub-
class are two whetstones for 
sharpening metal cutting edges, and 
seven files. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.6 Organic Class 

 
The organic class comprises 14,667 zooarchaeological specimens that represent 13.79 percent of the 
assemblage. In addition, soil samples were saved for botanical analysis as will be discussed below. 
 

5.6.1 Inventory of Faunal Remains 

 
The following information is extracted from a report prepared by Dr. Suzanne Needs-Howarth (2010) for 
Archaeological Services Inc. Only a general discussion of the identified taxa is included. For a detailed 
discussion of the methods used to arrive at age and MNI, and suggestions for further research, the original report 
should be consulted. 
 
The objective of the zooarchaeological inventory is to establish what species are present, in which proportions, 
to note any unusual features of the assemblage, and to collect enough data to enable estimation of minimum 
number of individuals (MNI), age at death, and body portions present. The conclusions reached in this study are 
based on a sample of 14,616 specimens, representing at least 39 different taxa. All taxa identified are consistent 
with the time-period (1784-1813) and location of the site in the Niagara peninsula (Table 4). Three major 
domestic (cow, pig, and sheep/goat), as well as a wide variety of wild animal species, are represented. 
 
Clams and snails 
 
The fragments of bivalve shell may represent locally obtained freshwater clams. No oyster shells were 
recovered. Item F1399 from Feature 3 appears to consist of a different kind of nacre than the freshwater clams 
found in Ontario and may be an import. The intact gastropod shells for the most part represent intrusive land 
snails, although item F1248, a 2 mm long specimen recovered from unit A14 in the school trench, may be an 
aquatic species. Item F228 from topsoil unit 495N-201E is similar in morphology to gastropod shells recovered 
from pre-contact Aboriginal sites in the Toronto area, which is commonly referred to as Marginella sp. It may 
have been obtained via local Aboriginal people. 

Plate 37: Square polled axe (Cat.# 18342). 
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Table 4: Butler Homestead Site Zooarchaeological Inventory 

Taxon Common name NISP 
% class/ 

total NISP MNI 

Bivalvia clam 38 100.0% 2 

    38 0.3%  

       

Gastropoda snail 18 100.0% 18 

    18 0.1%  

       

Osteichthyes fish 152 59.6%  

Accipenser fulvescens lake sturgeon 50 19.6% 1 

Coregonus sp. lake herring or whitefish 5 2.0% 1 

gadidae cod family 4 1.6%  

Lota lota burbot 1 0.4% 1 

Cypriniformes cyprinid order 1 0.4%  

Catostomidae sucker family 3 1.2%  

Catostomus catostomus longnose sucker 1 0.4% 1 

Ictaluridae catfish family 6 2.4%  

Ameiurus sp. bullhead 5 2.0% 1 

Perciformes perciform order 5 2.0%  

Centrarchidae sunfish family 4 1.6%  

Micropterus sp. 
large- or smallmouth 
bass 6 2.4% 1 

Stizostedion sp. walleye or sauger 4 1.6% 1 

Aplodinotus grunniens freshwater drum 8 3.1% 1 

    255 1.7%  

      

Anura frog or toad 35 100.0% _ 

   35 0.2%  

      

Chelonia turtle 6 75.0%  

Chelydra serpentina snapping turtle 2 25.0% 1 

    8 0.1%  

       

Aves bird 19 3.2%  

Aves pigeon size   73 12.3%  

Aves chicken/duck size   280 47.2%  

Aves goose/turkey size  48 8.1%  

aves songbird size   5 0.8%  

Botaurus lentiginosus American bittern 4 0.7% 1 

Anatidae - goose size goose or duck family 4 0.7% 1 

Anatidae - duck size   61 10.3%  

Anas sp. surface-feeding duck 6 1.0%  

Anas platyrhynchos mallard 4 0.7% 2 

merginae merganser 1 0.2% 1 

Gallus gallus chicken 54 9.1% 4 

Meleagris gallopavo turkey 13 2.2% 2 

columbidae 
passenger pigeon or 
rock dove 8 1.3%  
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Table 4: Butler Homestead Site Zooarchaeological Inventory 

Taxon Common name NISP 
% class/ 

total NISP MNI 

Columba livia rock dove 1 0.2% 1 

Ectopistes migratorius passenger pigeon 12 2.0% 2 

   593 4.1%  

      

Aves or Mammalia bird or mammal 98 100.0%  

    98 0.7%  

      

Mammalia mammal 2 0.0%  

mammalia mouse size   2 0.0%  

mammalia squirrel size   58 0.4%  

small-medium mammal   85 0.6%  

mammalia beaver/dog size   6 0.0%  

medium-large mammal   10,117 74.7%  

mammalia pig/sheep/goat size   1,516 11.2%  

mammalia cow/horse size  799 5.9%  

Oryctolagus cuniculus domestic rabbit 1 0.0% 1 

Tamias striatus chipmunk 1 0.0% 1 

Sciurus carolinensis grey squirrel 53 0.4% 5 

Castor canadensis beaver 2 0.0% 1 

Rattus norvegicus Norway rat 2 0.0% 1 

Ondatra zibethicus muskrat 12 0.1% 3 

Microtus pennsylvanicus meadow vole 3 0.0% 3 

Canidae dog/wolf 2 0.0% 1 

Canidae or Ursidae canid or bear 1 0.0%  

Ursus americanus black bear 2 0.0% 1 

Procyon lotor raccoon 11 0.1% 2 

Mephitis mephitis skunk 2 0.0% 1 

Felis catus cat 3 0.0% 1 

Equus cabalus horse 1 0.0% 1 

artiodactyla sheep/deer size even-toed ungulate 38 0.3%  

artiodactyla cow size   11 0.1%  

Sheep, Goat, or Deer   13 0.1%  

Sus scrofa pig 414 3.1% 8 

Cervidae deer/wapiti size cervid 2 0.0%  

Cervidae wapiti/moose size  1 0.0% 1 

Odocoileus virginianus white-tailed deer 52 0.4% 7 

Bos taurus cow 261 1.9% 6 

Ovis aries sheep 8 0.1% 3 

Ovis aries/Capra hircus sheep or goat 56 0.4% combined 

   13,537 92.6%  

       

class unknown   34 100.0%  

    34 0.2%  

       

Total   14,616   
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Fish 
 
About 60 percent of the fish remains could not be identified beyond class; this is not unusual in Ontario 
archaeological assemblages. A number of contexts contained sturgeon dermal scutes and/or cranial bones, 
accounting for 20 percent of the fish assemblage. These bones may, however represent only a single fish, as 
each sturgeon has many bony scutes that survive well archaeologically, in addition to its robust cranial bones. In 
terms of NISP, the scutes partly “compensate” for the lack of ossified vertebrae. The remaining fish bones are a 
smattering of freshwater taxa one would expect to find on a site located near a major river and near Lake 
Ontario, with its many bays (catfishes, sunfish) and deeper water (Coregonus, Stizostedion). The unidentified 
gadid remains appear to be either burbot (a mostly deepwater taxon that was positively identified) or cod (not 
positively identified), which would have been imported into the area, likely in salted, dried form.  
 
 
Amphibians and reptiles 
 
The frog and toad family bones found at the site likely represent intrusive species, as all parts of the body were 
recovered and not just the tasty legs. The only turtle that was positively identified was snapping turtle, based on 
absolute element size. 
 
 
Birds 
 
Many contexts contained duck or chicken. Some also contained eggshell, so it is likely that at least one of these 
species was being raised at the site. Some of the duck remains are much smaller than mallard, which is the 
domestic species, so likely represent wild taxa. Goose was not positively identified. American bittern, found in 
Feature 7 and Feature 11/12, is a resident of marshes in Ontario (Godfrey 1986: 59-60) and is infrequently found 
on archaeological sites. It is possible that the inhabitants of the Butler site or their visitors encountered the 
animal while hunting for ducks in nearby marshes or shallow bays. 
 
 
Smaller mammals and bear 
 
Item F167 from topsoil unit 495N-182E is tentatively identified as domestic rabbit, rather than cottontail, which 
is intriguing. Was it a family pet? There is one chipmunk incisor from unit A9. The substantial amount of grey 
squirrel suggests that this taxon was actively pursued for its fur or its meat, or both. The numerous muskrat 
remains, like those of squirrel, also suggest active hunting or trapping of this taxon. Two elements were 
tentatively identified as beaver incisor, one from Feature 3 and one from a topsoil unit. 
 
The two canidae caudal vertebrae, from Feature 7 fill and from topsoil unit 507N-206E, could not be identified 
further. Since one is fused and the other is not, these represent MNI 2. They could be dog but they could also be 
wolf or coyote.  
 
Items F496 in unit 500N-205E and F942 in unit 505N-204E are bear cervical vertebrae. The former appears to 
have been cut with a cleaver, perhaps to sever the head from the vertebral column, either as part of primary 
butchering or in order to be able to mount the head as a trophy. 
The raccoon elements are mostly from the cranium, as is the lone skunk element. The raccoon is from topsoil 
units and the upper fill of Feature 7. The skunk is from a topsoil unit. 
 
A cat mandible found in the lower fill of Feature 7 suggests the Butler family kept a cat. The fact that this 
animal had immature dentition further suggests they had at least one male and one female cat that had recently 
bred – unless, of course, this particular animal came with them from their previous home. 
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Pig 
 
Hogs are foragers and scavengers and therefore require little capital to feed in an environment that has not yet 
been extensively cleared, as would have been the case at the Butler homestead, which was the first European 
settlement in the area. Most of the animal is useable, and it is good salted. In that sense, it is an easy and useful 
animal to keep on a farm. Over 400 fragments were identified as pig, representing about three percent of the 
mammal NISP (Table 1). Only 42 of the 414 pig elements are post-cranial, with the bulk of the pig remains 
being tooth fragments (90 percent cranial). The large number of incisors and canines strongly suggest that pigs 
were being reared at the site, as these items are, at least in theory, not found in barrelled meat.  
 
The MNI for pig is eight, based on the left mandible. The tooth and long bone data represent a range of ages, 
including fetal/newborn individuals and piglets. But there are undoubtedly more pig remains among the bones 
identified as “mammalia pig/sheep/goat size”; as “Sheep, Goat, Deer, or Pig”; as “Sheep, Goat, or Deer”; and as 
“medium-to-large mammal.” Most of the fragments of medium- and large-sized mammals that could not be 
identified beyond size class consist of cancellous bone fragments from the long bone ends or the axial skeleton, 
and for this inventory, ribs and vertebrae were not identified to species unless they were complete. 
 
 
White-tailed deer 
 
The 52 deer elements represent the remains of at least seven individuals (based on left tibia), of a range of ages, 
including immature individuals. Unlike for pig, this includes just one tooth and no other cranial elements. Most 
of the elements are distal limb. These may represent animals that were hunted nearby and then butchered at the 
site, with the non-meat bearing bones being discarded at the site.  
 
Bones from Feature 7 (F1533, F1656, F1657, F1513), topsoil unit 509N-207E (F2358), and topsoil unit 512N-
205E (F2720) were cut with a metal cleaver-like instrument. The presence of immature individuals may also 
suggest European hunting as deer bones recovered from Aboriginal sites tend to be adults. Item F14573, from 
unit 505N-211E, is an astragalus, likely of deer (cf. identification), that appears to exhibit wear from handling. It 
may have been used as a gaming piece (in the way sheep astragali were used in Europe in medieval times). 
 
Teeth of larger cervidae were identified from topsoil units 510N-202E, 509N-207E, and 509N-201E. The 
former may be a large deer or a wapiti. The latter appears too big for deer and may be wapiti or moose, both of 
which may have been available in the local surroundings, especially early on in the occupation.  
 
 
Cow 
 
The NISP for cattle is 261, or about two percent of the food mammals, and includes 127 teeth and another 20 
cranial elements (56 percent cranial in total). If one includes the 799 large mammal bones, most of which are 
probably cattle, the contribution of cattle increases to about eight percent. The site-wide MNI is six based on the 
dentition. Size estimations and metrics suggest many of the cow material comes from smaller, more gracile 
breeds than the modern Holstein. One very large element may be from an ox.  
 
As with the other major food taxa, a range of ages is represented, including very young animals. This suggests 
cattle were being raised at the site. Fused vertebrae from Feature 3 (F1391); Feature 7 (F1795); and unit 499N-
175E (F351) indicate old cattle, as the vertebral epiphyses do not fuse until the animal is between seven and nine 
years old. These animals may have been kept for dairying. The very young animals could be a by-product of this 
dairying, as nineteenth-century cows would only have lactated when they had recently given birth. A tooth from 
unit 503N-208E has been saw cut on the horizontal plane through the root; the purpose for this practice is 
unknown. 
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It was noted by Feister (1996) that cow elements were common in the faunal assemblages excavated at Johnson 
Hall in New York State, which she attributed to the English preference for beef in their meals. In the Butler 
Homestead site assemblage, the MNI of cows is less than that of pigs. This may reflect the young age of the 
settlement at Niagara, and the adaptive strategy of raising pigs during a pioneer period, as pigs require less 
pasture land and can forage in wooded areas quite happily. 
 
 
Sheep or Goat 
 
The 64 caprine elements, which include 18 teeth and another three mandible and maxilla fragments (33 percent 
cranial total), make up less than one percent of the NISP, but, as with pig and deer, there are undoubtedly more 
caprine remains among the unidentified larger mammal (Table 1). A minimum of three individuals is 
represented based on the calcaneus.  
 

5.6.2 Botanical Inventory 

 
The following information is extracted from a report prepared by Dr. Stephen Monckton (2010) for 
Archaeological Services Inc. Six soil samples were submitted for study from Features 6, 7, and 11-12 (Table 5), 
and three charred wood samples from Features 3, 17 and 22. 
 

Table 5: Plant Remains from the Butler Homestead Site, Sample Components 

Feature Number 
One metre 
Square 

Light 
Fraction (g) 

Wood 
Charcoal (g) 

Unidentified 
Material (g) 

6  12.73 2.57  

7 514N-202E 16.55 1.52 0.01 

7 Q2 lower fill  1.12 0.1  

11-12 490N-195E 2.6 0.32  

11-12 490N-195E 1.2 0.47  

11-12 493N-198E 4.63 0.81  

Totals 38.83 5.79 0.01 

 
 
The soil samples were subjected to bucket flotation, and a 300 micrometer screen collected the light fractions. 
Heavy materials were caught in a 2.00 mm screen. Light fractions were air dried, weighed, and passed through a 
series of screens to facilitate sorting. Objects were examined using a binocular dissection microscope at 
magnifications of 7-40X. The wood charcoal fragments larger than 2.00 mm were broken in half in order to 
provide a clean transverse section of their tissue, as they are generally large enough for identification at least to 
the genus level. Seeds and other plant parts were counted and placed separately in gelatin capsules. 
 
Only one cultigen (Table 6) is represented by its seeds, namely the grape (Vitis spp. cf. V. vinifera). In addition 
to this single cultigen, there are modest quantities of seeds from fruits that could have been collected in the 
neighbourhood, namely those of uncharred bramble/raspberry (Rubus spp.), strawberry (Fragaria spp.), 
elderberry (Sambucus spp.), choke cherry (Prunus virginiana), and pin cherry (Prunus pennsylvanica). 
European Lamb’s Quarters (Chenopodium album) occur in large numbers. Other taxa include a single poorly 
preserved specimen of purslane (Portulaca spp.) and a member of the Compositae/Aster family that is referred 
to in Table 6 as a daisy seed. These plant taxa are found with unidentifiable uncharrred seeds whose morphology 
did not survive bacterial decay and charred seeds that did not withstand their exposure to heat or post-charring 
fracture. 
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Table 6: Plant Remains from the Butler Homestead Site, Seeds 

 Fea 6 Fea 7 
F7 Q2 

Lower fill F 11-12 F 11-12 F 11-12 
Total 

Seeds 

Bramble 1 24 0 1 0 0 26 

Strawberry 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 

Grape 3 62 0 5 0 7 77 

Elderberry 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Choke cherry 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Pin cherry 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Chenopod 10 1,489 3 166 0 680 2,348 

Daisy 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Purslane 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Unidentified 0 3 0 2 0 0 5 

Unknown 0 24 0 4 0 0 28 

 Sample Total 2,493 

 
 
In addition to wood recovered from flotation samples, specimens of both charred and un-charred wood were 
collected manually in the field from Features 3 West, 17, and 22. These materials represent construction 
material in the majority of cases. Wood from Feature 17 essentially represents floor boards of white pine 
constituting about half the charcoal weight, though represented as a single piece. The remainder of the collected 
material in this feature is composed of an unidentifiable deciduous wood type. Feature 22, wood from the living 
floor, is a single piece of white oak. Finally the wood sample collected from Feature 3 West is entirely white 
pine. 
 
 

6.0 PRE-CONTACT COMPONENT 

 
The Stage 4 excavations produced further evidence of a pre-contact component that had been documented 
originally by Mayer Heritage Consultants (1996, 1999) in the form of a Middle Archaic projectile point. The 
pre-contact assemblage includes 437 lithic artifacts (Appendix D), 90 percent of which is flake debitage. The 
debitage includes 22 (5.6 percent) primary reduction flakes, 275 (70.6 percent) secondary knapping flakes, 48 
(12.3 percent) secondary retouch flakes, and 44 (11.3 percent) shatter. The materials represented in this sample 
include Onondaga chert (98.5 percent), Bois Blanc chert (1.5 percent), Ancaster chert (0.1 percent), and 
unknown chert varieties (< 0.1 percent). Intense thermal alteration (crazing, potlidding, thermal fracture) was 
observed on 109 pieces of debitage (28.1 percent).  
 
None of the flakes in the assemblage exhibited evidence of marginal retouch consistent with expedient tool 
production and use, however, the absence of retouch does not necessarily indicate that these specimens were not 
used as ad hoc tools. In fact, the presence of small flake-production cores in the assemblage (see below) would 
suggest that flakes were being produced for purposes other than uniface and biface production. Microscopic 
examination of the debitage sample may provide evidence to support this possibility, but no such analyses were 
performed in this study. The presence of secondary retouch flakes indicates that tool finishing and rejuvenation 
activities took place on site; however, it can be expected that these small flakes are under-represented in the 
sample given the use of 6mm mesh for soil sieving. Therefore, it is not possible to ascertain the frequency or 
intensity of retouch activities that took place on site relative to other reduction activities. 
 
Informal and formal pre-contact artifact types in the Butler assemblage (n=43) include three cores and core 
fragments, seven unifaces, 11 biface fragments, and 21 complete and fragmentary projectile points.  
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All three cores are made on Onondaga chert and are fairly small, averaging only 30 mm by 25 mm by 14.3 mm 
in size. All specimens in this sub-sample were recovered from topsoil contexts. These specimens include one 
multidirectional core (L13), and two unidirectional cores (L14 and L15). None of these artifacts exhibits 
evidence of incidental thermal alteration. The size and shape of the cores strongly suggests late stage core 
reduction and flake production activities. Furthermore, the size of the flake scars on the core removal faces 
indicates that the flakes produced from this activity were too small to serve as blanks for uniface or biface 
production and, consequently, may have been used as expedient cutting implements. That being said, the flakes 
produced may also have been too small (<3cm) to serve this purpose. The absence of large flake cores and the 
presence of primary and secondary flakes larger than the recovered core specimens indicate that lithic 
production activities took place on site using raw material fragments larger than any specimens recovered. As a 
result, it is concluded that the cores recovered from the Butler Homestead Site are likely exhausted and/or 
fragmentary specimens. 
 

The uniface sub-assemblage is comprised of seven 
specimens made from Onondaga chert, averaging 30.7mm 
long, 22.0 mm wide and 8.3mm thick. All specimens were 
recovered from topsoil, non-feature contexts. Expedient 
scrapers, those exhibiting no or minimal dorsal retouch 
excluding the distal working edge, are represented by three 
specimens: two large sidescrapers on primary flakes (L38 
and L41) and one endscraper on a secondary flake (L40). 
Working edges on these artifacts exhibit variable degrees of 
scaling, microflaking and edge rounding. The uniface sub-
sample also includes a bipolar endscraper (L37), two single-
edged endscrapers (L39 and L42; Plate 38) and one distal-
lateral endscraper fragment (L43). Working edge angles vary 
between 60 and 90 degrees and do not appear to correlate 
with perceived expediency. None of the unifacial artifacts 
exhibits evidence of thermal alteration.  

 
No complete, non-diagnostic 
bifaces were identified in the 

Butler site assemblage, however, 12 biface fragments were recovered from 
non-feature, topsoil contexts. For the present analysis, this category includes all 
bifacial artifact fragments that cannot be confidently ascribed to another class 
of artifact. The specimens average 21.5mm long, 18.1mm wide and 6.2mm 
thick and are all made from Onondaga chert. Distal (n=2), lateral (n=2) and 
medial fragments (n=8) are represented and vary considerably in relative 
thickness, flaking invasiveness and edge angle. Evidence of intense thermal 
alteration (potlidding, crazing and thermal fracture) was observed on eight 
specimens. Specimens of note include two potential projectile point tip 
fragments (L6 and L11) and a wedge-like fragment exhibiting heavy scaling 
and edge crushing (L7). 
 
Projectile points (n=8) and fragments thereof (n=13) are the most numerous 
lithic artifact type recovered from the Butler Site (Plate 38). The eight complete 
specimens are typologically dated to the Middle Archaic (n=2; 6,000-2,500 
B.C.) and Late Archaic periods (n=6; 2,500-900B.C.), and include one Stanly 
Stemmed point (L21), one Brewerton Corner-Notched point (L22; Plate 39), 
three Lamoka points (L16, L18 and L23), two Crawford Knoll points (L17 and 
L19), and one Innes point (L20).  

Plate 38: Endscraper (Cat.# L42) found at the 
Butler Homestead Site. 

Plate 39: Brewerton Corner-
Notched projectile point. 
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All complete specimens are made from Onondaga chert and two exhibit evidence of intense thermal alteration. 
Incomplete specimens include proximal, medial and distal fragments of Lamoka and Crawford Knoll points, as 
well as numerous fragments that cannot be ascribed to a particular type. Nevertheless, the majority can be 
reasonably associated with Middle Archaic and Late Archaic occupations. Two specimens (L24 and L36) 
resemble Early Woodland Meadowood and Late Woodland triangular projectile points, respectively, but are too 
fragmentary for more certain identification. Six additional fragments lacked diagnostic features and are 
considered to be ambiguous in temporal affiliation. Onondaga chert (n=13), Selkirk chert (n=1) and Bois Blanc 
chert (n=1) specimens are represented. Nine projectile point and fragmentary specimens exhibited potlidding 
and/or thermal fractures consistent with incidental thermal alteration. Specimens of note include an incompletely 
reworked distal Lamoka fragment (L29), a complete Lamoka point modified for use in drilling (L23), and a 
nearly unifacial Crawford Knoll point (L19). 
 
Overall, the pre-contact lithic assemblage from the Butler site is consistent with intermittent, multiple episode, 
variable duration site occupation spanning more than 5,000 years. The debitage assemblage is indicative of 
middle to late stage reduction activities rather than primary raw material processing, although the latter activity 
did occur on site to some limited degree. Typical tool production, consumption and rejuvenation activities took 
place; unfortunately, it is difficult to ascertain when specific activities took place in the site’s occupation history. 
The high frequency of projectile points, and especially fragments thereof, suggests armature rejuvenation and 
replacement were common activities. That being said, post-depositional thermal fracture contributed to the 
damaged state of at least six specimens, and therefore one cannot conclude that these specimens were discarded 
and/or replaced as a result of such damage. Presuming that unifaces were not simply transported to and 
discarded on site, their presence likely signifies that both hard and soft material processing also took place on 
site. This is consistent with composite tool maintenance and production activities that can be expected at a 
hunter-gatherer seasonal camp, as well as any number of other material processing activities, such as hide 
working. Hard material working, such as bone and wood, is further evidenced by the recovery of a large drill 
converted from a Late Archaic projectile point. 
 
 

7.0 DISCUSSION 

 
The excavation of the Butler Homestead site has made a significant contribution to our understanding of the 
early history of the Butler family in Niagara-on-the-Lake and to regional and national history in general. Indeed, 
few domestic sites of this time period have been excavated in Ontario, and the material culture assemblage 
offers insights into the availability and marketing of household products during the late eighteenth century and 
early nineteenth century. Our analyses of the assemblage have identified opportunities for reaching deeper 
understandings of Butler family life that exceeds that available in the archival record. For example, there is a 
detailed account of their household wares, and therefore their economic status and consumer choices, an 
appreciation of their day-to-day dietary preferences, and an enhanced awareness of their farm’s operations, in 
the context of the very early agrarian period in Ontario’s past.  
 
By comparing this site to contemporary archaeological sites in the United States and Ontario, it eventually will 
be possible with further research to identify the trends in the adaptive process by which the loyalists were 
transformed from refugees to citizens of the new province of Ontario. It has also been interesting to see how 
Butler’s strong association with aboriginal people and the military is reflected in the archaeological record, as is 
evidence of the skirmish at the American piquet set up at Johnson Butler’s house in the summer of 1813, and 
that house’s destruction in December of 1813. Attention has also been paid to spatial patterning across the site 
area in an effort to determine changes in land use between John and Catharine Butler’s household and that of 
Johnson and his family. 
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The stone foundation also provides some understanding of the structures built by early military men while the 
interesting mix of military and domestic artifacts recovered from the site has provided a baseline for future 
excavations of similar sites. Simply, the excavation represents an important glimpse into the life of a significant 
figure in Canadian and regional history. 
 
Our public educational programmes also provided important opportunities for local schoolchildren and their 
parents to embrace this part of their heritage in an interesting and informative way. Over 300 students and nearly 
100 adults participated in the excavation of the site, which was covered extensively by local media. This can 
only have helped achieve a better local appreciation of the important heritage features in the region. 
 
The most significant development to have occurred is that the development proponent and the Town of Niagara-
On-The-Lake negotiated an agreement to protect all of Lot 65 in order to commemorate Colonel Butler, his 
family and this early period of the region’s history. As ratified by Niagara-on-the-Lake Council, this lot was 
turned over to Parks Canada for long-term maintenance. Moreover, Mr. Ron Dale, Superintendent of Parks for 
Parks Canada, had indicated his agency’s willingness to receive any adjacent lots which might be purchased and 
therefore protected from development. It should be noted that there remains the potential for additional 
significant in situ deposits in Lot 65, perhaps to the east of the trees on the east side of the foundation but 
especially in the area immediately east and west of the building setback line (above the severe break-in-slope). 
The foundation has now been filled with sand and the original topsoil replaced across the site. 
 
The same is not true of the setback areas of Building Lots 64, 66 and 67, however, as those areas represent much 
more severely sloped areas and excavation yielded only highly fragmented, very small artifacts thought to 
represent slope wash. We believe these lots to have been fully investigated and we would recommend that they 
be considered free from further archaeological concern, with the exception of the stone foundation that extends 
into Building Lot 64. That portion of the stone foundation in Lot 64 should be preserved in situ during the lot’s 
redevelopment.  
 
 

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The preceding report presents the results of the Stage 4 mitigative excavation of a portion of the Butler 
Homestead Site (AhGs-18), completed under the project management of Dr. Ron Williamson under CIF 1999-
007-052. The work programme included a public archaeology component whereby 39 square metres of topsoil 
were hand-excavated as part of a public school programme operated during the month of June. The Stage 4 field 
work comprised the hand excavation of 322 one-metre square units, including the block excavation of units to 
salvage an extensive late eighteenth- through early nineteenth-century midden deposit that had formed on top of 
an abandoned root cellar. All cultural features that were exposed were completely excavated. A total of 106,347 
historical artifacts and 488 Aboriginal lithics from the excavation are being curated by Archaeological Services 
Inc. for eventual transfer to the National Museum of Civilization in Ottawa.  
 
It is recommended, therefore, that: 
 
1. There is no further archaeological concerns with respect to that portion of the Butler Homestead Site 

extant on Building Lots 66, 67, a portion of “Street A,” and Lots 42-46 east of Street “A” within the St. 
Andrews Glen subdivision. 

 
2 The southeast portion of the stone foundation that extends into Building Lot 64 should be preserved in 

situ during the lot’s redevelopment. The balance of Building Lot 64 is free of archaeological concern. 
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3. NOTWITHSTANDING the results and recommendations presented in this study, Archaeological 
Services Inc. notes that no archaeological assessment, no matter how thorough or carefully completed, 
can necessarily predict, account for, or identify every form of isolated or deeply buried archaeological 
deposit. In the event that archaeological remains are found during subsequent construction activities, the 
consultant archaeologist, approval authority, and the Cultural Programs Unit of the Ministry of Tourism 
Culture should be immediately notified. 

 
 

In addition, the following advice on compliance is provided: 
 

 This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism and Culture as a condition of licensing in 
accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, RSO 1990, c 0.18. The report is reviewed to 
ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines that are issued by the Minister, and that the 
archaeological field work and report recommendations ensure the conservation, preservation and 
protection of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When all matters relating to archaeological sites 
within the project area of a development proposal have been addressed to the satisfaction of the 
Ministry of Tourism and Culture, a letter will be issued by the ministry stating that there are no 
further concerns with regard to alterations to archaeological sites by the proposed development. 

 
 It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party other than a 

licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to remove any 
artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such time as a 
licensed archaeologist has completed archaeological field work on the site, submitted a report to the 
Minister stating that the site has no further cultural heritage value or interest, and the report has been 
filed in the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports referred to in Section 65.1 of the 
Ontario Heritage Act.  

 
 Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be a new 

archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The 
proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site 
immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological fieldwork, 
in compliance with sec. 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act.  

 
 The Cemeteries Act, R.S.O 1990 c. C.4 and the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 2002, 

S.O. 2002. c.33 (when proclaimed in force) require that any person discovering human remains 
must immediately notify the police or coroner and the Registrar of Cemeteries, Ministry of 
Consumer Services.  

 
 The documentation related to this archaeological assessment will be curated by Archaeological 

Services Inc. until such a time that arrangements for their ultimate transfer to Her Majesty the 
Queen in right of Ontario, or other public institution, can be made to the satisfaction of the project 
owner(s), the Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Culture, and any other legitimate interest groups. 

 

 Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological field work or protection remain 
subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, nor may artifacts be 
removed from them, except by a person holding an archaeological license. 
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APPENDIX A: Detailed Drawings of Butler Homestead Site (AhGs-18) Foundation

































 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX B: Master List of Artifact Proveniences 



Master List of Proveniences

Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals
ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal

no provenience 268 144 0 0 412

501-200 2 North 0 0 4
495-195 2 0 0 5
498-195 2 0 3 0
497-194 2 West 16 20 3
497-195 2 North 46 75 6

2 62 98 18 24 202

495-196 3 35 0 0
496-195 3 96 72 103
497-194 3 142 169 88
498-194 3 12 42 8
498-195 3 45 106 29
499-196 3 (North Wall) 46 69 9
499-197 3 North 12 12 25
500-195 3 North Wall 0 6 0
499-205 3 East 14 0 0
501-203 3 East 22 27 12
503-203 3 East 11 54 22

3 80 56 0
3 - South-east corner 5 0 0
3 East 99 283 180
3 North 165 67 21
3 South 129 69 162
3 West 107 206 179
3 1020 1238 838 286 3382

506-206 6 11 2 1 5 19

7 2590 2721 1985
510-203 7 0 5 0
514-202 7 36 72 0

7 & 19 4 0 17
7 & 20 108 134 33
7 2738 2932 2035 2993 10698

8 15 5 9 0 29

9 56 8 13 101 178

492-197 11 113 36 48
492-198 11 196 76 72
493-197 11 162 65 74
493-198 11 45 36 138
494-198 11 118 55 238

11 634 268 570 117 1589



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
492-198 11 & 12 39 21 34
493-198 11 & 12 16 133 37

11 & 12 249 823 208
11 & 12 304 977 279 92 1652

493-197 12 0 0 4
493-198 12 0 5 0
494-197 12 5 7 33

12 80 107 583
12 85 119 620 21 845

492-205 14 2 2 9
14 13 13 9
14 15 15 18 17 65

16 0 0 0 3 3

17 35 32 137 15 219

18 12 33 90
489-200 18 36 0 0
490-200 18 12 0 0

18 60 33 90 1 184

21 East 2 2 59
21 South 42 19 39
21 West 2 98 55
21 46 119 153 6 324

22 97 79 107 4 287

475-180 31 10 0 1 42
475-185 14 0 2 1 17
475-200 1 1 1 0 3
475-210 1 6 1 0 8
480-180 40 17 7 5 69
480-185 16 6 1 1 24
480-190 4 4 6 1 15
480-195 13 1 7 0 21
480-200 3 8 1 0 12
480-210 0 2 0 0 2
480-220 4 2 0 0 6
484-180 38 8 1 2 49
485-179 0 0 5 12 17
485-180 6 0 4 2 12
485-185 28 7 3 2 40



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
485-190 51 12 4 6 73
485-195 47 19 5 13 84
485-200 10 1 1 0 12
486-178 2 1 0 0 3
487-179 117 27 11 19 174
488-179 7 2 0 0 9
488-195 11 0 0 0 11
489-195 116 57 29 19 221
489-199 141 130 42 6 319
490-175 1 0 0 0 1
490-180 11 2 5 8 26
490-185 51 16 1 9 77
490-190 129 51 11 4 195
490-195 50 39 80 4 173
490-196 122 64 0 1 187
490-200 54 4 15 8 81
490-210 4 3 4 2 13
490-225 1 5 0 0 6
492-202 50 37 18 1 106
493-197 91 51 36 6 184
493-198 87 77 187 29 380
494-182 302 56 29 56 443
494-189 833 261 47 87 1228
494-190 464 101 70 39 674
494-194 23 0 69 0 92
494-196 82 146 17 11 256
494-197 154 76 55 25 310
494-198 56 41 212 1 310
495-180 62 20 33 25 140
495-182 517 163 20 48 748
495-188 277 171 0 61 509
495-189 1091 286 93 133 1603
495-190 856 239 64 60 1219
495-195 141 133 34 1 309
495-196 159 76 16 29 280
495-201 218 247 111 26 602
495-207 143 106 34 12 295
495-210 15 0 3 5 23
495-215 5 1 3 1 10
495-225 2 0 1 0 3
496-178 267 28 58 154 507
496-179 165 27 16 24 232
496-181 186 29 21 30 266
496-185 214 129 19 19 381
496-193 68 47 19 9 143
496-196 208 94 58 24 384
496-202 5 67 20 2 94
496-205 18 75 91 13 197



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals
497-193 151 65 50 26 292
497-194 313 191 40 41 585
497-195 205 83 39 9 336
497-196 176 94 49 20 339
497-203 18 8 16 0 42
497-205 17 17 11 2 47
497-206 139 88 20 4 251
497-217 28 9 10 2 49
497-220 56 39 7 12 114
498-192 103 59 26 12 200
498-193 90 52 21 4 167
498-194 175 204 70 22 471
498-195 65 35 35 6 141
498-196 0 2 37 17 56
498-204 46 98 62 13 219
498-205 104 129 41 15 289
498-217 39 24 6 11 80
499-175 101 26 16 15 158
499-192 112 52 25 6 195
499-193 125 65 14 4 208
499-194 93 72 34 22 221
499-195 62 87 46 26 221
499-196 48 23 12 4 87
499-197 36 30 0 14 80
499-203 98 180 65 28 371
499-204 114 318 48 25 505
499-205 15 2 21 8 46
500-185 509 175 41 98 823
500-190 319 105 38 29 491
500-192 98 51 21 12 182
500-193 68 57 17 8 150
500-194 102 43 40 21 206
500-196 61 39 19 14 133
500-197 65 37 31 17 150
500-198 90 61 37 80 268
500-199 73 52 52 8 185
500-200 66 111 31 7 215
500-203 97 125 52 19 293
500-204 35 40 17 8 100
500-205 86 81 33 21 221
500-210 116 58 16 12 202
500-215 11 7 12 4 34
500-217 27 16 5 7 55
500-220 80 36 21 19 156
500-225 28 28 8 38 102
500-230 5 7 10 11 33
500-235 0 1 0 0 1
501-192 216 85 40 11 352
501-193 118 40 7 8 173



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
501-194 76 35 26 9 146
501-199 22 0 49 79 150
501-200 68 43 23 5 139
501-201 128 103 62 35 328
501-203 80 205 49 38 372
501-204 88 68 42 21 219
501-205 110 53 35 23 221
501-217 54 28 20 18 120
502-192 136 34 27 7 204
502-193 87 19 16 4 126
502-197 87 56 3 14 160
502-198 148 28 40 19 235
502-200 5 7 3 1 16
502-202 135 80 54 28 297
502-203 96 106 7 0 209
502-204 103 61 34 11 209
502-205 117 46 63 19 245
502-215 54 22 10 14 100
502-217 50 11 12 7 80
503-192 85 30 24 3 142
503-193 221 71 19 12 323
503-194 114 74 11 14 213
503-202 137 28 25 25 215
503-203 140 58 52 30 280
503-204 150 80 52 44 326
503-205 23 20 47 22 112
503-206 101 67 53 28 249
503-207 135 44 37 14 230
503-208 161 84 35 57 337
503-220 36 29 9 12 86
503-227 20 9 7 7 43
504-192 113 21 11 2 147
504-193 114 41 10 6 171
504-194 105 30 19 6 160
504-195 124 35 15 9 183
504-203 134 84 61 75 354
504-204 128 69 43 67 307
504-205 183 124 60 63 430
504-206 165 87 67 41 360
504-207 174 165 49 62 450
504-209 131 71 47 38 287
504-210 132 54 28 7 221
505-203 147 71 63 41 322
505-204 102 49 62 52 265
505-205 102 37 37 32 208
505-206 148 73 59 40 320
505-207 115 69 65 56 305
505-208 146 42 44 40 272



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
505-209 158 79 27 53 317
505-210 149 71 35 52 307
505-211 165 39 28 46 278
505-215 20 7 2 3 32
505-220 62 21 13 35 131
505-225 28 22 8 14 72
505-230 26 36 2 2 66
505-236 1 1 1 0 3
506-199 162 65 44 31 302
506-202 101 51 53 48 253
506-203 190 71 69 120 450
506-204 188 105 93 105 491
506-206 156 55 57 49 317
506-207 122 48 36 43 249
506-208 201 93 61 60 415
506-209 165 78 54 70 367
506-210 126 39 29 34 228
506-211 217 71 53 82 423
506-214 187 39 27 43 296
506-215 42 15 8 16 81
506-217 0 1 0 1 2
507-200 124 59 29 16 228
507-201 147 67 41 63 318
507-202 180 84 60 58 382
507-203 170 103 43 76 392
507-204 192 78 75 84 429
507-205 157 90 90 51 388
507-206 321 147 65 123 656
507-207 199 97 55 65 416
507-208 310 136 85 123 654
507-209 94 4 60 61 219
507-210 30 18 50 59 157
507-214 141 48 29 39 257
507-215 73 17 20 28 138
507-220 10 1 4 1 16
508-198 123 51 32 24 230
508-199 180 53 46 47 326
508-200 124 52 40 28 244
508-201 195 52 4 12 263
508-202 142 46 55 59 302
508-203 218 60 69 12 359
508-204 170 77 49 113 409
508-205 138 46 29 1 214
508-206 156 35 57 40 288
508-207 266 86 57 77 486
508-208 67 51 34 23 175
508-209 25 30 42 54 151
508-210 76 30 43 24 173



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
508-211 72 12 18 22 124
508-212 294 53 51 42 440
508-214 23 10 16 16 65
508-215 51 15 10 28 104
509-198 75 17 19 18 129
509-199 138 38 56 31 263
509-201 183 100 41 57 381
509-202 215 90 60 71 436
509-203 2 2 65 63 132
509-204 213 75 62 62 412
509-205 20 12 63 53 148
509-206 83 44 32 32 191
509-207 123 48 40 71 282
509-209 158 106 64 65 393
509-210 71 20 24 21 136
509-211 90 27 30 12 159
509-212 255 76 68 87 486
509-214 59 15 16 41 131
509-215 14 6 21 35 76
510-190 71 31 8 6 116
510-198 28 6 21 3 58
510-199 199 77 26 9 311
510-200 385 100 68 65 618
510-202 248 115 77 68 508
510-203 352 175 101 163 791
510-204 266 109 69 100 544
510-205 73 27 61 9 170
510-206 207 84 27 71 389
510-207 152 67 26 38 283
510-208 70 24 12 13 119
510-209 165 80 87 63 395
510-210 65 16 15 13 109
510-211 90 35 14 23 162
510-212 73 18 23 12 126
510-213 1 2 2 4 9
510-218 1 1 9 16 27
510-220 67 1 20 49 137
510-225 6 24 6 7 43
510-230 2 3 3 0 8
511-200 176 41 39 75 331
511-202 530 167 132 201 1030
511-203 455 160 124 215 954
511-204 308 147 93 128 676
511-205 21 6 81 108 216
511-206 210 71 40 51 372
511-207 183 84 40 62 369
511-208 127 62 29 29 247
511-209 30 15 20 9 74



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
511-210 54 20 13 11 98
511-211 73 13 13 28 127
511-212 47 10 22 18 97
511-213 52 28 13 20 113
512-201 282 67 65 38 452
512-202 350 107 86 177 720
512-203 385 109 110 149 753
512-204 349 152 83 151 735
512-205 270 106 51 112 539
512-206 203 86 57 39 385
512-207 131 46 39 53 269
512-208 16 11 43 43 113
512-209 122 28 25 34 209
512-210 69 27 22 21 139
512-211 79 35 11 13 138
512-212 61 3 16 12 92
512-215 3 0 7 10 20
512-218 7 2 10 12 31
512-222 6 1 4 4 15
513-200 173 59 27 44 303
513-201 456 120 89 169 834
513-202 294 95 41 116 546
513-203 445 173 80 245 943
513-204 218 108 63 130 519
513-205 92 12 24 50 178
513-206 84 48 30 50 212
513-208 129 84 22 31 266
513-210 166 46 69 25 306
513-211 102 20 20 22 164
513-212 46 7 15 10 78
514-200 337 131 57 91 616
514-201 202 75 36 48 361
514-202 107 45 21 26 199
514-204 118 53 27 55 253
515-190 60 18 0 8 86
515-200 58 19 16 2 95
515-204 35 10 5 0 50
515-205 51 20 15 9 95
515-206 64 25 21 29 139
515-207 132 37 21 41 231
515-210 10 11 8 1 30
515-215 48 27 4 23 102
515-218 2 2 6 0 10
515-220 27 0 2 1 30
515-213 0 2 1 0 3
515-225 8 4 6 0 18
515-230 1 4 1 0 6
516-212 8 7 24 7 46



Master List of Proveniences
Unit Feature Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity Totals

ceramic non-ceramic metal faunal
518-212 69 36 17 20 142
518-215 91 65 19 28 203
519-219 26 13 5 4 48
520-210 73 38 16 28 155
520-215 21 14 9 6 50
520-225 9 0 3 11 23
520-230 2 4 0 0 6
525-190 203 87 12 27 329
525-195 2 5 11 5 23
525-215 61 26 14 7 108
525-225 21 6 2 0 29
530-195 66 7 1 1 75
530-200 0 11 1 3 15
530-210 19 7 11 6 43
530-215 76 20 9 24 129
535-200 41 21 1 2 65
535-215 93 30 5 10 138
540-185 33 12 2 0 47

A1 82 26 12 13 133
A2 182 81 29 29 321
A3 413 100 47 49 609
A4 574 165 73 48 860
A5 210 68 30 19 327
A6 205 91 45 38 379
A7 413 179 68 27 687
A8 357 141 31 36 565
A9 275 135 32 30 472
A10 401 163 52 18 634
A11 302 111 39 30 482
A12 520 176 60 63 819
A13 427 135 37 41 640
A14 406 125 53 70 654
A15 230 67 68 38 403
B1 241 123 26 69 459
B2 133 92 19 24 268
B3 417 160 57 35 669
B4 256 64 49 46 415
B5 314 91 46 45 496
B6 172 72 37 6 287
B7 79 32 20 8 139

106347
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

Unit: B7

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08520 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08521 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08530 35

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08531 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08532 8

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue leaf pattern on exterior.08533 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08534 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08535 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Base of a bowl? Mends with Cat. 
06596 and 06573. Unique ID: WSG-
RH1.

08536 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08537 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08538 3

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze on exterior.08539 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown salt glaze. Thin 
bodied rim.

08540 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.08541 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior. 
May have the join of the handle on this 
sherd. Thermally altered exterior.

08542 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.08543 3

Operation Sub-total - 79

79Quadrant Sub-total -

79Layer Sub-total -

79Feature Sub-total -

79Unit Subtotal -

Unit: B6

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08480 68

creamware Royal rim flatware08481 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08482 2

creamware moulded holloware Section of a moulded handle.08483 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08484 14

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric and floral motif.08485 3

pearlware incised unidentifiable Incised. Geometric motif?08486 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric motif on interior.08487 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric patterns - fish roe.08488 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable08489 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08490 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08491 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08492 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08500 30

creamware undecorated flatware08501 1

creamware Royal rim flatware08502 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim.08503 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08504 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue floral and geometric motifs.08505 4

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric transferprint zones.08506 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint (unidentifiable 
pattern). Olive brown line painted 
along top of rim. Exterior is exfoliated.

08507 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general holloware Two sherds mend. Blue hand-painted 
brush stroke.

08508 2

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois bowl, general Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
on interior and exterior. Interior is 
mottled from thermal alteration. 
Exterior appears to be geometric 
representation of a tree? Unique ID: 
PE-B03.

08509 2

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Clear salt-glaze on exterior. Creamy 
yellow salt-glaze on interior.

08510 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08511 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08512 6

Operation Sub-total - 172

172Quadrant Sub-total -

172Layer Sub-total -

172Feature Sub-total -

172Unit Subtotal -

Unit: B5

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08440 190

creamware undecorated flatware08441 8

creamware Royal rim flatware08442 3

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.08443 4

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08444 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08445 19

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Early palette hand-
painted floral motif. Blue and greenish-
brown paint.

08446 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric detailing and 
landscape motifs.

08447 4

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric in-fill from lanscape 
scenes.

08448 4
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motif.08449 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue motif unidentifiable.08450 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Hand-painted, general holloware Moulded sherd with hand-painted blue 
highlighting. Unidentifiable motif.

08451 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint fish roe pattern 
below a scalloped rim that is lined 
with a hand-painted early palette olive 
green.

08452 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Red, brown and green 
paint.

08453 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08454 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze in red. Geometric 
patterning part of a larger 
unidentifiable scene.

08455 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Tin enamel. Some 
exfoliation.

08456 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Unidentifiable blue 
decoration on interior and possibly 
decorated on exterior.

08457 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08458 35

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08459 12

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze.08460 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.08461 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled dark brown salt-glaze.08462 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Exfoliated rim. Dark brown mottled 
salt-glaze.

08463 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light brown mottled salt-glaze.08464 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08470 9

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08471 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint - butterfly motif? 
Geometric.

08472 1

Operation Sub-total - 314

314Quadrant Sub-total -

314Layer Sub-total -

314Feature Sub-total -

314Unit Subtotal -

Unit: B4

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08400 144

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable08401 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08402 12

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.08403 7

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motifs.08404 4

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue unidentifiable pattern.08405 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Red hand-painted overglaze. 
Intertwined lines creating alternating 
oval and diamond compartments.

08406 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08407 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze. Motif is floral.

08408 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze in red. Floral motif. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU12.

08409 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.08410 5

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glazed.08411 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Orange-brown mottled glaze.08412 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior.08413 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown salt-glaze.08414 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze on 
interior.

08415 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.08416 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light greenish-brown mottled glaze.08417 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish brown glaze on interior 
and thermally altered brown salt-glaze 
on exterior.

08418 5

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated.08419 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08420 15

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08421 10

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08430 26

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08431 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware Exfoliated rim.08432 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motif.08433 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape/waterscape pattern.08434 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown line on one side. Heavily 
exfoliated.

08435 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled dark brown salt-glaze.08436 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08437 4

Operation Sub-total - 256

256Quadrant Sub-total -

256Layer Sub-total -

256Feature Sub-total -

256Unit Subtotal -

Unit: B3

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08350 222

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08351 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08352 20
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Unidentified blue motif.08353 5

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Pattern unidentifiable.08354 5

pearlware transfer print flatware Geometric patterns.08355 11

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware Low wedge foot ring.08356 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08357 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware. Front is exfoliated.08358 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Scalloped rim with blue transferprint 
on interior and exterior. Body is also 
lightly panelled or fluted.

08359 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Geometric cross-hatching and dashing 
below exterior rim. Unique ID: PE-
CUP16.

08360 1

pearlware shell edge saucer Brown feathering from rim onto 
interior .

08361 1

creamware Hand-painted, general unidentifiable Partially exfoliated. Moulded rim with 
green and olive-brown paint on 
interior.

08362 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08363 22

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Moulded rim.08364 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Orange-brown mottled salt-glaze.08365 3

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze.08366 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled glaze.08367 3

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Brown salt-glaze.08368 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark green mottled glaze.08369 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermal alteration. Dark brown glaze.08370 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated. Light 
brown mottled glaze.

08371 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Dark reddish-brown salt-glaze. Unique 
ID: RED-MP6.

08372 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08380 72

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08381 3

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim.08382 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape motifs.08383 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable08384 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware08385 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware  Cross-hatching.08386 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware08387 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general flatware08388 1

pearlware Transfer print, Blue Chinois bowl, general Interior blue print consists of a band of 
geometric patterns with floral 
embellishments below the rim. The 
exterior has Oriental style foliate 
decorations. Seven sherds mend 
together and another two mend 
together. Unique ID: PE-B03.

08389 9
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois jug Mended rim sherd with spout. Band of 
cross-hatching below exterior rim and 
possibly a scene further down on the 
body because of the presence of bird-
shaped V's. Unique ID: PE-JUG1.

08390 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.08391 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze.08392 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light brown salt-glaze.08393 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered and exfoliated.08394 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08395 3

Operation Sub-total - 417

417Quadrant Sub-total -

417Layer Sub-total -

417Feature Sub-total -

417Unit Subtotal -

Unit: B2

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08310 26

creamware undecorated flatware08311 5

creamware undecorated saucer08312 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08313 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern (unidentifiable).08314 2

pearlware shell edge flatware Brown feathering from the rim onto 
interior. Possible asterisk-star motif on 
body.

08315 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze.08316 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08317 1

porcelain undecorated flatware08318 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08319 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08320 39

creamware undecorated flatware08321 4

creamware moulded bowl, general Moulded rim. Moulding is a thin band 
of crosses and circles below the rim on 
the exterior. CRE-B4.

08322 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08323 8

pearlware undecorated flatware08324 2

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Small bits of blue decoration. Cannot 
tell the motif.

08325 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Green brushstroke on edge of sherd on 
the interior.

08326 1

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded decoration attached to 
exterior body and hand-painted over in 
early palette colours - blue and orange.

08327 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Brown brush strokes on exterior.08328 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware transfer print flatware Floral and geometric motifs.08329 8

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Exterior is exfoliated. Blue pattern on 
interior is a band of lozenges below a 
line below the rim.

08330 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup nterior motif is a band of blue 
geometric and floral embellisments. 
Exterior is a Chinoiserie landscape 
transferprint. Unique ID: PE-CUP9.

08331 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette bowl, general Floral motif on exterior (green and 
brown) below a horizontal brown line 
painted below the scalloped rim, 8" 
dia.. Brown hand-painted line is also 
below the rim on the interior. Unique 
ID: PE-B01.

08332 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Motif is 
floral Chinoiserie. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU2.

08333 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Fluted moulding on interior. Low 
wedge footring. Unique ID: WSG-
SAU2.

08334 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie on exterior. 
Pattern unidentifiable.

08335 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Motif unidentifiable.

08336 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown glaze.08337 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08338 9

creamware undecorated holloware Slight thermal alteration. High wedge 
foot ring. CRE-B5.

08339 1

Operation Sub-total - 133

133Quadrant Sub-total -

133Layer Sub-total -

133Feature Sub-total -

133Unit Subtotal -

Unit: B1

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable08260 138

creamware undecorated flatware08261 5

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim.08262 3

creamware Royal rim flatware08263 2

creamware undecorated flatware08264 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08265 8

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk star.08266 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Floral motif. Brown, blue and orange-
yellow paint.

08267 2
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.08268 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue floral, geometric and landscape 
motifs.

08269 4

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric and landscape motifs.08270 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and landscape motifs.08271 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Geometric and cross-hatch motifs.08272 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware08273 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Geometric band of diaper-dot and 
floral motif below. Unique ID: PE-
SAU15.

08274 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Cross-hatching below interior rim.08275 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded unidentifiable Moulded body sherd. Heavily 
exfoliated.

08276 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior and 
exterior. Thin body.

08277 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze on interior.08278 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated rim fragment with some 
remnants of glaze. Interior is a mottled 
light greenish-brown. Exterior is 
reddish-brown salt-glaze.

08279 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light greenish-brown mottled glaze.08280 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior.08281 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.08282 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.08283 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08284 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08290 14

creamware undecorated flatware08291 4

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08292 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08293 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motifs.08294 6

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric motifs composing a 
larger scene.

08295 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow holloware08296 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Rim. Interior has blue fish-scale 
transferprint. Exterior has an 
unidentifiable landscape transferprint 
and the rim is hand-painted with an 
early palette brown line. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP7.

08297 1

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded body sherd with a green 
wash of paint and a bit of brown. 
Moulding motif is unidentifiable. May 
not be a rim but a foot.

08298 1

pearlware Factory slip bowl, general Dark brown to black exterior glaze. 
Engine turned. Unique ID: PE-B02.

08299 3

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded floral motif.08300 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze. Exterior is 
lighter than the interior glaze.

08301 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.08302 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.08303 3

Operation Sub-total - 240

240Quadrant Sub-total -

240Layer Sub-total -

240Feature Sub-total -

240Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A9

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07880 162

creamware undecorated flatware07881 5

creamware Royal rim flatware07882 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07883 12

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Floral and geometric patterns.07884 9

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and landscape motifs.07885 3

pearlware shell edge flatware Brown feathering from the rim into the 
interior.

07886 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07887 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue fish roe pattern along interior 
rim. Olive-brown line along top of 
scalloped rim.

07888 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue lozenge pattern below rim on 
interior. Early palette hand-painted 
olive brown line along top of straight 
rim.

07889 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Back of green edgeware sherd. Front is 
exfoliated.

07890 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Brown geometric motif. Thick line 
below rim on interior and exterior and 
further lines and dots on the body of 
the exterior.

07891 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Black and red 
band below rim on interior. Black line 
below rim on exterior.

07892 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Exterior has a 
band of black diagonal stripes below 
the rim. Interior has a band of rosettes 
below the rim.

07893 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Cross-hatching on interior.

07894 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable07895 1

creamware incised holloware Incised meander pattern filled in with 
dark reddish-brown slip.

07896 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded sprigging.07897 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Brown band of 
geometric shapes with a vine in the 
middle.

07898 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Heavily exfoliated. Dark brown 
mottled glaze on interior.

07899 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze on exterior.

07900 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07901 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glazes.07902 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07903 16

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07910 24

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine-turned band.07911 1

creamware moulded holloware Unidentifiable moulding.07912 1

creamware Royal rim flatware07913 5

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Geometric styled flower.07914 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07915 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Some encrustation 
on sherd. Mottled brown glaze on 
interior and exterior.

07916 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Heavily exfoliated. Dark brown 
mottled glaze.

07917 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07918 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07919 6

Operation Sub-total - 275

275Quadrant Sub-total -

275Layer Sub-total -

275Feature Sub-total -

275Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A8

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07840 196

creamware undecorated flatware07841 7

creamware Royal rim flatware07842 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07843 22

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and floral motifs.07844 9

pearlware transfer print holloware Thermally altered. Blue diaper-dot 
motif on interior and foliate motif on 
exterior of sherd.

07845 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Cross-hatching motif on exterior and 
interior.

07846 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general flatware Blue motif is curved cross-hatching.07847 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
below a scalloped rim. Fish roe pattern 
with floral motif underneath.

07848 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue fish scale motif. Early palette 
brown hand-painted line along top of 
rim.

07849 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Floral motif.07850 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk star.07851 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Red band 
below rim on interior.

07852 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07853 2

creamware moulded holloware Body sherd moulded into flutes.07854 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.07855 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware07856 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.07857 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze on interior.07858 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown glaze on 
interior.

07859 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark brown glaze. Heavily 
exfoliated.

07860 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07861 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07862 17

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07863 13

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07870 52

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07871 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07872 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint - fish scale pattern.07873 1

jackfield glazed holloware07874 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07875 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.07876 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07877 1

Operation Sub-total - 357

357Quadrant Sub-total -

357Layer Sub-total -

357Feature Sub-total -

357Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A7

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07790 144

creamware undecorated flatware07791 4

creamware Royal rim flatware07792 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07793 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07794 15

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Hand-painted early palette olive brown 
line.

07795 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and landscape motifs.07796 6

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.07797 4

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior below 
scalloped rim. Lozenge and cross-
hatch pattern.

07798 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Cross-hatching 
motif on interior.

07799 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Cross-hatching motif below rim on 
interior and exterior.

07800 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Thermally altered. Blue transferprint - 
fish roe below interior rim. Scalloped 
rim.

07801 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red hand-painted overglaze. 
Unidentifiable motif.

07802 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07803 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Brown overglaze. Batavian ware?07804 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07805 2

stoneware glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze on exterior; 
light brown salt-glaze on interior.

07806 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07807 19

black basalt undecorated holloware Undecorated. Start of a motif on the 
edge of the sherd on the exterior, but it 
is unidentifiable.

07808 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07810 120

creamware undecorated flatware07811 13

creamware Royal rim flatware07812 9

creamware moulded holloware Body sherd moulded into flutes.07813 1

creamware undecorated holloware Rolled over rim.07814 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07815 13

pearlware Hand-painted, general holloware Blue hand-painted. Motif 
unidentifiable.

07816 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk star.07817 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and floral/foliate 
landscape motifs.

07818 5

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Back of green edgeware rim.07819 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue  edgeware.07820 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware07821 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoserie - foliate and 
geometric motifs.

07822 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Motif unidentifiable.

07823 1

pearlware moulded holloware Thick wedge shaped foot ring and a 
tiny bit of the exterior body shows 
fluting.

07824 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie - geometric motif on 
interior and unidentifiable motif on 
exterior.

07825 1
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pearlware Hand-painted, Chinoiserie flatware Thermally altered. Interior of centre 
has hand-painted Chinoiserie.

07826 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07827 9

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown glaze on 
interior.

07828 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.07829 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior and 
exterior.

07830 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.07831 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Handle from a jug?07832 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07833 10

Operation Sub-total - 413

413Quadrant Sub-total -

413Layer Sub-total -

413Feature Sub-total -

413Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A6

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07760 128

creamware undecorated flatware07761 12

creamware Royal rim flatware07762 4

creamware undecorated holloware Rolled  rim.07763 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07764 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07765 13

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk star.07766 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Cross-hatching motif on exterior and 
interior.

07767 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Floral motif. Blue, brown and green 
paint.

07768 1

pearlware Factory slip holloware Marbling.07769 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette saucer Line below interior rim. Rim is 
scalloped.

07770 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow flatware Blue transferprint on interior base. 
Geometric pattern likely from Blue 
Willow.

07771 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint. Partial geometric 
lozenge motif and partially floral motif 
on sherd.

07772 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07773 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. 
Floral motif on interior. Geometric 
motif on exterior.

07774 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Straight 
line, scalloped line, dots along the 
scallops - all three create a band below 
the rim on the interior. Rim is 
scalloped.

07775 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07776 1

jackfield glazed holloware07777 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown glazed rim.07778 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermal alteration. Mottled brown 
glaze on interior and exterior.

07779 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light orange-brown mottled glaze on 
interior.

07780 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior.07781 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07782 15

stoneware unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07783 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07784 5

Operation Sub-total - 205

205Quadrant Sub-total -

205Layer Sub-total -

205Feature Sub-total -

205Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A5

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07730 137

creamware undecorated flatware07731 2

creamware undecorated flatware Three sherds mended.07732 3

creamware Royal rim flatware07733 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07734 19

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07735 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motifs.07736 5

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Rosette motif 
below rim on exterior. Diagonal 
striped band below rim on interior.

07737 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Marbling?07738 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07739 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07740 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on exterior.07741 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07742 19

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze.07743 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light olive brown glaze.07744 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark brown glaze.07745 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown salt-glaze.07746 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.07747 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07748 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07749 5

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded diagonal fluting on exterior. 
A gap between the exterior and the 
interior body wall. Black basalt.

07750 1

Operation Sub-total - 210

210Quadrant Sub-total -

210Layer Sub-total -

210Feature Sub-total -

210Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A4

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07670 252

creamware undecorated flatware07671 4

creamware Royal rim flatware07672 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07673 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07674 20

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07675 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.07676 8

unidentifiable factory slip holloware Marbling (green, blue, brown).07677 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk star.07678 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Motif likely floral. Green and blue 
paint strokes visible.

07679 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Unidentifiable blue 
motif.

07680 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Olive brown line along top of rim. 
Fish roe transferprint motif below rim 
on interior side.

07681 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome flatware Painted line along top of rim. Start of a 
blue brush stroke on interior body.

07682 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Painted brownish-red line along top of 
rim.

07683 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.07684 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Bluish tint.07685 1

black basalt undecorated holloware07686 1

porcelain undecorated holloware High straight footring, likely from a 
teacup.

07687 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.07688 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark brown interior glaze.07689 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze on interior.07690 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior and 
interior.

07691 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07692 5
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07693 15

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07694 23

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07700 137

creamware Royal rim flatware07701 4

creamware undecorated flatware07702 9

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07703 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07704 17

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.07705 10

pearlware transfer print saucer Scalloped rim with blue transferprint 
diaper-dot motif below rim on the 
interior.

07706 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Portions of a landscape motif on 
exterior, cross-hatching on interior.

07707 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07708 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07709 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Geometric motif on exterior.07710 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Marbling?07711 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware07712 1

pearlware banded holloware Blue banded body with an incised line 
filled in with dark blue paint.

07713 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Debased Scratch Blue holloware Debased Scratch Blue.07714 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07715 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown glaze.07716 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07717 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark brown glaze.07718 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.07719 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07720 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07721 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07722 7

Operation Sub-total - 574

574Quadrant Sub-total -

574Layer Sub-total -

574Feature Sub-total -

574Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A3

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07640 132

creamware Royal rim flatware07641 7

creamware undecorated flatware07642 4

creamware Bath pattern rim plate, table Rim sherd. Unique ID: CRE-TAB8.07643 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07644 14
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pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. 
Landscape scenes.

07645 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Geometric floral motif.

07646 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Geometric floral 
motifs.

07647 5

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware07648 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green scalloped edgeware.07649 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown brush stroke.07650 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue fish roe pattern below a brown 
hand-painted line along the top of the 
rim.

07651 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below rim.07652 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Body.07653 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07654 11

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.07655 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07656 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07657 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown glaze.07658 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze.07659 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated. Two sherds mend.07660 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated. One remnant bit of glaze is 
mottled reddish-brown.

07661 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated. Thermally altered.07662 1

buff earthenware unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07663 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07664 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable11070 107

creamware Royal rim flatware11071 7

creamware incised unidentifiable Impressed or incised.11072 2

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded.11073 1

creamware undecorated flatware11074 4

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable11075 9

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable11076 21

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Scalloped rim.11077 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Very light blue transferprint. 
Unidentifiable motif.

11078 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Asterisk-star in brown.11079 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Brown or green on 
edge of sherd.

11080 1

pearlware Edgeware, general flatware Green edgeware.11081 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware with incised curved 
lines.

11082 1

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Hand-painted? Blue paint stroke on 
edge of sherd.

11083 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Floral geometric 
motif. Possibly Blue Willow.

11084 3
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pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Band of cross-hatching below rim on 
interior and exterior.

11085 1

creamware undecorated flatware Small wedge footring sherds.11086 2

unidentifiable Factory slip unidentifiable Mocha with dendritic pattern. Heavily 
exfoliated.

11087 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.11088 11

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.11089 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.11090 13

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable11091 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

11092 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted  floral geometric spirals and 
dots and possible foliage (at edge of 
sherd).

11093 1

black basalt undecorated holloware11094 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded. Long daisy petals in relief 
on exterior.

11095 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Flat base. Exterior is thermally altered 
and interior has dark brown mottled 
glaze.

11096 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
salt-glaze on interior.

11097 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light yellowish brown salt-glaze on 
interior.

11098 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light beige-brown salt-glaze on one 
side. Other side is exfoliated.

11099 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown salt-glaze.11100 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze on 
interior.

11101 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled light brown salt-glaze.11102 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.11103 2

Operation Sub-total - 413

413Quadrant Sub-total -

413Layer Sub-total -

413Feature Sub-total -

413Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A2

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07590 55

creamware Royal rim flatware07591 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07592 22

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07593 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.07594 9
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pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Olive brown line below rim.07595 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Painted line below rim. Colour hard to 
distinguish because there is an 
overlapping paint stroke from the body 
of the vessel.

07596 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Scratch Blue holloware Scratch blue incised design on exterior.07597 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07598 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Cross-hatching on interior and exterior.07599 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatching. Exfoliated on other 
side.

07600 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light yellowish-brown mottled glaze.07601 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange brown glaze on 
interior.

07602 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07603 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07604 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Burnt matrix. Glaze 
on interior and exterior - could be salt 
glaze? Pedestal base.

07605 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07606 9

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07607 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07608 21

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07620 27

creamware hand-painted, overglaze saucer Red hand-painted overglaze band of 
intertwined diamonds and ovals below 
interior rim. Unique ID: CRE-SAU3.

07621 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07622 4

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Blue hand-painted. Geometric motif?07623 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint - floral motif.07624 1

pearlware banded holloware Incised banding with blue paint.07625 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie - 
cross-hatching.

07626 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware07627 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07628 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07629 3

Operation Sub-total - 182

182Quadrant Sub-total -

182Layer Sub-total -

182Feature Sub-total -

182Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A15

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08210 142

creamware undecorated flatware08211 4
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creamware moulded holloware Moulded lid rest?08212 1

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.08213 4

creamware Royal rim flatware08214 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08215 16

pearlware undecorated flatware08216 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general flatware Blue Chinoiserie pattern.08217 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Blue geometric patterns.08218 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape motifs.08219 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08220 3

unidentifiable Hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue brush stroke.08221 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Moulded body with flutes fanning out 
from centre of the saucer. Unique ID: 
WSG-SAU3.

08222 1

porcelain transfer print saucer Slightly thermally altered. Crude blue 
transferprint honeycomb band below 
interior rim. Below transferprint the 
body is fluted on the interior. Unique 
ID: SOF-SAU2.

08223 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded exterior. Unidentifiable motif.08224 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08225 3

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted floral motif on 
exterior and Chinoiserie patterns 
imitating fish roe transferprint and 
other geometric-florals on the interior.

08226 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie - 
geometric lines composing part of a 
larger landscape from the interior of 
the saucer.

08227 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Slightly thermally altered. Chinese 
porcelain with remnant red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif is 
geometric shapes part of a larger scene 
comprising architecture and other 
unknown elements. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU2.

08228 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with remnant red 
and black hand-painted overglaze on 
the interior. Geometric elements 
composing a larger unidentifiable 
scene.

08229 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze 
on the exterior. Pattern is a diaper-dot 
motif.

08230 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Geometric motifs - 
diaper-dot and scalloped lines.

08231 2
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on interior and 
exterior. Interior is a red band 
bordered by black lines above and 
below. Exterior pattern is a floral 
motif. Unique ID: CHI-CUP16.

08232 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with red and black hand-painted 
overglaze. Rim is scalloped. Below 
rim on exterior is a wave pattern. 
Below rim on interior is a geometric 
pattern. Unique ID: CHI-CUP17.

08233 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on interior 
centre. Architectural motif.

08234 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze and gilt 
detailing. Motif unidentifiable but has 
geometric detailing from a larger scene.

08235 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on the exterior. 
Floral motif.

08236 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.08238 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.08239 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze.08240 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.08241 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Has blue decoration 
but motif is unidentifiable.

08242 2

unidentifiable unidentified saucer Thermally altered.08243 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.08244 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08245 11

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08250 3

creamware undecorated flatware08251 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Remnants of hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

08252 1

creamware moulded holloware Body sherd with a moulded edge. 
Largely exfoliated so it is hard to 
determine the moulding pattern.

08253 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie imitating 
transferprint fish roe pattern below the 
rim and on the body below, spirals 
which resemble flowers. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU11.

08254 1

Operation Sub-total - 229

229Quadrant Sub-total -

229Layer Sub-total -

229Feature Sub-total -

229Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A14
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Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08150 259

creamware undecorated flatware08151 4

creamware Royal rim flatware08152 6

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.08153 17

creamware undecorated saucer Saucer sherd. Unique ID: CRE-SAU4.08154 1

creamware undecorated teacup Plain rim sherd with a slightly outward 
flare. Unique ID: CRE-CUP1.

08155 1

creamware moulded holloware Moulded strands twisted together.08156 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Red, brown and green 
paint.

08157 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable08158 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08159 26

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Blue on exterior. 
Geometric motif.

08160 4

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Blue on interior. 
Geometric motif.

08161 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Bluefish roe and unidentifiable motif.08162 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Brown asterisk star on exterior body. 
Body has slight moulding to it 
possibly in panels. Unique ID: PE-
CUP8.

08163 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette flatware Brown stroke on interior.08164 1

pearlware Shell edge teacup Brown feathering from rim downward 
onto body (on interior and exterior). 
Also, brown hand-painted asterisk star 
on exterior. Body appears to have 
moulded panelling. Unique ID: PE-
CUP8.

08165 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Cross-hatching on 
exterior and interior.

08166 2

porcelain transfer print saucer Blue honeycomb border on interior 
below rim. Unique ID: SOF-SAU1.

08167 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Foot ring missing.08168 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.08169 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08170 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Geometric motif 
part of larger landscape scene on 
exterior. Unidentifiable motif on 
interior.

08171 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze on 
exterior. Motif unidentifiable.

08172 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie on 
interior. Geometric motif part of a 
larger landscape/waterscape scene.

08173 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. 
Cross-hatching on interior.

08174 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Slightly thermally altered. Chinese 
porcelain with blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Geometric motif. Cross-
hatching mixed with a diamond pattern.

08175 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Pagoda scene 
with some landscape features.

08176 4

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08177 4

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on interior 
centre. Motif shows the face of a 
Chinese man and an architectural 
component in the background. The 
foot ring is a low wedge with a 
flattened foot.

08178 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Band of 
rosettes below interior rim.

08179 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Remnant gilt? Body 
is moulded into panelling or fluting.

08180 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Exterior has a 
floral-geometric motif and interior is a 
red band framed on the top and bottom 
by a black border. Within the red 
portion are faded gilt swags. Unique 
ID: CHI-CUP15.

08181 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Thermally altered. Geometric motif on 
interior and exterior. Unique ID: PE-
SAU5.

08182 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Unidentified 
moulded rims.

08183 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.08184 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Stoneware with dark brown mottled 
salt-glaze on exterior and light brown 
salt-glaze on interior.

08185 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. No traces of glaze - 
exfoliated.

08186 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown glaze on 
interior and exterior.

08187 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light greenish-brown glaze.08188 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze.08189 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior. 
Drop of glaze on exterior.

08190 2
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red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze on interior and 
exterior.

08191 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze.08192 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08193 32

creamware undecorated flatware08200 3

Operation Sub-total - 406

406Quadrant Sub-total -

406Layer Sub-total -

406Feature Sub-total -

406Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A13

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08100 259

creamware Royal rim flatware08101 3

creamware Engine turned unidentifiable Engine turned.08102 2

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red hand-painted overglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable, probably geometric.

08103 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08104 14

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motifs.08105 7

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Geometric pattern below rim on 
interior.

08106 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Geometric patterns.08107 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Floral geometric pattern. Exterior 
exfoliated.

08108 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.08109 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Geometric motif. Unique ID: PE-
SAU5.

08110 3

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Wide flutes moulded on body. Unique 
ID: WSG-SAU1.

08111 1

pearlware moulded saucer Moulded fluting on interior.08112 1

pearlware moulded teacup Fluted moulding on exterior.08113 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Moulded rim.08114 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Thermally altered. Blue band below 
rim on exterior and interior. Unique 
ID: PE-SAU5.

08115 1

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Thermally altered. Geometric floral 
motifs.

08116 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Cross-hatching 
band below interior rim.

08117 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Thermally altered.08118 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Floral 
pattern.

08119 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. Floral 
geometric flourish.

08120 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08121 5

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08122 3

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Spiral and spear 
motif.

08123 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Tree motif. 
May match vessel for Cat.07999.

08124 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant red 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

08125 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-rose glaze on interior.

08126 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.08127 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.08128 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light brown mottled salt-glaze.08129 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08130 32

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.08131 22

black basalt moulded holloware Fluted moulding on exterior.08132 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08140 34

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08141 7

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08142 1

red earthenware, coarse gilt holloware Mottled brown glaze. Heavily 
exfoliated.

08143 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.08144 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08145 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08146 2

Operation Sub-total - 427

427Quadrant Sub-total -

427Layer Sub-total -

427Feature Sub-total -

427Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A12

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08030 250

creamware Royal rim flatware08031 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Partially exfoliated rims.08032 19

creamware undecorated flatware08033 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08034 19

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk stars.08035 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.08036 5
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pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.08037 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable08038 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric circles with dots in the 
centre.

08039 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general unidentifiable08040 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Yellow, blue and brown colours. 
Pattern unidentifiable.

08041 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with remnant black 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

08042 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Moulded green. Motif unidentifiable.08043 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Below interior rim is a border of 
rosettes.

08044 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted geometric 
motifs.

08045 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif.

08046 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08047 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.08048 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif.

08049 4

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with red and black hand-painted 
overglaze. Waterscape motif.

08050 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Geometric 
motif part of a larger scene.

08051 1

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze.08052 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.08053 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled dark brown salt-glaze.08054 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown glaze mottled with dark 
flecks.

08055 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Orange-brown mottled glaze.08056 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.08057 2

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.08058 2

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Unidentifiable 
moulded rim.

08059 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08060 25

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08070 101

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08071 4

creamware undecorated flatware08072 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08073 2

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted. 
Floral and geometric patterns.

08074 3

pearlware moulded holloware Fluted moulding to the exterior body.08075 2
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08076 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with impression of 
hand-painted overglaze. A flower petal 
shows as part of the motif.

08077 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Rosette 
border below rim.

08078 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif.

08079 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Floral motif and geometric 
lines.

08080 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted spirals. Low wedge-shaped 
footring.

08081 1

unidentifiable unidentified saucer Thermally altered. Higher than average 
vertical footring.

08082 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08083 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.08084 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.08085 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled 0range-brown glaze.08086 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze. Thermally 
altered.

08087 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.08088 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark reddish-brown glaze.08089 1

buff earthenware unidentified holloware Exfoliated.08090 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.08091 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.08092 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08093 14

Operation Sub-total - 520

520Quadrant Sub-total -

520Layer Sub-total -

520Feature Sub-total -

520Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A11

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07980 119

creamware undecorated flatware07981 2

creamware Royal rim flatware07982 3

creamware undecorated flatware07983 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07984 9

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk star.07985 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom unidentifiable Blue floral motif.07986 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.07987 3
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pearlware transfer print flatware Thermally altered. Blue diaper-dot 
geometric motif on interior below rim.

07988 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07989 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint (pattern 
unidentifiable) below a scalloped rim. 
Rim is hand-painted with an early 
palette olive brown line.

07990 1

creamware inlaid slip mug Incised checkerboard pattern filled in 
with reddish-brown slip below rim. 
Unique ID: CRE-MUG3.

07991 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable07992 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07993 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant of 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior. 
Geometric-floral motif.

07994 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07995 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted cross-hatching motif below 
rim on interior.

07996 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Cross-hatching.07997 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Some visible blue 
decoration but it is unidentifiable.

07998 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain body sherd with red 
and black enamels painted overglaze 
on the exterior. Motif shows a bird on 
a branch.

07999 1

rosso antico moulded handle Moulded handle from a teapot or 
pitcher.

08000 1

creamware moulded flatware Thermally altered. Bath or Royal Rim.08001 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.08002 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.08003 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08004 18

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08005 7

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08010 83

creamware Royal rim flatware08011 2

creamware undecorated flatware08012 3

creamware undecorated holloware08013 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08014 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Geometric patterns 
(fish roe and lozenge).

08015 2

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable08016 1

porcelain Hand-painted, general unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted motif on interior. Pattern 
unidentifiable.

08017 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant of 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif is floral 
and geometric.

08018 1

jackfield glazed holloware Partially thermally altered. Jackfield.08019 1
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buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.08020 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated on exterior. Dark brown 
mottled glaze.

08021 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08022 4

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Diagonal splayed 
foot ring with a bit of the body 
displaying moulded horizontal lines on 
a panelled body. White salt-glaze.

08023 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.08024 2

Operation Sub-total - 302

302Quadrant Sub-total -

302Layer Sub-total -

302Feature Sub-total -

302Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A10

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07930 230

creamware undecorated flatware07931 8

creamware Royal rim flatware07932 5

creamware undecorated holloware07933 2

creamware undecorated holloware07934 1

creamware moulded holloware Moulded 'strand' attached to a thin 
handle.

07935 1

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine-turned incised line.07936 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07937 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07938 19

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07939 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07940 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07941 13

pearlware transfer print, Olde Blue teacup Blue honeycomb band below rim on 
interior and exterior. Below the rosette 
band on the exterior, the body is 
moulded into flutes. Unique ID: PE-
CUP6.

07942 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. Diaper-
dot pattern.

07943 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Porcelain with interior rim band of 
decoration exfoliated.

07944 1

pearlware moulded teacup Fluted moulding on exterior.07945 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Debased Scratch Blue holloware Debased Scratch Blue.07946 1

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered. Bath pattern rim.07947 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07948 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motifs.07949 7
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Geometric motifs.07950 4

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable07951 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Partial star painted in brown. Early 
palette hand-painted.

07952 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Body has been painted a light blue and 
all designs on top are in a darker blue. 
A band of dots below the rim on 
exterior and interior. Unique ID: PE-
SAU5.

07953 1

porcelain undecorated saucer07954 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Wedge-shaped foot 
ring and engine turned band moulding 
above foot.

07955 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze. Bottled rim?07956 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07957 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light yellowish-brown mottled glaze.07958 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07959 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze.07960 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light brown mottled salt glaze.07961 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.07962 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07963 32

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07970 31

creamware undecorated flatware07971 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07972 4

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motifs.07973 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape scene.07974 2

pearlware unidentified flatware Front of rim is exfoliated. Also has a 
part of a blue brush stroke on it.

07975 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Two sherds mended. Mottled green 
and brown salt-glaze.

07976 2

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.07977 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07978 1

Operation Sub-total - 401

401Quadrant Sub-total -

401Layer Sub-total -

401Feature Sub-total -

401Unit Subtotal -

Unit: A1

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07570 52

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07571 4

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07572 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.07573 4
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pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Olive brown line below rim.07574 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07575 1

porcelain undecorated holloware07576 1

pearlware factory slip holloware Marbling?07577 1

jackfield glazed holloware07578 2

creamware Royal rim flatware Royal Rim?07579 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07580 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07581 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07582 1

Operation Sub-total - 82

82Quadrant Sub-total -

82Layer Sub-total -

82Feature Sub-total -

82Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 540-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07560 21

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07561 2

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Fluted moulding on interior body. 
Unique ID: WSG-SAU1.

07562 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable07563 3

jackfield glazed holloware07564 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07565 4

Operation Sub-total - 33

33Quadrant Sub-total -

33Layer Sub-total -

33Feature Sub-total -

33Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 535-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07540 58

creamware Royal rim flatware07541 1

creamware feathered edge flatware07542 1

creamware moulded plate, supper Octagonal shaped plate with band of 
diamonds moulded along rim. Unique 
ID: CRE-SUP1.

07543 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07544 4

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Fluted moulding on interior of body. 
Unique ID: WSG-SAU1.

07545 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted leaf on interior.

07546 1
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07547 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07548 2

stoneware hand-painted, general holloware Gray stoneware with hand-painted 
blue decoration.

07549 3

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on the 
exterior and buff-rose glaze on interior.

07550 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07551 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Interior glazed with mottled green and 
brown glaze.

07552 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07553 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07554 12

Operation Sub-total - 93

93Quadrant Sub-total -

93Layer Sub-total -

93Feature Sub-total -

93Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 535-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07530 26

creamware undecorated holloware Part of a spout?07531 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07532 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted. 
Motif unidentifiable.

07533 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on interior of sherd. 
Motif is Chinoiserie. Below the rim: a 
straight line, a scalloped line and then 
dots accentuating the scallops. Rim is 
scalloped also.

07534 1

porcelain undecorated flatware07535 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07536 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07537 5

Operation Sub-total - 41

41Quadrant Sub-total -

41Layer Sub-total -

41Feature Sub-total -

41Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 530-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07510 47

creamware undecorated flatware07511 1

creamware Royal rim flatware07512 3
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07513 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07514 4

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Wedge footring with part of interior 
base showing fluted moulding.

07515 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern.07516 1

pearlware Spatterware unidentifiable Orange and blue paint.07517 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable07518 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted floral pattern 
on interior centre.

07519 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07520 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze.07521 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07522 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07523 3

red earthenware, refined unidentified holloware Exfoliated refined redware.07524 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07525 2

Operation Sub-total - 76

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Layer Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 530-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07490 3

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded basket weave pattern.07491 1

creamware hand-painted, overglaze flatware Red hand-painted overglaze. Wave 
pattern below rim.

07492 1

jackfield glazed holloware07493 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07494 1

rosso antico undecorated holloware Thermally altered. High footring sherd.07495 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Two sherds mended.07496 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatching.07497 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue rosette band. Exterior body has 
fluted moulding.

07498 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Unidentifiable blue 
motif.

07499 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Landscape motif.07500 1

porcelain undecorated holloware High, straight footring sherd.07501 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Partially thermally altered. Red hand-
painted overglaze. Thin line in crook 
of shoulder.

07502 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted motif on exterior body 
(unidentifiable design). High, straight 
footring.

07503 1

Operation Sub-total - 19

19Quadrant Sub-total -

19Layer Sub-total -

19Feature Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 530-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07480 54

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07481 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome flatware Blue floral motif on interior.07482 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and landscape motifs.07483 2

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded decoration (unidentifiable) 
on exterior body.

07484 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Porcelain with green and reddish-pink 
floral motif on exterior.

07485 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown glaze.07486 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze.07487 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07488 2

Operation Sub-total - 66

66Quadrant Sub-total -

66Layer Sub-total -

66Feature Sub-total -

66Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 525-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07470 9

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07471 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07472 8

unidentifiable feathered edge flatware Thermally altered. Feather Edge rim 
motif.

07473 1

Operation Sub-total - 21

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Layer Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 525-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07440 25

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07441 8

pearlware undecorated flatware07442 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07443 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07444 5

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable07445 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric lozenge pattern.07446 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome flatware Floral pattern on interior centre. 
Exterior base has partial maker's mark 
(indistinguishable).

07447 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07448 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Interior body moulded into flutes. 
Low, straight footring. Unique ID: 
WSG-SAU1.

07449 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze.

07450 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.07451 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Blue hand-painted line along top of 
rim. Unique ID: PE-SAU12.

07452 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Band of decoration 
below rim on interior has been 
exfoliated.

07453 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain tall footring with 
black and red painted enamels on 
exterior. Border of rosettes and 
unidentified scene on body.

07454 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on interior 
body. Geometric diaper-dot motif.

07455 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07456 1

porcelain undecorated teacup Chinese porcelain with straight 
footring.

07457 1

black basalt moulded lid Teapot lid with moulded flutes. 
Unique ID: BB-POT3.

07458 1

black basalt moulded lid Partial lid from a teapot. Moulded 
fluting on top. Unique ID: BB-POT3.

07459 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Motif shows an Asian man in front of 
a building. Footring is a small rounded 
wedge. Unique ID: CHI-SAU?

09600 1

Operation Sub-total - 61

61Quadrant Sub-total -

61Layer Sub-total -

61Feature Sub-total -

61Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 525-195

Feature:
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Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07430 1

porcelain moulded teacup Thermally altered base with thick 
wedge footring, fluted body.

07431 1

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 525-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07410 145

creamware undecorated salt shaker Sherd with several holes punctured 
around the top of a conical head. 
Unique ID: CRE-SC1.

07411 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07412 14

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.07413 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Small blue 
decoration visible, motif unidentifiable.

07414 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Crude blue transferprint on moulded 
pearlware. Moulding is fluting on the 
interior body. Transferprint motif 
unidentifiable.

07415 1

pearlware moulded flatware Moulded fluting on interior body. 
Small wedge footring.

07416 1

porcelain moulded holloware Wide and shallow moulded fluting on 
exterior.

07417 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on interior centre. 
Motif is unidentifiable but part of a 
larger scene. Foot ring is flat-bottomed 
wedge.

07418 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07419 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light reddish-brown glaze.07420 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.07421 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif.

07422 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie 
motif on interior centre. Floral 
geometric motif.

07423 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted design. Motif unidentifiable.

07424 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted partial landscape on exterior.

07425 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral and geometric patterns 
on interior and exterior body.

07426 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07427 18

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliate.07428 7

Operation Sub-total - 203

203Quadrant Sub-total -

203Layer Sub-total -

203Feature Sub-total -

203Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 520-230

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07400 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07401 1

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 520-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07390 2

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.07391 1

pearlware unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Blue decoration on 
exterior - unidentifiable motif.

07392 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.07393 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnants of 
hand-painted overglaze pattern on 
interior. Floral motif.

07394 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07395 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie patterns. Cross-
hatching on interior, floral on exterior. 
Unique ID: CHI-CUP10.

07396 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Partially exfoliated. 
Reddish-brown mottled glaze.

07397 1

Operation Sub-total - 9

9Quadrant Sub-total -

9Layer Sub-total -

9Feature Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 520-215
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Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware07380 7

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07381 3

creamware moulded holloware Handle comprised of twisted strands.07382 1

creamware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Exterior moulding 
into flutes.

07383 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue flower petal on interior.07384 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Floral and 
geometric motif.

07385 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted floral motif on 
interior centre.

07386 1

black basalt undecorated holloware07387 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.07388 5

Operation Sub-total - 21

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Layer Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 520-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07360 40

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze.07361 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07362 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07363 16

tin enamelled undecorated holloware07364 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.07365 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.07366 1

creamware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Red hand-painted overglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

07367 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable07368 1

black basalt undecorated holloware07369 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue honeycomb motif on exterior 
body which has also fluted moulding.

07370 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric patterning from a 
landscape scene? Angled footring.

07371 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07372 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.07373 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Interior glaze is a mottled light brown.07374 1
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pearlware moulded unidentifiable Fluted moulding on pearlware.07375 1

Operation Sub-total - 73

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 519-219

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07350 15

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07351 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with Chinoiserie cross-hatching below 
interior rim.

07352 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.07353 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07354 2

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.07355 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07356 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07357 1

Operation Sub-total - 26

26Quadrant Sub-total -

26Layer Sub-total -

26Feature Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 518-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07330 38

creamware moulded plate, supper Moulded diamond rim sherd from an 
octagonal shaped plate. Unique ID: 
CRE-SUP1.

07331 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07332 26

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.07333 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07334 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Part of a footring.07335 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.07336 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07337 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with geometric Chinoiserie cross-
hatching on interior side.Two sherds 
mended.

07338 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Motif unidentifiable.07339 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on interior centre. 
Floral motif. Low wedge-shaped 
footring.

07340 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior centre. 
Low wedge-shaped footring.

07341 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral design on exterior.

07342 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric Chinoiserie cross-
hatching motif.

07343 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Fish roe pattern 
below rim and floral pattern on body. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU15.

07344 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07345 2

stoneware unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07346 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled, brown glaze.07347 5

Operation Sub-total - 91

91Quadrant Sub-total -

91Layer Sub-total -

91Feature Sub-total -

91Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 518-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07310 35

creamware Royal rim flatware Royal Rim.07311 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07312 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07313 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.07314 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.07315 2

pearlware shell edge flatware Blue rim and fringe-ing below interior 
rim.

07316 1

canary ware undecorated holloware07317 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below interior rim.07318 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. Border 
of swags within a band below the rim.

07319 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinoiserie flower 
bud pattern.

07320 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Landscape motif.

07321 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior and 
partial water or landscape motif on 
interior.

07322 1
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porcelain unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Blue decoration 
mottled by thermal alteration.

07323 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07324 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Dark brown salt-glaze.07325 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07326 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07327 5

Operation Sub-total - 69

69Quadrant Sub-total -

69Layer Sub-total -

69Feature Sub-total -

69Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 516-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with buff-rose 
coloured glaze on interior. Slightly 
thermally altered.

07300 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

07301 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Cross-hatching and 
another unidentifiable pattern on the 
body below.

07302 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow flatware Print on interior centre of base.07303 1

rosso antico incised holloware Incised waved lines forming diamond-
shaped spaces. Unique ID: RA-RH1.

07304 2

Operation Sub-total - 8

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Layer Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-230

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware07290 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable07280 4

creamware undecorated flatware07281 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07282 3

Operation Sub-total - 8

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Layer Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07270 11

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07271 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue band of rosettes on exterior body, 
which is also moulded with shallow 
fluting.

07272 1

creamware undecorated saucer Thermally altered.07273 1

creamware Royal rim flatware07274 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07275 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07276 5

Operation Sub-total - 27

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Layer Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-218

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted architectural motif on interior 
centre. Geometric patterning forming 
part of a house?

07260 1

rosso antico undecorated holloware Thermally altered.07261 1

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07240 20
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creamware undecorated flatware07241 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07242 3

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.07243 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07244 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Unidentifiable 
motif.

07245 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Unidentifiable blue 
decoration.

07246 3

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable07247 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07248 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07249 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07250 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07251 1

stoneware unidentified holloware Exfoliated. Engine turned?07252 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07253 4

Operation Sub-total - 48

48Quadrant Sub-total -

48Layer Sub-total -

48Feature Sub-total -

48Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07220 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07221 1

pearlware hand-painted, general flatware Blue motif below rim on interior. 
Design unidentifiable.

07222 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Blue fish scale pattern below rim. 
Early palette brown line hand-painted 
along top of rim. Blue transferprint 
flower on exterior body. Somewhat 
thermally altered. Unique ID: PE-
CUP7.

07223 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-rose glaze on interior.

07224 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07225 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07226 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled green and 
brown glaze.

07227 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable07228 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant of 
hand-painted overglaze on interior 
centre. Architectural motif. Low 
wedge footring.

07229 1

Operation Sub-total - 10

10Quadrant Sub-total -
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10Layer Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07190 67

creamware undecorated holloware Partial body, base and highly wedged 
footring from a creamware bowl. 15 
sherds in one mend, 2 in another 
mend. Unique ID: CRE-B3.

07191 18

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, supper Thermally altered.07192 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07194 11

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07195 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.07196 5

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07197 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable07198 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome flatware Foral motif on interior. Blue line along 
top of rim.

07199 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware07200 1

creamware moulded flatware Thermally altered. Moulded rim, 
possibly Royal Rim.

07201 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07202 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.07203 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain.07204 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze 
pattern on interior below rim. Rosette 
border motif.

07205 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant of 
hand-painted overglaze motif on 
exterior. Chinoiserie motif of feathered 
leaves.

07206 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze 
below interior rim. Rosette border 
motif.

07207 1

porcelain moulded holloware Handle.07208 1

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.07209 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Dark brown glaze on exterior, light 
brown on interior.

07210 1

rosso antico incised holloware Incised lines on exterior creating a 
diamond pattern. Unique ID: RA-RH1.

07211 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07212 6

Operation Sub-total - 131

131Quadrant Sub-total -
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131Layer Sub-total -

131Feature Sub-total -

131Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07170 25

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07171 10

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Floral design on interior.07172 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Rim. Blue line painted along top of 
rim. Orange and green spatter on 
exterior body.

07173 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.07174 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Foliate motif - green leaf and brown 
branch, on interior only.

07175 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Foliate motif. Green leaf and brown 
branch on exterior.

07176 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Geometric 
Chinoiserie patterns.

07177 2

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior.07178 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.07179 1

jackfield glazed holloware07180 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Thermally altered.07181 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07182 12

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware07183 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.07184 4

Operation Sub-total - 64

64Quadrant Sub-total -

64Layer Sub-total -

64Feature Sub-total -

64Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07160 29

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07161 9

creamware undecorated flatware07162 2

porcelain undecorated holloware High foot ring. Chinese porcelain.07163 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Cross-hatching 
border below rim on interior.

07164 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior side. 
Floral motif.

07165 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on a base with moulded edge. 
Unique ID: RED-H8.

07166 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07167 7

Operation Sub-total - 51

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Layer Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07150 18

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07151 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue linear and floral motif.07152 2

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue floral motif.07153 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07154 7

unidentifiable unidentified saucer Thermally altered.07155 1

Operation Sub-total - 35

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Layer Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07130 32

creamware undecorated flatware07131 5

creamware Royal rim flatware07132 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07133 1

creamware factory slip holloware Incised meander pattern filled with 
reddish-brown slip.

07134 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07135 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Cross-hatching pattern.07136 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie pattern on interior 
rim. Partial wedge foot ring.

07137 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Floral motif. Somewhat exfoliated. 
Brown, yellow and green paint.

07138 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Exfoliated exterior. 
Interior below rim has a daisy pattern.

07139 1
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pearlware shell edge holloware Blue wispy strokes along top of rim 
and slightly over onto the exterior 
body.

07140 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome flatware Floral motif and line along top of rim.07141 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Floral motif.07142 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted cross-hatching around a 
central asterisk-style star below rim.

07143 1

Operation Sub-total - 58

58Quadrant Sub-total -

58Layer Sub-total -

58Feature Sub-total -

58Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 515-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07120 42

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07121 8

creamware Royal rim flatware07122 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Floral motif.07123 2

pearlware moulded holloware Fluted moulding on exterior.07124 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07125 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.07126 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07127 2

Operation Sub-total - 60

60Quadrant Sub-total -

60Layer Sub-total -

60Feature Sub-total -

60Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 514-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07100 62

creamware undecorated flatware07101 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07102 17

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07103 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie 
(geometric and floral design).

07104 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07105 1

creamware hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Exfoliated on one side. On other side, 
hand-painted overglaze. A thin red line 
below the rim.

07106 1
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tin enamelled undecorated holloware07107 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue and orange.07108 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.07109 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07110 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted motif. Pattern unidentifiable.

07111 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant hand-painted overglae. Red 
flower bud and green stem.

07112 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior side. 
Geometric patterns but motif otherwise 
unidentifiable.

07113 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07114 16

Operation Sub-total - 118

118Quadrant Sub-total -

118Layer Sub-total -

118Feature Sub-total -

118Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 514-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07080 71

creamware undecorated flatware07081 3

creamware Royal rim flatware07082 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07083 15

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motif? Largely 
exfoliated sherds.

07084 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue architectural motif.07085 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
cross-hatching on interior side.

07086 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown glaze.07087 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07088 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.07089 4

Operation Sub-total - 107

107Quadrant Sub-total -

107Layer Sub-total -

107Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Layer: Upper Fill

Quadrant: 1

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09780 20

creamware undecorated flatware09781 5

creamware Royal rim flatware .09782 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09783 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

09784 4

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted flower on exterior.

09785 1

porcelain undecorated flatware09786 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Largely exfoliated. One fragment of 
dark brown mottled glaze.

09787 1

creamware undecorated bowl, general Base with straight Chinese footring. 
Two sherds mend together. Unique ID: 
CRE-B08.

09788 2

Operation Sub-total - 36

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Layer Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

143Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 514-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07060 124

creamware undecorated flatware07061 10

creamware Royal rim flatware07062 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07064 20

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.07065 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Green brush stroke on exterior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

07066 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Spatterware. Green, orange and blue 
paint.

07067 1

jackfield glazed holloware07068 2

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior.07069 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted geometric fish 
scale pattern below interior rim.

07070 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Heavily thermally altered. Pool of 
canaryware glaze on a very poorly 
existing ceramic matrix.

07071 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07072 21

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric diaper-dot pattern.

07073 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.07074 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07075 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.07076 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable07077 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.07078 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07079 6

Operation Sub-total - 202

202Quadrant Sub-total -
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202Layer Sub-total -

202Feature Sub-total -

202Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 514-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07030 216

creamware undecorated flatware07031 13

creamware Royal rim flatware07032 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07033 1

creamware moulded flatware Body sherd with moulded pattern is a 
basket weave with a braid.

07034 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07035 24

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07036 26

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.07037 2

unidentifiable engine turned holloware Thermally altered. Engine-turned 
banding on exterior.

07038 1

unidentifiable unidentified teacup Thermally altered. Thin, high foot ring 
and partial base from a teacup.

07039 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware07040 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint on 
exterior.

07041 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.07042 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape motif.07043 6

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.07044 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.07045 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.07046 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie style patterns. 
Motif unidentifiable.

07047 2

jackfield glazed holloware07048 6

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.07049 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze on 
exterior.

07050 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown salt glaze on 
interior and engine-turned banding on 
exterior without glaze.

07051 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown salt-
glaze. Outward protruding lip. Unique 
ID: RED-BOT1.

07052 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.07053 5
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze. Most of the paint has worn 
away but it appears to have been black. 
Motif is an undulating chain below the 
rim on the interior. The rim is 
scalloped and the body lightly fluted. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU14.

07054 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain base sherds painted 
overglaze in red and gilt; delicate bud 
painted on one matches motif of Cat.# 
00509 but footring indicates it’s a 
second vessel with that motif. Some 
paint has worn away on other 
fragments. Exterior body has fluted 
moulding. Unique ID: CHI-SAU12.

07055 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie style floral and 
geometric motifs below interior rim. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU13.

07056 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.07057 6

creamware undecorated flatware07063 2

Operation Sub-total - 337

337Quadrant Sub-total -

337Layer Sub-total -

337Feature Sub-total -

337Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable07010 16

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable07011 10

creamware Royal rim flatware07012 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.07013 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

07014 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07015 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Geometric motif.

07016 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior and 
interior.

07017 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint - motif shows part of 
a tree.

07018 1

canary ware undecorated holloware07019 1

jackfield glazed holloware07020 1

creamware incised holloware Body sherd with incised meander 
pattern filled in with a dark reddish-
brown slip.

07021 1
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stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-rose glaze on interior.

07022 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze, mostly faded. 
Motif is floral.

07023 2

black basalt moulded teapot Base and footring with moulded daisy 
petals on exterior. Unique ID: BB-
POT2.

07024 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Slight thermal alteration. Chinese 
porcelain saucer base with low wedge-
shaped footring, blue-painted 
Chinoiserie style floral motif.

07025 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Heavily exfoliated. Bits of mottled 
brown glaze left on body.

07026 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.07027 1

Operation Sub-total - 46

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Layer Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06980 47

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06981 12

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable06982 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.06983 6

pearlware transfer print, blue willow flatware Geometric borders including lozenge 
motif with overlapping foliage from 
the body of the plate.

06984 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Fish roe pattern.06985 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze with brown inclusions.06986 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Chinese porcelain.06987 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06988 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Early palette hand-painted floral motif 
on interior. Blue and greenish-brown 
paint.

06989 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Motif 
unidentifiable.

06990 1

jackfield glazed holloware06991 2

creamware moulded holloware Moulded sherd. Pattern is a leaf.06992 1

creamware undecorated flatware Partially exfoliated.06993 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware06994 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06995 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

06996 3

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.06997 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown and green mottled glaze.06998 2

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown salt 
glaze.

06999 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Exfoliated. Two sherds mend.07000 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.07001 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.07002 2

Operation Sub-total - 102

102Quadrant Sub-total -

102Layer Sub-total -

102Feature Sub-total -

102Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06930 82

creamware undecorated flatware06931 7

creamware Royal rim flatware06932 2

creamware undecorated holloware Oval shaped handle.06933 1

creamware moulded holloware Rim with exfoliation where a moulded 
design was attached.

06934 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06935 26

pearlware undecorated holloware06936 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown line below interior rim.06937 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.06938 5

pearlware moulded flatware Fluted moulding on interior near 
centre of base.

06939 1

rosso antico undecorated holloware Thermally altered.06940 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze.06941 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06942 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Remnant impression of hand-painted 
overglaze on interior. Floral motif.

06943 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior and 
exterior.

06944 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06945 5

stoneware incised holloware Gray stoneware with etched pattern 
filled in with blue paint.

06946 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Scalloped blue edgeware.06947 1

pearlware hand-painted, general flatware Thermally altered. Blue pattern 
unidentifiable.

06948 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Geometric 
motif.

06949 1
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jackfield glazed holloware Wide rounded footring sherd.06950 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Blue floral motif on 
interior.

06951 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Cross-hatching on interior side.06952 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted overglaze. Chinoiserie 
pattern - cross-hatching on interior 
side.

06953 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted overglaze. Chinoiserie 
patterns - floral on one side and cross-
hatching on the other.

06954 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06955 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.06956 17

Operation Sub-total - 166

166Quadrant Sub-total -

166Layer Sub-total -

166Feature Sub-total -

166Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06900 50

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06901 15

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.06902 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric lines and shapes.06903 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06904 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06905 2

creamware moulded holloware Part of a moulded finial knob from a 
teaware lid. Foliate motif?

06906 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Floral and 
architectural motifs. Pattern 
unidentifiable.

06907 3

creamware undecorated flatware Plain rim.06908 1

creamware undecorated flatware06909 1

black basalt undecorated lid Lid fragment, smooth finish, not 
perfectly circular, for pot with oval 
body. Unique ID: BB-POT1.

06910 1

rosso antico moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded leaf in 
relief on exterior of sherd.

06911 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.06912 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Green brush stroke. Floral motif?06913 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06914 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Scratch Blue holloware Scratch blue pattern with incised lines 
on exterior.

06915 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06916 2
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jackfield glazed holloware06917 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06918 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06919 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint fish roe on interior 
below a hand-painted early palette 
brown line along top of rim. Exterior 
is exfoliated. Thermally altered.

06920 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif.

06921 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.06922 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.06923 3

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

06924 2

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.06925 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06926 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06927 18

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.06928 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.06929 8

Operation Sub-total - 129

129Quadrant Sub-total -

129Layer Sub-total -

129Feature Sub-total -

129Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06870 39

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06871 9

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Stoneware with 
clear glaze on exterior.

06872 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Thermally altered.06873 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06874 1

black basalt undecorated holloware High footring sherd.06875 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06876 1

jackfield glazed holloware06877 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06878 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green  edgeware, back of rim sherd.06879 2

pearlware moulded flatware Interior body moulded into flutes. A 
blue paint stroke is visible.

06880 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown band below interior rim. Rim 
has a slightly moulded edge.

06881 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue band of cross-hatching or circles 
on interior below the rim.

06882 1
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creamware moulded holloware Moulded body sherds. One is a bundle 
of small, thin bands. The other has a 
moulded leaf.

06883 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on exterior. Body 
sherd is also moulded into a panel. 
Transfer motif unidentifiable.

06884 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprints in floral and 
geometric patterns on interior.

06885 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06886 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Thick band of 
decoration on interior has been 
thermally altered - other parts of this 
sherd have not been affected.

06887 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on interior 
centre of base. Motif is floral.

06888 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie in an 
unidentifiable motif on interior centre 
of base.

06889 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior and 
exterior.

06890 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze on interior and exfoliated from 
exterior.

06891 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06892 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06893 2

Operation Sub-total - 84

84Quadrant Sub-total -

84Layer Sub-total -

84Feature Sub-total -

84Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06850 43

creamware undecorated flatware06851 3

creamware Royal rim flatware06852 1

creamware moulded flatware Body with moulding in a basket weave 
pattern.

06853 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06854 11

pearlware transfer print, blue willow flatware Print on interior centre of base.06855 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Floral and geometric motifs.06856 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motif.06857 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06858 4

creamware factory slip holloware Thermally altered. Yellow band on 
exterior.

06859 1
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jackfield glazed holloware06860 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06861 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06862 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior side of 
saucer. Motif unidentifiable.

06863 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
painted overglaze. Exterior motif 
shows a Chinese man next to an 
architectural component. Two sherds 
mended.

06864 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06865 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior. 
Exterior is exfoliated or not glazed.

06866 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-rose coloured glaze 
on interior.

06867 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06868 3

Operation Sub-total - 92

92Quadrant Sub-total -

92Layer Sub-total -

92Feature Sub-total -

92Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06820 106

creamware undecorated flatware06821 5

creamware moulded holloware Partial, unidentifiable moulded 
decoration on exterior.

06822 1

creamware Royal rim flatware06823 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06824 26

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs - 
patterns otherwise unidentifiable.

06825 9

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue floral and geometric patterns on 
interior and exterior.

06826 3

pearlware transfer print, blue willow flatware Tree motif on interior of base.06827 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, orange and blue paint. Two 
sherds mend to form a rim.

06828 6

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foral motif in blue, yellow and brown.06829 4

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06830 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue hand-painted cross-hatching 
below interior rim. Exterior is 
exfoliated.

06831 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06832 2

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06833 2
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white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06834 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Blue floral motif on interior.06835 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue flower on exterior.06836 1

porcelain undecorated teacup Porcelain footring and partial base. No 
decoration and footring has a slight 
wedge-shape to it.

06837 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06838 2

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded with flowers. Part of unique 
vessel: BB-POT1.

06839 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06840 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-rose glaze on interior.

06841 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior. 
Two sherds mended.

06842 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06843 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown and 
green glazed interior and exterior.

06844 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06845 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06846 22

Operation Sub-total - 218

218Quadrant Sub-total -

218Layer Sub-total -

218Feature Sub-total -

218Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06770 219

creamware undecorated flatware06771 19

creamware Royal rim flatware06772 10

creamware engine turned holloware Foot.06773 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06774 60

pearlware undecorated flatware06775 1

creamware undecorated teacup Mended base with wedge footring.06776 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape and geometric motifs.06777 19

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.06778 6

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06779 2

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Partial exterior moulded scene - a 
man's foot.

06780 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric motifs on interior 
below rim - diaper-dot, etc. Exterior 
body is facetted.

06781 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs. Fish roe line 
below rim and then a zone of diaper-
dot.

06782 1
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pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral pattern.06783 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral design on interior centre 
of base.

06784 2

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded flower motif on shoulder. 
Unique ID: BB-POT1.

06785 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior centre of 
base. Motif is floral and geometric.

06786 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow flatware Blue Willow transferprint on interior 
centre of base. Only part of the motif is 
visible - globular tree foliage.

06787 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral Chinoiserie motifs on 
interior and exterior.

06788 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted pagoda motif on centre of 
interior base.

06789 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha.06790 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06791 30

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.06792 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06793 1

porcelain undecorated flatware Chinese porcelain.06794 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06795 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Thin line 
painted below rim and on the body is a 
remnant of a floral-geometric design.

06796 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Orange, green and blue paint.06797 8

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.06798 4

pearlware hand-painted, early palette saucer Floral motif on interior. Brown and 
green paint visible.

06799 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Floral motif. Green and blue paint 
visible.

06800 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif in green, blue and brown.06801 6

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06802 2

stoneware glazed holloware Dark brown salt glaze on exterior. 
Light brown glaze on interior.

06803 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06804 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.06805 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06806 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06808 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze. Rounded rim.06809 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.06810 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior. 
Unique ID: RED-H8.

06811 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06812 15

Operation Sub-total - 444

444Quadrant Sub-total -
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444Layer Sub-total -

444Feature Sub-total -

444Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06740 171

creamware undecorated flatware06741 8

creamware Royal rim flatware06742 6

creamware undecorated flatware06743 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06744 38

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue - several motifs - floral, 
geometric.

06745 14

pearlware transfer print, olde blue holloware Interior and exterior decorated.06746 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue hand-painted. Unidentifiable 
motif.

06747 3

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, orange and blue paint.06748 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted fish roe band below interior 
rim and then a floral motif on the 
body. Floral motif on exterior.

06749 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted pagoda scene on centre of 
interior base.

06750 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral and geometric in-fill 
motifs.

06751 3

canary ware undecorated holloware Thermally altered.06752 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Unidentifiable motif.

06753 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06754 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06755 1

jackfield glazed holloware06756 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Brown line below rim on interior and 
exterior.

06757 1

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06758 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06759 16

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06760 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06761 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze.06762 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Glaze has been exfoliated. Unique ID: 
RED-H7.

06763 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06764 10

Operation Sub-total - 294

294Quadrant Sub-total -
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294Layer Sub-total -

294Feature Sub-total -

294Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06700 317

creamware undecorated flatware06701 7

creamware Royal rim flatware06702 7

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06703 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06704 34

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.06705 19

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.06706 4

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue, m essily applied, goes over the 
top of the inner rim.

06707 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thin greenish-brown paint stroke.06708 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06709 4

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06710 2

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.06711 5

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow and blue band. Engine turned 
banding.

06712 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Geometric motif - 
spiral and pagoda.

06713 3

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted. 
Motif unidentifiable.

06714 3

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-rose glaze on interior.

06715 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior.06716 1

jackfield glazed holloware06717 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Mofit is 
floral and geometric.

06718 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Floral geometric pattern.

06719 1

canary ware undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Glaze has a 
greenish cast to it.

06720 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Motif is 
a wavy chain on interior below rim. 
Rim is scalloped and body is moulded 
into shallow flutes.

06721 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black hand-
painted overglaze on interior body. 
Motif is a wavy chain. Body is 
moulded into shallow flutes.

06722 1
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black basalt undecorated holloware Part of lid rim rest.06723 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded fluting.06724 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06725 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06726 14

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Rolled rim. Very thin vessel, possible 
small jar? Unique ID: WSG-RH2.

06727 1

black basalt moulded teapot Rim sherd with exterior floral and 
foliate moulding. Shape of vessel is a 
rounded square. Recessed ledge to 
secure lid. Unique ID: BB-POT1.

06728 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06729 5

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue honeycomb band below interior 
rim.

06730 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue honeycomb pattern band with 
slight fluting to the mould of the body 
below.

06731 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermal alteration. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant black and red hand-
painted overglaze. Interior band of 
rosettes below rim.

06732 1

porcelain moulded unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with fluted 
moulding of the body.

06733 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06734 2

stoneware glazed holloware Dark brown glaze on exterior and light 
brown glaze on interior.

06735 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06736 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.06737 1

Operation Sub-total - 456

456Quadrant Sub-total -

456Layer Sub-total -

456Feature Sub-total -

456Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 513-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06670 106

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06671 18

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware06672 1

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.06673 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06674 13

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.06675 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Thermally altered. Floral motif - green 
and brown paint.

06676 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware06677 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.06678 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral.06679 3
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pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown line below rim.06680 1

porcelain moulded unidentifiable Porcelain with a fluted moulding to the 
body.

06681 1

pearlware moulded holloware Fluted exterior body.06682 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.06683 2

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

06684 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.06685 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

06686 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Base with small, low wedge footring.06687 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior. 
Pattern is a red wash with black 
outlined hexagonal style pattern.

06688 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with remnants of 
black hand-painted overglaze on 
interior. Pattern is a wavy chain below 
the interior rim. The rim is scalloped 
and body moulded in flutes.

06689 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Geometric 
chinoiserie - spirals, etc.

06690 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06691 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.06692 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06693 4

Operation Sub-total - 173

173Quadrant Sub-total -

173Layer Sub-total -

173Feature Sub-total -

173Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-222

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06660 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06661 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Gray stoneware.06662 1

Operation Sub-total - 6

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Layer Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-218

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:
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Operation:

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06650 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06651 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Motif is floral.

06652 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze motif on interior. 
Geometric Chinoiserie.

06653 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant red 
hand-painted overglaze. Possibly a 
floral motif - somewhat 
indistinguishable.

06654 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Partial concentric 
circle pattern.

06655 1

Operation Sub-total - 7

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Layer Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware unidentified holloware Thermally altered.06640 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant red 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif shows a 
feather.

06641 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Thermally altered.06642 1

Operation Sub-total - 3

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Layer Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06610 23

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06611 8

creamware undecorated flatware06612 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06613 8

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.06614 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint - motif 
unidentifiable.

06615 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.06616 2
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with black hand-
painted overglaze. Motif is a thin line 
below the rim and the start of an 
unidentifiable body motif.

06617 1

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Blue rim and diagonal lines radiating 
from the rim around the exterior.

06618 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue rim and unidentifiable body 
motif. One side exfoliated.

06619 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06620 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric Chinoiserie.

06621 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue and green paint.06622 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha with dendritic design.06623 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Exfoliated sherd of scalloped green 
edgeware.

06624 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06625 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Geometric pattern 
partially worn away. Slightly scalloped 
rim and fluted body.

06626 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06627 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06628 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Glaze exfoliated.06629 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06630 1

Operation Sub-total - 61

61Quadrant Sub-total -

61Layer Sub-total -

61Feature Sub-total -

61Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06590 44

creamware undecorated flatware06591 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06592 17

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06593 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06594 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06595 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Base and partial foot ring. May be the 
same vessel as Cat. 06573. Unique ID: 
WSG-H1.

06596 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.06597 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06598 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Transferprint. Pattern unidentifiable.06599 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.06600 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Geometric motif - 
cross-hatching band below interior rim.

06601 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior and 
exterior. Chinoiserie patterns.

06602 1

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Blue floral motif on exterior.06603 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware06604 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted landscape motif.

06605 1

Operation Sub-total - 79

79Quadrant Sub-total -

79Layer Sub-total -

79Feature Sub-total -

79Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06960 32

creamware undecorated flatware06961 2

creamware Royal rim flatware06962 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06963 7

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.06964 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie pattern on exterior. 
A landscape pattern.

06965 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on interior and 
exterior .Geometric patterns.

06966 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06967 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06968 1

jackfield gilt holloware06969 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06970 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thin brown line below rim. One side 
exfoliated.

06971 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown line on interior below rim.06972 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with remnant black 
and red hand-painted overglaze on 
interior centre. Architectural motif. 
Two sherds mended.

06973 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration 
visible but not identifiable.

06974 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06975 13

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware06976 1

Operation Sub-total - 69

69Quadrant Sub-total -

69Layer Sub-total -
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69Feature Sub-total -

69Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06560 60

creamware undecorated flatware06561 2

creamware Royal rim flatware06562 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06563 21

pearlware undecorated flatware06564 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant red hand-painted overglaze. 
Motif is floral and a line of loops.

06565 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06566 10

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif 
resembles fish scales.

06567 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06568 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown and 
yellow glaze on exterior.

06569 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06570 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior side of 
sherd. Unidentifiable motif.

06571 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06572 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Scratch Blue holloware Base and body with a portion of 
scratch blue incision. Unique ID: 
WSG-H1.

06573 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Blue, brown and green paint.06574 1

jackfield glazed holloware06575 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue line of fish roe pattern below rim 
and then diaper-dot pattern below that.

06576 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line along edge of rim. Heavily 
exfoliated.

06577 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral and geometric motif 
below rim. Unique ID: CHI-SAU4.

06578 1

porcelain undecorated flatware06579 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric motif.06580 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Unidentifiable motif.06581 1

creamware incised holloware Incised meander pattern filled in with 
reddish-brown slip.

06582 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware. Exfoliated.06583 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06584 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06585 2

Operation Sub-total - 122

122Quadrant Sub-total -
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122Layer Sub-total -

122Feature Sub-total -

122Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

06540 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze on 
interior.

06541 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Slight thermal alteration.06542 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant of red hand-painted 
overglaze. Motif is floral and a line of 
loops.

06543 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant of red hand-painted 
overglaze. Motif is floral and line of 
loops.

06544 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with indistinguishable blue motif on 
interior and exterior.

06545 1

porcelain moulded flatware Base with partial body showing lightly 
fluted/panelled exterior body.

06546 1

creamware incised holloware Incised meander pattern band filled 
with reddish-brown slip, below 
exterior rim.

06547 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown line below rim of interior.06548 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha with dendritic pattern.06549 1

jackfield glazed holloware06550 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant red and black hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Motif 
unidentifiable but may be a landscape 
scene with a human figure. Small 
wedge shaped foot ring on base.

06551 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie 
style motif (unidentifiable) on interior.

06552 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze and 
partial incised pattern filled with 
cobalt blue slip.

06553 1

Operation Sub-total - 16

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Layer Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06510 71

creamware undecorated flatware06511 3

creamware undecorated flatware06512 1

creamware moulded holloware Moulded body sherd. Unidentifiable 
motif, but moulding appears in a 
braided or twisted pattern.

06513 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06514 13

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06515 9

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.06516 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06517 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06518 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable06519 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze. Motif is a 
Chinoiserie showing a pagoda.

06520 1

black basalt undecorated holloware06521 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black hand-
painted overglaze. Motif is a wavy 
chain below interior rim. Rim is 
scalloped and body has shallow fluted 
moulding.

06522 1

jackfield glazed holloware .06523 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motifs unidentifiable.06524 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching and other 
unidentifiable motifs.

06525 4

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware. Heavily exfoliated.06526 1

creamware incised holloware Incised meander pattern band filled 
with dark reddish-brown slip, below 
exterior rim.

06527 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown paint.06528 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue transferprint on interior from rim 
downward into centre of vessel. 
Pattern is floral.

06529 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on exterior and 
interior. Exterior has a floral and 
geometric motif with very little dead 
space. Interior has a delicate flora 
pattern.

06530 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted band of cross-hatching below 
interior rim.

06531 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Salt glazed reddish-brown slip on 
exterior and mottled light brown glaze 
on interior.

06532 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.06533 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.06534 1
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06535 4

Operation Sub-total - 131

131Quadrant Sub-total -

131Layer Sub-total -

131Feature Sub-total -

131Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06480 108

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06481 31

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Blue motifs unidentifiable.06482 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motifs unidentifiable.06483 7

creamware moulded holloware Moulded leaf on exterior.06484 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

06485 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06486 3

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06487 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band one exterior.06488 1

unidentifiable factory slip holloware Marble-ized exterior in blue and 
brown.

06489 1

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glazed gray stoneware with buff-
pink glaze on interior.

06490 2

canary ware undecorated holloware06491 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06492 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green paint.06493 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06494 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on the interior. 
Motif is a series of lines below the rim 
and onto the body where a floral-esque 
pattern begins. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU10.

06495 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06496 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze on 
exterior and interior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

06497 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted with overlapping foliate and 
geometric motif.

06498 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.06499 1

pearlware transfer print, Olde Blue teacup Blue honeycomb pattern below rim on 
exterior and interior. Exterior also 
exhibits fluting of the body below the 
band of honeycomb. Unique ID: PE-
CUP6.

06500 1
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unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06501 2

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

06502 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Porcelain base. Rounded footring. 
Body of vessel would have flared 
directly out and upwards from the base.

06503 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06504 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06505 22

Operation Sub-total - 203

203Quadrant Sub-total -

203Layer Sub-total -

203Feature Sub-total -

203Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06440 136

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06441 39

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted on interior side 
of base. Chinoiserie style foliage.

06442 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.06443 8

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable06444 3

canary ware undecorated holloware06445 1

creamware undecorated flatware06446 2

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.06447 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06448 16

creamware Royal rim flatware06449 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06450 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, general saucer Thermally altered. Blue parallel lines 
on interior rim.

06451 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06452 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Blue cross-hatching 
on interior and exterior.

06453 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on exterior - floral 
motif.

06454 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glazed body.06455 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06456 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06457 4

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue linear shapes - circles ovals, etc.06458 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue linear shapes. Line along top of 
rim.

06459 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Rim is 
scalloped, body is fluted and the motif 
is a wavy black chain below the rim.

06460 2

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06461 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.06462 2

unidentifiable factory slip holloware Marble-ized pattern on exterior in blue 
and brown. Interior is exfoliated.

06463 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below rim with blue petal.06464 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze on 
interior and exterior. Geometric 
Chinoiserie pattern.

06465 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06466 6

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foral motif. Brown stem, blue flower.06467 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.06468 1

rosso antico engine turned holloware Exterior body has engine turned 
incision in a pattern of waved lines.

06469 1

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06470 1

RWE transfer print holloware Red transferprint on interior and 
exterior. Motif unidentifiable because 
sherd is heavily exfoliated.

06471 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.06472 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06473 19

Operation Sub-total - 270

270Quadrant Sub-total -

270Layer Sub-total -

270Feature Sub-total -

270Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded shoulder sherd. Moulded 
with flowers: roses, daisies, etc. Mends 
with Cat. 03080. Unique ID: BB-
POT01.

06390 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06391 186

creamware undecorated flatware06392 10

creamware Royal rim flatware06393 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06394 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06395 38

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06396 27

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

06397 2

jackfield glazed holloware06398 3
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pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior side of 
base. Foliate motif.

06399 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted pagoda in the 
interior centre. Two sherds mend.

06400 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue foliate and other unidentifiable 
patterns.

06401 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie 
patterns - geometric.

06402 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Gray glaze on exterior and buff-rose 
on interior.

06403 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted floral motif on 
exterior.

06404 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue foliate motifs, some probably 
from Blue Willow.

06405 5

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange.06406 5

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.06407 3

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06408 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06409 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant of red and black hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. 
Geometric in-fill motif.

06410 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Motif is 
a cross-hatching pattern with dots in 
the centre of each compartment. Edges 
of sherd show floral- geometric 
embellishment.

06411 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Scalloped rim sherd 
with a remnant of hand-painted 
asterisk-star motif as seen on 
pearlware.

06412 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foliate motif - brown and green leaves.06413 6

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded exterior. Moulding is a 
basket of flowers.

06414 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown and green mottled glaze.06415 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06416 7

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted band below 
interior rim. Motif obscured by 
encrustation.

06417 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Thermally altered. A dab of blue hand-
painted on exterior side.

06418 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior rim. 
Lozenge pattern below a thick blue 
line delineating the band from the rim.

06419 1

pearlware moulded holloware Fluted exterior body.06420 1
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creamware moulded saucer Moulded rim. Moulding is a leaf. 
Unique ID: CRE-SAU2.

06421 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha with dendritic pattern on 
exterior.

06422 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06423 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Blue cross-hatching below interior rim.06424 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06425 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Scratch Blue holloware Scratch blue - incised line on exterior 
body.

06426 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatching.06427 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior. 
Foliage motif, from a larger scene.

06428 2

porcelain moulded unidentifiable Moulded body - somewhat faceted, but 
not heavily.

06429 1

black basalt moulded holloware Body sherd with moulded fluting on 
exterior.

06430 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Rim fragment.06431 1

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded body sherd. Floral motif. 
Unique ID: BB-POT1.

06432 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06433 11

Operation Sub-total - 349

349Quadrant Sub-total -

349Layer Sub-total -

349Feature Sub-total -

349Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06340 228

creamware undecorated flatware06341 18

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06342 39

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned.06343 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06344 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Brown hand-painted line below rim on 
exterior.

06345 1

creamware Royal rim flatware06346 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06347 5

creamware undecorated flatware06348 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue motif is Chinoserie with 
architectural elements.

06349 7

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and Chinoiserie motifs.06350 7

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue  floral and geometric.06351 7

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06352 3

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware Thermally altered.06353 1
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pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior base. 
Motif shows landscape elements.

06354 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted floral motif on 
interior of base.

06355 2

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Remnant red hand-painted overglaze. 
Motif is indistinguishable.

06356 2

creamware factory slip holloware Yellowish brown band on exterior.06357 2

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06358 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Floral motif. Brown, blue, and green.06359 2

unidentifiable factory slip holloware Factory slip. Exterior has a marble-
ized look - brown and blue swirling. 
Interior side is exfoliated.

06360 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.06361 5

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.06362 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06363 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06364 14

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Lip of rim curls 
outward. Glaze has been altered in 
texture and colour.

06365 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brownish glaze.06366 2

jackfield glazed holloware06367 2

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded lid Teapot lid finial. Fruit-shaped, 
possibly a pomegranate.

06368 1

stoneware glazed holloware Salt-glazed stoneware with dark brown 
glaze on exterior and light brown glaze 
on interior.

06369 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06370 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Floral 
motif.

06371 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06372 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06373 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Band of 
rosettes below rim on interior.

06374 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue interior. Exterior is exfoliated. 
Motif is a thin line below rim with 
dots on the body that could be 
representative of flower buds.

06375 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue interior below rim. Triangular 
pattern leading into a geometric 
medallion.

06376 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint reminiscent of 
geometric pattern found on Blue 
Willow. Motif on interior below rim. 
Fish roe line below rim then diaper-dot 
before blending into a medallion. 
Exterior exfoliated.

06377 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue-printed four-petaled 'daisy' 
pattern below interior rim with a solid 
dark blue line. Exterior side is 
exfoliated.

06378 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Part of a rim with green glaze.06379 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green glaze on interior.06380 1

pearlware transfer print, Olde Blue teacup Blue honeycombs below rim on 
interior and exterior. There is the start 
of fluted moulding on the exterior side 
below the transferprint band. Unique 
ID: PE-CUP6.

06381 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Interior below rim 
is dccorated with a thin blue line and 
then a band of geometric motifs on the 
body: diaper-dot, cross-hatching and 
floral embellishment. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU9.

06382 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Mottled dark brown glazing on a 
folded rim. Unique ID: RED-B7.

06383 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Mottled reddish-green glaze on 
interior and reddish-brown glaze from 
interior rim over onto the exterior rim. 
Exterior glazing has been rubbed 
away. Unique ID: RED-MP-7.

06384 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06385 5

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded daisy on exterior.06386 1

Operation Sub-total - 385

385Quadrant Sub-total -

385Layer Sub-total -

385Feature Sub-total -

385Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06300 204

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06301 2

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim.06302 2

creamware undecorated flatware06303 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06304 45

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.06305 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06306 16

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06307 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brownish-green glaze.06308 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware. Two pieces mend.06309 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable06310 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric patterns.06311 18
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06312 5

pearlware Spatterware holloware Orange and green.06313 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior.

06314 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Blue cross-hatching on interior below 
rim.

06315 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and floral pattern.06316 5

pearlware transfer print saucer Dark lozenge pattern in band below 
rim on interior.

06317 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed - 
discoloured from thermal activity.

06318 1

jackfield glazed holloware06319 1

jackfield glazed holloware06320 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted cross-hatching in a band below 
interior rim.

06321 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with black hand-
painted overglaze. Wavy chain pattern 
on interior below rim. Rim is scalloped 
and body is moulded in flutes.

06322 1

creamware factory slip holloware Reddish-brown band on exterior.06323 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable06324 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue band with dots on interior rim.06325 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
on interior rim - geometric motifs.

06326 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral/foliate motif.06327 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06328 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06329 1

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware Thermally altered.06330 1

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded teapot/pitcher body sherd. 
Daisy and rose moulding. Unique ID: 
BB-POT01.

06331 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Thermally altered. Greenish-brown 
mottled glaze on interior. Unique ID: 
RED-MP6.

06332 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06333 6

black basalt undecorated holloware Undecorated.06334 1

Operation Sub-total - 350

350Quadrant Sub-total -

350Layer Sub-total -

350Feature Sub-total -

350Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 512-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06270 184
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creamware undecorated flatware06271 12

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06272 25

creamware Royal rim flatware06273 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06274 12

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Transferprint. Architectural 
Chinoiserie motif.

06275 17

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue four-petalled flowers.06276 3

pearlware transfer print flatware Scalloped rim. Transferprint is a fish 
roe band below rim on interior before 
leading into a zone of diaper-dot.

06277 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue-printed rim sherd with fish roe 
pattern below rim on interior before 
leading into a zone of diaper-dot.

06278 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue fish roe reel along top of rim 
(badly applied transfer) and on interior 
rim. Below fish roe is a zone of diaper-
dot. Exterior is exfoliated.

06279 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Blue motif below interior rim.06280 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue dendritic pattern on one side and 
lozenge pattern on the other. Early 
palette brown line hand-painted along 
the top of the rim.

06281 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior side. 
Body is also flute moulded and with a 
scalloped rim. Pattern is a red line on 
interior side of rim with a waved line 
on the body under which is a line of 
swags and then a row of dots 
accentuating the swags. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU8.

06282 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain base with low 
wedge footring. Interior of base has a  
hand-painted pattern which is 
unidentifiable.

06283 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain base with low 
wedge-shaped foot ring. Interior of 
base is hand-painted in blue with an 
unidentified pattern, likely a floral 
motif.

06284 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain base with low 
squared footring. Interior of base is 
hand-painted in blue and appears to be 
part of a waterscape scene or Island 
motif.

06285 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06286 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06287 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown hand-painted line.06288 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown line below rim on interior.06289 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06290 1

pearlware incised holloware Incised parallel lines on outer body.06291 1
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pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown on interior side. Could be a 
floral/foliate motif.

06292 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior side.

06293 1

stoneware glazed holloware Gray stoneware with clear glaze on 
exterior and buff-pink on interior.

06294 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Rosette border below rim with some 
gilt and floral-geometric pattern on 
body. Unique ID: CHI-SAU7

06295 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glaze.06296 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Folded rim. Mottled dark brown glaze 
on interior and a bit of glaze going 
over the rim onto the exterior lip. 
Unique ID: RED-B7.

06297 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06298 4

Operation Sub-total - 282

282Quadrant Sub-total -

282Layer Sub-total -

282Feature Sub-total -

282Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-213

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06250 29

creamware undecorated flatware06251 2

creamware Royal rim flatware06252 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06253 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.06254 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue Chinoiserie style leaf.06255 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06256 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

06257 1

pearlware edgeware, general flatware Green edgeware.06258 1

jackfield glazed holloware06259 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Mottled brown glaze on interior of 
base.

06260 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06261 3

Operation Sub-total - 52

52Quadrant Sub-total -

52Layer Sub-total -

52Feature Sub-total -

52Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-212
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Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06230 23

creamware undecorated flatware06231 3

creamware Incised flatware Rim with incised line parallel to and 
below rim on the interior.

06232 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06233 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.06234 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.06235 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06236 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Blue geometric pattern. Blue line 
along top of rim and diagonal saw-
tooth pattern below rim on interior.

06237 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06238 2

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable06239 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06240 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Two sherds with mottled brown glaze 
on interior side. Comprise part of the 
base of a milkpan?

06241 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Rosette border below interior rim. 
Waved line below rosette border. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU6.

06242 1

Operation Sub-total - 47

47Quadrant Sub-total -

47Layer Sub-total -

47Feature Sub-total -

47Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06210 31

creamware undecorated flatware06211 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06212 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06213 13

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Exfoliated, unglazed body sherds.06214 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light greenish-
brown glaze.

06215 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06216 1

porcelain moulded unidentifiable Thermally altered. Porcelain with a 
fluted moulding to the body.

06217 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Tip of a blue leaf.06218 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable06219 1
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jackfield glazed holloware06220 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric band.06221 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant of hand-painted overglaze in 
red. Small brush stroke on edge of 
sherd. Three sherds mended into one 
piece.

06222 3

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable06223 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. 
Geometric detailing from a house?

06224 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06225 3

Operation Sub-total - 73

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06190 21

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06191 11

pearlware undecorated flatware06192 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06193 11

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06194 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with faint remnant 
of hand-painted overglaze motif on 
interior. Design shows a swag pattern.

06195 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06196 2

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06197 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motif.06198 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant of hand-painted 
overglaze on interior. Below rim, a 
band of rosettes. Below the band is a 
wavy line. Unique ID: CHI-SAU6.

06199 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Moulded foot sherd with mottled light 
brownish-green glaze on the interior 
base. Exterior glaze has been worn 
exfoliated. Unique ID: RED-H3.

06200 1

Operation Sub-total - 54

54Quadrant Sub-total -

54Layer Sub-total -

54Feature Sub-total -

54Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06170 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06171 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded body sherds.06172 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.06173 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue floral motif.06174 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Band of geometric 
cross-hatching below interior rim.

06175 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior below 
rim. Exterior is exfoliated. Possibly 
from blue willow.

06176 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Scratch Blue holloware Exterior linear incision filled with 
bluish-black slip. Possibly scratch blue.

06177 1

canary ware undecorated holloware Interior side exfoliated.06178 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black. Floral 
motif. Sherds also moulded in seashell 
shaped panelling.

06179 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06180 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06181 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain rim sherd. Blue 
hand-painted interior body from just 
below rim to the inner base. Band 
below rim contains alternating dots 
and dashes. Below this band a 
floral/foliate motif is painted on the 
body. Unique ID: CHI-SAU5.

06182 1

Operation Sub-total - 30

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Layer Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06140 66

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06141 24

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06142 8

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable06143 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06144 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.06145 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Unidentifiable 
motif.

06146 2
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in black and red on interior 
and exterior. Interior rim has a border 
below the rim with rosettes. Exterior 
motif is unidentifiable.

06147 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Motif is on 
exterior only. Geometric in-fill.

06148 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Part of a landscape/waterscape motif?

06149 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherd.06150 6

pearlware transfer print saucer Chinoiserie style landscape and 
pagoda. Part of wedged footring on 
exterior.

06151 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Blue flower petal.06152 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Possible spout sherd.06153 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06154 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown and green mottled glaze on int. 
and ext.

06155 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06156 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow band on exterior.06157 1

creamware glazed holloware Mottled brown band below exterior 
rim.

06158 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06159 2

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze.06160 2

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded base. Meander pattern band.06161 1

Operation Sub-total - 127

127Quadrant Sub-total -

127Layer Sub-total -

127Feature Sub-total -

127Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware unidentified unidentifiable06110 94

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06111 32

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06112 24

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.06113 4

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06114 1

pearlware undecorated flatware06115 1

creamware undecorated flatware06116 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06117 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric patterns.06118 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric Chinoiserie motif.06119 1
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.06120 3

pearlware Spatterware holloware Orange paint.06121 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dark yellow band.06122 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.06123 1

tin enamelled banded holloware Blue hand-painted bands.06124 1

pearlware edgeware, general flatware Green painted rim.06125 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foliate motif. Brown paint.06126 1

porcelain moulded flatware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red on the interior. Motif 
is unidentifiable. Body is 
panelled/facetted.

06127 1

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with mottled brown glaze 
on exterior.

06128 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06129 1

pearlware moulded holloware Exterior is moulded like a seashell.06130 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.06131 1

porcelain undecorated flatware Thermally altered. Two sherds 
mended. Wedge-shaped foot ring.

06132 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted overglaze in red and 
black. Motif is the bottom of a draped 
figure on the interior of the sherd. Low 
wedged footring.

06133 1

black basalt undecorated lid Teapot lid sherd. Unique vessel ID: 
BB-POT1.

06134 1

Operation Sub-total - 183

183Quadrant Sub-total -

183Layer Sub-total -

183Feature Sub-total -

183Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06080 119

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06081 31

creamware undecorated flatware06082 5

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior. Pattern 
unidentifiable.

06083 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprints.06084 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06085 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain rim with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Motif 
is geometric - a band of dots below 
which is an unidentifiable picture on 
the body.

06086 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie painted underglaze 
on the interior side. Motif is geometric 
and foliate.

06087 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior and rim. 
Below rim the design is a waved line.

06088 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown foliage and green foliage.06089 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red on the interior. Motif 
is a band of diaper-dot (paint is worn 
off and only visible upon close 
inspection under light) below the rim 
before the design on the body begins.

06090 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.06091 1

pearlware moulded flatware Moulded body in a fan-type pattern on 
the interior.

06092 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on int. and ext.06093 1

jackfield glazed holloware06094 6

tin enamelled undecorated holloware06095 1

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Blue hand-painted design on one side. 
Other side is exfoliated.

06096 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06097 2

stoneware glazed holloware Grey stoneware with clear glazed.06098 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dark yellow band on exterior.06099 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze. May be part of a lid.

06100 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06101 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.06102 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06103 12

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.06104 6

Operation Sub-total - 210

210Quadrant Sub-total -

210Layer Sub-total -

210Feature Sub-total -

210Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06070 11

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06071 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue.06072 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable06073 1

stoneware glazed holloware Grey stoneware with clear glaze.06074 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red paint on the interior. 
Red line below rim and floral design 
on the body which has no paint, only 
an impression that can be seen upon 
closer examination.

06075 1

Operation Sub-total - 21

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Layer Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06030 162

creamware undecorated flatware06031 13

creamware Royal rim flatware06032 2

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded.06033 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable06034 29

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware06035 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.06036 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.06037 4

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06038 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.06039 2

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, blue, and orange paint.06040 2

porcelain unidentified teacup High porcelain footring from a teacup. 
Thermally altered.

06041 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06042 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

06043 1

stoneware glazed holloware Grey stoneware, clear glazing.06044 1

jackfield glazed holloware06045 4

tin enamelled banded holloware Grey enamel with blue stripes.06046 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprints: floral, geometric, 
Chinoiserie.

06047 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior side. 
Pattern unidentifiable.

06048 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.06049 39

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Floral motifs.06050 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.06051 4

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glazed stoneware.06052 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Pattern is 
diaper-dot.

06053 1
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creamware factory slip holloware Brown band.06054 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.06055 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable06056 1

rosso antico engine turned holloware Incised striations on exterior.06057 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.06058 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.06059 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled olive brown glaze on interior. 
Reddish-brown salt glaze on exterior.

06060 1

stoneware glazed holloware Rim with clear and mottled greenish-
brown glaze on exterior.

06061 1

stoneware glazed bottle Base. Unique ID: STO-BOT01.06062 1

black basalt moulded teapot Teapot shoulder sherd. Mends with 
Cat. 00510. Unique ID: BB-POT01.

06063 1

pearlware moulded saucer Small wedge footring with the interior 
portion of the saucer centre moulded 
into low fluting.

06064 1

Operation Sub-total - 308

308Quadrant Sub-total -

308Layer Sub-total -

308Feature Sub-total -

308Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05990 233

creamware undecorated flatware05991 15

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05992 61

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05993 39

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05994 16

jackfield glazed holloware05995 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and chinoiserie motifs.05996 12

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.05997 27

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Porcelain.05998 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Geometric band on interior below rim.05999 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
teacup handle with hand-painted blue 
underglaze. Motif is a fern-like leaf 
ending in a spear-shaped bud along the 
outer side of the handle.

06000 1

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded rim pattern unidentifiable.06001 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable06002 1

pearlware factory slip holloware Blue band.06003 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint rim sherd. Heavily 
exfoliated. Motif may be floral.

06004 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze flower bud on 
interior side.

06005 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Heavily exfoliated blue edgeware rim.06006 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior side 
below rim. Hand-painted early palette 
greenish-brown line painted along 
edge of rim.

06007 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze 
motif on interior side. Pattern is 
geometric floral.

06008 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Floral motif on exterior. Blue, green 
and brown paint.

06009 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable06010 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black. Motifs are 
floral and geometric.

06011 7

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.06012 1

creamware Royal rim flatware06013 1

unidentifiable edgeware, moulded design flatware Thermally altered. Unidentifiable 
moulded rim.

06014 1

canary ware undecorated holloware06015 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dark yellow band on exterior.06016 1

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with gray glaze on exterior 
and buff-rose on interior. Two sherds 
mend.

06017 2

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with mottled brown salt 
glaze on exterior. Interior is exfoliated.

06018 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Greenish-brown glaze on interior, 
reddish-brown glaze on inner rim. 
Unglazed exterior?

06019 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze on 
interior.

06020 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.06021 2

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze on exterior.06022 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown exterior.06023 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.06024 4

Operation Sub-total - 455

455Quadrant Sub-total -

455Layer Sub-total -

455Feature Sub-total -

455Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05940 298
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creamware undecorated flatware05941 15

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05942 66

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05943 37

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05944 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05945 21

creamware factory slip holloware Factory slipware. Yellow exterior paint.05946 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.05947 1

creamware Royal rim flatware05948 3

creamware undecorated holloware05949 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware05950 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable05951 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue chinoiserie and floral prints.05952 23

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
underglaze in blue. Chinoiserie pattern.

05953 2

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware 2 sherds mend. A few dabs of blue 
hand-paint.

05954 2

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise saucer Blue band below interior rim. Interior 
of band has a geometric diamond tile 
pattern. The outer edges of the band 
are embellished with buds and spears. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU10.

05955 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze.05956 2

pearlware moulded saucer Saucer base with wedged footring. 
Interior fan-like moulding from the 
centre outwards.

05957 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05958 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thin brown line below the rim on 
interior.

05959 1

creamware factory slip holloware  Brown band with white and yellow 
marble-ized pattern on exterior.

05960 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Likely a floral motif. Orange and 
brown paint.

05961 1

jackfield glazed holloware05962 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped plate, general Blue edgeware.05963 3

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral and linear designs.05964 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Greenish-brown line along outer rim 
and a stroke in the same colour on the 
body. This sherd is possibly from a 
spout.

05965 1

porcelain transfer print saucer Blue rosette below rim on interior.05966 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted motif on interior body below 
the rim.

05967 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Floral/foliate motif on exterior and a 
band below the rim on the interior with 
dots in the centre.

05968 1
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pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior below 
rim. Band of patterns from just below 
the rim into the interior consists of: 
fish roe, diaper-dot, and a flame-like 
edge.

05969 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, blue, and orange.05970 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior side 
below a scalloped rim. Patterns: fish 
roe, diaper-dot.

05971 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior.05972 3

creamware undecorated holloware05973 3

creamware moulded unidentifiable Appears to be slightly embossed, but 
design is unidentifiable.

05974 1

stoneware glazed holloware Exterior glaze is a mottled yellow-
orange and brown. No glaze on 
interior.

05975 1

stoneware glazed holloware Exterior glaze is a mottled yellow.05976 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black. Exterior 
motif shows a traditional Chinese man 
and the interior has some geometric 
patterning.

05977 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in black. Interior motif is an 
undulating chain.

05978 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted overglaze in black. 
Motif is an undulating chain on the 
interior. The body of the vessel is 
moulded almost in panels or facets.

05979 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Interior body is moulded in a fan 
pattern.

05980 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.05981 2

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant of overglaze painting on 
exterior. Motif is loup-de-loup lines.

05982 1

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with gray glaze on exterior 
and buff-pink slip on interior.

05983 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Interior glaze in a mottled light 
greenish-brown.

05984 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown salt glaze on 
exterior and a reddish-brown smooth 
glaze on interior.

05985 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.05986 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Green and brown 
mottled glaze on interior and exterior.

05987 2

Operation Sub-total - 530

530Quadrant Sub-total -

530Layer Sub-total -

530Feature Sub-total -

530Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 511-200
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Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05920 113

creamware undecorated flatware05921 5

creamware moulded unidentifiable Unidentifiable moulded rims.05922 3

creamware Royal rim plate, general05923 1

creamware Bath pattern rim plate, general05924 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05925 17

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05926 13

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on interior. Exfoliated 
exterior.

05927 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05928 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Interior rim hand-painted with cross-
hatching.

05929 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Floral motif?

05930 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05931 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05932 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black paint. Floral 
and chain motif.

05933 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze rosette border in black and 
red below interior rim.

05934 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Possibly Blue Willow pattern.05935 5

pearlware transfer print plate, general Blue transferprint on interior below a 
scalloped rim. Patterns: fish roe and 
diaper-dot.

05936 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05937 1

stoneware glazed holloware Glazed stoneware. Dark brown glaze 
on exterior, light brown glaze on 
interior.

05938 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered.05939 1

Operation Sub-total - 176

176Quadrant Sub-total -

176Layer Sub-total -

176Feature Sub-total -

176Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-230

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05910 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Concave pattern rim plate, supper Rim sherd. Unique ID: WSG-SUP0105911 1
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Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified plate, general Thermally altered.05900 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05901 1

creamware Bath pattern rim plate, general Two pieces mended.05902 2

creamware Royal rim flatware05903 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue paint on exterior.05904 1

Operation Sub-total - 6

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Layer Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05880 27

creamware moulded holloware Moulding on exterior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

05881 1

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded rims.05882 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05883 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05884 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05885 3

creamware banded holloware Dark brown band below rim on 
exterior.

05886 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05887 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Band of cross-hatching below rim on 
the interior.

05888 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer nterior has a scalloped line below a 
straight line below the rim on the 
interior side.

05889 1

pearlware hand-painted, general saucer Exfoliated rim sherd on interior. Rim 
shows partial hand-painted blue line 
along edge.

05890 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Foliate motif on 
interior.

05891 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Motif unidentifiable. Exfoliated sherd.05892 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05893 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.05894 5

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05895 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze.

05896 1

black basalt moulded holloware Body moulded with a flower petal. 
Daisy?

05897 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded footing.05898 1

rosso antico moulded holloware Moulded motif is floral on exterior 
side.

05899 1

Operation Sub-total - 67

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Layer Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-218

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware hand-painted, general saucer Thermally altered. Blue line along top 
of rim. Interior is exfoliated. Exterior 
is plain.

05870 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-213

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted overglaze in red on 
the exterior. Motif unidentifiable.

05860 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05840 41

creamware undecorated flatware05841 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05842 8
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pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line on interior.05843 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05844 7

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded rims.05845 2

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Impression of hand-painted overglaze 
on exterior. Motif unidentifiable.

05846 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue pattern unidentifiable on interior.05847 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black on interior. 
Some paint has worn away. 
Unidentifiable pattern.

05848 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Exfoliated rim sherd of blue edgeware.05849 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue saucer Rim.05850 1

pearlware Spatterware flatware Green and orange paint.05851 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain. Interior motif is 
cross-hatching below the rim. Exterior 
motif is floral/foliate below the rim.

05852 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted Chinoiserie on 
interior. Motif unidentifiable.

05853 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered and exfoliated rim 
with green mottled glaze on interior.

05854 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated fragment.05855 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Base with mottled brown glaze on 
interior. Exfoliated exterior.

05856 1

Operation Sub-total - 73

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05810 46

creamware undecorated plate, general Base.05811 1

creamware engine turned holloware Engine-turned banding on exterior.05812 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.05813 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on interior and exterior.

05814 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze on interior and exterior.

05815 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05816 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05817 6

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue pattern unidentifiable.05818 3

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.05819 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Exfoliated rim fragment. Blue 
transferprint, pattern unidentifiable.

05820 1
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pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie style 
cross-hatching on interior of rim.

05821 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd with foliate motif 
below rim.

05822 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted cross-hatching on interior 
below the rim.

05823 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted foliate motif on interior.

05824 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with impression of 
hand-painted motif on interior. Pattern 
is unidentifiable.

05825 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Interior motif is a band of 
rosettes. Exterior motif is 
unidentifiable.

05826 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05827 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable05828 1

jackfield glazed holloware05829 2

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim plate, general Thermally altered moulded rim. 
Possibly Bath rim?

05830 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05831 2

Operation Sub-total - 90

90Quadrant Sub-total -

90Layer Sub-total -

90Feature Sub-total -

90Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05790 35

creamware moulded holloware Moulded. Unidentifiable motif.05791 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim. Unidentifiable moulding 
pattern.

05792 1

creamware undecorated holloware Slightly thermally altered.05793 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with imprint 
of hand-painted motif. Unknown 
pattern.

05794 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05795 7

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05796 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05797 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette saucer Olive-brown line on interior.05798 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue transferprints in various patterns, 
mostly floral.

05799 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on interior and exterior.

05800 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered rim. Brown glaze 
with greenish mottling on interior side 
of rim.

05801 1

jackfield glazed holloware05802 1

pearlware banded holloware Blue band, white band and an incised 
checkered band with cream and dark 
brown slip.

05803 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered fragment.05804 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Heavily thermally altered. A stoneware 
flat base with moulded foot edge and 
flaring body.

05805 1

Operation Sub-total - 65

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Layer Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

65Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motif.05741 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze pattern in black and red. 
Geometric inlay part of a larger motif.

05742 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05750 65

creamware undecorated flatware05751 6

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded rims.05752 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable05753 4

pearlware undecorated holloware05754 9

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable05755 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05756 8

creamware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Red enamel flowerbud with black stem.05757 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table Rim sherd, thermally altered.05758 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black. Chain 
motif and other geometric patterns.

05759 4

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.05760 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.05761 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05762 19

stoneware glazed holloware Gray mottled glaze on exterior, buff 
rose slip on interior.

05763 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glaze colour 
unidentifiable.

05764 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Rim sherd, heavy thermal alteration, 
dark glaze on interior. Unique ID: 
MP04.

05765 1

jackfield glazed holloware05766 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05767 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05768 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glazes.05769 3

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Tin enamel ware 
painted with blue horizontal stripes.

05770 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatching motif.05771 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Geometric foliate motif.

05772 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue island 
motif on exterior. Floral motif on 
interior.

05773 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha band.05774 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red on interior below rim. 
Bands of lines and some floral motif.

05775 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.05776 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05777 6

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Cross-hatched band below interior rim.05778 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue band with lozenge pattern below 
interior rim.

05779 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint with brown line 
along top of rim. Transferprint on 
interior is a scale pattern. Exterior 
transferprint is a foliate motif.

05780 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue transferprint pattern on interior. 
Rim is scalloped and body is panelled. 
Transferprint pattern is geometric with 
fish roe pattern and curlicues.

05781 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint rimsherd. Exterior is 
exfoliated. Interior pattern is geometric 
with diaper-dot motif and hashed 
zones.

05782 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue and green paint.05783 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05784 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Porcelain.05785 1

Operation Sub-total - 165

165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Layer Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05730 30

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded creamware 
rims.

05731 4
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creamware undecorated holloware05732 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05733 6

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05734 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05735 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05736 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05737 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric motif.05738 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior below 
rim. Geometric and foliate border 
motif.

05739 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.05740 1

pearlware Spatterware unidentifiable Green, blue and orange paint.05743 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Chinese porcelain. Thermally altered 
with encrustation.

05744 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red hand-painted overglaze. Floral 
motif.

05745 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05746 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05747 3

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05748 2

Operation Sub-total - 70

70Quadrant Sub-total -

70Layer Sub-total -

70Feature Sub-total -

70Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05700 73

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.05701 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05702 18

pearlware undecorated flatware05703 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted overglaze in red and 
black. Floral motifs.

05704 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.05705 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.05706 6

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Unidentifiable 
moulded rims.

05707 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Foliate motif. Brown paint.05708 1

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow glaze.05709 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Geometric fish roe motif.

05710 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05711 2
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pearlware Spatterware unidentifiable Blue, green and orange paint.05712 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05713 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.05714 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze on 
exterior.

05715 1

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow-orange mottled glaze on 
exterior.

05716 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark mottled brown glaze.05717 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05718 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05719 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05720 19

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05721 2

Operation Sub-total - 152

152Quadrant Sub-total -

152Layer Sub-total -

152Feature Sub-total -

152Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05670 96

creamware undecorated flatware05671 4

creamware Royal rim flatware05672 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05673 27

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05674 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05675 28

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05676 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05677 3

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow glaze.05678 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05679 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.05680 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze.

05681 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light grayish-
brown mottled glaze.

05682 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled gray glaze on exterior, buff 
rose glaze on interior.

05683 1

unidentifiable banded holloware Banded. Thermally altered.05684 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.05685 1

RWE transfer print unidentifiable Red transferprint.05686 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black paint. Motif 
is unidentifiable but part of a larger 
scene. Thermally altered.

05687 2
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porcelain undecorated holloware Thermally altered.05688 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motifs include 
houses and island foliage.

05689 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.05690 8

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Scalloped edgeware.05691 4

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Blue diagonal dart motif downward 
from the rim. Rim has a hand-painted 
blue line along the top edge.

05692 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Moulded rim.05693 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant hand-painted overglaze 
flowers in red.

05694 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Light grayish-blue 
tin enamel.

05695 1

Operation Sub-total - 206

206Quadrant Sub-total -

206Layer Sub-total -

206Feature Sub-total -

206Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05650 40

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05651 6

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim. Braided pattern?05652 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware05653 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05654 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.05655 2

porcelain undecorated holloware05656 3

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.05657 2

pearlware Spatterware holloware Rim in blue, green and orange paint.05658 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Scalloped edgeware.05659 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light reddish-brown mottled glaze.05660 2

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow glaze on interior and exterior.05661 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.05662 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

05663 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black paint. 
Geometric cross-hatching motif.

05664 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black paint. Floral 
motif on exterior, geometric rosette 
border on interior below rim.

05665 1
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pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric lozenge pattern below 
rim.

05666 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric chinoiserie patterns.05667 3

stoneware glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on exterior. 
Light brown mottled glaze on interior.

05668 1

Operation Sub-total - 73

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05620 143

creamware undecorated flatware05621 6

creamware Royal rim flatware05622 5

creamware undecorated holloware05623 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05624 34

pearlware undecorated flatware05625 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05626 25

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05627 5

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Motif obscured by sedimentation.

05628 1

pearlware Spatterware unidentifiable Spatterware. Blue paint.05629 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Geometric motif.05630 3

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze on 
exterior.

05631 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Scratch Blue holloware "Scratch Blue" stoneware motif on 
exterior. White salt glaze on interior.

05632 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown paint.05633 3

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding.05634 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise holloware Blue Chinoiserie style motif on 
interior and exterior.

05635 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.05636 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue geometric and floral motifs.05637 6

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow glazing.05638 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.05639 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown mottled glaze.05640 4

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05641 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.05642 1

stoneware glazed holloware Dark brown glaze on exterior, light 
brown glaze on interior.

05643 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Island motif?

05644 2
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pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue chinoiserie and geometric motifs.05645 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05646 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Rim sherd with thickened "collar" 
painted with black closely spaced 
oblique lines as accent. Black and red 
geometric zones with Chinese 
characters on body. Interior below rim 
has continuous band of red flowers 
framed in black zone. Unique ID: CHI-
CUP9

05647 1

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Thermally altered footring.05648 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Rim sherd with outflaring rim and flat 
collar, dark brown glaze. May be part 
of jug Cat. 05618.

05649 1

Operation Sub-total - 266

266Quadrant Sub-total -

266Layer Sub-total -

266Feature Sub-total -

266Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05580 177

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rim sherds.05581 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Unidentified rims.05582 2

creamware undecorated flatware05583 21

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05584 37

pearlware undecorated flatware05585 3

creamware moulded unidentifiable Unidentifiable body moulding.05586 2

creamware engine turned holloware Body sherd with engine-turned 
moulded banding.

05587 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.05588 4

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Moulded fluting on interior.05589 2

white salt-glazed stoneware glazed unidentifiable05590 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Exterior is moulded and slipped in 
white.

05591 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded exterior with white salt-glaze.05592 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05593 23

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05594 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.05595 5

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable05596 13

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Floral-geometric motif.05597 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Rim fragment from a coarse red 
earthenware vessel. Reddish-brown 
mottled glaze on top of rim, greenish-
brown mottled glaze on interior of rim.

05598 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light greenish-brown mottled glaze.05599 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.05600 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05601 7

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered stoneware. No glaze 
on interior. Clear glaze on exterior?

05602 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Porcelain foot ring sherd.05603 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Heavily exfoliated blue edgeware rim 
sherds.

05604 3

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.05605 2

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.05606 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered moulded rim sherds.05607 6

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered Chinese export 
porcelain sherds.

05608 5

pearlware transfer print, Olde Blue teacup Rim sherd, pointed steeple and cloud 
on exterior, interior has repeating 
diamond border below lip. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP5

05609 1

canary ware undecorated holloware05610 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue honeycomb pattern below interior 
and exterior rim.

05611 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue saucer Interior decorated.05612 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Possibly a saucer rim?05613 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Band of cross-hatching below interior 
rim.

05614 1

jackfield glazed holloware05615 1

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with mottled brown glaze 
on interior and exterior.

05616 1

creamware factory slip holloware Factory slipped creamware?05617 1

stoneware salt-glazed jug Rim sherd with pouring spout, dark 
brown glaze.

05618 1

creamware factory slip holloware Three pieces mended. Creamware 
vessel with factory slip yellow banding 
and incised Classical meander pattern 
motif filled with dark reddish-brown 
slip.

05619 3

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glazed. Thinly potted.10350 1

black basalt moulded holloware Mouded daisy and rose on exterior.18890 1

Operation Sub-total - 352

352Quadrant Sub-total -

352Layer Sub-total -

352Feature Sub-total -

352Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05540 133
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creamware undecorated flatware05541 4

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulding on one side. Other side is 
exfoliated. Moulding unidentifiable.

05542 1

creamware undecorated holloware Rim, largely exfoliated on one side.05543 1

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable, moulded rims.05544 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05545 20

pearlware undecorated flatware05546 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Scalloped edgeware.05547 3

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue, various floral motifs.05548 9

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue  foliate motif.05549 1

pearlware Spatterware unidentifiable Blue, green and orange paint.05550 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05551 20

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05552 2

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered, moulded rim sherds.05553 5

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05554 2

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding.05555 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze 
on interior and exterior. Heavily 
exfoliated.

05556 2

unidentifiable factory slip unidentifiable Possibly factory slipware with marble-
ized painting. Blue and green paint.

05557 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brownish-red glaze on 
interior and exterior.

05558 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brownish-red glaze on 
interior and exterior.

05559 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foliage motif. Green, brown and blue 
paint.

05560 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05561 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Foliate 
motif. Some paint has worn away.

05562 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue hand-painted underglaze 
Chinoiserie. Floral motif?

05563 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slip.05564 1

black basalt undecorated holloware05565 1

pearlware hand-painted, late palette holloware Floral motif. Light green, dark red and 
yellow paint.

05566 1

jackfield glazed holloware05567 4

jackfield glazed holloware Spout fragment.05568 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Unglazed.05569 4

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with grey glazed exterior 
and buff rose slipped interior.

05570 1

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with exterior mottled brown 
glazing.

05571 1

stoneware glazed holloware Heavily exfoliated sherd with one part 
displaying mottled brown glaze.

05572 1

stoneware glazed holloware Stoneware with yellow glaze.05573 1
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stoneware unidentified holloware Thermally altered and exfoliated 
stoneware.

05574 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.05575 8

Operation Sub-total - 248

248Quadrant Sub-total -

248Layer Sub-total -

248Feature Sub-total -

248Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil-Lower Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05530 7

creamware undecorated flatware05531 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable Light bluish-gray tin enamel on 
interior and exterior.

05532 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05533 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Two pieces mended.05534 2

Operation Sub-total - 12

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoil/Upper

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05490 216

creamware undecorated flatware05491 16

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.05492 14

creamware undecorated holloware05493 6

creamware Royal rim flatware05494 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05496 24

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05497 24

unidentifiable moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded rims.05498 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05499 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Landscape motifs. Possibly Blue 
Willow.

05500 15

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Motif 
unidentifiable. Some paint has worn 
off but the pattern impression is visible 
upon closer inspection.

05501 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.05502 5

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable05503 1

creamware factory slip holloware Slip-trailed mocha.05504 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Scalloped edgeware.05505 2

unidentifiable moulded holloware Exterior moulding and an orange peel 
textured surface.

05506 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue geometric 
foliate motifs on interior and exterior.

05507 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Architectural motif, part of a pagoda.

05508 2

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze on exterior.

05509 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05510 3

red earthenware, coarse unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.05511 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Not glazed.05512 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue lines below rim on interior. First 
line below rim is thicker than the line 
below it.

05513 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.05514 1

black basalt moulded teapot Thermally altered teapot shoulder.05515 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Light bluish-grey colour.05516 1

creamware moulded unidentifiable Interior "basket weave" patterned 
moulding.

05517 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Dark brown, brownish-red and green 
paint. Floral/foliate motifs.

05518 4

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.05519 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Yellow, green and blue paint.05520 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Motif unidentifiable beyond geometric 
Chinoiserie style lines.

05521 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Rim sherd. Motif is a band of cross-
hatching framed by a single straight 
line above and a double straight line 
below. Band underscored by a wavy 
line. The same pattern is on interior 
and exterior. Unique ID: T13.

05522 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Interior rim is decorated with a band of 
diamonds resembling barbed wire. 
Exterior has a Chinese style willow 
tree.

05523 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table Partially reconstructed plate mended 
from  6 sherds.

05524 6

Operation Sub-total - 373

373Quadrant Sub-total -

373Layer Sub-total -

385Feature Sub-total -

385Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05460 113

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded  rims.05461 5

creamware undecorated holloware05462 5
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creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned banding.05463 1

creamware undecorated saucer Plain rim sherd.05464 1

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherd with bevelled lip; exterior 
body is indented perpendicular to rim. 
Tray to put under gravy dish or tureen?

05465 1

creamware undecorated flatware05466 11

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05467 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05468 11

porcelain transfer print saucer Rim/body sherds, fluted body. Blue 
honeycomb border below rim. Five 
sherds mend. Unique ID: SOF-SAU1.

05469 7

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Motif is a border band of rosettes. 
Some body decoration below the band 
is unidentifiable.

05470 4

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Hollow vessel with moulded exterior. 
Profile of youth with outstretched arm, 
wearing jacket with buttons.

05471 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Unidentifiable motif on exterior 
and interior.

05472 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable05473 5

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glazed handle.05474 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glaze.05475 1

porcelain lustre unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black paint. Motif 
is an undulating chain below the rim 
on the interior.

05476 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05477 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. Motif 
unidentifiable due to heavy exfoliation 
over the pattern.

05478 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise saucer Blue transferprint with fish roe 
beading below rim on interior. 
Unidentifiable geometric motifs below 
the beading border. Early palette hand-
painted olive brown line along top of 
rim. Scalloped rim.

05479 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05480 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.05481 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown paint stroke.05482 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Part of a 
landscape/waterscape motif.

05483 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.05484 4

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
triple-lined cross-hatching.

05485 1
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stoneware glazed holloware Mottled yellow-brown glaze on 
exterior. Incised wavy line on exterior 
body.

05486 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black on 
interior. Part of a landscape motif. 
Foot is a low angled wedge. Possible 
saucer?

05487 1

Operation Sub-total - 199

199Quadrant Sub-total -

199Layer Sub-total -

199Feature Sub-total -

199Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-198

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05440 14

creamware undecorated flatware05441 4

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.05442 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05443 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Exterior has a 
Chinoiserie style floral motif. Interior 
has a band of cross-hatching below the 
rim.

05444 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable A band of blue spirals accentuated 
with spears and dots between spirals 
on the interior. Another unidentified 
portion of decoration is below this 
band, resembles leaves.

05445 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint. Part of a tree.05446 1

porcelain undecorated flatware05447 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.05448 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05449 1

Operation Sub-total - 28

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Layer Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 510-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05420 38

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05421 10

creamware undecorated flatware05422 6
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creamware Royal rim flatware05423 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05424 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05425 3

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue dot on one side. Transferprint on 
other side. Unidentifiable transferprint 
motif, possibly floral.

05426 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue foliate motifs.05427 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.05428 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric lines. Chinoiserie.05429 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Paint has mostly faded off of this rim, 
but a remnant of paint and an 
impression of the motif shows that it 
has a border of rosettes just below the 
interior rim.

05430 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown, mottled glaze.05431 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

05432 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Unidentified moulded rims.05433 2

Operation Sub-total - 71

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Layer Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware unidentified flatware Possibly Paris style.05400 1

creamware undecorated flatware05401 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05402 2

creamware factory slip holloware Banded mocha with dendritic pattern.05403 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown and orange foliate/floral motif.05404 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Mostly blue paint with a bit of orange 
and green at the sherd edges.

05405 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motif.05406 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric chinoiserie pattern?05407 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware. Sherd is too small to 
determine scalloping and the front 
(i.e.) interior is exfoliated.

05408 1

jackfield glazed holloware05409 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05410 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue unidentifiable 
pattern.

05411 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05412 1

Operation Sub-total - 14
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14Quadrant Sub-total -

14Layer Sub-total -

14Feature Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-214

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05380 21

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05381 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05382 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05383 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.05384 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral pattern.05385 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.05386 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue possible 
Chinoiserie floral motif.

05387 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.05388 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable05389 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Green mottled glaze on interior.05390 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.05391 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Paint has worn 
away but pattern is still visible upon 
close inspection. Composite floral-
geometric pattern.

05392 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue pattern 
unidentifiable.

05393 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Line painted along top of rim with 
geometric looping below rim.

05394 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration - 
unidentifiable transferprint.

05395 1

creamware unidentified flatware Unidentifiable moulded rim.05396 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Green paint on a light blue background.05397 1

Operation Sub-total - 59

59Quadrant Sub-total -

59Layer Sub-total -

59Feature Sub-total -

59Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05350 139

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue composite geometric motifs.05351 4
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pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

05352 6

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue line along top edge of rim and 
linear Chinoiserie pattern on body.

05353 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motif.05354 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05355 2

creamware undecorated flatware05356 5

creamware unidentified flatware Unidentified moulded rims.05357 4

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned banding.05358 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Green mottled glaze.05359 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05360 7

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Floral Chinoiserie 
motif.

05361 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05362 25

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable due to thermal alteration.

05363 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.05364 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green and brown paint.05365 3

porcelain undecorated flatware Foot ring. Small low wedge shape.05366 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05367 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled glaze. 
Two sherds mended.

05368 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05369 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motif is a band of 
cross-hatching below interior rim.

05370 1

pearlware undecorated flatware05371 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05372 19

jackfield glazed holloware05373 3

canary ware undecorated holloware05374 5

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05375 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05376 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Some paint 
has faded away but an impression of 
the pattern is visible upon close 
inspection. Composite floral geometric 
motif.

05377 2

stoneware glazed holloware Grey stoneware.05378 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.05379 1

Operation Sub-total - 255

255Quadrant Sub-total -

255Layer Sub-total -

255Feature Sub-total -

255Unit Subtotal -
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Unit: 509-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05320 44

creamware undecorated flatware05321 2

creamware unidentified flatware Unidentifiable moulded rims.05322 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05323 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05324 10

black basalt moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded banding.05325 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled grey glaze on exterior, buff 
rose glaze on interior.

05326 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motif.05327 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted. Motif 
unidentifiable as it is marred by 
thermal alteration.

05328 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted. Motif unidentifiable.

05329 1

pearlware hand-painted, general lid Blue motif resembling a peacock fan 
or stylized sunburst. Part of a knob 
handle from a lid. Matches Cat. 05307 
but does not directly mend with it.

05330 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motifs.05331 6

jackfield glazed holloware05332 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown coarse textured glaze 
on exterior. Mottled brown glaze on 
interior.

05333 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Foot is 
in the high Chinese style. Motif around 
the exterior of the foot is a band of 
lines: bottomost line is straight, second 
line is scalloped and the third line is a 
row of dots accentuating the points of 
the scallops from the previous line.

05334 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with crimped rim reflecting the 
facetting of the body of the sherd.

05335 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Moulded body with green and blue 
over the moulding. Plant motif?

05336 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable05337 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Greyish-blue colour.05338 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Green leaf.05339 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05340 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05341 6

Operation Sub-total - 90

90Quadrant Sub-total -
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90Layer Sub-total -

90Feature Sub-total -

90Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05300 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05301 36

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.05302 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green  edgeware.05303 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05304 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.05305 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, general flatware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
line along rim edge.

05306 1

pearlware hand-painted, general lid Part of a round knob handle from a 
teaware lid. Blue hand-painted 
sunburst design.

05307 1

creamware undecorated flatware05308 4

creamware undecorated flatware Plain rims05309 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motif is on 
interior below rim, consisting of a 
geometric band of three horizontal 
lines with spaced vertical slashes 
between the upper two lines. Body 
may have a floral/foliate motif.

05310 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze on 
interior below rim. Geometric band of 
fish roe pattern below which is an 
unidentifiable geometric pattern 
marred by thermal alteration.

05311 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Unidentifiable 
moulding of rim.

05312 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze on 
interior and exterior.

05313 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted motif which is unidentifiable. 
Only on one side.

05314 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Orange and blue paint.05315 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05316 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05317 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05318 1

Operation Sub-total - 71

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Layer Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -
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71Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05260 79

creamware undecorated flatware05261 7

creamware unidentified flatware Moulding on rims is unidentifiable.05262 8

creamware undecorated holloware05263 3

creamware moulded holloware Moulded strands intertwined. Forming 
a handle?

05264 4

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned bands. Two sherds 
mended.

05265 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05266 14

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05267 4

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Moulded body. Unidentifiable pattern.05268 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05269 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.05270 3

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Green paint.05271 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Red border below interior rim. Motif is 
a helix pattern bounded by an upper 
and lower horizontal line.

05272 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable05273 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Motif unidentifiable. Paint colours 
visible are orangey-yellow and brown.

05274 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05275 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.05276 1

jackfield glazed holloware05277 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware05278 1

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Colour is light 
greyish-blue with hand-painted band 
of royal blue lines.

05279 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue motif is unidentifiable, possibly a 
geometric Chinoiserie.

05280 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.05281 4

porcelain undecorated holloware Undecorated. One sherd with the start 
of widely fluted or panelled facetting.

05282 2

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Moulded rim, 
unidentifiable rim pattern.

05283 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on interior and 
exterior.

05284 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glaze.05285 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze on interior and exterior.

05286 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown coarse textured glaze 
on interior.

05287 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05288 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exterior has a 
greenish-brown mottled glaze and 
interior is glazed dark brown, but has 
been very thermally altered.

05289 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Angled wedge foot.05290 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Small thin wedge 
foot with a wide circumference.

05291 1

stoneware undecorated holloware Exfoliated. Likely tin enamel 
stoneware.

05292 1

Operation Sub-total - 158

158Quadrant Sub-total -

158Layer Sub-total -

158Feature Sub-total -

158Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05230 53

creamware undecorated flatware05231 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05232 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05233 19

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Unidentified 
moulded rims.

05234 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05235 8

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Brownish-red paint on the edge.05236 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motifs.05237 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Composite 
geometric comprising a larger scene? 
Unidentifiable motif.

05238 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted design on 
interior centre. Unidentified motif, 
possibly a waterscape like Island motif.

05239 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05240 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05241 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Light greyish-blue.05242 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Motif is a thin 
band of cross-hatching below the 
interior rim.

05243 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.05244 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Portion of a wedged 
foot, possibly painted with a blue 
motif but it is hard to distinguish 
because of thermal alteration.

05245 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Green and brown foliate motif.05246 1
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white salt-glazed stoneware debased scratch blue holloware Debased scratch blue. Pattern 
unidentifiable. Two sherds mended.

05247 2

creamware unidentified flatware Moulded rim. Unidentified pattern.05248 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and blue paint.05249 1

canary ware undecorated holloware05250 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Geometric 
motif and a linear band paired with a 
scalloped line accentuated with dots at 
the scalloped points.

05251 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware. Exterior portion of 
rim. Interior is exfoliated.

05252 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in black. Motif is an 
undulating chain below the rim. Body 
is faceted/panelled.

05253 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha banding and dendritic pattern.05254 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Blue line along top of rim. Exterior 
paint stroke indicates an unidentifiable 
pattern on this portion of the body.

05255 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Green mottled glaze on interior and 
exterior.

05256 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on exterior half of rim, green 
mottled glaze on interior half of rim.

05257 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05258 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.05259 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Undecorated.18880 1

Operation Sub-total - 123

123Quadrant Sub-total -

123Layer Sub-total -

123Feature Sub-total -

123Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05200 41

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05201 3

creamware unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Unidentified 
moulded creamware rims.

05202 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05203 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.05204 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05205 3
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Paint has worn away but the 
floral/foliate motif impression is still 
visible upon close inspection.

05206 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motifs.05207 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.05208 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable05209 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glaze.05210 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05211 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Body sherd with a bit of green edge.05212 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Landscape motif 
with a fern? Chinoiserie.

05213 1

stoneware unidentified holloware Exfoliated.05214 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slip with incised key pattern 
filled with reddish-brown slip. Foot is 
a small wedge.

05215 1

creamware unidentified holloware Thermally altered.05216 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light orangey-brown glaze with dark 
brown inclusions.

05217 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Greenish brown 
glaze on interior.

05218 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
coarse textured glaze.

05219 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05220 7

Operation Sub-total - 83

83Quadrant Sub-total -

83Layer Sub-total -

83Feature Sub-total -

83Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Most of the paint has worn away but a 
remnant of the pattern is still visible 
upon close inspection. Motif is floral.

05180 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.05181 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware.05182 2

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.05183 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.05184 1

jackfield glazed holloware05185 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Fish roe chain pattern below interior 
rim. Below fish roe chain is an 
unidentified geometric Chinoiserie 
pattern.

05186 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb border below interior 
rim. Porcellaneous ceramic.

05187 1

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned banding on exterior.05188 1

white salt-glazed stoneware debased scratch blue holloware Debased "scratch blue" pattern on 
exterior. White salt-glazed interior.

05189 1

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.05190 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05191 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze, some 
exfoliation.

05192 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese export porcelain 
footring/body sherd with hand-painted 
overglaze in red on exterior body. Thin 
red line along the turn between the 
body and the foot. Some paint has 
worn away leaving an impression of 
the floral motif upon closer inspection.

05193 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered sherd with flat base. 
Interior mottled brown glaze. Mends 
to Cat. 04280. 04714, 04047.

05194 1

Operation Sub-total - 20

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Layer Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05140 110

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05141 9

creamware unidentified flatware Moulded rims, unidentifiable.05142 2

creamware undecorated flatware05143 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05144 16

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Rims with 
unidentified moulding.

05145 2

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.05146 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05147 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05148 24

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded strands. Part of a handle?05149 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Red paint in an unidentifiable motif.05150 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Foral motif. Green, blue and brown 
paint.

05151 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Motif is landscape - water and plant 
life?

05152 5

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Paint has faded. 
Pattern is a rosette border along inner 
rim. Below rosette border are 
composite floral-geometric elements 
interspersed with zones of diaper-dot 
geometric motif.

05153 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05154 2

creamware moulded holloware Moulded rim pattern unidentifiable as 
it is heavily exfoliated.

05155 1

porcelain hand-painted unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
blue underglaze. Motif unidentifiable.

05156 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish brown glaze on interior 
with two parallel incised line along the 
body. One line is straight and the other 
is wavy.

05157 2

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Unglazed rim sherd, interior exfoliated.05158 1

stoneware hand-painted holloware Grey stoneware with a part of a cobalt 
blue design on exterior. Design is 
unidentifiable.

05159 1

jackfield glazed holloware05160 1

pearlware hand-painted unidentifiable Blue geometric design.05161 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glaze.05162 2

porcelain hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted blue on exterior and 
interior. Design unidentifiable.

05163 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Porcellaneous 
ceramic material. Blue transferprint 
honeycomb pattern border below rim 
on the interior. Two sherds mended.

05164 2

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb border on interior 
below rim. Porcellaneous ceramic 
material.

05165 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Moulded fluting on interior of body. 
Porcellaneous ceramic material.

05166 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05167 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Porcellaneous ceramic.05168 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.05169 4

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.05170 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Some paint has worn off but a remnant 
of the motif is visible upon closer 
inspection. Interior has a rosette border 
just below the rim. Exterior has a vine-
like floral pattern.

05171 2
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creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.05172 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on interior and 
exterior.

05173 1

porcelain undecorated saucer Undecorated porcelain foot and partial 
body. Food is a small wedge shape.

05174 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese export porcelain 
footring/body sherd with hand-painted 
overglaze in black and red. Floral 
motif with composite geometric 
embellishment.

05175 1

Operation Sub-total - 213

213Quadrant Sub-total -

213Layer Sub-total -

213Feature Sub-total -

213Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05130 2

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05090 123

creamware undecorated flatware05091 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05092 3

creamware moulded unidentifiable Intertwined strands. Part of a handle?05093 1

creamware moulded unidentifiable Impressed chevron pattern on an 
exfoliated body sherd.

05094 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05095 12

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05096 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Decoration is 
unidentifiable.

05097 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line along inner edge of rim.05098 1

pearlware undecorated flatware05099 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Brown floral motif on exterior body.05100 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glaze..05101 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.05102 3
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red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Unglazed exterior. A piece of brown 
container glass is adhered to the 
interior side.

05103 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05104 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze on exterior.05105 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown and green mottled glaze.05106 1

unidentifiable moulded holloware Fluted moulding on exterior with some 
dots of blue paint. Porcellaneous 
ceramic material.

05107 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Blue asterisk-star motif.05108 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown and 
yellow glaze on exterior.

05109 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05110 26

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. 
Geometric patterns of fish roe along 
the inner rim with a band of cross-
hatching below. An early palette hand-
painted brown line is painted along the 
top edge of the rim. Slightly scalloped 
rim.

05111 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05112 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue and green paint.05113 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior below 
rim. Decoration is a band of cross-
hatching with another unidentifiable 
design overlapping the cross-hatching.

05114 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. One sherd with a 
small Chinese-style person.

05115 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with an unidentifiable blue pattern 
marred by burning.

05116 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Scalloped edgeware.05117 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.05118 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette holloware Red intertwined band of diamonds.05119 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Paint has worn off and is marred from 
burning. An impression of the design 
is visible upon closer inspection but it 
is unidentifiable.

05120 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Motifs are floral and geometric.

05121 7
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. A 
border above the exterior foot of the 
rim contains red rosettes bounded by 
black lines. Above the rosette border is 
a red scalloped line accentuated with 
red dots along the scallops. The foot is 
1/4 inch thick and quite high in the 
Chinese style. Unique ID: RH02. May 
match Cat. 02988 and Cat. 03690.

05122 1

porcelain undecorated holloware High wedge style foot. Chinese 
porcelain with no decoration.

05123 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese export porcelain footring/ 
body with hand-painted overglaze in 
black and red on the exterior. Pattern 
is architectural with some geometric 
embellishment bordering the 
architectural elements.

05124 1

Operation Sub-total - 215

215Quadrant Sub-total -

215Layer Sub-total -

215Feature Sub-total -

215Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05060 92

creamware undecorated flatware05061 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05062 11

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05063 6

creamware unidentified flatware Moulded rim, cannot distinguish 
between Royal Rim or Bath pattern.

05064 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05065 20

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.05066 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and asterisk-star motif.05067 3

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Motif unidentifiable, obscured by 
thermal alteration and some 
encrustation.

05068 4

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown slip on exterior, light 
brown slip on interior.

05069 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue composite pattern of geometric, 
fish roe and floral motifs.

05070 6

creamware moulded flatware Moulded on interior side of rim. Bead 
moulding.

05071 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware05072 1
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unidentifiable moulded flatware Porcellaneous ceramic with a 
pearlware type glaze. Body has fluted 
moulding on the interior.

05073 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.05074 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Interior of foot ring 
sherd has an unrefined surface.

05075 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Moulded rim. May 
be Royal Rim or Bath pattern.

05076 1

porcelain undecorated flatware05077 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05078 4

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.05079 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette holloware Thermally altered. Floral/foliate motif. 
Green and blue paint. High Chinese 
style foot ring sherd.

05080 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on interior and 
exterior.

05081 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.05082 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown mottled glaze.05083 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, on exterior. 
Floral motif. Some paint has worn 
away leaving only an impression of the 
motif, visible upon closer inspection.

05084 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05085 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Thermally altered. Interior motif is 
blue hand-painted cross-hatched 
border below rim.

05086 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior rim. 
Motif is a tightly drawn cross-hatched 
border.

05087 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior rim. 
Motif is a cross-hatched border below 
rim. Composite geometric motif just 
visible below the bottom of this border.

05088 1

stoneware slipped holloware Light brown slip on exterior, buff pink 
slip on interior.

05089 1

Operation Sub-total - 183

183Quadrant Sub-total -

183Layer Sub-total -

183Feature Sub-total -

183Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05030 79
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creamware Royal rim plate, table Plate partially reconstructed from 10 
sherds. Greenish cast to glaze. Unique 
ID: P16.

05031 10

creamware undecorated flatware05032 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.05033 7

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.05034 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs including 
lozenge, diamonds and stippling.

05035 5

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue architectural pattern. Italianate? 
Body is faceted.

05036 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Band of blue around rim on interior 
and exterior with dots at even intervals.

05037 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.05038 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05039 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue hand-painted. Motif 
unidentifiable.

05040 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black on interior. 
Pattern is an undulating chain. Body is 
slightly faceted.

05041 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Footring/base sherd. Paint colours are 
unidentifiable as the paint has worn off 
but the pattern impression is still 
visible upon closer inspection. Pattern 
is floral. Foot is a wedge.

05042 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05043 7

jackfield glazed holloware05044 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Coarse mottled 
glaze on exterior.

05045 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Small wedge.05046 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black on 
interior. Interior border around rim 
consists of a black and red rosette 
border.

05047 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Green and brown paint.05048 1

creamware undecorated lid Thermally altered. Round knob handle 
from a lid. Slight circular indentation 
on top.

05049 1

creamware undecorated teacup Thin wedge foot and partial body. Two 
sherds mended.

05050 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Floral 
motif.

05051 1

porcelain undecorated holloware High Chinese style foot and partial 
body. Undecorated porcelain.

05052 1

unidentifiable unidentified plate, general Thermally altered. Plate sherd with 
small rounded foot ring.

05053 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Pearlware angled wedge foot sherd.05054 1

Operation Sub-total - 138
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138Quadrant Sub-total -

138Layer Sub-total -

138Feature Sub-total -

138Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 509-198

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable05010 46

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05011 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable05012 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable05013 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue paint.05014 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Gritty, mottled 
brown glaze on exterior. Appears to be 
mostly clear glaze due to thermal 
alteration?

05015 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable05016 7

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb border motif below 
interior rim. Porcellaneous ceramic.

05017 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05018 4

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown slip on exterior and light 
brown slip on interior.

05019 1

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Porcellaneous ceramic. Slight panel 
moulding on exterior.

05020 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable05021 1

white salt-glazed stoneware scratch blue holloware Scratch blue. Cobalt blue pigment on 
an opaque light blue glazed body with 
some incised pattern. Interior is white 
slipped.

05022 1

Operation Sub-total - 75

75Quadrant Sub-total -

75Layer Sub-total -

75Feature Sub-total -

75Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04990 22

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04991 10

creamware Royal rim flatware04992 2

pearlware undecorated flatware04993 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04995 2
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creamware moulded holloware Exterior rim is moulded. Pattern 
consists of a chain of diamonds linked 
by a strand between each diamond.

04996 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Green paint stroke.04997 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Porcellaneous ceramic with a 
pearlware type glaze. Fluted moulding 
on one side, cannot identify whether it 
is the interior or exterior.

04998 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Motif is geometric diaper-dot and 
composite geometric floral motif. It is 
interior decoration.

04999 1

black basalt moulded lid Lid sherd with moulded fluting.05000 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05001 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.05002 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.05003 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.05004 1

Operation Sub-total - 50

50Quadrant Sub-total -

50Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoi

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.04994 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-214

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Remnants of brown 
mottled glaze on exterior.

04970 1

stoneware glazed holloware Brown and yellow mottled glaze on 
exterior.

04971 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Porcellaneous 
material with white slip on exterior 
and interior.

04972 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04973 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue lines on 
exterior. Foot ring has been exfoliated 
away.

04974 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04975 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze on 
exterior, mottled brown glaze on 
interior.

04976 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Motif unidentifiable.

04977 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Some of the motif has worn away but 
the pattern impression is visible upon 
closer inspection. Motif is floral.

04978 2

porcelain hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Brown and blue paint.04979 2

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, orange and green paint on 
exterior.

04980 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Motif unidentifiable.04981 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Interior has band of cross-
hatching. Exterior has circular flower 
bud motif.

04982 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04983 1

creamware unidentified flatware Moulded rims. Either Royal Rim or 
Bath pattern.

04984 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Crude blue transferprint. Fish 
roe/beading along rim edge.

04985 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue transferprint. 
Composite geometric and floral design.

04986 1

porcelain undecorated holloware High Chinese-style foot ring sherd. 
Interior has a roughened surface about 
10mm in width along interior of the 
foot ring.

04987 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Unidentifiable porcelain sherd. Could 
be a vessel foot.

04988 1

Operation Sub-total - 23

23Quadrant Sub-total -

23Layer Sub-total -

23Feature Sub-total -

23Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-212

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04930 166

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04931 7

creamware undecorated flatware04932 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04933 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04934 27

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04935 21

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Moulded rim, either 
Royal Rim or Bath pattern rim.

04936 2
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04937 8

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.04938 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable Largely exfoliated but one tiny 
remnant of light grayish-blue tin-
enamel.

04939 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motif.04940 4

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motifs.04941 9

jackfield glazed holloware04942 3

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04943 3

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.04944 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown and green 
mottled glaze with brown inclusions.

04945 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04946 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line along top edge of rim. 
Unidentifiable motif.

04947 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue unidentifiable motif.04948 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Porcellaneous body with white slip on 
exterior and interior.

04949 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue transferprint, 
unidentifiable motif.

04950 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04951 4

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foral motif. Green, brown and blue 
paint.

04952 7

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. 
Pinwheel pattern? Dark blue line along 
top of rim.

04953 2

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.04954 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese export porcelain rim sherd 
with undulating black chain painted 
below scalloped rim.

04955 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Interior motif is a 
geometric band below the rim, 
possibly of cross-hatching. Exterior 
has paint strokes typical of birds in a 
Chinoiserie landscape motif.

04956 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Chinese porcelain wedge feet.04957 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Exterior is decorated in a honeycomb 
pattern with composite geometric 
framing. Some paint has worn away 
but an impression of the pattern is still 
visible upon closer inspection.

04958 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black on the 
interior. Most of the paint has worn 
away but the pattern impression is still 
visible upon close inspection. Motif is 
an undulating chain.

04959 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior.  
Geometric zones of pattern. Fish 
roe/beading below rim followed by a 
zone of lozenges and unidentified 
geometric lines. Early palette hand-
painted brown line along top edge of 
rim.

04960 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze 
on interior.

04961 1

Operation Sub-total - 294

294Quadrant Sub-total -

294Layer Sub-total -

294Feature Sub-total -

294Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04910 23

creamware undecorated flatware04911 2

creamware moulded holloware Moulded pattern on exterior. Diamond 
shaped moulding within a border.

04912 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04913 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04914 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04915 7

creamware hand-painted, early palette holloware Brown line.04916 1

stoneware glazed holloware Grey stoneware with hand-painted 
blue on exterior. Motif unidentifiable. 
Engine turned.

04917 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatching motif.04918 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise flatware Blue-printed body sherds.04919 3

canary ware undecorated holloware04920 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04921 28

Operation Sub-total - 72

72Quadrant Sub-total -

72Layer Sub-total -

72Feature Sub-total -

72Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04880 26

creamware undecorated flatware04881 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04882 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04883 10
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pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Scalloped blue edgeware.04884 2

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior.04885 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered. Royal Rim.04886 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04887 1

unidentifiable slipped holloware Rolled rim. Two sherds mended. 
Porcellaneous body with white slip.

04888 2

unidentifiable slipped holloware Folded rim. Porcellaneous material 
with white slip.

04889 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue geometric circle/dot pattern and 
geometric swags with unidentifiable 
motif.

04890 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered body sherd. Blue 
hand-painted cross-hatching border on 
interior, unidentified motif on exterior.

04891 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Porcellaneous material with blue slip. 
Interior has fluted moulding. Teaware.

04892 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04893 14

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue and orange paint.04894 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. Paint 
has worn away but an impression of 
the motif is visible upon closer 
inspection. Floral motif.

04895 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Thin geometric 
band below interior rim filled with 
spaced slashes. Below band is a 
floral/foliate motif.

04896 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.04897 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red on 
interior. Border of rosettes below rim.

04898 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04899 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze on rim and exterior. Light 
greenish-brown mottled glaze on 
interior.

04900 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exterior is not decorated or has lost its 
glaze. Interior has one small fleck of 
mottled light brown glaze.

04901 1

Operation Sub-total - 76

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Layer Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable04860 4

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.04861 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Geometric motifs 
and architectural elements (a pagoda).

04862 2

creamware undecorated holloware Plain thin handle with a small strand 
twined around the main handle.

04863 2

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue and green paint.04864 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04865 5

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome saucer Thermally altered. Blue band of swags 
inside a plain border below the rim on 
the interior. May belong to S9 cat. 
03340.

04866 1

creamware unidentified plate, soup Thermally altered. Moulded rim, 
possibly Royal Rim.

04867 1

red earthenware, coarse slipped holloware Reddish-brown slip on exterior.04868 1

canary ware undecorated holloware Wedge foot.04869 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04870 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
green on exterior. Famille Rose 
colours? Motif unidentifiable.

04871 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown glaze with 
greenish mottling.

04872 1

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow and brown mottled glaze on 
exterior.

04873 1

Operation Sub-total - 25

25Quadrant Sub-total -

25Layer Sub-total -

25Feature Sub-total -

25Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04840 24

creamware undecorated flatware04841 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04842 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04843 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.04844 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04845 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable04846 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Geometric cross-
hatching and unidentifiable elements 
of a larger scene.

04847 1

red earthenware, coarse slipped holloware Dark brown mottled slip.04848 2
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Exterior and 
interior composite geometric motif.

04849 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Cross-hatching 
with the start of a landscape scenery on 
the interior.

04850 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04851 1

white salt-glazed stoneware scratch blue holloware Scratch blue. Engine turned moulding 
of an incised band. Exterior is a light 
blue glaze and interior has a white slip.

04852 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green scalloped edgeware. Heavily 
exfoliated.

04853 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Thermally altered rim sherd. Chinese 
export porcelain with painted red and 
black enamels on both interior and 
exterior. Exterior motif on body is 
unidentifiable but a thin black line is 
painted below the rim. Interior motif is 
a black and red rosette border below 
the rim. Unique ID: CHI-CUP6

04854 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on exterior.04855 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04856 15

Operation Sub-total - 67

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Layer Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04790 102

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04791 8

creamware undecorated flatware04792 9

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Impressed maker's mark consisting of 
four square shaped impressions 
forming a square.

04793 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04794 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04795 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.04796 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04797 23

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue hand-painted. Linear motifs, 
likely a geometric Chinoiserie.

04798 10

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable04799 4

white salt-glazed stoneware unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Royal Rim?04800 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable04801 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04802 44
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pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint. Exterior 
decoration only.

04803 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.04804 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Floral motif on exterior.04805 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04806 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on exterior and 
interior. Interior mostly exfoliated but 
one bit of the transferprint could be 
lozenge pattern. Exterior motif is a 
geometric floral/foliate pattern.

04807 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. Motif is 
a geometric lozenge band with floral 
motif below. Largely exfoliated in 
centre of the motif. Rim is scalloped.

04808 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint with geometric 
designs (lozenge, fish roe) and 
unidentified patterns.

04809 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foliate motif on exterior. Brown and 
green paint.

04810 1

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Blue hand-painted down centre of 
handle. Pattern unidentifiable as it is 
largely exfoliated along the painted 
portion.

04811 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Some 
paint has worn off but the motif is still 
visible upon closer inspection under 
light. Floral motifs.

04812 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04813 3

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable04814 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black paint on 
interior. Motif is an undulating chain 
below the rim. Rim is scalloped.

04815 1

creamware moulded holloware Half of a moulded handle with fluting.04816 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04817 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light greenish-brown mottled glaze.04818 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Chinoiserie 
style floral motif on interior base.

04819 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Thermally altered wedge footring with 
body. Exterior motif has geometric 
patterning with some possible 
landscape features but is otherwise 
unidentifiable. Interior motif is 
unidentifiable.

04820 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
underglaze in blue on interior. Motif 
has geometric and floral elements, 
otherwise unidentifiable.

04821 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha brown shades.04822 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Coarse reddish-brown glaze on 
exterior.

04823 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04824 6

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04825 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light brown 
mottled glaze on exterior.

04826 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain foot/body painted overglaze 
with red and black floral motif. Small 
wedge foot. Motif is faintly visible 
upon closer inspection under light.

04827 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.04828 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown glaze.04829 1

rosso antico moulded teapot Base fragment with traces of moulded 
greek key motif encircling it. Matches 
Cat.# 02702.

04830 1

Operation Sub-total - 266

266Quadrant Sub-total -

266Layer Sub-total -

266Feature Sub-total -

266Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04750 51

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04751 15

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled/spattered brown and yellow 
glaze on exterior.

04752 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04753 21

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04754 13

creamware undecorated flatware04755 10

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04756 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04757 2

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable04758 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric circles like a 
Chinoiserie pattern.

04759 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue diaper-dot geometric pattern 
below rim on interior.

04760 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04761 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Crude blue transferprint in honeycomb 
motif below interior rim.

04762 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Crude blue transferprint lower portion 
of honeycomb motif. Interior body has 
fluted moulding below the 
transferprint.

04763 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04764 2
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric band below rim on 
interior. Lozenge pattern with 
overlapping floral and composite 
geometric patterns.

04765 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black. Pattern is 
on interior below rim and consists of 
an undulating chain. Rim is scalloped 
and body has a slight facetting.

04766 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Geometric pattern blocks of cross-
hatching or diagonal line in-fill on 
exterior. Interior design has a black 
and red rosette border below the rim.

04767 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green  edgeware.04768 2

white salt-glazed stoneware scratch blue holloware Scratch blue glazed exterior with white 
slipped interior.

04769 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.04770 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown motif unidentifiable but 
possibly floral.

04771 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.04772 2

jackfield glazed holloware04773 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral motif with geometric lacing 
patterns.

04774 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze on 
interior portion of body. Encrusted 
with mortar.

04775 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif in orange, green and 
brown paint.

04776 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Interior yellow glazing.04777 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

04778 2

creamware moulded holloware Moulded handle with fluted design.04779 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.04780 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04781 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04782 2

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04783 4

buff earthenware glazed unidentifiable Spots of yellow glaze. Unidentifiable 
sherd.

04784 1

Operation Sub-total - 156

156Quadrant Sub-total -

156Layer Sub-total -

156Feature Sub-total -

156Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-205

Feature:
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Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04720 56

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04721 12

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.04722 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04723 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04724 3

creamware undecorated holloware Rolled rim.04725 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04726 20

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04727 3

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Interior has moulded fluting. 
Porcellaneous material with a 
pearlware finish.

04728 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif on interior. Brown paint 
with a bit of blue along one edge.

04729 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif on exterior. Brown and 
blue paint.

04730 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral/foliate landscape with 
geometric elements.

04731 6

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04732 5

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04733 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue and green paint.04734 2

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Chinese porcelain decorated with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

04735 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim with 
blue transferprint design on interior. 
Geometric zoning with fish roe pattern 
along scalloped edge. Circular swag 
filled with lozenge pattern below fish 
roe edge.

04736 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04737 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Floral motif. Some 
paint has worn off but the impression 
of the pattern is still visible upon 
closer inspection under light.

04738 2

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slipped exterior.04739 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04740 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Coarse (gritty) reddish-brown glaze on 
exterior.

04741 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light yellowish-brown mottled glaze.04742 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

04743 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown glaze with 
yellowish spongeing (?) on top of 
glaze. Possibly some sort of film 
adhering to the ceramic after thermal 
alteration.

04744 1

Operation Sub-total - 138

138Quadrant Sub-total -

138Layer Sub-total -

138Feature Sub-total -

138Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04690 88

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04691 7

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04692 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04693 19

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.04694 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue geometric designs, specific motif 
unidentifiable.

04695 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Floral motifs.

04696 7

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04697 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motifs are geometric and floral.04698 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.04699 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Exterior fluted moulding. 
Porcellaneous ceramic body.

04700 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04701 11

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.04702 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04703 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04704 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green and brown. Motif unidentifiable.04705 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd. Green edgeware.04706 1

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow and brown mottled glaze on 
exterior.

04707 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04708 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04709 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Coarse (gritty) 
reddish-brown glaze.

04710 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04711 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Yellowish-brown 
mottled glaze.

04712 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Unglazed exterior, 
exfoliated interior.

04713 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered sherd with flat base. 
Interior mottled brown glaze. Mends 
to Cat. 04280. 04047, 05194.

04714 1

black basalt moulded holloware Unidentifiable moulded motif.04715 1

Operation Sub-total - 170

170Quadrant Sub-total -

170Layer Sub-total -

170Feature Sub-total -

170Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04650 120

creamware undecorated flatware04651 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04652 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04653 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04654 19

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04655 16

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04656 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable on interior.04657 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04658 3

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slip on exterior.04659 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.04660 8

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glaze.04661 2

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.04662 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04663 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Floral pattern.

04664 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware04665 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on exterior and 
interior. Exterior motif is 
unidentifiable. Interior motif is 
Chinoiserie-style geometric cross-
hatching.

04666 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Motif 
is cross-hatched border interspersed 
with a geometric "blossom" in the 
shape of an "X".

04667 1

pearlware moulded flatware Interior has fluted moulding.04668 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red helix pattern.04669 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Small thin wedge foot with interior 
moulding on part of the body sherd. 
Interior moulding is fluted.

04670 1
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unidentifiable moulded flatware Squat wedge shaped foot ring with a 
portion of the body. Interior of body 
has fluted moulding. Thick slip-like 
glaze with a pearlware finish.

04671 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable04672 1

stoneware glazed holloware Exterior glazing is a mottled brown 
and yellow.

04673 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black on interior. 
Motif is an undulating chain below a 
scalloped rim. Body is faceted or 
panelled.

04674 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red on interior. 
Red horizontal line below rim.

04675 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04676 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Reddish-brown 
glaze.

04677 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Coarse reddish-brown glaze on 
exterior. Smooth reddish-brown glaze 
on interior.

04678 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

04679 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Greenish-brown 
mottled glaze on interior. Flat base has 
a small outward flare which is similar 
to Cat.04047 & Cat.04280.

04680 1

Operation Sub-total - 218

218Quadrant Sub-total -

218Layer Sub-total -

218Feature Sub-total -

218Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04620 80

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04621 10

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04622 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.04623 2

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04624 4

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Rolled rim.04625 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04626 12

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric Chinoiserie motif.04627 3

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
Chinoiserie.

04628 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue unidentifiable 
motif.

04629 2
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pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04630 1

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded and blue hand-painted along 
rim top. Unidentifiable moulding.

04631 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Floral and geometric motifs.

04632 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04633 3

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue honeycomb motif on interior and 
exterior below rim. Exterior body is 
moulded in vertical ribs.

04634 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04635 3

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze. Brown horizontal lines.04636 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue motif on interior base.04637 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint with brown line 
along top of rim. Transferprint pattern 
is geometric on interior, nothing on 
exterior.

04638 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

04639 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Possibly Royal Rim.04640 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04641 2

Operation Sub-total - 142

142Quadrant Sub-total -

142Layer Sub-total -

142Feature Sub-total -

142Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04590 114

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04591 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04592 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04593 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04594 32

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04595 2

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded floral motif. May be a lower 
portion of a teapot/jug spout.

04596 1

jackfield glazed holloware04597 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04598 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior.04599 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Moulded body has slight fluting. A 
small portion of red hand-painted 
overglaze. Three sherds mended.

04600 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motifs, possibly Blue 
Willow.

04601 9

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04602 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with hand-painted 
underglaze in blue. Motif is a cross-
hatched border below rim on interior.

04603 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue lozenge motif, possibly from a 
Blue Willow piece.

04604 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric Chinoiserie.04605 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk-star and unidentified 
(possibly foliate/floral) motif.

04606 2

creamware factory slip holloware Banded in brown, yellow and orange.04607 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Overglaze motif 
paint has worn off but an impression 
of the design is still visible upon closer 
inspection. Motif is floral on interior 
and exterior.

04608 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Overglaze motif 
paint has worn away but an impression 
of the pattern is still visible upon 
closer inspection. Floral motif on 
exterior. Rim is scalloped.

04609 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04610 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motif.04611 1

stoneware glazed holloware Engine turned stoneware. Clear glaze.04612 1

Operation Sub-total - 195

195Quadrant Sub-total -

195Layer Sub-total -

195Feature Sub-total -

195Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04560 59

creamware undecorated flatware04561 3

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04562 7

creamware undecorated holloware04563 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04564 8

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.04565 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04566 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04567 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04568 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable04569 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue floral/foliate motif in a 
Chinoiserie style.

04570 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue flora/foliate 
Chinoiserie style motif.

04571 2
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creamware slipped holloware Yellow slip.04572 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue floral motif.04573 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

04574 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04575 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04576 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Chinoiserie style 
strokes but motif is unidentifiable.

04577 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Cross-
hatching border below rim.

04578 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral and geometric motif. Some of 
the paint has worn away but is visible 
upon close inspection under light.

04579 2

pearlware moulded holloware Blue honeycomb pattern. Exterior is 
moulded in flutes.

04580 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Interior has a 
thin horizontal line below the rim.

04581 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black on the 
interior. Rim is scalloped and body is 
faceted. Interior overglaze motif is a 
black undulating chain below the rim.

04582 1

Operation Sub-total - 124

124Quadrant Sub-total -

124Layer Sub-total -

124Feature Sub-total -

124Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04530 117

creamware undecorated flatware04531 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04532 16

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04533 4

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.04534 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Porcelain foot and base sherd.04535 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04536 12

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Fluted moulding on interior.04537 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Geometric cross-hatching motif 
with dots in the centre of each 
compartment and an unidentified motif.

04538 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue scalloped edgeware.04539 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Border 
band of cross-hatching below rim.

04540 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on interior.04541 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
Chinoiserie. Possible plant motif.

04542 5

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable, likely a 
Chinoiserie.

04543 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04544 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

04545 6

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze on exterior.04546 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line along top of rim.04547 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue and orange paint.04548 1

jackfield glazed holloware04549 1

unidentifiable moulded holloware Porcellaneous body with moulded 
exterior and a white slip. Exterior 
moulding of a rose with a stippled 
background. Two sherds mended. 
Possible bone china?

04550 2

porcelain moulded holloware Thermally altered. Partial porcelain 
handle, only lower part is extant.

04551 1

Operation Sub-total - 180

180Quadrant Sub-total -

180Layer Sub-total -

180Feature Sub-total -

180Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 508-198

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04500 74

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04501 14

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered rims.04502 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04503 12

jackfield glazed holloware04504 1

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown slip on exterior. Light 
brown slip on interior.

04505 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable04506 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04507 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04508 2
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04509 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherd.04510 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Exterior has an unidentifiable motif. 
Interior has a black and red border of 
rosettes below the rim.

04511 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb band motif below 
interior rim.

04512 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below interior rim with 
blue and brown floral motif on body.

04513 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown and blue. Motif unidentifiable.04514 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Cross-
hatching band motif below rim.

04515 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral geometric border below 
interior rim.

04516 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue, orange and green paint. 
Exfoliated on interior.

04517 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04518 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric Chinoiserie.04519 1

porcelain unidentified teacup Thermally altered foot and partial body 
sherd.

04520 1

Operation Sub-total - 123

123Quadrant Sub-total -

123Layer Sub-total -

123Feature Sub-total -

123Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd..04490 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04491 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric motif of a band of 
cross-hatching probably from below a 
rim.

04492 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04493 2

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Thermally altered. Three brown lines 
(thin, thick, thin) below rim and a 
band of blue on the body below on 
exterior..

04494 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Rim sherd with floral motif on 
exterior. Interior motif is a band of 
geometric patterned zones below the 
rim. Unique ID: CHI-CUP8.

04495 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric Chinoiserie. Partial 
band of ovals with central dots 
bordered by an upper and lower line.

04496 1
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pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Foliate pattern of a 
reed. Possibly a waterscape scene.

04497 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light brown 
mottled glaze on interior.

04498 1

Operation Sub-total - 10

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Layer Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04470 40

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04471 12

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04472 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04473 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04474 2

creamware Royal rim flatware04475 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable04476 1

jackfield glazed holloware04477 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric/floral motif.04478 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral/foliate motif.04479 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue edgeware.04480 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.04481 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in varying shades of 
red paint. Motif unidentifiable, but 
possibly a waterscape.

04482 1

Operation Sub-total - 73

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-214

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04440 61

creamware undecorated flatware04441 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04442 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04443 18

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04444 15

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04445 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled greenish-
brown glaze.

04446 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled greenish-
brown glaze.

04447 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motif.04448 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.04449 2

creamware factory slip holloware Thermally altered. Mocha dendritic.04450 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.04451 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue floral motif.04452 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04453 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04454 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Interior motif is 
floral Chinoiserie, exterior motif is 
unidentifiable.

04455 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration 
around rim, but unidentifiable due to 
thermal obscuration.

04456 1

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered. Two sherds mended.04457 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Geometric border 
motif of cross-hatching on interior. 
Exterior motif is unidentifiable.

04458 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Floral/foliate motif 
on exterior, cross-hatching pattern on 
interior. Two sherds mended.

04459 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
with some gilt. Some paint has worn 
off sherds but motif impression is 
visible under light. Three sherds 
mended together. Floral and geometric 
motifs on interior and exterior.

04460 10

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with blue hand-painted 
underglaze and red and black hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. "Imari" 
porcelain? Motif is a landscape scene 
with some plant life. Possibly a 
waterscape.

04461 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Mended Chinese 
export porcelain foot/base painted 
overglaze in red, black and gilt. Motif 
is a waterscape with bridge.

04462 4

Operation Sub-total - 141

141Quadrant Sub-total -

141Layer Sub-total -

141Feature Sub-total -

141Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated holloware04420 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04421 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slip on exterior.04422 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha dendritic.04423 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04424 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla holloware Thermally altered. Blue floral motif on 
interior base.

04425 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04426 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern.04427 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04428 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04429 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, orange, and blue paint.04430 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motifs unidentifiable.04431 5

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue cross-
hatching pattern.

04432 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed.04433 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red. Red line along interior rim 
edge. Body is scalloped.

04434 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on exterior.

04435 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04436 2

Operation Sub-total - 30

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Layer Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04400 54

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04401 13

creamware factory slip holloware Dendritic and other unidentifiable 
motifs.

04402 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04403 12

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04404 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04405 4

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04406 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Interior 
pattern is floral and geometric cross-
hatching pattern with dots in centre.

04407 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motifs are geometric-floral.04408 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching.04409 1

Operation Sub-total - 94

94Quadrant Sub-total -

94Layer Sub-total -

94Feature Sub-total -

94Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04360 143

creamware undecorated flatware04361 6

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04362 5

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable04363 1

white salt-glazed stoneware unidentified flatware04364 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Green, blue and orange paint.04365 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04366 38

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04367 16

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded. Motif unidentifiable.04368 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled greenish-
brown glaze.

04369 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04370 9

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04371 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric linear motif.04372 6

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04373 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.04374 6

canary ware undecorated holloware04375 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Geometric and floral motifs. Some 
paint has worn away but motifs are 
visible upon closer inspection under 
light.

04376 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below interior rim.04377 2

creamware factory slip holloware Mostly exfoliated. Mocha dendritic?04378 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue pattern 
unidentifiable.

04379 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue pattern 
unidentifiable.

04380 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red enamel helix pattern below 
interior rim.

04381 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb motif below rim on 
interior. Body has fluted moulding on 
interior.

04382 3
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pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Green edgeware, body sherd just 
below rim.

04383 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04384 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Interior cross-
hatching band below rim.

04385 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Floral motif on interior, two houses on 
exterior. Chinoiserie style.

04386 1

creamware slipped holloware Yellow slip.04387 1

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior.04388 2

stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze on exterior.04389 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Green leaf.04390 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Royal Rim or Bath 
Rim?

04391 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04392 37

creamware moulded flatware Base sherd, surface has moulding in a 
basketweave pattern, raised rounded 
footring, for large serving dish?.

04393 1

black basalt moulded holloware Part of a shoulder/rim from a tea 
service vessel - sugar bowl? Body is 
moulded with rounded fluting and a 
pine cone finial tops the rim/shoulder.

04394 1

Operation Sub-total - 310

310Quadrant Sub-total -

310Layer Sub-total -

310Feature Sub-total -

310Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04330 75

creamware rouletted bowl, general Rim/body sherd with impressed 
beading below rim. Mends with Cat. 
04291 and is likely part of Cat. 03931 
although they do not directly mend. 
Four sherds mended onto body. 
Unique ID: B7.

04331 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04332 41

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04333 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04334 25

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.04335 9

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Undecorated and exfoliated.04336 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled greenish-
brown glaze on interior, dark brown 
mottled glaze on exterior.

04337 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04338 3

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on interior.04339 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint, motifs 
unidentifiable.

04340 5

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Yellow slip.04341 2

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Canaryware.04342 1

creamware undecorated holloware Thermally altered. High Chinese style 
wedge foot.

04343 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware04344 1

stoneware glazed holloware Yellow and brown mottled glaze.04345 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04346 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Green, blue and orange paint.04347 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware, heavily exfoliated.04348 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric lines.04349 3

red earthenware, refined undecorated holloware Refined red earthenware. Rosso antico?04350 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue floral motif 
below a thin blue geometric band 
under the rim.

04351 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Base sherd with wheel spin mark or 
unidentified maker's mark.

04352 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04353 5

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Footring/body sherd with painted red 
enamel on base interior. Floral/foliate 
motif. Moulded flutes at base of body. 
Mends to Cat. 03967.

04354 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Rim sherd with hand-painted 
overglaze in red. Red line below 
interior rim. Rim is scalloped. Matches 
but does not mend with Cat. 03946 
and 04328.

04355 1

creamware rouletted bowl, general Body sherds which may be part of 
bowl. Two sherds mended. Unique ID: 
B02.

04356 2

Operation Sub-total - 199

199Quadrant Sub-total -

199Layer Sub-total -

199Feature Sub-total -

199Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04290 133

creamware rouletted bowl, general Rim sherd with impressed beading 
below the exterior rim. Matches with 
vessel B02 (Cat. 03931).

04291 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04292 37

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04293 2

creamware moulded holloware Rim with impressed bead band below 
the rim.

04294 1
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04295 45

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.04296 4

jackfield glazed holloware04297 3

creamware slipped holloware Incised key motif filled with dark 
brown slip along rim.

04298 6

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04299 2

unidentifiable slipped unidentifiable Porcellaneous body with white slip on 
exterior and interior.

04300 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Brown line below 
interior rim.

04301 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.04302 1

stoneware unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.04303 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04304 9

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.04305 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glaze colour 
indistinguishable.

04306 3

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on exterior.

04307 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04308 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.04309 4

stoneware moulded holloware Grey body with clear glaze and blue 
hand-painted infill on exterior 
moulded bands.

04310 1

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Blue band on tin-enamelled stoneware.04311 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.04312 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue motif of a 
band of cross-hatching.

04313 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue motif, 
unidentifiable.

04314 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape and architectural 
motifs.

04315 13

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric motifs.04316 11

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue  floral motif.04317 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherd with geometric blue band 
on interior of rim. Lozenge pattern.

04318 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Blue line below rim on exterior and 
interior. Additional floral decoration 
on body on interior.

04319 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue diaper pattern on interior.04320 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif on interior. Exterior 
is exfoliated.

04321 1

porcelain hand-painted, underglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Foot ring with 
partial body sherd. Unidentifiable 
painted motif on interior of body base.

04322 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint and remnants of gilt. Interior is a 
border of rosettes below the rim. 
Exterior is cross-hatching with a dot in 
the centre of each compartment.

04323 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04324 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04325 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral motif.

04326 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Mended rim/ fluted body sherds of 
Chinese export porcelain; painted red 
enamel with some gilt along top of 
scalloped rim. Floral garland on 
interior halfway between rim and base. 
Body scallops are deeper than Cat. 
04328. Unique ID: CHI-CUP7.

04327 7

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Mended rim/body sherd with hand-
painted overglaze in red on interior, 
two lines below rim, lower one like 
floral garland, with some remnant of 
gilt. Moulded flutes in body. May 
match Cat. 03946. Unique ID: CHI-
CUP2.

04328 2

Operation Sub-total - 321

321Quadrant Sub-total -

321Layer Sub-total -

321Feature Sub-total -

321Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04260 67

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04261 18

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04262 25

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04263 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04264 3

creamware undecorated holloware Thermally altered.04265 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04266 2

creamware unidentified unidentifiable04267 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Floral motif?

04268 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable04269 8

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze.04270 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04271 3
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric transferprint on 
interior with early palette hand-painted 
brown along the top edge of the rim. 
Rim is scalloped.

04272 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on interior and 
exterior. Interior has floral and 
geometric (fish-scale) pattern. Exterior 
has a foliate pattern. Early palette hand-
painted brown line along top edge of 
rim.

04273 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on exterior.04274 1

stoneware glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on exterior.04275 1

pearlware moulded holloware Exterior has moulded ribbing.04276 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.04277 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Wedge footring/body with hand-
painted overglaze in red on base 
interior; body sherds also painted with 
floral motif on exterior.

04278 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Thermally altered rim sherd. Mottled 
greenish-brown glaze on interior. 
Unique ID: MP03.

04279 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered sherd with flat base. 
Interior mottled brown glaze. Mends 
to Cat. 04047. 04714, 05194.

04280 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Exfoliated. Brown line below interior 
rim.

04281 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04282 5

creamware slipped holloware Incised key pattern filled with dark 
brown slip.

04283 2

Operation Sub-total - 157

157Quadrant Sub-total -

157Layer Sub-total -

157Feature Sub-total -

157Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04230 82

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04231 38

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04232 21

creamware Royal rim meat dish Rim sherd. May belong to vessel Cat. 
00502.

04233 1

creamware undecorated plate, general Thermally altered base with impressed 
"B" maker's mark on underside = John 
& Edward Baddeley, Shelton, 
Staffordshire Potteries. Dates to 
c.1784-1806. Only plates have the 
impressed "B" initial. [see Godden 
1991:46].

04234 1
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stoneware glazed holloware Clear glaze.04235 3

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on exterior.04236 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on both interior 
and exterior. Exterior is a grainy glaze, 
interior is smooth.

04237 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04238 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze.04239 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on interior and exterior.04240 6

porcelain moulded saucer Porcelain footring with partial body. 
Moulded flutes extend from foot part 
way up body.

04241 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Motif unidentifiable.04242 2

jackfield glazed holloware04243 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware04244 2

pearlware transfer print, olde blue teacup Rim sherd, honeycomb motif border 
below rim on interior and exterior. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP4

04245 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Motifs 
unidentifiable.

04246 7

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted. 
Motif unidentifiable.

04247 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior rim. 
Geometric cross-hatching below rim.

04248 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Motif is geometric-floral, but 
otherwise unidentifiable.

04249 1

unidentifiable slipped holloware Porcellaneous rim sherd with a white 
slip.

04250 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin Rim sherd with green scalloped edge. 
Unique ID: PE-MUF1

04251 1

creamware undecorated holloware Straight, vertical rim.04252 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04253 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Floral motifs.

04254 4

creamware undecorated holloware Rounded footring.04255 1

creamware slipped holloware Body sherd with incised key motif 
filled with reddish-brown slip.

04256 1

Operation Sub-total - 192

192Quadrant Sub-total -

192Layer Sub-total -

192Feature Sub-total -

192Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:
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Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04200 77

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.04201 7

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded rim, pattern unidentifiable.04202 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04203 26

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04204 13

creamware Royal rim flatware04205 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Green edgeware. Exfoliated sherds.04206 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04207 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04208 3

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Early palette hand-painted brown line.04209 1

red earthenware, refined undecorated holloware Body sherd, possibly Rosso Antico?04210 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04211 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Blue lines below 
rim on both sides.

04212 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04213 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim. 
Interior blue transferprint design 
below rim. Geometric pattern.

04214 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue foliate patterns.04215 6

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motifs unidentifiable.04216 4

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.04217 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted over glaze in red and black. 
Motifs unidentifiable.

04218 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04219 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

04220 4

stoneware glazed holloware Mottled brown and red glaze on 
exterior.

04221 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Spots of brown 
glaze on interior and exterior.

04222 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Plain vertical rim. 
Dark brown mottled glaze on interior 
and exterior.

04223 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered lid with scorched 
remnants of brown glaze on interior 
and exterior.

04224 1

Operation Sub-total - 170

170Quadrant Sub-total -

170Layer Sub-total -

170Feature Sub-total -

170Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable04170 100

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04171 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04172 2

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded body sherds. Unidentifiable 
motif.

04173 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04174 32

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Bluefloral and geometric motifs.04175 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04176 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motifs are floral, asterisk-star, 
and cross-hatching.

04177 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Rosette border and floral body patterns.

04178 5

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04179 2

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding.04180 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04181 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Green paint.04182 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.04183 1

red earthenware, coarse slipped holloware Reddish-brown slip on exterior and 
interior.

04184 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light greenish-brown glaze on 
exterior.

04185 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze on exterior. 
Mottled brown glaze on interior.

04186 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

04187 3

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.04188 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below rim on interior side.04189 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd. Green edgeware.04190 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown and 
orange-red glaze on exterior.

04191 1

Operation Sub-total - 180

180Quadrant Sub-total -

180Layer Sub-total -

180Feature Sub-total -

180Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04150 80

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04151 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04152 20

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04153 5
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Floral and geometric motifs. 
Some paint has worn away on some 
sherds but the motif impressions are 
visible upon close inspection.

04154 6

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable04155 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Landscape and geometric motif.04156 4

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green and brown motif unidentifiable.04157 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04158 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04159 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with blue hand-painted 
underglaze. Floral motif on exterior 
and interior.

04160 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04161 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded exterior.04162 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Fluted moulding on interior body.04163 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04164 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze on exterior.

04165 1

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown slip on exterior, light 
brown slip on interior. Interior has 
parallel horizontal finger impressions 
from shaping the vessel.

04166 1

Operation Sub-total - 147

147Quadrant Sub-total -

147Layer Sub-total -

147Feature Sub-total -

147Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 507-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04130 73

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04131 13

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04132 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04133 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs.04134 4

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding.04135 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.04136 2

red earthenware, coarse slipped holloware Reddish-brown slip on interior and 
exterior.

04137 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04138 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below rim. Rim is 
scalloped.

04139 1
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porcelain transfer print holloware English porcelain with blue 
transferprint on exterior and gilt on the 
interior. Transferprint pattern is 
unidentifiable but possibly an 
architectural image.

04140 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Crude blue honeycomb border on 
interior with fluted moulding on body. 
Exterior is undecorated and 
unmoulded.

04141 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Motif 
unidentifiable.

04142 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04143 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Paint has worn off 
but floral motif is visible upon closer 
inspection.

04144 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.04145 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.04146 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Interior décor is a rosette border below 
the rim with geometric cross-hatching 
on body with central dots in the 
compartments.

04147 1

unidentifiable slipped holloware Porcellaneous material. Moulded 
exterior. Foliage motif. White slip.

04148 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated on one 
side.

04149 1

Operation Sub-total - 124

124Quadrant Sub-total -

124Layer Sub-total -

124Feature Sub-total -

124Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04110 21

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04111 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04112 4

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.04113 4

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line.04114 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04115 2

pearlware moulded holloware Rouletted rim sherd. Green paint.04116 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Buff pink fabric with white tin enamel.04117 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Two parallel horizontal brown lines 
below interior rim.

04118 1
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porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04119 1

Operation Sub-total - 42

42Quadrant Sub-total -

42Layer Sub-total -

42Feature Sub-total -

42Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-214

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04080 97

creamware Royal rim plate, general04081 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04082 23

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04083 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04084 21

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Motifs are geometric, honeycomb 
pattern and floral.

04085 7

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04086 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.04087 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric.04088 6

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04089 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Geometric 
cross-hatched border and floral motif 
on body.

04090 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Cross-hatching.04091 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue edgeware.04092 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.04093 1

creamware factory slip holloware Mocha - dendritic.04094 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Interior glaze is a 
mottled light brown.

04095 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.04096 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze.

04097 4

pearlware transfer print holloware Rim sherd. Interior decorated with a 
blue zigzag band along inner rim with 
a stippled background and start of a 
floral motif on body. Exterior 
decorated with a wavy band below 
which is a geometric bead background.

04098 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Exfoliated on one side. Remnants of 
red paint overglaze along top of rim 
and green foliate motif on body.

04099 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Crude blue honeycombs along interior 
rim.

04100 1
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04101 1

Operation Sub-total - 187

187Quadrant Sub-total -

187Layer Sub-total -

187Feature Sub-total -

187Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04050 90

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04051 31

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motif.04052 4

pearlware spatterware holloware Spatterware with green, blue and 
orange paint.

04053 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04054 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04055 22

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable04056 3

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.04057 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Partially exfoliated 
rim. Remnants of dark brown glaze.

04058 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Chinoiserie 
motif.

04059 2

red earthenware, refined glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled green and 
brown glaze on interior and exterior. 
Refined red earthenware.

04060 1

pearlware undecorated flatware Base sherd with a Davenport anchor 
maker's mark and possibly a name but 
it is not impressed well and therefore 
hard to distinguish.

04061 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green and brown paint, likely foliate, 
but indistinguishable.

04062 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04063 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Some paint has worn 
away and the motif is only visible 
upon close inspection. Patterns are 
architectural and floral/foliate.

04064 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red. 
Some paint has faded or worn away 
completely. Motif is visible upon close 
inspection under light. Rosette border 
along rim with linear patterns such as 
scalloped or wavy lines.

04065 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.04066 3

stoneware glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze on exterior.04067 1
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buff earthenware unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated bodysherd.04068 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Thermally altered.04069 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.04070 1

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded exterior. Unidentifiable 
pattern.

04071 1

jackfield glazed holloware Footring.04072 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04073 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla saucer Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain footring/ base with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Architectural 
motif.

04074 1

red earthenware, refined moulded holloware Refined red earthenware with 
unidentifiable moulded forms. No slip 
or glaze. Engine-turned. Possibly 
"Rosso Antico"?

04075 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04076 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Various blue 
transferprinted sherds. Floral and 
geometric motifs.

04077 11

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable04078 9

Operation Sub-total - 217

217Quadrant Sub-total -

217Layer Sub-total -

217Feature Sub-total -

217Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04030 59

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.04031 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.04032 7

creamware undecorated holloware04033 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04034 20

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04035 9

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Rosette border motif and geometric 
patterns on body.

04036 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Transferprint.04037 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.04038 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Chinoiserie 
pattern.

04039 2

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange.04040 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green and brown strokes.04041 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.04042 1
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pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif may be floral.04043 2

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.04044 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Lustrous glaze.04045 1

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown slip on exterior and 
interior of rim.

04046 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered sherd with flat base. 
Interior mottled brown glaze. Mends 
to Cat. 04280. 04714, 05194.

04047 1

Operation Sub-total - 126

126Quadrant Sub-total -

126Layer Sub-total -

126Feature Sub-total -

126Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable04010 88

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable04011 21

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.04012 28

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.04013 3

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rms.04014 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.04015 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric designs with floral 
embellishment.

04016 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
on interior side. Unidentifiable pattern.

04017 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Chinoiserie - 
geometric and landscape motifs.

04018 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Porcellaneous, 
undecorated. Has a lustrous sheen to 
the glaze or slip.

04019 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Floral 
motif below a horizontal line under the 
interior rim.

04020 1

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Blue décor. Cannot tell if it is hand-
painted or transferprinted.

04021 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.04022 1

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled beige slip.04023 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable04024 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exterior mottled greenish-brown glaze.04025 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04026 2

black basalt moulded holloware Part of a moulded pattern on edge of 
sherd.

04027 1

Operation Sub-total - 165
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165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Layer Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03990 105

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03991 13

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03992 26

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03993 27

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape foliage.03994 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03995 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.03996 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. Motif is 
geometric cluster of beading with 
central dots in each circle. Brown line 
along top of rim.

03997 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue and orange paint.03998 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03999 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
impressions of hand-painted overglaze. 
Motifs are floral or geometric bands of 
lines with geometric or floral 
embellishment.

04000 3

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Marble-ized brown motif.04001 1

creamware hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Rim with red hand-painted overglaze 
on interior. A helix bordered by a thin 
horizontal line above and below. 
Located just below rim.

04002 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Rosette border below rim, with 
geometric cross-hatching on body. 
Some floral embellishment of 
geometric zones.

04003 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Foliate motif.

04004 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.04005 6

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.04006 1

Operation Sub-total - 201

201Quadrant Sub-total -

201Layer Sub-total -

201Feature Sub-total -

201Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-207

Feature:
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Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03960 59

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03961 6

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim sherds.03962 3

creamware Royal rim flatware03963 1

creamware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Rm sherd with remnant of hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. Under 
light the motif is visible as a scalloped 
line below the rim.

03964 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03965 18

creamware moulded holloware Thin handle of two perpendicular 
braided strands.

03966 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Mended footring/body sherd with 
hand-painted overglaze in red on base. 
Floral motif. Body is paneled. Mends 
with Cat. 04354.

03967 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03968 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03969 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motif on one sherd, others 
are unidentifiable.

03970 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable, possible 
geometric Chinoiserie pattern.

03971 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03972 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable03973 1

jackfield glazed holloware03974 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze on 
exterior.

03975 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze and one sherd with a bit of 
an unidentifiable dark brown slip-
trailed motif.

03976 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03977 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Cross-
hatching band below rim on interior.

03978 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze.03979 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

03980 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown glaze.03981 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated red earthenware body sherd.03982 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Scalloped rim sherd from cup with 
fluted body, gilt swag painted 
overglaze on interior. Unique ID: CHI-
CUP5.

03983 1

porcelain moulded teacup Body sherds with moulded flutes.03984 2

Operation Sub-total - 122

122Quadrant Sub-total -

122Layer Sub-total -
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122Feature Sub-total -

122Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03930 67

creamware rouletted bowl, general Mended bowl with Chinese-style 
wedge footring and impressed beading 
around top of exterior rim. Ht=2.25", 
dia.=4.5". Matches Cat. 04291. 
Unique ID: B02.

03931 28

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03932 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rims.03933 4

creamware moulded holloware Body sherd with moulded basketweave 
pattern.

03934 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03935 10

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03936 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted blue underglaze on interior 
and exterior. Exterior motif is a mix of 
geometric cross-hatching and floral 
elements. Interior motif is a beaded 
band below rim with a decorative band 
of geometric and foliate motifs below 
the beading.

03937 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted blue 
underglaze. Motif unidentifiable.

03938 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape scenery.03939 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese export porcelain foot/base 
with blue hand-painted underglaze on 
portion of interior body. Floral motif.

03940 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

03941 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03942 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03943 10

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.03944 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Olive brown line on exterior and 
interior. Body may be facetted.

03945 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Rim sherds with hand-painted 
overglaze in red on interior. Two red 
horizontal lines below rim. Lowest line 
is drawn as a vine. Body of cup has 
moulded flutes. Probably same vessel 
as Cat. 04328.

03946 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Rim sherds of large vessel. Collar has 
impressed string line, no glaze on 
exterior, wide flat lip. Interior has dark 
brown glaze. Unique ID: EB05.

03947 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

03948 6

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Unglazed.03949 4

red earthenware, coarse slipped holloware Thermally altered. Green slip on 
interior and exterior.

03950 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Floral 
motif.

03951 1

Operation Sub-total - 156

156Quadrant Sub-total -

156Layer Sub-total -

156Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 6

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09100 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09101 1

pearlware Edgeware, general unidentifiable09102 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.09103 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.09104 1

Operation Sub-total - 11

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Layer Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

167Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03890 66

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03891 13

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.03892 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered rims.03893 2

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned banding.03894 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03895 38

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Various rim sherds.03896 5

creamware Royal rim flatware03897 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03898 21

pearlware factory slip, banded unidentifiable Annular blue band.03899 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla holloware Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Decorative 
motif unidentified.

03900 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable03901 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03902 4
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unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
cross-hatched pattern.

03903 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue edgeware.03904 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb within a blue border 
below the interior rim.

03905 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim with 
blue geometric motif with some floral 
elements.

03906 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd. Brown line 
below rim, cannot tell if it is the 
exterior or interior.

03907 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03908 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.03909 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03910 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Thick reddish-
brown glaze on interior.

03911 2

porcelain undecorated holloware Thermally altered. High Chinese style 
foot ring.

03912 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze 
interior.

03913 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze on interior and exterior.

03914 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03915 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03916 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Rim is scalloped 
and body is facetted or panelled.

03917 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware03918 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Thermally altered footring/base with 
hand-painted overglaze in red and 
black on body exterior.

03919 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear salt-glaze on 
exterior.

03920 1

Operation Sub-total - 188

188Quadrant Sub-total -

188Layer Sub-total -

188Feature Sub-total -

188Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03860 109

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Various rim sherds.03861 9

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03862 12

creamware moulded holloware Moulded basketweave pattern on 
exterior.

03864 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03865 26
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown glaze on interior 
and exterior.

03866 10

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue hand-painted. One sherd has an 
asterisk-star while the other is 
unidentifiable.

03867 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware. One sherd is rococo.03868 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03869 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Interior cross-hatching with 
unidentified exterior strokes.

03870 1

creamware undecorated holloware Flat foot and part of a base and body, 
robust vessel.

03871 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03872 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise flatware Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze; floral/foliate 
designs on interior.

03873 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Rim is lined 
with a chain of beads with a central 
dot. Below this chain is a band of 
floral and geometric designs.

03874 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted blue 
underglaze. Interior decorated with 
foliate motif. Possibly island motif.

03875 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03876 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black. Interior has 
remnants of black paint in an 
undulating chain motif. Exterior 
undecorated. Rim is scalloped and 
body is panelled or faceted.

03877 1

creamware factory slip holloware Yellow slip.03878 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Interior has band of red 
bordered by black below rim. Exterior 
has floral motif.

03879 2

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Blue line.03880 1

red earthenware, refined glazed holloware Thermally altered rim with flattened, 
downward sloping collar. Dark brown 
glaze on interior and exterior. Unique 
ID: H04.

03881 1

stoneware glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze on 
exterior.

03882 1

Operation Sub-total - 190

190Quadrant Sub-total -

190Layer Sub-total -

190Feature Sub-total -

190Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-202
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Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03830 51

creamware undecorated flatware03831 3

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Various rims.03832 3

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware Royal Rim?03833 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03834 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03835 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03836 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.03837 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Paint has worn 
away but an impression of the floral 
motif is still visible.

03838 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Exterior has floral/foliate motif. 
Interior has a thick red band 
accentuated with a thin black band 
below the rim.

03839 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Lustrous brown 
glaze.

03840 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Lustrous brown 
glaze.

03841 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze.03842 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.03843 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Exfoliated interior. Unglazed exterior.03844 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03845 2

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Unidentified rim.03846 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware03847 1

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Rim sherd. Pattern unidentifiable.03848 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. Pattern 
unidentifiable although some foliage is 
discernible.

03849 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03850 1

pearlware undecorated flatware03863 1

Operation Sub-total - 101

101Quadrant Sub-total -

101Layer Sub-total -

101Feature Sub-total -

101Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 506-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable03810 101

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03811 23

jackfield glazed holloware03812 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.03813 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled greenish-
brown glaze on interior.

03814 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered.03815 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding.03816 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Interior design is a thin red line below 
rim with floral motifs below. One 
sherd has a second straight line below 
the rim embellished with a scalloped 
line and dots along the scallops.

03817 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black. Interior 
design is an undulating chain below 
the rim. The rim is scalloped and the 
body facetted or panelled.

03818 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral motifs.

03819 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on exterior and possibly 
some slip-trailed paint on the edge of 
one sherd.

03820 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03821 6

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line along inner rim.03822 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Red line below inner rim.03823 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Various blue transferprint sherds.03824 10

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze on interior. 
Motif unidentifiable.

03825 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze with 
Chinoiserie patterns on interior below 
rims. Geometric and foliate.

03826 2

Operation Sub-total - 162

162Quadrant Sub-total -

162Layer Sub-total -

162Feature Sub-total -

162Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-236

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03800 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -
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1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-230

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03790 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03791 13

creamware unidentified unidentifiable03792 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in faded black and 
red. Small wedge foot with a portion 
of the body base. Most of the motif 
paint has worn away. Interior base 
design is architectural with some 
foliage.

03793 1

Operation Sub-total - 26

26Quadrant Sub-total -

26Layer Sub-total -

26Feature Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03770 11

creamware undecorated flatware03771 2

creamware feathered edge unidentifiable Rim.03772 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Exfoliated.03773 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03774 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03775 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.03776 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.03777 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Cross-hatch pattern with dot in centre 
of each compartment. Some floral 
motif as well.

03778 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.03779 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted blue 
underglaze pattern on interior body 
base. Unidentifiable motif (mostly 
linear on this fragment).

03780 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcleain with hand-
painted blue underglaze. Wedge foot 
with partial base of body. Interior of 
base has floral pattern.

03781 1

Operation Sub-total - 28

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Layer Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03750 21

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03751 14

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03752 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03753 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03754 4

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03755 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03756 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03757 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted blue underglaze. Exterior 
floral motif. Interior geometric cross-
hatched band below rim.

03758 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Hand-painted overglaze impression 
upon closer inspection. Foliate/floral 
motif.

03759 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable03760 1

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered. Thin clear(?) slip.03761 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered. Bath pattern rims.03762 2

Operation Sub-total - 62

62Quadrant Sub-total -

62Layer Sub-total -

62Feature Sub-total -

62Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03730 6

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.03731 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03732 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentified.03733 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric rim border. Olive 
brown line painted along top of rim.

03734 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue sedgeware.03735 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Pattern unidentifiable.

03736 1

jackfield glazed holloware03737 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red (burnt to a brown colour). 
Interior band of rosettes below the rim.

03738 1

creamware engine turned bowl, general Engine-turned vessel with exterior 
moulded banding on body and a 
beaded band below rim. Match with 
Cat. 03009. Unique ID: B5.

03739 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim.03740 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Interior decorated with a linear band 
filled with dots and below a flower on 
the body.

03741 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Interior and exterior 
sides hard to discern. One side has a 
geometric border below rim. Other 
side has unidentified motif.

03742 1

Operation Sub-total - 20

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Layer Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-211

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03700 69

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03701 3

creamware unidentified unidentifiable03702 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03703 35

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03704 9

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thin brown line.03705 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Brown line and a partial 
green leaf.

03706 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware. Heavily exfoliated.03707 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Pattern 
unidentifiable.

03708 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03709 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted 
underglaze in red and black. Most of 
the paint has worn off but motifs are 
still visible under close inspection. 
Floral and geometric compartments.

03710 5

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in faded red and 
black. Pattern unidentifiable.

03711 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Orange and blue paint.03712 2

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Hand-painted overglaze impression 
visible under light. One sherd has the 
letters "-orite" with possibly the end of 
a "v" before it (word = favorite?).

03713 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint rim sherds with 
brown or blue lines along top edge of 
rim.

03714 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03715 6

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded foliate pattern.03716 2

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded band.03717 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Thermally altered.03718 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue floral (lotus?) 
pattern on rim.

03719 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and cross-hatching motifs.03720 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral patterns.03721 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue foliate pattern.03722 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03723 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Flat base with mottled brown glaze on 
interior.

03724 1

Operation Sub-total - 165

165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Layer Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03670 68

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03671 19

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03672 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03673 14

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03674 8

creamware Royal rim plate, table Mended rim sherds.03675 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03676 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze on interior. Undecorated exterior.

03677 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted. 
Motif unidentifiable. Horizontal lines 
and dabs of blue.

03678 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below rim on interior.03679 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03680 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03681 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and cross-hatching patterns.03682 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03683 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue, green and orange paint.03684 6

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral motifs. Some paint has worn 
away leaving only the impression from 
the paint.

03685 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03686 5

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03687 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable The roof tips of pagodas are depicted.03688 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03689 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. High Chinese-style  
foot. Very thick, probably for a bigger 
vessel. Chinese export porcelain with 
hand-painted overglaze in black and 
red. Exterior décor around foot is a 
rosette band embellished above by a 
scalloped line dotted at the tips of the 
scallops. Unique ID: H02.

03690 1

Operation Sub-total - 149

149Quadrant Sub-total -

149Layer Sub-total -

149Feature Sub-total -

149Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03650 77

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03651 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03652 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03653 4

creamware unidentified unidentifiable03654 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03655 31

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03656 9

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03657 3
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stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown and 
clear glaze.

03658 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Rim sherd with outflaring rim and flat 
lip. Dark brown glaze. Maybe part of 
jug Cat. 05618.

03659 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03660 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.03661 4

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue, green and orange paint.03662 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Hand-painted overglaze motif visible 
upon close inspection. Floral motif.

03663 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Mocha.03664 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03665 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
glaze.

03666 4

unidentifiable moulded holloware Thermally altered. Porcellaneous 
material with a moulded exterior in a 
floral pattern. Possibly bone china. 
May have a thin white slip over 
exterior.

03667 1

Operation Sub-total - 158

158Quadrant Sub-total -

158Layer Sub-total -

158Feature Sub-total -

158Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03620 53

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03621 8

creamware moulded holloware Moulded on exterior in a "basket 
weave" pattern.

03622 1

creamware Royal rim flatware03623 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03624 4

white salt-glazed stoneware Bath pattern rim flatware03625 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable03626 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03627 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral-geometric motif.03628 5

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable03629 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Moulded and painted blue.03630 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03631 20

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown mottled slip on exterior. 
Lighter brown mottled slip on interior. 
Exterior has a band of impressed 
rectangles.

03632 1

jackfield glazed holloware03633 3
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canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnant impression of hand-painted 
overglaze design. Pattern is a line of 
spiral loops and possible flowers.

03634 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03635 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03636 21

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Thermally altered rim sherd. Dark 
brown mottled glaze on interior and 
exterior.

03637 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Most of the paint is 
worn away but pattern is still visible. 
Floral and geometric compartments.

03638 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral and geometric patterns.

03639 10

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
gilt. Rosette border below rim on 
interior.

03640 1

Operation Sub-total - 146

146Quadrant Sub-total -

146Layer Sub-total -

146Feature Sub-total -

146Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03600 46

creamware unidentified unidentifiable03601 4

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Moulded external 
body piece. Unidentifiable.

03602 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03603 20

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03604 23

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03605 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Paint has worn off but pattern is still 
visible upon closer inspection and is a 
floral motif.

03606 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Thin 
horizontal line below rim on interior.

03607 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable03608 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Border of spirals.03609 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03610 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.03611 1
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jackfield undecorated holloware03612 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze on interior and exterior.

03613 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.03614 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated. One small bit of greenish-
brown glaze on body.

03615 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Red and black enamels. Exterior and 
interior painted motif. Exterior motif is 
floral, interior is unidentifiable.

03616 1

Operation Sub-total - 115

115Quadrant Sub-total -

115Layer Sub-total -

115Feature Sub-total -

115Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03570 61

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03571 8

creamware unidentified unidentifiable03572 6

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned bands.03573 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.03574 4

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered base sherd.03575 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

03576 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Olive greenish-
brown glaze.

03577 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03578 10

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motifs, 
patterns unidentifiable.

03579 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03580 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03581 27

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Patterns 
unidentifiable, mostly floral.

03582 7

pearlware transfer print, Olde Blue unidentifiable Floral.03583 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Pattern unidentifiable.03584 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable03585 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Small wedged foot ring and body 
sherd with interior fluted moulding.

03586 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint on interior. Pattern is cross-
hatching with a dot in the centre of 
each compartment.

03587 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Dendritic.03588 1
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creamware Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Intertwined red enamel lines in a helix-
esque formation.

03589 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.03590 2

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03591 1

unidentifiable slipped holloware White slipped handle with trefoil-like 
moulding.

03592 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Foot/body sherd 
with thin horizontal lines on body 
(moulded to look like woven basket?). 
English porcelain.

03593 1

Operation Sub-total - 148

148Quadrant Sub-total -

148Layer Sub-total -

148Feature Sub-total -

148Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03550 51

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03551 13

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.03552 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.03553 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze.

03554 3

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherd.03555 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.03556 3

tin enamelled undecorated holloware03557 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Thermally altered. Interior fluted 
moulding.

03558 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze motif on interior. 
Paint has been worn away. Pattern is 
unidentifiable as the sample is too 
small.

03559 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern?03560 1

stoneware slipped holloware Clear glaze on exterior and a rose 
coloured slip on interior.

03561 1

jackfield glazed holloware03562 1

stoneware undecorated holloware Thermally altered.03563 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Pattern unidentifiable.

03564 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03565 17

Operation Sub-total - 102

102Quadrant Sub-total -

102Layer Sub-total -
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102Feature Sub-total -

102Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03520 43

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03521 6

creamware Royal rim flatware03522 2

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rim.03523 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03524 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03525 18

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered. Clear glaze.03526 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03527 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
glaze on interior.

03528 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware03529 2

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.03530 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim.03531 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03532 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03533 2

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered floral motif.03534 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain. 
Motif unidentifiable.

03535 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03536 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03537 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03538 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue and green paint.03539 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Exterior has a 
foliate motif. Interior has a thin 
horizontal line below the rim followed 
by a thicker line beneath. Some brush 
strokes from the unidentifiable body 
motif overlap the thick line band.

03540 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Partially exfoliated.03541 1

Operation Sub-total - 102

102Quadrant Sub-total -

102Layer Sub-total -

102Feature Sub-total -

102Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 505-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:
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Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03490 48

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03491 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03492 13

creamware Royal rim flatware03493 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03494 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03495 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Geometric motifs with some floral 
areas.

03496 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Exterior pattern has 
faded but is floral upon close 
inspection. Interior pattern has rosette 
border below rim and then 
embellishment of this border with 
sweeping curlicued lines before the 
unidentifiable body motif begins.

03497 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Panelled or faceted rims. Chinese 
export porcelain with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black. Floral 
motifs.

03498 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Orange and green paint.03499 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware03500 2

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Exfoliated on one side, undecorated on 
other.

03501 1

jackfield glazed holloware03502 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered and heavily 
exfoliated. Fragments of dark brown 
mottled glaze.

03503 3

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded with flower petals 
(sunflower).

03504 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Flat base and cylindrical body 
fragments of a vessel with dark 
reddish-brown mottled glaze. Probably 
same vessel as Cat. 02398. Unique ID: 
H01.

03505 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.03506 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain.03507 3

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois bowl, general Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze. Interior motif is a 
mixed geometric and floral border 
band below rim. Four sherds in one 
mend. Exterior motif is a landscape or 
waterscape. Unique ID: CHI-B02.

03508 8
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unidentifiable moulded holloware Thermally altered. Porcellaneous 
material with exterior moulding in a 
band of thin waved horizontal lines. 
Part of a moulded scene above/below 
this band.

03509 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03510 25

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Thermally altered small container base.03511 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered fragments.03512 3

unidentifiable unidentified saucer Thermally altered foot/base sherd, 
small annular footring.

03513 1

Operation Sub-total - 147

147Quadrant Sub-total -

147Layer Sub-total -

147Feature Sub-total -

147Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03460 58

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03461 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03462 18

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.03463 5

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable03464 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03465 15

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
remnants. Motif visible although paint 
has worn away. Floral.

03466 4

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable as sample is 
too small.

03467 5

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03468 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

03469 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze on 
interior.

03470 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue undergla unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted underglaze on interior. Motif 
unidentifiable.

03471 1

creamware factory slip holloware Marbling.03472 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and gilt 
on the interior rim. Rosette border 
below rim with unidentifiable body 
motif.

03473 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line along top edge of rim and 
unidentifiable motif on interior body.

03474 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Crude blue honeycomb border below 
interior rim.

03475 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd. Blue botanical 
motif.

03476 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Blue edgeware. Exfoliated.03477 1

unidentifiable transfer print holloware Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
on exterior and interior.

03478 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue  edgeware.03479 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint on 
exterior.

03480 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line along edge of interior rim.03481 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable03482 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Paint colours: blue, 
green, brown.

03483 1

rosso antico undecorated holloware High, straight foot ring.03484 1

creamware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Interwoven plaits 
creating a basket-weave pattern.

03485 1

Operation Sub-total - 132

132Quadrant Sub-total -

132Layer Sub-total -

132Feature Sub-total -

132Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-209

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03440 61

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03441 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03442 14

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03443 23

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03444 5

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03445 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03446 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Thick porcelain 
foot wedge.

03447 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03448 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape motif.03449 3

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motif.03450 2

red earthenware, refined undecorated holloware03451 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green, blue and orange paint.03452 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Rim sherd with painted brown line 
along top of rim, blue motif.

03453 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Exfoliated on interior. Blue line on the 
rim.

03454 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Footring/base sherd with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black paint on the 
exterior. Motif shows a cross-hatch 
pattern with dots in the compartments.

03455 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Footring/base with hand-painted 
overglaze in red and black on interior 
of base. Landscape motif with houses 
and a mountain in the background.

03456 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded teacup High Chinese-style foot ring with a 
portion of body that is moulded with 
shallow fluting on the exterior. Unique 
ID: T6.

03457 1

Operation Sub-total - 131

131Quadrant Sub-total -

131Layer Sub-total -

131Feature Sub-total -

131Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03410 78

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03411 27

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03412 33

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03413 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03414 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable03415 9

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
gilt. Floral motifs.

03416 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Paint has worn away but an impression 
of the motif is visible upon closer 
inspection. Interior is painted with a 
rosette band below the rim and then a 
band of crosshatching with dots in the 
centre of each compartment.

03417 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric band of triangles 
below rim.

03418 1

canary ware hand-painted, overglaze holloware Remnants of red hand-painted 
overglaze. Upon closer inspection a 
floral motif impression is visible.

03419 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dendritic.03420 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze and part of a brown slip-
trailed design.

03421 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue hand-painted rim and interior 
swag lines from the rim.

03422 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim fragment.03423 1
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jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03424 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze on interior 
and exterior.

03425 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

03426 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Colours are blue, green 
and brown.

03427 3

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.03428 1

creamware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd with hand-painted 
blue line below rim.

03429 1

red earthenware, refined undecorated holloware03430 1

red earthenware, refined slipped holloware Slipped fine red earthenware. Possible 
bottle neck or spout.

03431 1

creamware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Braided or 
interwoven plaits of creamware 
creating a basket-weave pattern.

03432 1

Operation Sub-total - 174

174Quadrant Sub-total -

174Layer Sub-total -

174Feature Sub-total -

174Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03380 67

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03381 18

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rim.03382 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration is 
visible but unidentifiable beyond that.

03383 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03384 21

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03385 11

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.03386 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03387 3

stoneware slipped holloware Clear glaze.03388 1

buff earthenware undecorated holloware No glaze.03389 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03390 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Scalloped rim sherds. Geometric blue 
motifs on interior. Pearl band below 
rim.

03391 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Horizontal brown line below rim on 
interior and exterior.

03392 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable, not a large enough 
sample.

03393 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03394 1
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tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Body sherd with 
four blue painted horizontal bands on 
the body.

03395 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Floral and cross-hatching.03396 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03397 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motifs unidentifiable.03398 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03399 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and floral motifs.03400 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03401 1

jackfield glazed holloware03402 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Blue, green and orange paint.03403 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

03404 7

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese export porcelain footring/base 
with hand-painted overglaze in red and 
black paint on interior base. 
Architectural motif with foliage and 
the possible body of a person playing a 
stringed instrument.

03405 2

Operation Sub-total - 165

165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Layer Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Rim/foot sherd with blue-painted 
Chinoiserie waterscape scene. Swag 
border between two horizontal lines 
below rim.

03340 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03341 74

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered creamware.03342 15

creamware moulded unidentifiable Moulded creamware. Moulding design 
unidentifiable as sherds are too small.

03343 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03344 27

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03345 2

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.03346 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Salt glaze.03347 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03348 14

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable as sherds are 
small and somewhat exfoliated.

03349 4

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable03350 5
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stoneware slipped holloware North American grey stoneware with 
clear glaze and incised horizontal band 
painted with cobalt blue.

03352 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03353 3

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Yellowish-brown exterior paint. No 
motif decoration.

03354 1

jackfield glazed holloware03355 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.03356 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.03357 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Pattern unidentifiable. Paint colour is 
orangey-yellow.

03358 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03359 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Thermally altered.03360 1

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Painted blue 
horizontal bands.

03361 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Thin 
horizontal line below rim with a 
parallel garland-esque line below it. 
Interior body is also panelled or 
faceted.

03362 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03363 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03364 2

pearlware edgeware, straight unidentifiable Blue straight edgeware with thin 
incised band below rim on interior.

03365 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Floral motifs.

03366 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Only interior sides are painted.03367 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Floral motif on 
exterior and interior.

03368 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue cross-hatched border. Only on 
interior side.

03369 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Fluted moulding on interior.03370 1

RWE transfer print unidentifiable Red transferprint. Floral landscape.03371 1

Operation Sub-total - 183

183Quadrant Sub-total -

183Layer Sub-total -

183Feature Sub-total -

183Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03310 40

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03311 14

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.03312 2
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creamware Royal rim flatware Rim fragment.03313 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table Mended rim sherd with heavy thermal 
alteration.

03314 2

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, table Thermally altered rim sherd, thicker 
body than cat.#03314.

03315 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03316 21

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03317 21

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered. Bath pattern rim 
sherd.

03318 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration 
visible through the burnt encrustation, 
but not identifiable beyond that.

03319 2

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Body sherd with 
blue painted horizontal bands.

03320 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable03321 2

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Motif unidentifiable. Paint colours are 
green, dark brown and an orangey-
brown.

03322 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Exfoliated. Exterior side of green 
edgeware.

03323 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric and floral motifs.03324 7

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Floral motif.03325 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze in a 
Chinoiserie foliate pattern. Pearl band 
with dots in centre below rim.

03326 1

unidentifiable glazed holloware Thermally altered. Porcellaneous 
material but does not feel like 
porcelain. May be bone china. No 
motif.

03327 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.03328 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

03329 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

03330 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior.03331 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown glaze on 
interior and exterior.

03332 1

Operation Sub-total - 128

128Quadrant Sub-total -

128Layer Sub-total -

128Feature Sub-total -

128Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03280 40
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creamware undecorated flatware03281 9

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03282 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03283 18

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered.03284 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03285 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable03286 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered flat base sherd. 
Remnants of dark brown mottled glaze 
on interior.

03287 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03288 14

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Body sherd with 
three thin blue painted horizontal 
bands on the body.

03289 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03290 4

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.03291 3

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.03292 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.03293 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red enamelled curving lines.03294 1

jackfield glazed holloware03295 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.03296 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glaze. Heavily exfoliated.03297 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.03298 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.03299 5

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable03300 6

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Paint has worn 
away, but motif impression is still 
visible upon close inspection. Floral 
motif.

03301 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
gilt. Interior motif consists of a band 
of rosettes below the rim and portions 
of unidentifiable body décor.

03302 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable as sample is 
too small.

03303 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Island motif.03304 2

Operation Sub-total - 134

134Quadrant Sub-total -

134Layer Sub-total -

134Feature Sub-total -

134Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable03260 82

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03261 17

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim sherds.03262 6

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable as sherds are 
too small.

03263 4

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03264 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03265 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03266 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue spiral and unidentifiable motifs.03267 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03268 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint which has largely faded on the 
sherds. Motif is floral on exterior and 
interior.

03269 2

pearlware moulded holloware Blue transferprint honeycomb border 
with moulded exterior body into 
parallel ribs.

03270 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching below interior rim.03271 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.03272 1

Operation Sub-total - 124

124Quadrant Sub-total -

124Layer Sub-total -

124Feature Sub-total -

124Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03240 63

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.03241 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03242 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03243 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03244 8

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.03245 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.03246 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03247 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.03248 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03249 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03250 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Motifs are flora, undulating 
chain, and horizontal banded lines 
below the rim.

03251 2
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black on 
exterior. Motif is a curlicued vine.

03252 1

Operation Sub-total - 105

105Quadrant Sub-total -

105Layer Sub-total -

105Feature Sub-total -

105Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03220 74

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03221 11

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03222 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03223 8

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Body sherd with interior fluted 
moulding.

03224 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric grid. Two sherds are 
almost fully exfoliated and difficult to 
ascertain the motif from.

03225 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue. One sherd only has some 
colouring with no distinct 
brushstrokes. The other has some 
parallel lines.

03226 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior. 
Unglazed exterior.

03227 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motifs on 
interior.

03228 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in faded black and 
red. Pattern looks geometric (squares 
and rectangles) but may be a smaller 
piece of an architectural scene.

03229 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black. Some of 
the painted motif has worn away. 
Motif is floral, with a possible 
undulating chain below the rim. 
Scalloped rim.

03230 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Rim sherd with 
painted olive greenish-brown line 
along top of rim. Blue print on interior 
of sherd and is geometric pearl pattern. 
Rim is scalloped.

03231 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03232 1

black basalt undecorated lid Lid fragment. Smooth finish.03233 1

Operation Sub-total - 114

114Quadrant Sub-total -

114Layer Sub-total -
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114Feature Sub-total -

114Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 504-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03200 71

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03201 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03202 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03203 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03204 4

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Fluted moulding pattern on interior 
and exterior.

03205 2

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable03206 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glaze on exterior, mottled 
brown glaze on interior.

03207 1

jackfield glazed holloware03208 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.03209 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue. One sherd looks like it has a 
cross-hatching pattern, the other is too 
fragmentary to determine a motif.

03210 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint with honeycomb-
like stamp. Crude as if the print has 
slipped.

03211 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03212 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black paint. Paint 
has faded. Floral motif with a 
horizontal line just below the rim.

03213 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Floral motif. Paint has faded in 
some portions and the design is still 
visible upon closer inspection.

03214 3

Operation Sub-total - 113

113Quadrant Sub-total -

113Layer Sub-total -

113Feature Sub-total -

113Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-227

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03190 12

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim sherd.03191 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03192 1
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porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03193 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03194 5

Operation Sub-total - 20

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Layer Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03170 9

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03171 12

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03172 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.03173 1

jackfield glazed holloware03174 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03175 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line. Too small to identify 
specifically.

03176 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line parallel to rim on the 
interior.

03177 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown. Paint covers the entire exterior 
surface so it is hard to differentiate a 
specific motif.

03178 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03179 2

Operation Sub-total - 36

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Layer Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

36Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-208

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03140 90

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim sherds.03141 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03142 19

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Rim sherds with hand-painted blue 
line along top of rim. Each sherd is 
half exfoliated so further motif is 
unidentifiable.

03143 4

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03144 5

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware rim sherds. Exfoliated.03145 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03146 6
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape motifs and geometric 
patterns.

03147 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03148 9

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown mottled glaze.03149 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.03150 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Scalloped Chinese export porcelain 
rim sherd. Interior decoration in hand-
painted overglaze although paint has 
worn away leaving only an impression 
of the design. The design is a wavy 
chain below the rim.

03151 1

unidentifiable feathered edge unidentifiable Thermally altered. Likely creamware. 
"Feather edge" rim moulding.

03152 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Body fragments. Spatter paint in blue, 
green and orange.

03153 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line.03154 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black. Paint is 
fading away. Floral motif.

03155 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Flower (tulip shape) in orange and 
brown.

03156 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Brown paint is evident on both sherds, 
but heavy exfoliation makes it hard to 
distinguish the motif.

03157 2

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Exterior unglazed. Interior is 
exfoliated.

03158 1

porcelain undecorated saucer Undecorated foot and part of body.03159 1

Operation Sub-total - 161

161Quadrant Sub-total -

161Layer Sub-total -

161Feature Sub-total -

161Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03110 71

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03111 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03112 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered rim sherds.03113 3

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rim.03114 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.03115 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03116 14

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated rim. Blue decoration seen 
along upper edge of rim but cannot 
identify motif.

03117 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.03118 1
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable03119 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified unidentifiable Large clump of previously shaped red 
earthenware. Misfired clay? Part of it 
is formed into a holloware jar mouth 
opening.

03120 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Heavily thermally altered. Glaze has 
turned black and has a lustrous sheen.

03121 2

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze.03122 1

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered. Glaze has been 
burned off exterior.

03123 1

creamware undecorated holloware03124 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherd with blue scale pattern.03125 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware03126 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Thermally altered.03127 5

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Rosette band, floral motifs on 
body.

03128 4

jackfield glazed holloware03129 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown parallel lines. One is 4mm 
thick, the other is 1mm thick.

03130 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.03131 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue lines are visible, motif 
unidentifiable.

03132 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue, green and orange paint.03133 2

creamware Royal rim plate, table Mended rim sherd. Heavily exfoliated. 
May match Cat. 03084. Unique ID: P8.

03135 2

Operation Sub-total - 135

135Quadrant Sub-total -

135Layer Sub-total -

135Feature Sub-total -

135Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03090 52

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered creamware.03091 7

creamware moulded holloware Moulded body projection. Resembles a 
small wooden log. Exfoliated where it 
attached to the body of the vessel.

03092 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim sherds.03093 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03095 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03096 10

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03097 11
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Motifs are rosette border and 
floral body. Some paint overglaze has 
worn off and impressions of motifs are 
only visible under light.

03098 5

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
floral motifs on interior. Body is 
panelled or faceted.

03099 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue. Heavily exfoliated therefore 
motif is unidentifiable.

03100 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue. Sherd too small to identify 
specific motif.

03101 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Blue, green, and brown motif.03102 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered rim sherd.03103 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled glaze.03104 2

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable03105 1

porcelain undecorated saucer Thermally altered footring/base sherd, 
Chinese export porcelain. No 
decoration visible.

03106 1

Operation Sub-total - 101

101Quadrant Sub-total -

101Layer Sub-total -

101Feature Sub-total -

101Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03070 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03071 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable03072 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral/foliate motifs.03073 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif. Yellow circle buds with 
brown stems/branches. A small bit of 
green visible as well.

03074 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue line along the top of the rim.03075 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03076 1

creamware moulded holloware Handle composed of twisted strands. 
For a small vessel.

03077 1

jackfield glazed holloware Glazed.03078 1

stoneware slipped holloware Exterior brown mottled glaze.03079 1

black basalt moulded teapot Body sherd, carinated shoulder with 
moulded flowers on side and top. May 
be part of vessel Cat. 00510.

03080 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with interior 
hand-painted overglaze in black. 
Undulating chain pattern below rim. 
Rim is scalloped and body is panelled 
or faceted.

03081 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
floral motif on interior and exterior. 
Paint has worn away and motif is 
visible upon close inspection.

03082 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03083 1

creamware Bath pattern rim plate, twiffler Unique ID: CRE-TWI0203084 1

Operation Sub-total - 23

23Quadrant Sub-total -

23Layer Sub-total -

23Feature Sub-total -

23Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03040 68

creamware undecorated flatware03041 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03042 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03043 13

creamware unidentified flatware Rim fragments.03044 5

creamware Royal rim plate, table03045 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered rim sherds.03046 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03047 24

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Floral motifs. Some paint has 
worn away and the motifs are only 
visible upon closer inspection.

03048 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered and caked with 
incrustration. Motif appears to be blue 
hand-painted floral. Chinese porcelain.

03049 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Exfoliated rim sherd with painted 
floral motif in brown and blue.

03050 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Partially exfoliated rim sherd. Blue 
edgeware.

03051 1

stoneware lustre holloware Thermally altered. Dark brownish-
black.

03052 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motifs.03053 3

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome holloware Rim sherd with blue horizontal line 
below rim on exterior and interior. 
Exterior also shows part of a plant or 
flower in blue on the body.

03054 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric bead below rim. Other 
geometric patterns below the bead 
band show crosses in cross-hatching 
compartments. Rim is hand-painted 
with an early palette brown.

03055 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Probably landscape scenery, blue.03056 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue 
handpainted motifs. Interior rim has a 
band of cross-hatching below the rim. 
Exterior rim is decorated with a flower.

03057 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Blue-printed honeycomb border below 
rim. Almost stamp-like, somewhat 
crude. Porcellaneous ceramic 
composition.

03058 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Interior rim is cross-
hatched. Exterior body has a partial 
umbrella-like design.

03059 1

unidentifiable moulded holloware Porcellaneous material with exterior 
moulding. Orange peel texture and fine 
ribbing.

03060 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue and green paint.03061 1

creamware moulded holloware Rim sherd with band of moulded 
beading below rim.

03062 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze.03063 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.03064 2

Operation Sub-total - 150

150Quadrant Sub-total -

150Layer Sub-total -

150Feature Sub-total -

150Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable03010 51

creamware undecorated flatware03011 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.03012 14

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Foot and partial body base. Wedge 
foot.

03013 1

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherd.03014 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable03015 15

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.03017 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.03018 21

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim dish, meat Thermally altered. Rim sherd.03019 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown, blue and green motif 
unidentifiable.

03020 2
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stoneware salt-glazed holloware Dark brown glazed rim sherd, 
outflaring rim with wide flat lip. May 
be part of jug Cat. 05618. Unique ID: 
H02.

03021 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware rim sherds.03022 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

03023 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain. Blue floral motif.03024 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral motifs. Exterior of sherd 
shows a partial flower vase containing 
a flower on its right side. Interior of 
the sherd has sub-rim border of cross-
hatching below which is geometric 
embellishment.

03025 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Rim sherd with 
partial flower petals on the exterior. 
Interior is caked with incrustration and 
obstructs a pattern which is most likely 
a sub-rim band of cross-hatching.

03026 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Most likely Blue Willow.03027 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint with painted brown 
line along top of rim. Transferprint is 
smudged and unidentifiable.

03028 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.03029 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.03030 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.03031 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Rim sherd with early palette hand-
painted intertwined wavy lines in red. 
Painting on interior. Rim may be 
moulded with beads but it is slightly 
scuffed/exfoliated and difficult to 
confirm.

03032 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black paint. Interior rim 
decorated with a band of rosettes in 
black and red. Exterior decoration is 
not visible due to incrustation.

03033 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Motifs are on exterior and 
interior. Floral and geometric. Diaper-
dot, hexagonal honeycomb, etc.

03034 5

creamware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Interwoven strands 
creating a basketweave.

03035 1

Operation Sub-total - 140

140Quadrant Sub-total -

140Layer Sub-total -

140Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Layer: Fill
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09060 4

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Blue motif.09061 3

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered. Some exfoliation.09062 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue transferprint below interior rim. 
Key pattern filled in with lozenge 
pattern. Rim is hand-painted with an 
early palette brown. Unique ID: PE-
SAU21.

09063 1

unidentifiable undecorated saucer Thermally altered.09064 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09065 1

Operation Sub-total - 11

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Layer Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

151Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02980 48

creamware undecorated holloware02981 5

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.02982 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02983 5

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable02984 7

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Exterior has the head of an 
Asian man. Interior is a red band 
below the rim.

02985 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red on 
the exterior. Figure is unidentifiable 
but some geometric patterning is seen 
around the edges.

02986 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02987 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Portion of a foot ring that is 
almost 1 inch in height. Just above the 
bottom of the foot is a black and red 
band of rosettes further embellished 
above with a band of horizontal lines: 
the first is straight, the second 
scalloped and the third consisting of 
dots along the points of the scalloped 
line. Unique ID: RH02.

02988 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Orange and green paint.02990 1
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pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware rim sherd. Exfoliated.02991 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware rim sherd. Exfoliated.02992 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim 
sherd. Blue geometric and floral 
motifs. Body may be panelled or 
faceted.

02993 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue design unidentifiable.02994 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.02995 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted blue 
underglaze. Motif unidentifiable.

02996 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Rm sherd with blue honeycomb border 
below rim on interior and exterior. 
Exterior body is moulded into vertical 
ribs below the honeycomb border.

02997 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.02998 2

pearlware moulded holloware Handle.02999 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03000 9

Operation Sub-total - 93

93Quadrant Sub-total -

93Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Ash Layer

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated holloware03001 28

creamware undecorated flatware03002 3

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim fragment.03003 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.03004 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.03005 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Two 
horizontal lines below the rim on the 
exterior. The body is also panelled or 
faceted.

03006 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Thermally altered porcelain foot ring 
with partial body base. High Chinese 
style foot for a bowl or cup.

03007 1

creamware engine turned bowl, general Rim has a thin impressed beaded band 
just below the rim. Seven sherds mend. 
Body has engine turned bands. Unique 
ID: B5.

03009 7

Operation Sub-total - 43

43Quadrant Sub-total -

43Layer Sub-total -

136Feature Sub-total -

136Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02960 81

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02961 11

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02962 6

creamware unidentified flatware Rm sherds.02963 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02964 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02965 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Island motif.

02966 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Overglaze paint has 
worn away but floral motif impression 
is still visible upon close inspection.

02967 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Rosette border motif below rim on 
interior. Below rosette border, cross-
hatching with central dot in each 
compartment.

02968 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with blue hand-painted 
underglaze. Geometric motifs on both 
sides of the sherd.

02969 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Thermally altered.02970 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.02971 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled glaze.02972 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02973 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Undecorated.18870 1

Operation Sub-total - 114

114Quadrant Sub-total -

114Layer Sub-total -

114Feature Sub-total -

114Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02940 149

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02941 5

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02942 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02943 27

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02944 3

porcelain undecorated holloware02945 3
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Most paint has worn away and 
only impressions of the motif are 
visible. Motif is floral.

02946 7

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Only a thin 
line is visible.

02947 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02948 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Island motif.

02949 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Paint has worn away but floral motif is 
still visible upon closer inspection.

02950 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02951 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02952 6

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching, parallel lines and 
unidentifiable motifs.

02953 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown feathering from rim onto body.02954 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Rim with interior early palette hand-
painted intertwined wavy lines in red.

02955 1

unidentifiable moulded holloware Moulded body with foliate motif. 
Possibly bone china. Porcellaneous 
material.

02956 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable02957 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish brown mottled glaze.02958 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Possibly tin 
enamelled (delftware).

02959 1

Operation Sub-total - 221

221Quadrant Sub-total -

221Layer Sub-total -

221Feature Sub-total -

221Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 503-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02920 49

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02921 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02922 6

creamware moulded unidentifiable Thin braided strands  forming a handle.02923 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02924 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

02925 2

unidentifiable moulded holloware Thermally altered. Foot/base sherd 
with exterior ridged moulding. English 
porcelain.

02926 1
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unidentifiable moulded holloware Thermally altered. Porcellaneous 
material with moulding on exterior 
side. Moulding looks and feels like an 
orange peel and it is framed by a thinly 
moulded band. Possibly bone china.

02927 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02928 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted underglaze. Geometric 
chinoiserie motif.

02929 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown asterisk-star motif.02930 1

stoneware slipped unidentifiable02931 1

porcelain undecorated saucer Body sherds.02932 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with painted 
motif over the glaze. Paint has worn 
away but an impression of the floral 
motif is still visible upon close 
inspection.

02933 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02934 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim fragment.02935 1

Operation Sub-total - 85

85Quadrant Sub-total -

85Layer Sub-total -

85Feature Sub-total -

85Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-217

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02900 22

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02901 7

creamware unidentified flatware Rim sherd.02902 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.02903 4

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered high wedge footring.02904 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02905 9

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Geometric motif?

02906 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02907 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Mocha.02908 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable02909 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue printing on 
interior of body above foot.

02910 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue pattern 
indistinguishable.

02911 1

Operation Sub-total - 50

50Quadrant Sub-total -

50Layer Sub-total -
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50Feature Sub-total -

50Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02880 32

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02881 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02882 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02883 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Motif is geometric infill of 
compartments. Diaper-dot geometric 
motif.

02884 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02885 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Partial leaf in green.02886 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line below rim on interior of 
sherd.

02887 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Exfoliated rim 
sherd. Blue band below rim contains a 
wave pattern.

02888 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable02889 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.02890 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted underglaze in blue. Exterior 
foliate pattern. Interior band below rim 
with a "fish scale" pattern.

02891 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02892 1

Operation Sub-total - 54

54Quadrant Sub-total -

54Layer Sub-total -

54Feature Sub-total -

54Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02860 53

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02861 13

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02862 2

creamware moulded holloware Fragments of moulded handles from 
small vessels.

02863 2

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Slightly angled foot 
ring. A mix between a high Chinese 
foot ring and a thin wedge foot.

02864 1
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white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Body sherd. Exterior has a thin 
horizontal moulded band with light 
blue paint or glazing. Interior is plain.

02865 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02866 17

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02867 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02868 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Green and blue 
floral motif.

02869 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted Chinoiserie motifs. 
Geometric border below rim consists 
of oval chain with dots in centre. 
Below the chain is a linear foliate 
motif.

02870 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line painted parallel to the rim. 
Rim is scalloped.

02871 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds with blue landscape 
scenery: trees, flowers, plants.

02872 6

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02873 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02874 9

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware. Fragment from just 
below rim.

02875 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. One sherd has an Asian woman's 
face painted on it. The other sherds 
have floral motifs but the paint has 
worn away and the impression is all 
that is visible.

02876 4

Operation Sub-total - 117

117Quadrant Sub-total -

117Layer Sub-total -

117Feature Sub-total -

117Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02830 10

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02831 44

creamware undecorated flatware02832 4

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned bands on body.02833 1

creamware undecorated holloware Foot rings.02834 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02835 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02836 21

white salt-glazed stoneware Bath pattern rim dish, meat Thermally altered. Rim sherd.02837 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with blue hand-painted 
underglaze. Motif is foliate on 
exterior. Foot ring is a high Chinese 
style.

02838 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
motif still visible. Paint has worn off. 
Design is linear.

02839 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze motif on exterior. 
Paint has worn away but floral design 
is visible under light.

02840 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black on interior of sherd. 
Motif is floral. Body is also panelled 
or faceted.

02841 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable02842 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02843 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue brush strokes for petals/leaves?02844 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown horizontal line parallel to rim 
and edge of a leaf/petal.

02845 1

tin enamelled hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue painted line.02846 1

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered. Mottled reddish-
brown and light brown glaze.

02847 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light reddish-brown glaze.02848 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze.02849 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Flat base with dark reddish-brown 
glaze on interior, cylindrical vessel 
form.

02850 1

Operation Sub-total - 103

103Quadrant Sub-total -

103Layer Sub-total -

103Feature Sub-total -

103Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02811 45

creamware undecorated flatware02812 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02813 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02814 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02815 10

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Motif unidentifiable. Green and brown 
brush strokes.

02816 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motif.02817 2
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.02818 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue landscape 
scenes.

02819 2

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.02820 2

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim dish, meat Thermally altered rim sherd.02821 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted underglaze. 
Flower motif.

02822 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable02823 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown glaze.02824 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted scenery. Partial island 
shown.

02825 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Chinese export porcelain with blue 
hand-painted motifs. Motifs are 
geometric, floral, linear, and on both 
sides of the rim sherds.

02826 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered Chinese export 
porcelain with blue hand-painted 
geometric motif on interior side of rim. 
Design is a chain of ovals with dots in 
the centre.

02827 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Motifs indistinguishable, but some 
geometric infill of compartments is 
seen.

02828 6

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. 
Horizontal red line below rim edge 
with a small stroke of red colour on 
the body.

02829 1

Operation Sub-total - 96

96Quadrant Sub-total -

96Layer Sub-total -

96Feature Sub-total -

96Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02790 53

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02791 18

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.02792 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02793 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02794 16
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Base/body sherds, three sherds 
mended into large vessel with flat 
base.Greenish-light brown mottled 
glaze on interior.

02795 6

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02796 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glaze.02797 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02798 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02799 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02800 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif not discernible.02801 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Diaper-dot 
motif.

02802 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric, floral and landscape 
scenes.

02803 8

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable02804 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered foot. Possibly 
moulded. Ware unidentifiable.

02805 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02806 1

Operation Sub-total - 135

135Quadrant Sub-total -

135Layer Sub-total -

135Feature Sub-total -

135Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese blue hand-
painted porcelain. Chinoiserie motifs. 
Band below rim of ovals with dots in 
the centre. Body motif could be a 
landscape.

02780 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02781 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02782 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim 
sherd. Motif is blue geometric circles 
with dots in the centre.

02783 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02784 1

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-198

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:
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Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02750 52

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.02751 18

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02752 14

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.02753 4

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered  rim.02754 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered handle from a small 
vessel.

02755 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim fragment.02756 1

creamware undecorated flatware Rims.02757 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable02758 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02759 13

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue floral and landscape designs.02760 8

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motifs indistinguishable.02761 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02762 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue paint.02763 1

unidentifiable moulded holloware Porcellaneous matrix. Appears to be 
heavily slipped in white. Moulded 
design has a garland that resembles 
holly. Background is moulded 
horizontal lines.

02764 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Insect motif.02765 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration but 
unidentifiable as to whether it is hand-
painted or transferprint.

02766 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Scalloped rim sherd with blue 
geometric and floral bands along the 
rim.

02767 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02768 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered rim sherd, collar 
with concave interior, exterior has 
impressed string line, narrow lip. 
Mottled reddish-brown glaze on 
interior. Unique ID: EB03.

02769 1

porcelain undecorated holloware02770 6

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Motifs are architectural and also 
depiction of a Japanese person in 
ceremonial dress.

02771 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Rims are decorated with a 
rosette band below the rim. Body 
décor below this rosette rim consists of 
floral and landscape scenery. One 
sherd shows the partial face of a 
Japanese man.

02772 4
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Wedge foot fragments. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red. One foot has parallel lines 
around the bottom interior of the foot.

02773 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Thin 
red horizontal line below the rim on 
the interior.

02774 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze bowl, general Complete foot and pedestal base and 
body sherd from a Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
This bowl had a floral motif from 
which the paint has not survived. It is 
visible upon close inspection. 2 
mends, each with three sherds. Unique 
ID: CHI-B01

02775 6

Operation Sub-total - 148

148Quadrant Sub-total -

148Layer Sub-total -

148Feature Sub-total -

148Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-197

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02730 46

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02731 6

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02732 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02733 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02734 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02735 2

unidentifiable moulded holloware Porcellaneous material with moulded 
scene. A human hand on top of a 
barrel.

02736 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02737 3

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Geometric and floral landscape.02738 5

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue band with oval chain and dots in 
centre just below the interior rim.

02739 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02740 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable02741 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. A thin 
horizontal line is painted just below 
the rim. Below the line a floral motif 
impression is visible where paint has 
worn away.

02742 1

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled brown and yellow glaze on 
exterior.

02744 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light brown glaze.02745 1
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Operation Sub-total - 87

87Quadrant Sub-total -

87Layer Sub-total -

87Feature Sub-total -

87Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02710 54

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02711 10

creamware engine turned unidentifiable Incised decoration, motif 
unidentifiable.

02712 1

creamware undecorated holloware Two fragments of an ovoid handle for 
a smaller vessel.

02713 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable02714 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02715 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02716 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02717 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue design unidentifiable.02718 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue parallel lines.02719 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02720 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Motif is floral.

02721 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brownish-green mottled glaze.02722 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark brown glaze.02723 2

Operation Sub-total - 87

87Quadrant Sub-total -

87Layer Sub-total -

87Feature Sub-total -

87Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 502-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02690 74

creamware undecorated flatware02691 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02692 18

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02693 11

creamware moulded holloware Handle entwined with two smaller 
horizontal strands.

02694 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02695 16

porcelain undecorated holloware Body sherd with handle join.02696 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black paint. Most 
of the paint has worn away but the 
floral motif impression is visible under 
light.

02697 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02698 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Asterisk-star.02699 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.02700 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue painted parallel lines.02701 1

rosso antico moulded teapot Sherd with flat base and cylindrical 
body. Continuous moulded Greek Key 
band at base. Unique ID: RA-POT1.

02702 1

Operation Sub-total - 136

136Quadrant Sub-total -

136Layer Sub-total -

136Feature Sub-total -

136Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-217

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02670 19

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02671 7

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02672 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02673 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02674 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02675 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02676 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dendritic pattern.02677 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.02678 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue design unidentifiable.02679 3

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

02680 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Dark brown band with yellow 
undertone just above foot ring.

02681 2

pearlware undecorated holloware Thermally altered. High Chinese style 
footring fragment.

02682 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze.

02683 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Motif is 
foliate and architectural.

02684 2

Operation Sub-total - 54

54Quadrant Sub-total -

54Layer Sub-total -

54Feature Sub-total -

54Unit Subtotal -
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Unit: 501-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02650 60

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.02651 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02652 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02653 14

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral geometric motifs.02654 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motif below rim.02655 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable02656 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching.02657 1

porcelain hand-painted, general holloware Thin blue horizontal line below rim 
under which is a thicker blue band. 
Exterior has small leaves(?) painted 
below the rim.

02658 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Orange and green paint.02659 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze floral motifs. No 
paint survives, but the motif 
impression is visible under light.

02660 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.02661 1

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled yellow and brown glaze with 
rough texture on exterior.

02662 1

white salt-glazed stoneware hand-painted, early palette bowl, general Rim and body sherds with early palette 
hand-painted floral motif. Brown 
horizontal line below scalloped rim. 
Colours: brown, blue, light brown, 
green. Unique ID: WSG-B1.

02663 5

Operation Sub-total - 110

110Quadrant Sub-total -

110Layer Sub-total -

110Feature Sub-total -

110Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02630 37

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02631 6

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02632 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02633 13

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02634 6
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint with gilding. Floral rosette band 
along foot edge.

02635 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.02636 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif, otherwise 
unidentifiable.

02637 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02638 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching below rim on 
interior.

02639 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02640 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Brown rim 
feathering onto interior and exterior 
body.

02641 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02642 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue design is 
visible but cannot distinguish between 
transferprint or hand-painted motif.

02643 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02644 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Reddish-brown 
mottled glaze with a gritty texture.

02645 5

Operation Sub-total - 88

88Quadrant Sub-total -

88Layer Sub-total -

88Feature Sub-total -

88Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02610 30

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02611 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02612 17

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Remnants of yellow paint, motif 
unidentifiable.

02613 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable02614 8

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim sherd 
with interior transfer print rim 
decoration in floral and geometric 
designs. Body also appears to be 
moulded with facetting.

02615 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue brush strokes 
in a Chinoiserie pattern.

02616 1

pearlware moulded flatware Fluted moulding on interior. 
Porcellaneous ceramic composition. 
Saucer?

02617 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration 
visible but indistinguishable between 
hand-painted or transferprint.

02618 1
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pearlware moulded unidentifiable Moulded with green paint on top of 
the moulded design. Motif is 
unidentifiable.

02619 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware with straight lines.02620 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded foot.02621 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
floral motif still visible. Paint has worn 
off.

02622 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior.02623 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02624 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

02625 1

stoneware lustre holloware Thermally altered. Black lustreware 
with gold sheen.

02626 1

stoneware lustre holloware Thermally altered. Lustreware with a 
reddish-brown sheen.

02627 5

Operation Sub-total - 80

80Quadrant Sub-total -

80Layer Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Layer: Rubble Fill outsid

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09050 10

creamware Royal rim flatware09051 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.09052 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.09053 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain. Modified cross-
hatching motif below interior rim. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU17.

09054 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09055 3

Operation Sub-total - 18

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Interior Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware Small wedged footring.09040 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern. Exfoliated on 
one side.

09041 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light brown 
mottled salt-glaze on interior and 
heavily exfoliated off exterior.

09042 1

Operation Sub-total - 4

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Layer Sub-total -
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22Feature Sub-total -

102Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02580 64

creamware engine turned holloware02581 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02582 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02583 13

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02584 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02585 2

porcelain undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Block style foot.02586 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Salt-glazed and 
moulded with thin horizontal lines.

02587 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable02588 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Motif appears 
to be flower petals on a horizontally 
lined background.

02589 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02590 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded banding on body.02591 1

unidentifiable factory slip unidentifiable Brown slip.02592 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02593 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable02594 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02595 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Painted brown line along rim.02596 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable02597 6

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue and orange paint.02598 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light reddish-brown mottled glaze.02599 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Yellowish-brown mottled glaze.02600 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

02601 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

02602 1

Operation Sub-total - 128

128Quadrant Sub-total -

128Layer Sub-total -

128Feature Sub-total -

128Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02560 30
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creamware undecorated flatware02561 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02562 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02563 17

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Blue honeycomb band below rim on 
interior. Body has fluted 
moulding/panelling. Porcellaneous 
ceramic composition.

02564 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Fluted moulding on interior. Small 
portion of blue transferprint from 
higher up on the body. Motif 
unidentifiable, but may match the 
honeycomb pattern band on Cat. 
02564. Porcellaneous ceramic 
composition.

02565 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.02566 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue pattern unidentifiable.02567 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Horizontal brown line below rim.02568 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow holloware Painted brown line along edge of rim. 
Rim has a scalloped edge.

02569 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02570 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Green and blue paint.02571 1

Operation Sub-total - 68

68Quadrant Sub-total -

68Layer Sub-total -

68Feature Sub-total -

68Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Reconstructed Chinese porcelain 
teabowl with raised wedge 
footring.Continuous black band with 
red flowers painted overglaze below 
rim on interior. Exterior scene painted 
overglaze includes red dot-and-diaper 
swatches and outline of figure playing 
transverse flute. Ht. 2", dia. 3". Unique 
ID: CHI-CUP1.

00506 19

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Rim fragment, human face on exterior, 
continuous black band with red 
flowers below rim interior.

00507 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Body sherds, red and black motifs on 
exterior.

00508 1

creamware moulded unidentifiable Heavily ridged moulding on body.02550 1

Operation Sub-total - 22

22Quadrant Sub-total -

22Layer Sub-total -

22Feature Sub-total -
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22Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain moulded saucer Thermally altered. Mended wedge 
footring and base. Moulded ribs in 
body.

02530 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02531 38

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02532 13

creamware undecorated flatware02533 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02534 2

creamware undecorated holloware Thin ovoid handle sherd from a small 
creamware vessel.

02535 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02536 4

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Moulded body sherd with early palette 
hand-painted highlighting of 
moulding. Paint is green and orange.

02537 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Only part of motif visible is a couple 
of parallel lines.

02538 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif on 
interior of sherds. Paint has worn away.

02539 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue design unidentifiable.02540 1

unidentifiable transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Thermally altered.02541 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02542 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Oval chain beneath a thin blue line 
below the rim.

02543 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

02544 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02545 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02546 1

Operation Sub-total - 76

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Layer Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02510 77

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02511 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02512 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02513 9

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02514 11
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creamware Royal rim flatware Rm sherd.02515 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02516 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Faded black line 
along rim. Floral motif has worn away 
but is visible under light.

02517 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02518 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable02519 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.02520 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Triple blue line cross-hatching below 
rim.

02521 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown 
interior glaze.

02522 1

Operation Sub-total - 118

118Quadrant Sub-total -

118Layer Sub-total -

118Feature Sub-total -

118Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 501-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02490 110

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02491 28

creamware moulded holloware Body is moulded into a basket-weave 
pattern.

02492 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Possible remnant of red hand-paint. 
Motif unidentifiable.

02493 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.02494 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02495 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02496 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02497 23

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02498 13

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02499 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
gilding. Motifs are floral and a person 
playing a transverse flute. Some of the 
overglaze painting has worn away but 
the impression is visible under light.

02500 9

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese blue hand-painted porecelain. 
Rim sherd has linear design probably 
from a foliate motif.

02501 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric.02502 7

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Pattern is cross-hatching and oval 
chain with central dot.

02503 2
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unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Rim has alternating triple 
lined and double lined cross-hatching.

02504 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Reddish-brown 
glaze.

02505 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02506 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

02507 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.02508 1

Operation Sub-total - 216

216Quadrant Sub-total -

216Layer Sub-total -

216Feature Sub-total -

216Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-230

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02480 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02481 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Green and blue paint.02482 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02483 2

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02470 14

creamware undecorated flatware02471 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02472 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02473 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Wide wedge foot.02474 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02475 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

02476 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Design is a 
scalloped line with dots accentuating 
the scallop ends.

02477 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.02478 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green brush strokes representing 
leaves?

02479 1
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Operation Sub-total - 28

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Layer Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02450 43

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02451 10

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02452 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02453 11

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue.02454 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02455 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.02456 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motif.02457 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue paint is on interior bottom of 
vessel. Foot is a high slim wedge, not 
quite a high Chinese style foot.

02458 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze.

02459 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue. 
Unidentifiable as to whether it is 
painted or printed.

02460 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Blue. Unidentifiable as to whether it is 
painted or printed.

02461 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02462 1

Operation Sub-total - 80

80Quadrant Sub-total -

80Layer Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

80Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-217

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02440 14

creamware undecorated flatware02441 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02442 3

creamware factory slip holloware Rm sherd with dark brown band below 
rim.

02443 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dendritic pattern and brown band.02444 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown brush stroke.02445 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Brown slip.02446 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Most of the 
paint has worn away though and a 
floral motif is visible when examined 
more closely.

02447 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02448 1

Operation Sub-total - 27

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Layer Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware undecorated holloware Thermally altered. No extant glaze.02430 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glaze is mottled 
reddish-brown.

02431 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02432 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.02433 1

creamware factory slip holloware Dendritic motif.02434 1

pearlware spatterware holloware Foot ring with partial body. Paint is 
green, blue and orange spatter.

02435 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted foliate motif.

02436 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Chinese porcelain foot ring. Shallow 
wedge shape.

02437 1

Operation Sub-total - 11

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Layer Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02410 54

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02411 12

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02412 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02413 12

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02414 8

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Orange paint.02415 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.02416 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue brushstrokes, likely a floral motif.02417 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Brown rim and 
brush stroke on body in a floral motif?

02418 1
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint with brown brush 
stroke, from below a painted rim?

02419 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Brown band.02420 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint in a Chinoiserie 
motif.

02421 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glaze is a mottled 
light brown colour.

02422 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exterior glaze is 
roughly applied mottled brown. 
Interior glaze is a smooth glossy 
mottled brown.

02423 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exterior glaze has a 
rough texture like over stoneware and 
is dark brown.

02424 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze motifs. Some red 
paint is visible in horizontal lines, but 
most of the floral motif paint has worn 
away and is visible upon close 
inspection under light.

02425 5

Operation Sub-total - 116

116Quadrant Sub-total -

116Layer Sub-total -

116Feature Sub-total -

116Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02380 29

creamware undecorated flatware02381 4

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rm sherds.02382 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02383 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02384 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02385 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable02386 17

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue decoration is 
visible but application technique is 
unidentifiable.

02387 1

pearlware undecorated holloware Wedge footrings.02388 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02389 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze motif. Paint has 
worn away but pattern is visible under 
light. Motif indistinguishable.

02390 1

creamware undecorated holloware Handle fragments.02391 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Sherds are too small to identify blue 
pattern.

02392 3
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pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Body sherd with green paint.02393 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green and blue paint. Design 
unidentifiable.

02394 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue parallel horizontal lines from a 
Chinoiserie motif.

02395 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue brush stroke - floral motif?02396 1

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered rim sherd. Two blue 
horizontal lines painted below the rim 
on interior and exterior.

02397 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed porringer Thermally altered collarless rim sherd 
with reddish-brown glaze. Straight 
body and bevelled lip, dia. 5". Trailled 
slip applied for decoration but greatly 
exfoliated on interior. Unique ID: 
RED-POR3.

02398 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze.02399 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Portion of handle moulded to the body 
like a Lug handle. Brown mottled 
glaze.

02400 1

Operation Sub-total - 86

86Quadrant Sub-total -

86Layer Sub-total -

86Feature Sub-total -

86Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware edgeware, scalloped plate, twiffler Green rim fragments. May match with 
Cat. 02340.

02360 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02361 10

creamware undecorated flatware02362 5

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim fragment.02363 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Small wedged footrings.02364 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain.02365 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Paint has worn 
away but floral motif impression 
remains.

02366 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02367 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Thermally altered..02368 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02369 2

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered.02370 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.02371 1

stoneware slipped holloware Brown mottled glaze.02372 1

Operation Sub-total - 35

35Quadrant Sub-total -
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35Layer Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware edgeware, scalloped plate, twiffler Rim sherds, deep impressed curved 
lines, green edge; 3 mends between 9 
sherds. Unique ID: PE-TWI01

02340 20

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02341 17

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02342 13

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02343 26

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02344 12

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain. 
Foot is a small wedge. Interior base 
motif is blue floral/foliate.

02345 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02346 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable02347 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue geometric-
floral motif and a landscape motif. 
Landscape transfer looks to have been 
slightly misapplied, i.e. it has slipped a 
bit.

02348 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02349 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif?02350 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

02351 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.02352 1

Operation Sub-total - 97

97Quadrant Sub-total -

97Layer Sub-total -

97Feature Sub-total -

97Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02320 26

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02321 13

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02322 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02323 7

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding. Foot ring is a 
small wedge. Porcellaneous ceramic 
composition.

02324 2
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pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral and possible asterisk-star 
motif.

02325 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02326 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Some paint 
has worn away. Thin red horizontal 
line parallel to rim. Body may be 
panelled and rim scalloped.

02327 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Paint is no longer extant but motif can 
be seen when sherd is held up to light. 
May be a floral motif.

02328 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue. Smudged appearance and 
exfoliated so motif is unidentifiable.

02329 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

02330 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze on 
interior and exterior.

02331 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02332 3

Operation Sub-total - 66

66Quadrant Sub-total -

66Layer Sub-total -

66Feature Sub-total -

66Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02300 29

creamware undecorated flatware02301 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02302 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02303 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02304 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02305 2

porcelain hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Brown painted rim 
band on exterior and interior.

02306 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown glaze.02307 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02308 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral in blue, green and brown; 
brown asterisk-star motif.

02309 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue patterns 
unidentifiable.

02310 4

pearlware transfer print saucer Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
foliate motif.

02311 2
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint with gilding. Floral motif. Some 
paint has worn off leaving an 
impression of the design.

02312 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02313 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02314 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.02315 1

white salt-glazed stoneware slipped holloware Incised banding with thick white slip 
finish.

02316 1

Operation Sub-total - 73

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-198

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02280 44

creamware undecorated flatware02281 2

creamware undecorated holloware Oblong-shaped intertwined strands 
forming a handle.

02282 2

creamware undecorated holloware02283 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02284 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02285 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue decorative motif unidentifiable.02286 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Fluted moulding on exterior side. 
Porcellaneous ceramic composition.

02287 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.02288 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern of diamonds 
with central crosses.

02289 1

pearlware hand-painted, general saucer Blue motif. Horizontal line below rim 
from which branches of buds radiate.

02290 1

creamware transfer print holloware Blue design is indistinguishable and 
somewhat mottled on interior. An 
early palette brown hand-painted line 
embellishes the top edge of the rim.

02291 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
indistinguishable.

02292 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Body sherd with interior fluted 
moulding. One edge shows the bottom 
of a transferprint, possibly along the 
upper body below the rim. Design is 
unidentifiable.

02293 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherds with blue honeycomb 
border band from rim into body on 
interior.

02294 2
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02295 7

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered Chinese export 
porcelain rim sherds. Hand-painted 
overglaze in red still visible on one 
piece. Both sherds show that the paint 
has been worn off but the motif is still 
visible as a floral decoration.

02296 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Motif is indistinguishable.

02297 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

02298 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02299 2

black basalt undecorated holloware Undecorated.18860 1

Operation Sub-total - 90

90Quadrant Sub-total -

90Layer Sub-total -

90Feature Sub-total -

90Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-197

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02260 38

creamware undecorated flatware02261 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02262 6

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Remnants of red 
hand-painted motif. Floral?

02263 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02264 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.02265 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black paint. Motif may be 
floral.

02266 2

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Body sherd with blue and green paint.02267 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02268 5

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Thermally altered. Moulded interior of 
body sherd is fluted. Porcellaneous 
ceramic composition.

02269 1

porcelain unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Porcelain footring 
from a holloware vessel.

02270 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Interior glossy glaze 
is mottled dark reddish-brown. 
Exterior glaze is a red paste finish.

02271 1

Operation Sub-total - 65

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Layer Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -
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65Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02240 31

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02241 9

creamware undecorated flatware02242 3

creamware Royal rim flatware02243 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue landscape motifs.02244 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02245 4

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue brush stroke. 
Motif unidentifiable.

02246 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.02247 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Interior fluted moulding. 
Porcellaneous ceramic composition.

02248 1

black basalt moulded holloware Rim sherd with floral/foliate moulding 
motif.

02249 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
interior glaze.

02250 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.02251 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain rimsherd 
with hand-painted overglaze in red and 
black with gilding. Rosette border 
band on interior below rim. Horizontal 
banding with floral embellishment on 
exterior below rim.

02252 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Motif is probably floral. Some 
of the paint has worn off.

02253 1

Operation Sub-total - 61

61Quadrant Sub-total -

61Layer Sub-total -

61Feature Sub-total -

61Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02220 53

creamware undecorated flatware02221 7

creamware undecorated holloware Exterior moulding of foot base and a 
bit of panelling for the body.

02222 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02223 4

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02224 9
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02225 5

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable02226 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue. Design indistinguishable.02227 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02228 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edge rim sherd.02229 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Foot ring with thick 
wedge.

02230 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue rim sherd with geometric "basket-
weave" pattern below rim on interior 
side.

02231 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

02232 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze floral motif still 
visible although paint has worn off.

02233 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02234 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese export porcelain footring/base 
painted overglaze in red and black. 
One sherd has the head of a Chinese 
person with architectural details in the 
background. The other sherd has floral 
in-fill. These saucer sherds may match 
with Cat. 00778, 02189, 04462.

02235 3

porcelain moulded teacup Thermally altered body/base sherd 
with moulded fluted body panel.

02236 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered rim sherd with 
crudely applied collar. Impressed 
string line on collar, wide flat lip. Dark 
brown mottled glaze on interior and 
collar. Unique ID: EB04.

02237 1

Operation Sub-total - 102

102Quadrant Sub-total -

102Layer Sub-total -

102Feature Sub-total -

102Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese export porcelain rim/body 
with painted figures in red and black. 
Female seated playing a 3-string 
instrument. Rosette band below rim. 
May match up with Cat. 01682 
although they do not mend.

02200 1
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Painted motif 
is a band of a  straight horizontal line, 
a scalloped line below, and dots 
accentuating the scallop points. Rim is 
also scalloped and the body may have 
panelling.

02201 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02202 53

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02203 1

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze on 
exterior.

02204 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02205 2

pearlware shell edge unidentifiable Brown feathering from rim into 
interior of body. Rim sherd is also 
scalloped and the body sherd may be 
panelled.

02206 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02207 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
honeycomb pattern below rim. 
Decorated on interior and exterior.

02208 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red paint. Motif is 
banding on interior side below rim. 
Red paint is heavily worn.

02209 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown glaze.02210 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light orangish-brown mottled glaze.02211 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue transferprint. 
Floral motif.

02212 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Chinese porcelain foot ring with part 
of base. Blue house and water motif on 
interior body portion.

02213 1

Operation Sub-total - 68

68Quadrant Sub-total -

68Layer Sub-total -

68Feature Sub-total -

68Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02180 60

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02181 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02182 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.02183 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02184 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02185 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green, light brown and dark 
brown glaze.

02186 1
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02187 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Interior dark 
reddish-brown mottled glaze.

02188 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese export porcelain footring/base 
painted overglaze in red and black 
with gilding. Man playing an 
instrument?

02189 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black bands on and below 
the interior of the rim.

02190 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black. Rosette band below 
rim with horizontal black lines below 
this floral band.

02191 2

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Moulded fluted 
pattern on interior side of sherds. 
Porcellaneous ceramic composition.

02192 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds with geometric blue 
motifs.

02193 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Unidentifiable blue decorative pattern.02194 2

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded salt-
glazed. Unidentifiable moulded design.

02195 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

02196 1

Operation Sub-total - 98

98Quadrant Sub-total -

98Layer Sub-total -

98Feature Sub-total -

98Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02150 184

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02151 43

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02152 23

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02153 18

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

02154 4

creamware undecorated flatware Rm sherds.02155 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02156 18

buff earthenware glazed holloware Body sherd with clear glaze.02157 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Orangish-brown glaze.02158 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.02159 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered dark brown mottled 
glaze.

02160 4
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pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue architectural motif.02161 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Blue edge rim sherd.02162 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Geometric undulating chain motif and 
floral motifs. Some overglaze has worn 
away leaving an impression of the 
motif.

02163 6

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable02164 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue geometric motif.02165 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Small part of a green detail. Motif 
design otherwise unidentifiable.

02166 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue horizontal floral band below rim.02167 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain. Blue bird/insect 
motif.

02168 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Alternating single and double blue line 
crosshatching in a band below the rim.

02169 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02170 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02171 1

Operation Sub-total - 319

319Quadrant Sub-total -

319Layer Sub-total -

319Feature Sub-total -

319Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 500-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02120 329

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02121 30

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02122 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02123 20

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02124 49

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02125 25

unidentifiable moulded flatware Body sherd moulded on interior side in 
a fluted motif. Porcellaneous ceramic 
composition.

02126 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue.02127 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
geometric and floral motifs. Some 
overglaze has worn off.

02128 6

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02129 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue foliate motif.02130 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Brown transferprint in geometric 
motifs below the rim on interior and 
exterior.

02131 1
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pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Green edgeware, but rim not extant.02132 1

tin enamelled unidentified unidentifiable Small fragment of decoration shows 
hand-painted thin blue line. Motif 
unknown.

02133 1

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Blue bands.02134 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02135 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Foral motif in yellow, blue and brown.02136 2

white salt-glazed stoneware slipped holloware Engine turned horizontal lines evident 
on the exterior body. The external slip 
is a dark bluish-black colour thickly 
coated onto the ceramic matrix.

02137 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds with blue floral, 
architectural and agricultural scenes.

02138 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif 
unidentifiable.

02139 3

unidentifiable hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.02140 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02141 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.02142 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.02143 7

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.02144 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.02145 2

Operation Sub-total - 509

509Quadrant Sub-total -

509Layer Sub-total -

509Feature Sub-total -

509Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated bowl, general Foot ring and part of base from a bowl.02110 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02111 4

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02112 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable02113 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02114 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue.02115 2

porcelain undecorated holloware Wedge foot from a holloware vessel.02116 1

Operation Sub-total - 15

15Quadrant Sub-total -

15Layer Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated saucer 12 sherds mend together. Plain 
creamware saucer with small wedge 
shaped foot ring. Unique ID: CRE-
SAU5.

08980 14

Operation Sub-total - 14

14Quadrant Sub-total -

14Layer Sub-total -

14Feature Sub-total -

29Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled light reddish-brown glaze on 
exterior.

02069 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02090 58

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02091 20

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.02092 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
gold. Floral motifs.

02093 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02094 7

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.02095 1

rosso antico moulded lid Thermally altered lid fragment 
moulded with a floral garland. From 
Wedgewood tea service? Unique ID: 
RA-POT1.

02096 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled reddish-
brown glaze.

02097 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.02098 4

stoneware lustre holloware Thermally altered.02099 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain.02100 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02101 1

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Body sherd moulded into horizontal 
ribs.

02102 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprinted floral motif.02103 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable02104 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.02105 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.02106 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue horizontal line detail and asterisk-
star motifs.

02107 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Floral and linear 
motifs. Colours visible: yellow, brown, 
green and orange.

02108 3

Operation Sub-total - 114

114Quadrant Sub-total -

114Layer Sub-total -
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114Feature Sub-total -

114Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02070 45

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02071 14

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02072 20

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02073 3

black basalt undecorated holloware02074 1

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown glaze on exterior, light 
brown glaze on interior.

02075 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware rim.02076 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Horizontal brown line and floral motif 
in yellow and blue.

02077 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.02078 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown glaze.02079 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glaze.02080 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.02081 3

Operation Sub-total - 98

98Quadrant Sub-total -

98Layer Sub-total -

98Feature Sub-total -

98Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-197

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02060 25

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02061 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02062 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif with yellow, blue and 
brown paint.

02063 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable02064 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable02065 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02066 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherd.02067 1

Operation Sub-total - 36

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Layer Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 North

Layer: Fill
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08970 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08971 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior. 
Geometric motif part of larger 
architectural component of the scene.

08972 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Motif unidentifiable.

08973 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered and exfoliated.08974 3

Operation Sub-total - 12

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Layer Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

48Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02040 27

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02041 4

pearlware undecorated holloware Partial handle.02042 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable02043 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02044 5

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02045 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.02046 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Blue, brown and green paint. One 
sherd exhibits a blue dot while the 
other has a partial green leaf outlined 
in brown.

02047 2

unidentifiable transfer print flatware Thermally altered. Blue transferprint.02048 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer02049 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise saucer Mended blue-printed rim sherd with 
horizontal band of blue and geometric 
diaper and "basket" weave with floral 
motifs below. Unique ID: PE-SAU7

02050 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered blue transferprint.02051 1

Operation Sub-total - 48

48Quadrant Sub-total -

48Layer Sub-total -

48Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 (North Wa

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware Royal rim meat dish Rim sherd. Unique ID: CRE-MD1.08950 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08951 12

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08952 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Landscape motif.08953 3

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded flatware Moulded rim. Unidentifiable moulding.08954 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior of base. 
Architectural motif.

08955 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted overglaze on 
interior. Rosette border below rim. 
Geometric pattern on body - scene is 
unidentifiable. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU16.

08956 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Blue geometric motif below a blue 
band below the rim on interior. Mends 
with Cat. 08583. Unique ID: PE-
SAU7.

08957 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Band of cross-hatching below interior 
rim. Unique ID: PE-SAU23.

08958 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois flatware Blue landscape scene. High wedge 
footring. Likely a saucer. Three sherds 
mend together.

08959 3

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, twiffler Mended body and rim sherds, green 
scalloped edgeware (rococo) with 
curved impressed lines and buds. Half 
of a plate with 8" diameter. Unique ID: 
PE-TWI2.

08960 18

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08961 2

Operation Sub-total - 46

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Layer Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

94Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02030 31

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02031 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02032 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02033 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric motifs.02034 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain. Blue geometric and 
floral motifs.

02035 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
floral motifs. Some overglaze paint has 
worn off.

02036 3
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tin enamelled unidentified unidentifiable Blue painted stroke on body.02037 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Indistinguishable 
design.

02038 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded unidentifiable Moulded with concentric circular lines.02039 1

Operation Sub-total - 62

62Quadrant Sub-total -

62Layer Sub-total -

62Feature Sub-total -

62Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02010 49

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02011 10

creamware undecorated unidentifiable02012 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Blue floral motif on interior portion of 
body. Foot is a low wedge.

02014 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. No glaze extant.02015 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish brown glaze.02016 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02017 9

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable02018 6

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in black and red 
paint. Motifs are geometric and floral.

02019 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese blue hand-painted porcelain 
with foliate motif.

02020 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric transferprint.02021 2

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable02022 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Moulded braided coils.02023 1

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Thermally altered. Body interior has 
fluted moulding. Porcellaneous 
ceramic composition.

02024 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.02025 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.02026 1

Operation Sub-total - 93

93Quadrant Sub-total -

93Layer Sub-total -

93Feature Sub-total -

93Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01990 77
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creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.01991 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01992 9

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue triple line crosshatching. 
Chinoiserie.

01993 10

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.01994 1

creamware moulded holloware Body with "basket weave" moulding.01995 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware rim sherd.01996 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red, black and 
gold. Geometric motifs.

01997 4

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue.01998 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01999 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.02000 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze.

02001 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.02002 9

Operation Sub-total - 125

125Quadrant Sub-total -

125Layer Sub-total -

125Feature Sub-total -

125Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01970 58

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01971 21

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware01972 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01973 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01974 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light orange-brown mottled glaze.01975 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown mottled glaze.01976 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Unglazed, exfoliated.01977 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered, unglazed rim sherd.01978 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown and green mottled glaze.01979 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue floral motif.01980 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
floral motifs. Some pieces have the 
overglaze paint worn off but motif 
impression is still visible.

01981 4

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.01982 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01983 7

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Asterisk-star motif.01984 1
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pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue cross-hatching and unidentifiable 
motif.

01985 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.01986 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable01987 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01988 1

Operation Sub-total - 112

112Quadrant Sub-total -

112Layer Sub-total -

112Feature Sub-total -

112Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 499-175

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01950 50

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01951 8

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim fragment.01952 1

creamware undecorated flatware Various rim sherds.01953 7

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered rim sherd with 
impressed string line on collar, flat lip. 
Orange-brown mottled glaze on 
interior and collar. Unique ID: EB02.

01954 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01955 12

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Orange-brown mottled glaze.01956 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

01957 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown mottled glaze.01958 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze.01959 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01960 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered blue body sherds.01961 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Depicting a partial pagoda.01962 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow holloware Rim sherds. Scalloped edge.01963 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered rim.01964 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Thermally altered green edgeware.01965 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric cross-hatching below the 
rim.

01966 1

Operation Sub-total - 101

101Quadrant Sub-total -

101Layer Sub-total -

101Feature Sub-total -

101Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-217

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable01930 15

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

01931 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01932 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01933 7

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue "basket weave" cross-hatching 
below a thin blue horizontal line below 
the rim.

01934 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line.01935 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.01936 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable01937 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable01938 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown motif indistinguishable.01939 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.01940 1

Operation Sub-total - 39

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Layer Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01910 54

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Base sherd with the wheel spin.01911 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Triple blue line of crosshatching.01912 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.01913 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01914 20

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01915 6

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
floral and geometric motifs. Some 
sherds have the overglaze paint worn 
away, however, the motif impression is 
visible.

01916 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Brown rim with the start of blue 
transferprint body design.

01917 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01918 3

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue cross-
hatching motif.

01919 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue geometric 
oval chain with central dot motif 
below rim.

01920 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01921 10

Operation Sub-total - 104

104Quadrant Sub-total -

104Layer Sub-total -
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104Feature Sub-total -

104Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-204

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01890 19

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01891 8

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01892 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue hand-painted.01893 3

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. "Orange peel" 
textured exterior side.

01894 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown painted band.01895 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Red paint stroke. Floral motif?01896 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Body fragments with blue, orange and 
green paint.

01897 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black. 
Floral motifs.

01898 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric motifs.01899 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.01900 1

Operation Sub-total - 46

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Layer Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01870 38

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01871 6

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue hand-painted. Motif 
indistinguishable.

01872 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01873 6

creamware glazed unidentifiable Yellow glazed.01874 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherd. Blue "scale" pattern with 
early palette hand-painted brown line 
along rim.

01875 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern with a floral 
embellishment.

01876 1

porcelain hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue floral motif in a band below the 
rim.

01877 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01878 3

creamware unidentified flatware Rim sherds.01879 2
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered rim with recess on 
interior to hold lid. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red and black floral lozenges and 
geometric in-fill. Unique ID: RH01.

01880 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01881 2

Operation Sub-total - 65

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Layer Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08931 21

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08932 3

pearlware Shell Edge saucer Brown feathering from rim onto 
interior. Hand-painted brown asterisk 
stars on interior body. Rim is scalloped 
and body is moulded into flutes. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU22.

08933 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Motif is 
a waved line followed by a scalloped 
line below it and dots accentuating the 
points of the scallops. Rim is also 
scalloped and body is moulded into 
flutes. Unique ID: CHI-SAU8.

08934 1

creamware Concave pattern rim meat dish Three sherds mend together. Also 
mend with Cat. 08902. Unique ID: 
CRE-MD7.

08935 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior. 
Floral motif?

08936 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable08937 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue floral transferprint on interior.08938 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Part of a cross-hatching band.08939 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Composite blue floral-geometric motif 
below interior rim. Unique ID: PE-
SAU7.

08940 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer  Cross-hatching border below interior 
rim. Body motif unidentifiable. Unique 
ID: PE-SAU23.

08941 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Thermally altered. Triple lined cross-
hatching with a scalloped line below. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU24.

08942 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded exterior. Motif unidentifiable.08943 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.08944 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08945 2

Operation Sub-total - 45
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45Quadrant Sub-total -

45Layer Sub-total -

45Feature Sub-total -

110Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01850 94

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01851 20

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Floral motif within a fan-shaped 
border on elongated body. Outflaring 
rim with brown line at lip. Continuous 
band of "sunburst" blocks below rim. 
Unique ID: CHI-CUP4.

01852 1

unidentifiable unidentified saucer Thermally altered mended rim and 
body.

01853 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
paints. Motifs appear to be floral and 
undulating chain. Some pieces do not 
exhibit the overglaze paint although an 
impression of the motif remains.

01854 6

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01855 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01856 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01857 3

creamware unidentified flatware Rims. Unidentifiable moulding due to 
exfoliation.

01858 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01859 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01860 12

stoneware moulded holloware Decorated with dark brown glaze and 
an impressed dentil-style horizontal 
line.

01861 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware, partially exfoliated.01862 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Only an impression of the motif is 
visible, no paint is extant.

01863 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Chinese style high foot ring.01864 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Part of central base? Beginning of a 
fluted moulding pattern can be seen 
outwards from the centre. 
Porcellaneous ceramic composition.

01865 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01866 17

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Motifs are the asterisk-star and brown 
horizontal line.

01867 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Thermally altered. Slight "orange-
peel" texture to the exterior.

01868 1

Operation Sub-total - 175
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175Quadrant Sub-total -

175Layer Sub-total -

175Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware08920 9

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Geometric linear motif accented with a 
cluster of dots.

08921 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general Two sherds mend.08922 2

Operation Sub-total - 12

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Layer Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

187Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01840 61

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim fragments.01841 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01842 4

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01843 12

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01844 4

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Rim sherd with blue floral motif 
between two horizontal lines shaped 
around the flowers. Interior of sherd is 
also moulded into flutes. 
Porcellaneous ceramic composition.

01845 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01846 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue.01847 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with painted 
overglaze floral motif in red.

01848 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown-ish red mottled glaze.01849 1

Operation Sub-total - 90

90Quadrant Sub-total -

90Layer Sub-total -

90Feature Sub-total -

90Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 498-192

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01820 45

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01821 15
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable Various exfoliated creamware rim 
sherds.

01822 9

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rim fragments.01823 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01824 7

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie.01825 7

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red and black 
floral motifs. Paint has worn away in 
some spots leaving an impression of 
the motif.

01826 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
floral motif.

01827 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Green motif indistinguishable.01828 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.01829 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown glaze.01830 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown glaze 
on interior and exterior.

01831 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Rim sherd may 
have been glazed at one point but is 
now exfoliated.

01832 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark mottled glaze.01833 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01834 7

Operation Sub-total - 103

103Quadrant Sub-total -

103Layer Sub-total -

103Feature Sub-total -

103Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01800 33

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01801 6

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01802 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Motif indistinguishable.01803 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01804 6

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherds. Motifs are the brown 
asterisk-star and a linear geometric 
design.

01805 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.01806 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01807 3

pearlware rouletted unidentifiable Dark brown banding and green 
moulded rouletting.

01808 1

creamware factory slip unidentifiable Dark brown and mocha banding. Also 
a small portion of dendritic pattern 
might be on this sherd.

01809 1

Operation Sub-total - 56
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56Quadrant Sub-total -

56Layer Sub-total -

56Feature Sub-total -

56Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-217

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01780 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Faint remnants of 
red and black paint and the impression 
of the floral motif.

01781 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese blue hand-painted porcelain. 
Geometric and floral motif.

01782 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01783 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Heavily exfoliated, therefore, can only 
see a bit of the dark brownish-black 
handpaint.

01784 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze on interior and exterior.

01785 1

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01786 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01787 16

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01788 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.01789 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01790 2

Operation Sub-total - 28

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Layer Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-206

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01750 20

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01751 6

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. Oval 
chain with central dot motif along rim.

01752 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze in red. Floral motif.

01753 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01754 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatching rim motif.01755 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.01756 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.01757 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01760 50
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01761 4

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned band.01762 1

creamware undecorated flatware Various rim sherds.01763 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01764 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01765 16

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01766 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue floral and geometric 
motifs.

01767 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01768 5

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Geometric band below rim on interior. 
Thin horizontal line below rim with a 
chain of ovals with central dots below.

01769 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise teacup Wedge footring with body sherd. 
Motif is unidentifiable.

01770 1

unidentifiable unidentified saucer Thermally altered.01771 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered rim sherd with 
impressed string line on collar, beveled 
lip. Glazed on exterior and interior but 
colour is indistinguishable. Unique 
ID:RED-B1.

01772 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze on exterior and interior.

01773 2

red earthenware, coarse moulded unidentifiable Thermally altered. Moulded with 
incised lines.

01774 1

Operation Sub-total - 139

139Quadrant Sub-total -

139Layer Sub-total -

139Feature Sub-total -

139Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01740 9

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.01741 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01742 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01743 6

Operation Sub-total - 17

17Quadrant Sub-total -

17Layer Sub-total -

17Feature Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-203

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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pearlware undecorated flatware01730 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01731 3

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded stippled 
pattern in low-relief.

01732 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01733 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue.01734 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.01735 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable01736 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. Overglaze paint has 
worn away leaving the impression 
which shows a floral motif.

01737 2

Operation Sub-total - 18

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Layer Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01700 77

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01701 30

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01702 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01703 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze in red paint. 
Floral motif. Most paint is worn away 
but the impression of the design is still 
visible.

01704 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable01705 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01706 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01707 26

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01709 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.01710 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Geometric and floral motif.01711 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Brown mottled 
glaze.

01712 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

01713 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie.

01714 3

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Tree motif.01715 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue rim sherd with painted brown 
line along rim edge.

01716 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered rim sherd, blue.01717 1
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01718 12

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown star motif.01719 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown feathering from the rim onto 
the body. Part of a brown star is seen 
below the feathering design.

01720 2

Operation Sub-total - 176

176Quadrant Sub-total -

176Layer Sub-total -

176Feature Sub-total -

176Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01670 128

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01671 17

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Base sherd with an impressed maker's 
mark. Unidentified mark.

01672 1

creamware Royal rim plate, muffin Rim sherd mends with other 
proveniences to form plate 6.5" dia. 
Unique ID: CRE-MUF1.

01673 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01674 4

creamware unidentified holloware Body sherd with incised and 
handpainted overglaze key pattern 
band in early palette brown paint.

01675 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01676 10

stoneware slipped holloware Tan coloured glaze.01678 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01679 18

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherds. Floral and linear motifs 
in blue, brown and yellow.

01680 5

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with handpainted overglaze. 
No paint survives, but impressions of 
the overglaze motif can be discerned 
on the interior portion of the sherd.

01681 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze on exterior. Below 
rim, a band of flowers; body has 
geometric diaper-dot motif. Unique 
ID: CHI-CUP3.

01682 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with hand-
painted overglaze. The overglaze 
painting has worn away leaving an 
impression of the motif which is floral.

01683 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with worn 
away hand-painted overglaze motif 
still visible. Motif is floral.

01684 3

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01685 1
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porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Geometric and 
floral motifs.

01686 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric motifs.01687 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint.01688 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherd with painted brown rim and 
blue-printed geometric floral motif.

01689 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.01690 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue rim sherd.01691 1

Operation Sub-total - 205

205Quadrant Sub-total -

205Layer Sub-total -

205Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 2 North

Layer: Builder's Trench F

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08550 22

creamware undecorated flatware08551 5

creamware Royal rim plate, table Three sherds in one mend; two sherds 
in one mend.

08552 7

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table Rim sherd.08553 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08554 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Blue floral motif on interior.08555 2

pearlware undecorated flatware Two sherds mend.08556 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Blue cross-hatching below rim on 
interior.

08557 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08558 2

Operation Sub-total - 46

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Layer Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

251Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01640 164

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01641 31

creamware undecorated holloware Thermally altered. High Chinese style 
foot ring.

01642 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01643 12

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01644 37

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01645 20

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01646 10

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue eometric and floral 
motifs.

01647 14
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pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown stars and floral motifs with 
green and reddish-brown.

01648 5

pearlware moulded holloware Fluted moulding pattern on exterior.01649 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green leaf outlined with brown 
overglaze.

01650 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette flatware Brown feathered rim with brown star 
motif. Sherds appear to have some 
moulding or panelling shape.

01651 4

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown horizontal line below rim edge.01652 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable01653 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese porcelain. Blue floral motif.01654 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint with painted brown 
rim edge. Interior motif is geometric-
floral. Exterior motif is floral.

01655 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Geometric cross-hatching band below 
rim on exterior.

01656 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Motif unidentifiable.01657 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown interior glaze.01658 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown glaze.01659 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01660 2

Operation Sub-total - 313

313Quadrant Sub-total -

313Layer Sub-total -

313Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 2 West

Layer: Builder's Trench F

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08570 7

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08571 2

creamware Royal rim flatware08572 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware Two sherds mend.08573 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Cross-hatching below interior rim.08574 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Geometric motif on interior.08575 2

Operation Sub-total - 16

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Layer Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08890 66

creamware undecorated flatware08891 17

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.08892 5

creamware Royal rim flatware08893 3
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creamware moulded flatware Exfoliated rim. Slight thermal 
alteration.

08894 1

creamware moulded holloware Crimped rim.08895 1

creamware undecorated flatware08896 1

creamware undecorated flatware08897 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware08898 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08899 7

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded motif on exterior. Some 
exfoliation. Unidentifiable pattern. 
Brown and green hand-painted 
embellishment on mouldings.

08900 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Sherds from PE-SAU1. Blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie.

08901 6

creamware Concave pattern rim meat dish Deep oval food service dish. Three 
sherds mend. Unique ID: CRE-MD7.

08902 3

creamware Royal rim plate, muffin Three sherds mend. Also mends with 
Cat. 08848. Unique ID: CRE-MUF1.

08903 5

creamware Royal rim plate, muffin Sherd mends with Cat. 08903. Unique 
ID: CRE-MUF1.

08904 1

creamware Royal rim plate, muffin Unique ID: CRE-MUF2.08905 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable08906 2

unidentifiable Factory slip holloware Marbling. Blue, brown and green. 
Exfoliated on interior.

08907 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Flower buds on stems on interior. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU19.

08908 3

pearlware transfer print saucer Composite blue floral geometric 
pattern on interior. Body is moulded 
into flutes. Unique ID: PE-SAU15.

08909 1

pearlware Shell Edge saucer Brown feathering from rim over 
slightly onto interior. Unique ID: PE-
SAU20.

08910 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue lozenge pattern from rim 
downward on interior. Rim is hand-
painted with an early palette brown. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU21.

08911 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Triple lined cross-hatching on interior 
and exterior below rim. Unique ID: PE-
CUP3.

08912 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown salt-
glaze.

08913 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

08914 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered.08915 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown salt-glaze.08916 1

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.08917 7

Operation Sub-total - 142

142Quadrant Sub-total -

142Layer Sub-total -

142Feature Sub-total -
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471Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 497-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01620 85

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01621 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01622 20

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01623 4

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable01624 3

porcelain undecorated holloware Chinese style high foot ring.01625 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze. Floral motifs 
in red and black. One sherd has paint 
entirely rubbed away although an 
impression of the motif is visible.

01626 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain with handpainted overglaze 
on interior side in red and black. Motif 
is a band of floral spheres below the 
rim followed by another horizontal 
band of diagonal lines and a third thin 
wavy line delineating the end of the 
rim embellishment. The sherd also has 
a moulded concave shape to it.

01627 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Star motif in brown.01628 3

pearlware spatterware holloware Orange with a bit of green.01629 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue. Exterior side has a geometric 
design in a band directly below the 
rim. The band is created by two thin 
horizontal lines at the top and bottom. 
The central motif shows an arrow 
alternating with 3 dots in a triangle 
imitating an arrow, moving to the 
right. Below this band is the start of 
the body motif which may be a 
Chinoiserie style chain of circular 
lozenges with unidentifiable interior 
design. Interior motif has the 
background painted blue so the pattern 
of a spiral shows as white like a 
negative.

01630 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric and landscape (part of a 
tree) motifs.

01631 4

pearlware shell edge unidentifiable Brown strokes from the rim onto the 
body.

01632 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded exterior 
scene.

01633 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

01634 2

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01635 1
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01636 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01637 3

Operation Sub-total - 151

151Quadrant Sub-total -

151Layer Sub-total -

151Feature Sub-total -

151Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-205

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edgeware.01600 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.01601 2

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Oval lozenge with dot in the center 
between two thin blue horizontal lines 
below the rim.

01602 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01603 3

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01604 2

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.01605 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01606 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01607 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01608 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze. Overglaze 
paint has rubbed away leaving an 
impression of motif which is floral.

01609 1

unidentifiable moulded holloware Moulded coil-like exterior. 
Porcellaneous type ceramic.

01610 1

Operation Sub-total - 18

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Layer Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated holloware01590 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01591 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.01592 1

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -
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Unit: 496-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01570 134

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01571 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01572 14

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable01573 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze. The overglaze 
paint has mostly worn off with only an 
impression of the motif which is floral. 
Remnants of paint indicate red.

01574 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01575 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01576 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01577 6

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Thermally altered. Green edge rim 
sherds.

01578 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01579 21

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01580 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Floral motif in 
brown, green and blue.

01581 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherd.01582 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled medium brown glaze.01583 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered reddish-brown 
mottled glaze.

01584 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

01585 1

Operation Sub-total - 208

208Quadrant Sub-total -

208Layer Sub-total -

208Feature Sub-total -

208Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-195

Feature: 3

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08860 36

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08861 10

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Floral motif in yellow, blue and green 
on exterior.

08862 2

pearlware Factory slip holloware Marbling in brown, white and blue.08863 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral pattern in brown, green and blue 
on exterior. Rim is slightly scalloped 
and body is panelled. Unique ID: PE-
CUP14.

08864 2
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pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette bowl, general Foral motif on exterior. Similar to 
Cat.# 08702 but painted closer to rim 
and fluting on body more pronounced. 
Brown, yellow, blue and green paints. 
Scalloped rim with brown wavy line 
below rim on exterior and interior. 
Body has fluted moulding. Unique ID: 
PE-B4.

08865 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Thick and thin blue lines below rim. 
Exterior also has a blue asterisk-star. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP15.

08866 1

unidentifiable Edgeware, scalloped meat dish Heavily thermally altered. Edgeware 
with incised curved lines. 10" 
diameter. Unique ID: UI-MD2.

08867 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Green  Roccoco rim.08868 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin Green edgeware. 5-6" diameter. 
Unique ID: PE-MUF3.

08869 3

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, general Green edgeware. Incised curved lines.08870 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.08871 1

creamware Royal rim flatware08872 1

creamware Royal rim flatware08873 1

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Thermally altered.08874 1

pearlware Scratch Blue holloware Scratch Blue incised motif on exterior. 
Pattern unidentifiable.

08875 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue floral geometric motif on interior.08876 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware08877 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim fragment. Too small to 
determine whether it is Royal Rim or 
otherwise.

08878 1

creamware undecorated flatware08879 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Geometric band along interior rim - 
circles with a dot in the centre. Unique 
ID: PE-SAU1.

08880 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Two sherds mend together and then 
mend with base of PE-SAU1. Blue 
hand-painted Chinoiserie. One linear 
brush stroke on interior.

08881 2

pearlware transfer print saucer Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
composite geometric-floral motif on 
interior below a scalloped rim.Unique 
ID: PE-SAU11.

08882 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped meat dish Thermally altered. Mended green 
scalloped edgeware rim and body 
sherds. Oval vessel with stepped brim.  
Unique ID: PE-MD2.

08883 8

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Mended body and base, footring 
missing. Floral motif painted on 
interior of base.

08884 7
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pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Blue transferprint saucer. Composit 
floral geometric band below interior 
rim. Mis-aligned transferprint in one 
part. Two sherds mend. Unique ID: PE-
SAU7.

08885 3

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze.08886 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08887 4

Operation Sub-total - 96

96Quadrant Sub-total -

96Layer Sub-total -

96Feature Sub-total -

96Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-193

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01550 39

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01551 9

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01552 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Floral motif with blue, yellow and 
brown paint.

01553 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.01554 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01555 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Leaf pattern.01556 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thin horizontal blue line painted 
below the rim below which is a chain 
of oval lozenges with a blue dot in the 
centre.

01557 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral and geometric motif.01558 3

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze. Overglaze 
painting has worn away leaving an 
impression of the motif which is floral.

01559 1

porcelain undecorated flatware01560 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware01561 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze on interior.01562 1

Operation Sub-total - 68

68Quadrant Sub-total -

68Layer Sub-total -

68Feature Sub-total -

68Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01520 129
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creamware undecorated saucer Saucer foot ring.01521 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rim sherd.01522 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01523 15

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01524 23

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01525 17

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01526 5

pearlware moulded holloware Fluted moulding on exterior.01527 1

stoneware slipped holloware Clear glaze.01528 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Light brown 
mottled glaze.

01529 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze.

01530 4

jackfield glazed holloware Thermally altered.01531 2

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered.01532 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01533 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Thermally altered. Olive green-brown 
line. Exterior portion of body exhibits 
panelling.

01534 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette holloware Thermally altered. Floral motif on 
interior. Red paint.

01535 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Green leaves with brown branch and a 
small dot of yellow.

01536 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain rim sherd 
with handpainted overglaze in red. 
Motif is a thin red line just below the 
rim and then on the body a band 
pattern consisting of one thin straight 
horizontal line, one scalloped line 
below it, and then dots accentuating 
the scallop below.

01537 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01538 2

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Thermally altered. Scalloped rim sherd 
with blue geometric rim design.

01539 1

pearlware shell edge unidentifiable Brown strokes painted on rim into the 
interior.

01540 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edge rim sherds.01541 2

Operation Sub-total - 214

214Quadrant Sub-total -

214Layer Sub-total -

214Feature Sub-total -

214Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-181

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01500 114

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01501 12
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01502 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01503 26

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01504 8

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint body sherds.01505 5

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese export 
porcelain handpainted blue.

01506 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Cross-hatched sub-rim pattern.01507 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01508 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze. Black paint is 
visible although some of the pattern 
has been rubbed away leaving only an 
impression. Motif is floral with a thin 
line of black painted below rim.

01509 1

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Two body sherds with blue Annular 
ware banding. One fragment also 
displays handpainted brown diamond 
lozenges between two thin brown lines 
below what would be the rim.

01510 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.01511 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light reddish-brown glaze.01512 2

Operation Sub-total - 186

186Quadrant Sub-total -

186Layer Sub-total -

186Feature Sub-total -

186Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-179

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01480 113

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01481 12

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rims.01482 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered blue body sherds.01483 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01484 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue body sherd.01485 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Rim sherd.01486 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered blue triple-line cross-
hatching band below rim.

01487 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edge rim sherds.01488 4

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherd. Olive green brush stroke.01489 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain handpainted 
overglaze body sherd. Unidentifiable 
pattern with lines in red, black and 
gold.

01490 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise holloware Blue handpainted Chinese export 
porcelain foot ring.

01491 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01492 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown glaze.01493 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled medium greenish-brown glaze.01494 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated red earthenware body sherd.01495 1

Operation Sub-total - 165

165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Layer Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 496-178

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01460 152

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01461 29

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.01462 31

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01463 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01464 8

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable01465 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware.01466 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered blue body sherds.01467 14

unidentifiable transfer print holloware Thermally altered blue rim sherds.01468 2

pearlware moulded holloware Thermally altered, moulded fluting on 
exterior.

01469 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered. Green and orange 
strokes.

01470 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Scalloped rim of Chinese export 
porcelain with faint impression of 
remnants of handpainted overglaze 
motif. Motif appears to be an 
undulating chain below rim. Paint is 
black.

01471 1

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware Thermally altered green edge rim sherd.01472 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze with dark 
brown inclusions.

01473 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Interior light orangish-brown mottled 
glaze.

01474 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze on 
interior and exterior.

01475 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01476 5

buff earthenware unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated.01477 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.01478 1

Operation Sub-total - 267

267Quadrant Sub-total -

267Layer Sub-total -

267Feature Sub-total -
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267Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01450 1

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded "basket weave" pattern.01451 1

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-215

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze plate, muffin Chinese export porcelain with a 
remnant of handpainted black 
overglaze on the interior. The 
overglaze painted pattern is still visible 
when examined closely. Most likely a 
floral motif. 7 inch diameter = muffin 
plate.

01440 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01441 2

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Floral motif: painted flower heads with 
starburst pattern in a band below the 
rim. Moulding on the body part of the 
vessel is evident.

01442 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Yellow motif.01443 1

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01412 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01430 3

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded bead and reel rim decoration 
with fleur-de-lis on body. Embellished 
with handpainted blue.

01431 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue.01432 2
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porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze in reddish-
brown. Pattern indistinguisable on 
exterior and interior. One side has had 
painted overglaze rubbed away but 
impression is still visible.

01433 1

Operation Sub-total - 15

15Quadrant Sub-total -

15Layer Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-207

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01410 43

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01411 49

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01413 3

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Remnants of red and black 
handpainted motif. Thermally altered.

01414 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.01415 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01416 17

black basalt moulded holloware Foot ring. High Chinese style.01417 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Handpainted with orange.01418 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered Chinese export 
porcelain. Blue floral motif. One piece 
has the motif worn away although it is 
visible under light.

01419 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable01420 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01422 6

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01423 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-brown mottled glaze.01424 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Motifs 
and wares unidentifiable.

01425 12

Operation Sub-total - 143

143Quadrant Sub-total -

143Layer Sub-total -

143Feature Sub-total -

143Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-201

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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pearlware transfer print saucer Thermally altered blue transferprint 
fragments of a saucer. Floral motif 
along rim with European-style 
"Italianate" pattern on interior. 14 
sherds in one mend. Unique ID: PE-
SAU3.

01390 15

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01391 21

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue handpainted.01392 9

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01393 112

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rim.01394 1

creamware moulded holloware Moulded with a "basket-weave" 
pattern.

01395 1

black basalt moulded holloware Thermally altered and moulded  body 
sherd.

01396 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered  with mottled brown 
glaze.

01397 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01398 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Thermally altered.Pattern has a chain 
of circles with a dot in the centre of 
each, below the rim. Below the circle 
chain, swirled spiral-like in-fill 
decoration.

01399 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain, handpainted 
overglaze in red. Two parallel red lines 
below rim.

01400 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Early palette handpainted.01401 1

pearlware edgeware, general flatware Blue rim sherds, exfoliated, possibly 
from an octaganal plate as straight 
edge has a groove below the rim.

01402 4

porcelain edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green scalloped edgeware rim sherds.01403 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01404 32

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01405 8

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edgeware rim sherds.01421 4

Operation Sub-total - 218

218Quadrant Sub-total -

218Layer Sub-total -

218Feature Sub-total -

218Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated plate, general Side fragments from a plate.01360 2

creamware undecorated flatware Foot ring sherds.01361 4

creamware Bath pattern rim dish, meat Rim sherd.01362 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01363 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01364 83
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01365 24

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01366 15

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01367 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01368 4

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green scalloped edgeware fragments.01369 5

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint with brown 
handpainted line along rim edge.

01370 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint rim sherds with 
slight scalloping.

01371 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Painted blue line along rim.01372 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable01373 2

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Geometric motif: circle with radiating 
beams and dot in the centre.

01374 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Painted body sherds. Blue "squiggle-
lined" birds and floral motif with blue, 
yellow and brown.

01375 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese export porcelain with 
overglaze enamels. Paint has worn 
away leaving an impression of the 
pattern on both interior and exterior, 
but the motif is indistinguishable.

01376 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherd with 
remnants of reddish orange 
handpainted stroke.

01377 1

pearlware shell edge holloware Rim sherd with wispy brown strokes 
from the top of the rim edge onto the 
exterior and interior of the vessel.

01378 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable01379 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherd. Glaze 
has turned to a purplish hue from the 
typical bluish-gray.

01380 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01381 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01382 2

Operation Sub-total - 159

159Quadrant Sub-total -

159Layer Sub-total -

159Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08840 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08841 11

creamware undecorated flatware08842 4

creamware Royal rim flatware08843 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Blue floral Chinoiserie on interior. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU19.

08844 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue scene is unidentifiable, but has 
architectural elements.

08845 1
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pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Island motif on a saucer. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU1.

08846 1

creamware undecorated holloware08847 1

creamware Royal rim plate, muffin Mends with Cat. 01673. Unique ID: 
CRE-MUF1.

08848 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general08849 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general08850 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherd.08851 2

Operation Sub-total - 35

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Layer Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

194Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01330 85

creamware undecorated flatware01331 3

creamware undecorated saucer Footring sherds.01332 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue.01333 7

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable01334 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue body sherds.01335 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01336 13

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded fluting.01337 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Rim sherd. Brown line.01338 1

pearlware hand-painted, general holloware Blue painted cross-hatching motif.01339 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Rim sherd with painted brown line 
along rim edge, blue-printed.

01340 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue rim sherd.01341 1

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable01342 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Thermally altered body sherd. Has a 
purplish hue instead of typical bluish 
grey.

01343 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze in red paint. 
Motif is linear pattern. One red line 
traced below the edge of the scalloped 
rim. Body motif a tight band of one 
straight line, one scalloped line, and 
dots below at the points of the 
scalloped line.

01344 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, early palette holloware Heavily burnt rim sherd. Brown twig, 
with green leaves and blue buds. Rim 
sherd shows evidence that this vessel 
was panelled.

01345 1

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Thermally altered spout.01346 1
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porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.01347 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled interior glaze.01348 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01349 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01350 10

Operation Sub-total - 141

141Quadrant Sub-total -

141Layer Sub-total -

141Feature Sub-total -

141Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01300 607

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01301 17

creamware undecorated holloware Footring sherds.01302 8

creamware Bath pattern rim plate, table01303 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01304 34

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable Plain body sherd.01305 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01306 24

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01307 4

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze in red and 
black. Some motif has worn away but 
the general design is floral and chain.

01308 5

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Rim sherd with olive brown line 
painted along edge of rim.

01309 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown line strokes with a hint of an 
orange blossom.

01310 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Rim sherds, blue motif.01311 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edge rim sherds.01312 5

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edge rim.01313 2

creamware factory slip, banded holloware Body sherds with blue bands.01314 5

pearlware transfer print, blue willow holloware Rim sherds with a brown line painted 
along the edge of the rim.

01315 2

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered blue transferprint.01316 4

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds, blue.01317 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Body sherds. Floral motifs 
incorporating blue, green, yellow and 
brown.

01318 5

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable01319 3

jackfield glazed holloware01320 2

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded body fragments.01321 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01322 13
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. 
Unidentifiable motifs and wares.

01323 72

stoneware slipped milkpan Rim and body sherds.01324 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01325 16

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish-orange-brown glaze.01326 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light to medium hue brown 
glaze.

01327 5

Operation Sub-total - 856

856Quadrant Sub-total -

856Layer Sub-total -

856Feature Sub-total -

856Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-189

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Rim sherds.01260 15

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware01261 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable01262 105

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01263 42

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise teas Body sherds.01264 51

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered, blue.01265 7

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherds.01266 8

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain rim sherds. 
Handpainted overglaze with red and 
black floral motif.

01267 2

porcelain undecorated bowl, general High Chinese-style footring fragments.01268 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edge rim sherds.01269 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edge rim sherds.01270 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain body sherds. 
Handpainted overglaze in red, brown, 
black and gold paints. Motif 
unidentifiable.

01271 6

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Body sherds from blue bands.01272 4

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable01273 4

creamware undecorated saucer Footring.01274 1

creamware undecorated holloware Chinese-style high footring. Slight 
angle rather than straight vertical.

01275 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable01276 8

porcelain undecorated flatware01277 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Footring fragment, blue motif.01278 1

black basalt undecorated holloware01279 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue-printed rim sherd with olive 
brown accent on the rim edge.

01280 4

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue Chinoiserie cross-hatching on a 
rim sherd.

01281 1
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creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Alternating brown "diamond and 
circle" chain pattern delineated with a 
thin upper and lower line.

01282 1

creamware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Brown alternating horizontal rows of 
dots and lines.

01283 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Triple blue line cross-hatching pattern 
on exterior and interior.

01284 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable01285 52

creamware undecorated unidentifiable01286 710

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01287 30

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glaze.01288 5

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated earthenware body sherds.01289 7

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Orange-brown glazed.01290 3

jackfield glazed holloware01291 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glaze.01292 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated lid Fragment of a lid knob.01293 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled glaze.01294 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glazed rim sherd. Glaze is 
worn away on most of the sherd.

01295 1

Operation Sub-total - 1091

1091Quadrant Sub-total -

1091Layer Sub-total -

1091Feature Sub-total -

1091Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-188

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.01220 7

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01221 24

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Plain body sherds.01222 40

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Brown handpainted cross-hatched 
band below rim with a trace of a blue 
band painted below.

01223 1

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Body sherds blue bands.01224 14

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Triple 
blue line cross-hatching design.

01225 2

pearlware hand-painted, general plate, muffin Thermally altered rim sherd with triple 
blue line cross-hatch motif. Matches 
but does not mend with Cat. 01225. 5" 
diameter of rim.

01226 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Early palette handpainted floral motif. 
Yellow "flowers" with 4 brown dots in 
centre representing stamen.

01227 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01228 33

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Blue edge rim sherds.01229 3

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherds.01230 5
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pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edge rim sherds.01231 3

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Body sherd with triple blue line cross-
hatching motif. Could match with Cat. 
01225 and 01226 although they are 
thermally altered.

01232 1

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Rim sherd with exfoliation.01233 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Rim sherd. Thin olive green line 
painted below the rim on both exterior 
and interior. Below the green line on 
the exterior, a band of yellow is 
evident.

01234 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Handle fragment. Clear glaze.01235 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze.01236 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain. Handpainted 
overglaze in brown and red paint. Red 
diaper pattern.

01237 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01238 2

stoneware slipped holloware Mottled sandy brown glazed body 
sherd.

01239 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01240 6

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim with a blue-printed "scale" 
pattern. The rim is painted in olive 
brown.

01241 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherd with blue geometric diaper 
pattern.

01242 1

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned horizontal incised bands.01243 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01244 36

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01245 36

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered rim sherds.01246 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.01247 10

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01248 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.01249 19

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Greenish-light brown mottled glaze.01250 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled glaze.01251 4

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Exfoliated body sherds.01252 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Reddish-orange glaze.01253 2

jackfield glazed holloware01254 1

Operation Sub-total - 277

277Quadrant Sub-total -

277Layer Sub-total -

277Feature Sub-total -

277Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-182

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01180 330
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.01181 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01182 45

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01183 4

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherds. Olive brown geometric 
pattern with blue dotting.

01184 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01185 34

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01186 19

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01187 16

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain. Hand 
painted overglaze in red and black 
paint. Red floral roundel motif with 
black outline.

01188 4

tin enamelled undecorated holloware Body sherds.01189 2

pearlware factory slip, banded unidentifiable Blue bands.01190 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain body sherds.01191 5

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Blue painted rim sherd, geometric 
motif in band below rim. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU5.

01192 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Body sherds.01193 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled reddish brown glazed body 
sherds.

01194 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green and brown glazed rim 
sherd.

01195 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glazed body 
sherds.

01196 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled dark brown glaze on body 
sherds.

01197 5

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue floral motif body sherds.01198 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edge rim sherds.01199 4

stoneware slipped holloware Dark brown exterior glazed body 
sherd. Light brown interior glaze.

01200 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Blue linear pattern on body sherds.01201 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. 
Unidentified blue motifs.

01202 3

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Blue, orange, and green on body 
sherds.

01203 3

buff earthenware glazed holloware Yellow glaze over buff body. Body 
sherd.

01204 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain, handpainted 
overglaze. Rim sherds decorated with 
a band of red rosettes inside a black 
lined border.

01205 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Scalloped rim sherds of Chinese 
export porcelain with handpainted 
overglaze. Colours have worn away, 
but interior design shows a wavy chain 
pattern and exterior has remnants of a 
floral motif.

01206 2
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Medium orangey brown mottled 
glazed body sherds.

01207 2

pearlware moulded holloware Body sherds with a fluted exterior 
mould.

01208 2

pearlware moulded saucer Foot sherd with interior fluting 
impressions. Foot ring is a small 
wedge.

01209 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherd with 
dark brownish black exterior glaze and 
mottled dark brown interior glaze.

01210 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Rim sherd with blue painted "fish roe" 
motif between two thin bands 
encircling below rim. May match Cat 
#00504.

01211 1

Operation Sub-total - 517

517Quadrant Sub-total -

517Layer Sub-total -

517Feature Sub-total -

517Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 495-180

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware Body sherds.01160 39

creamware Paris pattern rim plate, supper Rim sherd.01161 1

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rim sherd.01162 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.01163 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Base. Mottled brown glaze interior.01164 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with mottled medium 
brown interior glaze.

01165 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01166 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01167 3

jackfield glazed teapot Teapot spout rim sherd.01168 1

red earthenware, refined moulded, misc patterns holloware Moulded redware body sherd.01169 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable01170 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edge rim sherd.01171 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with faded 
overgalze enamel.

01172 2

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain foot ring 
sherd, faded overgalze enamel.

01173 1

Operation Sub-total - 62

62Quadrant Sub-total -

62Layer Sub-total -

62Feature Sub-total -

62Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-198

Feature:
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Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01040 46

Operation Sub-total - 46

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Level 4

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01150 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.01151 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd. Blue.01152 1

Operation Sub-total - 10

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Layer Sub-total -

56Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 11

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09230 41

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Slight thermal alteration.09231 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09232 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Exfoliated sherd from scalloped green 
edgeware.

09233 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric patterns: lozenge.09234 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable09235 2

pearlware Shell edge teacup Blue straight edgeware with painted 
feathering from rim downward onto 
exterior body. Unique ID: PE-CUP17.

09236 1

rosso antico moulded lid Acorn shaped  lid finial. A central 
steam hole runs down through the 
middle of it.

09237 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Thermally altered. Blue transferprint 
geometric pattern on interior below 
rim. Exterior has part of a landscape. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP9.

09238 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Part of 
motif with a scalloped line accentuated 
with dots below the scallops.

09239 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09240 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Unidentifiable 
moulded rim.

09241 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general Thermally altered. Two sherds mend.09242 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled light brown 
glaze on interior. Exterior is exfoliated.

09243 1
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red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown salt-
glaze.

09244 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered. Possible meat dish.09246 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09247 53

unidentifiable moulded unidentifiable Thermally altered. A projection of 
ceramic in the shape of a shark's tooth 
with a moulded beaded line in the 
centre.

09248 1

Operation Sub-total - 116

116Quadrant Sub-total -

116Layer Sub-total -

116Feature Sub-total -

172Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-197

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01130 37

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01131 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01132 8

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01133 6

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Decorated with thin hand painted line 
in olive green.

01134 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.01135 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01136 83

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered glazed earthenware 
body sherds.

01137 9

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue handpainted body sherd.01138 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze pattern in red. 
Motif unidentifiable.

01139 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled light brown glazed rim sherd.01140 1

Operation Sub-total - 154

154Quadrant Sub-total -

154Layer Sub-total -

154Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 12

Layer: Level 1-4

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09360 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermal alteration.09361 1

creamware undecorated flatware09362 1

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim plate, general Thermally altered.09363 1

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -
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5Layer Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

159Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware Body sherds.01110 62

creamware undecorated holloware Folded rim sherd.01111 1

creamware Paris pattern rim flatware Rim sherd.01112 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.01113 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01114 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01115 2

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rim sherd.01116 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01117 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd. Blue.01118 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.01119 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherd.01120 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green edge rim sherd.01121 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Thermally altered rim sherd.01122 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered glazed rim sherd.01123 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish brown interior glaze.01124 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Reddish brown interior glaze.01125 1

Operation Sub-total - 82

82Quadrant Sub-total -

82Layer Sub-total -

82Feature Sub-total -

82Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-194

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01100 12

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd. Blue.01101 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01102 9

unidentifiable Bath pattern rim flatware Thermally altered rim sherd.01103 1

Operation Sub-total - 23

23Quadrant Sub-total -

23Layer Sub-total -

23Feature Sub-total -

23Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01080 340

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.01081 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01082 22

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01083 25

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01084 24

black basalt undecorated holloware Body sherd.01085 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese export porcelain with 
handpainted overglaze.

01086 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.01087 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese export porcelain scalloped rim 
sherd with panelled body.

01088 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherds.01089 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Rim sherd blue-printed with 
handpainted olive green trim on rim 
edge.

01090 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherd.01091 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.01092 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds.Blue.01093 23

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered body fragment with 
dark brown interior glaze.

01094 1

creamware unidentified unidentifiable Body sherd with exterior brown paint.01095 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with mottled dark brown 
interior glaze.

01096 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with mottled light brown 
exterior glaze.

01097 1

red earthenware, refined slipped holloware Refined earthenware handle with dark 
red slip finish.

01098 1

Operation Sub-total - 464

464Quadrant Sub-total -

464Layer Sub-total -

464Feature Sub-total -

464Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-189

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01030 615

creamware undecorated holloware Handle fragment.01031 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain body sherds. Pattern 
rubbed away. Floral motif?

01032 4

black basalt moulded jug Rim sherd moulded with a fleur-de-lis, 
outflaring lip, pouring spout for cream 
jug in Wedgewood tea service? Unique 
ID: BB-JUG1

01033 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01034 42
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unidentifiable glazed unidentifiable Thermally altered earthenware sherd 
with mottled reddish-orange exterior 
glaze.

01035 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01036 40

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.01037 15

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Rim sherds, thin lines bordering 
continuous fish roe motif; same motif 
as cat.#00504.

01038 2

pearlware unidentified flatware Rim sherd moulded like Royal Rim.01039 1

pearlware factory slip, banded holloware Annular bands on body.01041 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01042 6

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherds.01043 7

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Rim sherds.01044 4

pearlware edgeware, scalloped plate, general Green edge fragment.01045 1

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Body sherd, possibly from a green 
edgeware vessel.

01046 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01047 2

porcelain undecorated holloware Thermally altered food sherds. Foot is 
angled away from the base on a 45 
degree angle.

01048 2

porcelain undecorated saucer Footring sherd. Highly defined wedge-
like foot.

01049 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Chinese style high foot ring.01050 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherds.01051 3

stoneware slipped holloware Thermally altered rim sherd with 
interior and exterior glazing.

01052 1

stoneware slipped holloware Shoulder sherd with indentations along 
the break which may be an 
unidentifiable name. Dark brown 
glazed exterior. Light brown glazed 
interior.

01053 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with mottled dark reddish 
brown glaze on the exterior and a 
lighter mottled reddish brown glaze on 
the interior.

01054 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Rim sherd with dark reddish brown 
mottled glaze on the exterior and 
interior.

01055 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Handle fragment. Mottled light brown 
glazing.

01056 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherds.01057 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Base sherd with light brown interior 
glaze.

01058 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Moulded rim edge.01059 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered glazed handle.01060 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with dark brown interior 
glaze.

01061 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherd with 
dark brown interior glaze.

01062 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with mottled dark brown 
glazing.

01063 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with mottled sand brown 
glaze.

01064 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherd with 
mottled reddish brown glaze.

01065 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with dark brown mottled 
glazing.

01066 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with mottled light brown 
glazing.

01067 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with light reddish brown 
glaze.

01068 3

buff earthenware undecorated holloware Body sherd.01069 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherds.01070 5

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01071 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.01072 20

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.01073 4

creamware undecorated holloware Chinese style high footrings.01074 3

creamware undecorated plate, general Foot sherd.01075 1

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned band moulded body 
sherd.

01076 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Tiny rim fragment.01077 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise saucer Rim sherd, brown lip painted above 
blue-printed zone of tiny fish roe 
clusters around rim. Unique ID: PE-
SAU6.

01078 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded body with carinated shoulder 
and incised line at edge of shoulder.

01079 1

Operation Sub-total - 833

833Quadrant Sub-total -

833Layer Sub-total -

833Feature Sub-total -

833Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 494-182

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09080 200

creamware undecorated flatware09081 10

creamware Royal rim flatware09082 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09083 16

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
motifs.

09084 7

unidentifiable Factory slip holloware Blue banded.09085 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Motif pattern 
unidentifiable.

09086 3
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pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue scalloped edgeware.09087 2

porcelain undecorated flatware09088 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Blue butterfly?09089 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Modified cross-
hatching.

09090 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09091 12

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated sherds.09092 5

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Salt-glazed.09093 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze.09094 4

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior 
and exterior.

09095 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered and encrusted. 
Brown glaze.

09096 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Glaze has been exfoliated. Two sherds 
mend together.

09097 20

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glaze has been 
exfoliated. Two sherds mend and four 
sheds mend together.

09098 6

Operation Sub-total - 302

302Quadrant Sub-total -

302Layer Sub-total -

302Feature Sub-total -

302Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 493-198

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise teacup Rim sherd with a scalloped edge, blue 
print, painted yellow-olive green 
accent.

01010 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.01011 23

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned moulded band in a body 
sherd.

01012 1

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.01013 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.01014 44

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Moulded body painted with early 
palette olive green.

01015 1

black basalt unidentified holloware Thin handle for a holloware vessel. 
Exterior is moulded in a "zipper" style 
with regularly spaced horizontal bands 
and one long vertical band subdividing 
the space in symmetrical spaces.

01016 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered rim sherds.01017 2

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware Thermally altered green edge.01018 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered Chinese style foot 
ring.

01019 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware Thermally altered body sherd.01020 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with dark brown interior 
glazing.

01021 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.01022 5

Operation Sub-total - 87

87Quadrant Sub-total -

87Layer Sub-total -

87Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 11

Layer: Level 4 - Sand Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09210 5

creamware undecorated flatware09211 1

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine turned banding on exterior.09212 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims. Unidentifiable rim 
motif.

09213 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin Green scalloped edgeware, Rococo 
with impressed straight lines. Matches 
but does not mend with Cat. 09188. 
Unique ID: PE-MUF4.

09214 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09215 18

creamware Royal rim plate, table Thermally altered. Unique ID: CRE-
TAB12.

09216 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated. Two 
sherds mend.

09217 2

Operation Sub-total - 32

32Quadrant Sub-total -

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware09220 5

creamware Royal rim plate, supper Rim sherd. Unique ID: CRE-SUP3.09221 2

creamware unidentified plate, general Moulded rim. Unknown rim motif.09222 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim. Unknown rim motif.09223 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue floral motif on interior and 
exterior.

09224 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Blue cross-hatching below interior 
rim. Chinoiserie. Unique ID: PE-
SAU27.

09225 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered and encrusted.09226 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered. String rim with 
brown mottled salt-glaze from exterior 
rim over onto interior body. Unique 
ID: RED-B1.

09227 1

Operation Sub-total - 13

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Layer Sub-total -
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45Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 11 & 12

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

white salt-glazed stoneware Bath pattern rim plate, muffin Rim and body sherds mended to half 
of a 6.5" dia plate. Impressed "2" and 
unidentified makers mark. Unique ID: 
WSG-MUF3.

09320 11

creamware Royal rim flatware09321 1

creamware undecorated flatware09322 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09323 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
patterned swags. Rim is hand-painted 
with a thermally modified line of 
colour. Body appears to be moulded 
into flutes. Unique ID: PE-SAU29.

09324 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09325 1

Operation Sub-total - 16

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Layer Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

148Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 493-197

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00990 51

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00991 4

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00992 18

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00993 3

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Green rim.00994 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Body sherd with a lower portion of 
detail from rim decoration. The motif 
is red hand-painted overglaze in diaper-
dot.

00995 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00996 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown glazed, body sherds.00997 2

buff earthenware glazed holloware Exfoliated and thermally altered with a 
mottled light brown glaze.

00998 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00999 3

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.01000 2

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.01001 1

Operation Sub-total - 91

91Quadrant Sub-total -

91Layer Sub-total -

91Feature Sub-total -
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Feature: 11

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09180 57

creamware undecorated flatware09181 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09182 5

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
motifs.

09183 4

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable09184 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware.09185 1

creamware Royal rim flatware09186 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted scalloped line and dots 
accentuating the scallops.

09187 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, general Green edgeware with lightly incised 
curved lines.

09188 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Thermally altered and exfoliated. Blue 
hand-painted triple lined cross-
hatching below rim on interior and 
exterior. Unique ID: PE-CUP3.

09189 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.09190 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09191 48

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.09192 2

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.09193 1

unidentifiable Banded holloware Thermally altered. Banded.09194 1

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general09195 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Possible lid?09196 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior, 
brown salt-glaze on exterior. 5 sherds 
mend.

09197 7

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09200 9

buff earthenware trailed slip baking dish Thermally altered. Alternate bands 
encircle interior. Two sherd mends 
with Cat. 09194. Two sherds mend 
together. Unique ID: BUF-BD1.

09201 4

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue scale pattern. Rim is hand-
painted with an early palette brown 
line. Unique ID: PE-SAU26.

09202 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09203 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze. Matches but 
doesn't mend with Cat. 09197.

09204 1

Operation Sub-total - 162

162Quadrant Sub-total -

162Layer Sub-total -

162Feature Sub-total -

253Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 492-205
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Feature: 14

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware Royal rim plate, general09370 1

pearlware undecorated flatware09371 1

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 492-202

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00980 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00981 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds00982 35

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00983 7

Operation Sub-total - 50

50Quadrant Sub-total -

50Layer Sub-total -

50Feature Sub-total -

50Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 492-198

Feature: 11

Layer: Level 3

Quadrant:

Operation:

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00960 29

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Various blue body sherds.00961 9

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Plain body sherds.00962 10

porcelain hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00963 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00964 119

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green rims.00965 3

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Thermally altered green rim sherd.00966 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00967 4

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Body sherd.00968 1

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.00969 8

unidentifiable undecorated holloware Thermally altered foot with Chinese 
style footring.

00970 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Base sherd with dark reddish brown 
exterior glaze.

00971 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with mottled brown 
interior glazing.

00972 2
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pearlware unidentified teacup Thermally altered foot with Chinese 
style footring.

00973 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with mottled medium 
bronze glaze on interior and exterior.

00974 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with reddish exterior glaze 
and dark brown interior glaze.

00975 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd. Exfoliated exterior, 
mottled olive green-brown interior 
glaze.

00976 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with mottled medium 
brown interior glaze and mottled light 
brown exterior glaze.

00977 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with reddish orange 
interior glaze.

00978 1

Operation Sub-total - 196

196Quadrant Sub-total -

196Layer Sub-total -

196Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 11 & 12

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09310 23

creamware Royal rim flatware09311 3

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue fish roe pattern below rim on 
interior. Rim is scalloped and painted 
with an early palette olive brown line. 
Exterior may have a motif on it.

09312 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue fish roe pattern on one side.09313 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09314 1

unidentifiable transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on exterior.09315 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09316 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Small rolled rim. 
Greenish-brown glaze.

09317 1

Operation Sub-total - 39

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Layer Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

235Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 492-197

Feature: 11

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09150 3

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09151 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09160 63

creamware undecorated flatware09161 5
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creamware Royal rim flatware09162 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09163 10

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric infill from larger 
unidentifiable scenes.

09164 4

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Unidentifiable motif.09165 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue fish roe below rim on interior. 
Rim is scalloped and painted with an 
early palette brown line.

09166 1

pearlware moulded holloware Exterior is moulded into flutes and 
painted green.

09167 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Debased Scratch Blue holloware Debased Scratch Blue incised pattern 
on exterior.

09168 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted brush stroke.

09169 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain. Fish roe pattern 
below interior rim, but it is spaced out. 
Motif on body not identifiable. Unique 
ID: CHI-SAU18.

09170 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Slight thermal alteration. Mottled 
brown glaze on interior. Maroon-
brown salt-glaze on exterior.

09171 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Light brown mottled glaze on interior. 
Exterior is exfoliated.

09172 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze on 
interior and exterior.

09173 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled green glaze thermally altered 
and encrusted.

09174 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09175 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09176 11

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.09177 3

Operation Sub-total - 113

113Quadrant Sub-total -

113Layer Sub-total -

113Feature Sub-total -

113Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-225

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware moulded holloware Moulded bands.00950 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint with a painted 
yellowish olive rim.

00940 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Exfoliated blue rim.00941 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Thermally altered body sherd.00942 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.00943 1

Operation Sub-total - 4

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Layer Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware hand-painted, early palette bowl, general Mended rim with floral motif in 
yellow, brown and blue. Rim is lightly 
scalloped with handpainted thin brown 
band below rim. Unique ID: PE-B01.

00920 2

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Thermally altered mended rim sherd, 
rococo green shell edge. Unique ID: 
UI-SUP2.

00921 2

creamware engine turned holloware Body sherds with engine-turned 
banding.

00923 4

creamware undecorated saucer Foot sherd.00924 1

creamware undecorated bowl, general Foot sherd.00925 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00926 26

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Rim sherds.00927 2

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherds.00928 3

creamware unidentified flatware Unidentifiable moulded rim profiles.00929 2

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Rim sherd with painted brown shell 
edge.

00930 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Various blue body sherds of 
unidentifiable motif.

00931 7

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherd.00932 1

pearlware hand-painted, general teacup Rim sherd. Continuous band of cross-
hatched lines below rim are framed by 
a double line on bottom and a single 
line on top. A final wavy line 
underscores the band. Rim is 
outflaring. Unique ID: PE-CUP2.

00933 1

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Blue rim sherd with a "garland" style 
motif just below the interior and 
exterior rim. Exterior also partially 
depicts a geometric style motif on the 
body. An "eye" is seen above 
undulating lines.

00934 1

Operation Sub-total - 54
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54Quadrant Sub-total -

54Layer Sub-total -

54Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 18

Layer: Rubble Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Two sherds mend.09470 3

creamware undecorated flatware Two sherds mend.09471 3

pearlware Edgeware, general flatware Blue paint from an edgeware on the 
brim.

09472 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Interior base. Low wedge footring.09473 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
motifs below interior rim. Rim is 
scalloped and body is fluted. Hand-
painted greenish-brown line along top 
of rim. Unique ID: PE-SAU29.

09474 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, muffin Mends with Cat. 08768. Unique ID: 
WSG-MUF1.

09475 1

creamware Concave pattern rim meat dish Deep, circular food service dish. 
Mends with Cat. 09431. Unique ID: 
CRE-MD6.

09476 1

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.09477 1

Operation Sub-total - 12

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Layer Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

66Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-196

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable Body sherd decorated with blue and 
green.

00880 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00881 9

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green rim sherds.00882 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00883 6

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00884 74

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Rim sherd with a faded thin red 
painted band on interior edge.

00885 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Overglaze enamel on Chinese 
porcelain body sherd. Partial motif is 
red floral and geometric diaper-dot 
pattern.

00886 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze holloware Overglaze floral motif in red, green 
and brown on Chinese porcelain body 
sherd.

00887 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00888 4
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porcelain undecorated saucer Plain vessel foot.00889 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00890 2

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body fragments. 
Blue.

00891 2

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable Foot sherd.00892 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Body sherds decorated with a 
handpainted brown star and a thin 
brown band.

00893 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable Rim sherd. Blue bands.00894 1

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherd. Motif unidentifiable.00895 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds of varying unidentifiable 
motifs.

00896 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Foot sherds.00897 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.00898 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated body fragment with a 
medium brown glaze.

00899 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered, reddish brown glaze 
on body sherd.

00900 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with dark brown external 
glaze and reddish brown interior glaze.

00901 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherd with 
dark brown glazing on the exterior and 
mottled dark brown glaze on the 
interior.

00902 1

Operation Sub-total - 122

122Quadrant Sub-total -

122Layer Sub-total -

122Feature Sub-total -

122Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer Rim sherd with painted swags around 
rim. Unique ID: PE-SAU9.

00878 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00860 22

creamware Royal rim flatware Rm sherds.00861 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Foot sherds.00863 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00864 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Base sherd with interior brown glazing.00865 1
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unidentifiable Bath pattern rim dish, meat Thermally altered  rim sherds. Unique 
ID: UI-MD1.

00866 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00867 3

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Mended rim and body sherd from a 
teacup. Blue transferprint depicting 
Chinese pagoda on exterior and 
geometric patterned band on the 
interior. Rim is scalloped and hand-
painted an early palette coloured 
brown. Unique ID: PE-CUP1.

00868 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with interior reddish 
brown glaze.

00869 1

buff earthenware trailed slip baking dish Rim sherd with folded collar and light 
greenish-brown glaze on collar and 
interior, contrasting trailed slip wavy 
lines on interior of dish. Thermally 
altered. Unique ID: BUF-BD2.

00870 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherd with 
interior brown glazing.

00871 1

tin enamelled hand-painted, general holloware Rim sherd painted dark brown (band) 
on interior.

00872 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise saucer Rim sherd with scalloped edge and 
moulded body. Unique ID: PE-SAU8.

00873 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Body sherd.00874 1

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Body sherd with thin blue band 
underlining possible decorative rim 
detail.

00875 1

pearlware hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Rim sherd with thin hand painted 
brown overglaze interior band.

00876 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd with brown transferprint 
motif depicting a border of "buds" or 
"laurel leaves".

00877 1

Operation Sub-total - 49

49Quadrant Sub-total -

49Layer Sub-total -

50Feature Sub-total -

50Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00840 94

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherds.00841 2

pearlware banded unidentifiable Body sherds.00842 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00843 3

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.00844 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00845 12

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00846 5

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00847 3
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red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered brown glazed body 
sherds.

00848 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown interior glazed body sherds.00849 2

Operation Sub-total - 129

129Quadrant Sub-total -

129Layer Sub-total -

129Feature Sub-total -

129Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00830 34

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00831 7

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00832 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00833 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00834 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.00835 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with brown interior 
glazing.

00836 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with brown glaze interior.00837 1

Operation Sub-total - 51

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Layer Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 490-180

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Foot sherds.00820 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.00821 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered rim sherd.00822 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Body sherd with worn away transfer 
print impression.

00823 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherd.00824 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Blue.00825 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd. Glazed on exterior and 
interior with light brown glaze.

00826 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Rim sherd with interior brown glazing.00827 1

Operation Sub-total - 11

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Layer Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -
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Unit: 490-175

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

buff earthenware slipped holloware Exfoliated body sherd, brown slip 
bands encircle interior.

00810 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 489-200

Feature: 18

Layer: Rubble Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware Concave pattern rim meat dish Deep oval food service dish with 
moulded concave rim. Four sherds in 
one mend for the base. Thirteen sherds 
in another mend. Unique ID: CRE-
MD8.

09430 17

creamware Concave pattern rim meat dish Deep, circular food service dish. 
Unique ID: CRE-MD6.

09431 1

creamware Concave pattern rim meat dish Deep circular, dish for food service. 
Ten sherds mend. Unique ID: CRE-
MD5.

09432 10

creamware undecorated holloware Two sherds mend.09433 7

pearlware undecorated flatware09434 1

Operation Sub-total - 36

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Layer Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

36Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 489-199

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Rim sherds.00790 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green rim sherds.00791 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds. Indeterminate blue motif.00792 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00793 91

creamware engine turned holloware Engine turned banding on body sherds.00794 2

creamware hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Red floral motif over a thin black band.00795 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded unidentifiable Body sherd.00796 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Decorated, burned body sherds. Motifs 
indeterminate.

00797 3
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00798 4

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds - wares 
indeterminate.

00799 19

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00800 3

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Foot sherd. Impression of interior 
transfer print design still visible 
although colour has worn away.

00801 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00802 2

Operation Sub-total - 141

141Quadrant Sub-total -

141Layer Sub-total -

141Feature Sub-total -

141Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 489-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00770 87

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00771 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherds of at least 3 different 
indistinguishable blue-printed patterns.

00772 8

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds of 
varying, indistinguishable blue motifs.

00773 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00774 6

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered foot sherd and body 
sherd.

00775 2

pearlware moulded unidentifiable Moulded/ribbed body sherd.00777 1

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Rim sherd with continuous black band 
with red flowers painted overglaze 
below rim on interior. Diaper/dot motif 
below the black band on the rim. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU3.

00778 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated body sherd with interior 
brown glazing.

00779 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with brown interior 
glazing.

00780 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with brown glazing.00781 1

stoneware lustre holloware Lustreware body sherd.00782 1

Operation Sub-total - 116

116Quadrant Sub-total -

116Layer Sub-total -

116Feature Sub-total -

116Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 488-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00776 11

Operation Sub-total - 11

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Layer Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 488-179

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.00760 1

creamware unidentified flatware Rim sherd.00761 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.00762 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherd.00763 1

porcelain transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd. Blue.00764 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherds with interior brown 
glazing.

00765 2

Operation Sub-total - 7

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Layer Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 487-179

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00740 81

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherd.00741 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.00742 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware Green rim sherd.00743 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00744 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds. Blue.00745 4

unidentifiable factory slip, banded unidentifiable Blue banded body sherds.00746 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated body sherd with interior 
brown glazing.

00747 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated body sherd with light 
brown glaze.

00748 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00749 9

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00750 10

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable Body sherd.00751 1

porcelain transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd. Blue.00752 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00753 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Body sherd. Blue.00754 1

Operation Sub-total - 117
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117Quadrant Sub-total -

117Layer Sub-total -

117Feature Sub-total -

117Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 486-178

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00730 2

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 485-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00720 8

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Foot sherd.00721 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated coarse sherd with brown 
interior glaze.

00722 1

Operation Sub-total - 10

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Layer Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 485-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherds.00710 32

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Partially exfoliated foot sherds.00711 3

creamware undecorated flatware Rim sherds.00712 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00713 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped unidentifiable Green rim sherd.00714 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00715 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherd.00716 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherd.00717 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Exfoliated  body sherd with interior 
brown glazing.

00718 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherd.00719 1

Operation Sub-total - 47

47Quadrant Sub-total -
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47Layer Sub-total -

47Feature Sub-total -

47Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 485-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00690 37

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered body sherds.00691 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00692 2

creamware unidentified flatware Moulded rim sherds, motif 
unidentifiable.

00693 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.00694 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Rim sherd.00695 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Body sherd with moulded bands 
encircing body, blue accent painted 
over bands.

00696 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Body sherd with interior brown glaze.00697 1

pearlware transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable Rim sherd.00698 1

pearlware transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Blue chinoiserie on pearlware.00699 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Body sherd.00700 1

Operation Sub-total - 51

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Layer Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 485-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00680 20

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.00681 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.00682 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable00683 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00684 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00685 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Rim sherd.00686 1

Operation Sub-total - 28

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Layer Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 485-180

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00660 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.00661 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue.00662 1

unidentifiable transfer print unidentifiable Blue.00663 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable00664 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherd.00670 1

Operation Sub-total - 6

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Layer Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 484-180

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00650 29

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable00651 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable00652 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette holloware Blue annular banding.00653 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue. Motif unidentifiable.00654 2

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable00655 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable00656 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable00657 2

Operation Sub-total - 38

38Quadrant Sub-total -

38Layer Sub-total -

38Feature Sub-total -

38Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 480-220

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain transfer print, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherd. Chinoiserie pattern, motif 
otherwise unidentifiable.

00640 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00641 1

Operation Sub-total - 4

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Layer Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 480-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00630 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue.00631 1

Operation Sub-total - 3

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Layer Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 480-195

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00620 9

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue. Motif unidentifiable.00621 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue.00622 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable00623 1

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable00624 1

Operation Sub-total - 13

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Layer Sub-total -

13Feature Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 480-190

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

stoneware slipped holloware Body sherd.00610 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00611 3

Operation Sub-total - 4

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Layer Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 480-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware00590 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware00591 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware00592 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00593 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable00594 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Brown mottled glaze.00600 1
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creamware undecorated unidentifiable00601 1

Operation Sub-total - 16

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Layer Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 480-180

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00580 27

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable00581 4

pearlware hand-painted, general unidentifiable Body sherd.. Motif unidentifiable.00582 1

pearlware edgeware, general unidentifiable Blue.00583 1

pearlware spatterware unidentifiable00584 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable00585 1

porcelain moulded unidentifiable00586 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated holloware00587 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00588 2

Operation Sub-total - 40

40Quadrant Sub-total -

40Layer Sub-total -

40Feature Sub-total -

40Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 475-210

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00570 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 475-200

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

black basalt moulded holloware00560 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -
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Unit: 475-185

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable00550 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware00551 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00552 9

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherd.00553 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable00554 2

Operation Sub-total - 14

14Quadrant Sub-total -

14Layer Sub-total -

14Feature Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Unit: 475-180

Feature:

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable00540 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable00541 16

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware00542 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware00543 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise unidentifiable Body sherd. Chinoiserie style strokes, 
motif otherwise unidentifiable.

00544 1

canary ware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd.00545 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.00546 6

Operation Sub-total - 31

31Quadrant Sub-total -

31Layer Sub-total -

31Feature Sub-total -

31Unit Subtotal -

Unit:

Feature:

Layer: Unknown proveni

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10270 109

creamware Royal rim flatware10271 4

creamware undecorated holloware Plain rim.10272 2

creamware moulded holloware Moulded handle.10273 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10274 37

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Front is exfoliated. Blue edgeware.10275 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Front is partially exfoliated. Brown 
line along top of rim. Transferprint 
from rim downward on interior.

10276 1
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pearlware transfer print saucer Blue transferprint below rim on 
interior but heavily exfoliated so 
pattern is unidentifiable. Early palette 
brown hand-painted line along top of 
rim.

10277 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral/foliate motif.10278 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Pattern unidentifiable.10279 5

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue, orange and green paint.10280 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Early palette brown hand-painted 
floral/foliate vine motif.

10281 1

porcelain moulded saucer Interior centre has moulded fluting 
radiating from the centre. Bottom has a 
low wedge footring.

10282 1

canary ware undecorated holloware10283 3

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Early Palette flatware Thermally altered. Small hand-painted 
black loop on edge of sherd.

10284 1

jackfield glazed holloware10285 5

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Pagoda tower 
motif.

10286 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Floral motif.10287 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Geometric diaper-
dot motif.

10288 4

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze 
on interior. Rosette border below rim.

10289 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware High, straight footring decorated with 
a band consisting of a straight line, a 
scalloped line and dots at the scallop 
tips in red hand-painted overglaze.

10290 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Rim and body sherd with partial 
handle joint. Body sherd shows that 
there may have been hand-painted 
overglaze motif on the body.

10291 2

porcelain undecorated saucer Plain rim.10292 1

porcelain unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Low wedge foot 
ring.

10293 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable10294 1

creamware inlaid slip mug Incised key pattern filled with dark 
reddish-brown slip in a band below the 
exterior rim. Unique ID: CRE-MUG2.

10295 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10296 31

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware10297 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled clear and brown salt-glaze on 
exterior.

10298 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze.10299 7

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze. Rounded 
rim.

10300 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherd.10301 2
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Operation Sub-total - 235

235Quadrant Sub-total -

235Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoil Removal f

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware10340 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10341 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware10342 1

Operation Sub-total - 8

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoil Backdirt

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Band of cross-hatching below rim on 
interior.

10330 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Surface

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10310 5

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10311 3

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.10312 4

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Early palette hand-painted line on 
body.

10313 1

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine turned banding on exterior.10314 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated plate, general10315 1

creamware Factory slip holloware Mocha.10316 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded saucer Thermally altered. Moulded fluting on 
interior sides. Angled wedge footring. 
Unique ID: WSG-SAU1.

10317 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded with unidentifiable motif in 
relief.

10318 1

porcelain undecorated holloware Interior band from rim downward is 
exfoliated.

10319 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Interior shows remnant hand-painted 
overglaze floral motif.

10320 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Rosette 
border below rim on interior.

10321 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral/foliate motif.10322 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated exterior. 
Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior.

10323 1

Operation Sub-total - 23

23Quadrant Sub-total -
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23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Backhoe near 516-

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware Royal rim meat dish Large rim fragment, thermally altered. 
Unique ID: CRE-MD1.

00502 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

268Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 11 & 12

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Reconstructed. View across water to 
fence, house and exotic foliage painted 
in centre. Cross-hatch band encircles 
rim. Raised Chinese-style footring. 
Thermally altered. Unique ID: PE-
SAU2.

00505 13

creamware undecorated flatware09250 12

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09251 4

creamware Royal rim flatware09252 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Bath pattern rim plate, muffin Bath Rim mended to Cat.# 09320. 
Unique ID: WSG-MUF3.

09253 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow holloware Body sherd is exfoliated on interior 
side but the exterior shows panelled 
moulding.

09254 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette sugar bowl Overlapping swags below exterior rim, 
accentuated at the overlap by an 
orange-yellow dash. Handle knob is 
missing. Unique ID: PE-SUG1.

09255 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09256 8

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed milkpan Thermally altered. Mottled brown salt-
glaze. Small moulded spout on rim; 
slight double-rib collar. All sherds 
mend together to make vessel 3" high 
and 13" in dia. Unique ID: RED-MP1.

09260 24

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09270 46

creamware Royal rim flatware09271 8

creamware Royal rim meat dish Thermally altered. Rim sherd. Unique 
ID: CRE-MD1.

09272 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09273 10

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable09274 1

pearlware Edgeware, moulded design plate, supper Blue edgeware with bud motif. 
Embossed grapevine on the brim. 
Mends to Cat.# .09275. Unique ID: 
PE-SUP3.

09275 2
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porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Motif is 
unidentifiable.

09276 1

creamware undecorated flatware09277 10

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Thermally altered. Cross-hatching on 
interior. Unique ID: PE-SAU28.

09278 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable09279 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric pattern.09280 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with red hand-painted overglaze in 
red. Cross-hatching pattern with dots 
in the centre of each compartment. 
Some of the paint has worn away.

09281 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Circular motif with central dot in a 
band below rim. Body motif is 
unidentifiable. Unique ID: WSG-
CUP2.

09282 4

unidentifiable Lustre unidentifiable Thermally altered.09283 1

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine turned.09284 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed porringer Light brown mottled salt-glaze. Finely 
potted. Likely a handle breakage on 
one sherd. Eight sherds in one mend. 
Five sherds in another mend.  
Porringer. Unique ID: RED-POR1.

09286 14

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed plate Mottled green and brown salt-glaze. 
Some slipping of glazes. Lightly raised 
lip and small footring on base. Pie 
plate. Unique ID: RED-PP1.

09287 2

buff earthenware trailed slip baking dish Thermally altered. Glazed. Bulbous 
rim. May match Cat. 09201. Unique 
ID: BUF-BD1.

09288 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered. String rim. 
Exfoliated. Some patches of glaze. 
Unique ID: RED-B8.

09289 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark brown mottled glaze.09290 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09291 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09292 49

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered and encrusted. 
Glazed.

09293 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Exfoliated body sherds.09294 6

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.09295 1

creamware undecorated flatware09300 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09301 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Transferprint. 
Foliate and landscape motif.

09302 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze. Two sherds 
mend together.

09303 2

Operation Sub-total - 248

248Quadrant Sub-total -

248Layer Sub-total -
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248Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 12

Layer: Fill on inside of w

Quadrant:

Operation:

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table Rim sherd. Unique ID: WSG-TAB3.09330 1

pearlware moulded holloware Slightly thermally altered. Handle 
projection ending in a curlicue. Green 
wash of paint along the handle.

09331 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09332 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09333 2

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09340 29

creamware undecorated flatware09341 5

creamware Bath pattern rim plate, general Rim.09342 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rims.09343 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09344 4

creamware Royal rim plate, table Rim. Unique ID: CRE-TAB13.09345 1

unidentifiable transfer print flatware Thermally altered. Blue geometric 
pattern of tree foliage on interior. 
Exterior shows partial circle 
impression from the maker's mark.

09346 2

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Decorated interior 
and exterior.

09347 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Leaves on exterior. Brown and blue 
paint.

09348 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette flatware Floral motif in brown and blue on 
interior.

09349 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette flatware Brown line below rim on interior.09350 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Two sherds mend. Blue geometric 
motif below rim on interior. Exterior 
shows geometric patterning of tree 
foliage. Rim is scalloped and hand-
painted with an early palette brown 
line. Unique ID: PE-CUP1.

09351 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Cross-hatching below rim on interior. 
Exterior is exfoliated. Unique ID: PE-
SAU28.

09352 1

unidentifiable Factory slip holloware Brown glaze.09353 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze geometric pattern 
from an architectural component of the 
motif.

09354 1
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pearlware Edgeware, moulded design plate, supper Blue edgeware with incised curved 
lines and embossed grape vine motif 
on brim. Mends with Cat. 09275. 
Unique ID: PE-SUP3.

09355 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Blue scale motif with dots in each 
compartment. Three sherds in one 
mend, five sherds in another mend. 
Matches but does not mend with Cat. 
08796. Unique ID: PE-SAU18.

09356 10

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.09357 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altererd.09358 5

Operation Sub-total - 75

75Quadrant Sub-total -

75Layer Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 14

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09380 2

creamware undecorated flatware09381 2

creamware Royal rim plate, general09382 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim. Unidentifiable moulding 
style.

09383 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with red and black hand-painted 
overglaze. Interior motif has a black 
and red rosette border below the rim. 
Exterior motif has been heavily 
thermally altered and is unidentifiable. 
Unique ID: CHI-CUP18.

09384 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Overlapping swags below exterior rim, 
accentuated at the overlap by an 
orange-yellow dash. Matches but does 
not mend with Cat. 09255. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP18.

09385 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois bowl, general Triple-lined cross-hatching border 
below exterior rim. Two sherds mend 
together. Unique ID: PE-B06.

09386 2

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Geometric blue band below the 
interior rim. Band consists of 
alternating zones of geometric 
patterning embellished with a floral 
vine beneath. Unique ID: PE-SAU7.

09387 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Blue Chinoiserie birds (shaped like 
commas) on exterior. Possible handle 
joint on edge of sherd.

09388 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Brown and yellow mottled salt-glaze 
on exterior. Interior is exfoliated.

09389 1

Operation Sub-total - 13

13Quadrant Sub-total -
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13Layer Sub-total -

13Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 17

Layer: Rubble - shale lev

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware09400 3

creamware undecorated teacup Sharply wedged short foot ring. 
Partially exfoliated.

09401 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09402 1

unidentifiable Lustre unidentifiable Thermally altered.09403 1

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Thermally altered. Floral motif on 
exterior. Brown, green and blue paints.

09404 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Scale pattern with a single dot in the 
centre of each compartment. Five 
sherds mend together. Matches but 
does not mend with Cat. 09356 and 
Cat. 08796. Unique ID: PE-SAU18.

09405 5

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Jug handle?09406 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Floral/foliate motif on interior. Top of 
rim also painted with a blue line. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU30.

09407 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Foliate motif on exterior below rim. 
Rim is painted with a blue line. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP12.

09408 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Thermally altered. Partial floral motif 
on exterior. Interior of teacup base has 
a mountain motif. Squared handle. 
Five sherds in one mend, three sherds 
in another mend. Matches but does not 
mend with Cat. 08820. Unique ID: PE-
CUP13.

09409 11

pearlware Hand-painted, general saucer Blue hand-painted petal or leaf on 
interior. Exterior has a small rounded 
foot ring.

09410 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Foliate motif on interior base. Matches 
but does not mend with Cat. 08609. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU16.

09411 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09412 3

black basalt moulded teapot Body sherd with moulded flutes and 
beads. Matches but does not mend 
with Cat. 08639 and Cat. 08795. 
Unique ID: BB-POT3.

09413 1

Operation Sub-total - 32

32Quadrant Sub-total -

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill inside wall

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Mended rim sherd, fish scale motif, 
thermally altered.

09414 3
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Operation Sub-total - 3

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Layer Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 18

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

white salt-glazed stoneware engine turned bowl, general Foot ring sherd with a 4" diameter; 
panelled body with thin, closely 
spaced incised lines.

00910 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered body sherd. Interior 
dark brown glazing, plain exterior now 
almost black from heat alteration.

00911 1

porcelain hand-painted, blue chinoise saucer Thermally altered foot ring sherd.00912 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Undecorated body sherds.00913 3

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered foot ring sherd.00914 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue body sherd.00915 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table Mended rim sherd. Same vessel as Cat. 
00503? Unique ID: WSG-TAB5.

00916 2

creamware Bath pattern rim meat dish Thermally altered rim sherd. Unique 
ID: CRE-MD2.

00917 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Rim sherd.00918 1

Operation Sub-total - 12

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Layer Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 21 East

Layer: Rubble fill inside f

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Floral motif on exterior body.09460 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Chinese porcelain. Exterior has a 
landscape on it including a pagoda. 
Interior has a band of geometric 
dentils, fish roe and sprigs below rim. 
Unique ID: CHI-CUP14.

09461 1

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 21 South

Layer: Rubble Fill inside 

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09440 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable09441 2

creamware undecorated flatware09442 4
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white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, general09443 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom unidentifiable Floral/foliate motif.09444 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Partial green leaf on exterior.09445 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Exterior motif is part of a landscape 
scene. Interior motif is a modified 
cross-hatching border accentuated with 
a scalloped line and dots along the 
scallops, all in a band below the rim. 
Matches but does not mend with Cat. 
09424. Unique ID: PE-CUP19.

09446 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom bowl, general Mended rim and body sherds, 5" dia. 
bowl. Monochrome blue hand-painted 
floral motif on exterior. Thin hand 
painted line below rim on interior and 
exterior. Unique ID: PE-B07.

09447 10

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois bowl, general Pagoda with weeping tree printed on 
interior bottom. Exterior motif is 
unidentifiable but appears to have 
landscape scenery elements. Medium-
high wedged Chinese foot ring. 
Unique ID: PE-B03.

09448 1

Operation Sub-total - 24

24Quadrant Sub-total -

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble fill inside f

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09420 2

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Floral motif on exterior. Orange, 
brown and blue paints.

09421 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese footring and base, temple and 
tree are visible.

09423 2

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Exterior motif is a landscape scene 
with a palm tree and pagoda. Interior 
motif is a modified cross-hatching 
border accentuated with a scalloped 
line and dots along the scallops, all in 
a band below the rim. Unique ID: PE-
CUP19.

09424 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Modified cross-hatching border with 
scalloped line and dots along the 
scallops, all in a band below the rim. 
Central interior motif is unidentifiable. 
Four sherds mend together, another 
seven in another mend. Unique ID: PE-
SAU31.

09425 11
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Operation Sub-total - 13

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Layer Sub-total -

42Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 21 West

Layer: Rubble Fill within 

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine turned banding.09450 2

Operation Sub-total - 2

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 22

Layer: Rubble fill above 

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09480 15

creamware undecorated flatware09481 16

creamware moulded flatware Unidentifiable moulded rims.09482 5

creamware Royal rim plate, general09483 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Paris Rim plate, general09484 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Bath pattern rim plate, table Five sherds mend together. Unique ID: 
WSG-TAB4.

09485 6

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine turned banding.09486 2

creamware moulded holloware Heavily exfoliated.09487 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09488 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois holloware Exterior body has an architectural and 
landscape motif with pagodas and 
foliage. Interior motif is composite 
geometric and floral zone of fish roe 
and spears and curlicues. Body is 
moulded into shallow fluting.

09489 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Interior of base has blue hand-painted 
floral petals. Rounded wedge foot ring.

09490 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Interior with pagoda and landscape 
scene. Bottom of sherd shows an 
exfoliated foot ring circumference.

09491 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois flatware  Pagoda and landscape scene on 
interior.

09492 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue tree foliage on exterior, 
unidentifiable motif on interior. Rim is 
hand-painted with an early palette 
brown line.

09493 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Floral vine along outer face of handle.09494 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09495 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin Slight thermal alteration. Green 
Rococo edgeware with incised curved 
lines. Unique ID: PE-MUF5.

09496 1
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creamware unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09497 6

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Orange-brown mottled salt-glaze on 
interior. Exterior is thermally altered 
and exfoliated.

09498 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered and exfoliated. 
Exterior shows wheel turned lines.

09499 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Coiled bottle rim.09500 1

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered.09501 15

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered. Bulbous rim. Two 
sherds mend together. One sherd 
mends with a sherd from Cat. 08681.

09502 5

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered. High wedge foot 
ring. Lustre.

09503 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Folded rim. A 
possible relief moulding on rim - it has 
been broken.

09504 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered. String rim with 
sharp bottom edge. Exterior body 
shows the potters wheel spin. Dark 
brown mottled salt-glaze. Unique ID: 
RED-B9.

09505 1

stoneware salt-glazed bottle Clear salt-glaze on exterior. Creamy-
beige salt-glaze on interior. Unique 
ID: STO-BOT2.

09506 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mostly thermally altered on exterior 
where glaze has been burned away. 
Dark reddish-brown salt-glaze on 
interior. Four sherds mend together.

09507 5

Operation Sub-total - 97

97Quadrant Sub-total -

97Layer Sub-total -

97Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Layer: Surface cleaning o

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08580 11

creamware moulded flatware Moulded  rim.08581 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table08582 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Rim. Geometric lozenge motif below 
rim and floral motif below on the 
body. This sherd shows a 
misalignment of the transferprint 
application. Unique ID: PE-SAU7.

08583 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Blue hand-painted geometric motif on 
interior and exterior. Chinoiserie.

08584 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Low wedge footring.08585 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted floral/foliate motif on exterior.

08586 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Porcelain with hand-painted overglaze 
in red, green and brown. Batavian? 
Floral motif.

08587 1

porcelain undecorated holloware High straight footring. Bowl?08588 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled light brown salt-glaze on 
interior.

08589 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered.08590 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08591 3

Operation Sub-total - 25

25Quadrant Sub-total -

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped meat dish Reconstructed, almost complete. Green 
rococo scallop with impressed bud. 
Dish is 13" wide and @ 16" long. 
Unique ID: PE-MD1.

00500 27

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Mended, almost complete; raised 
Chinese-style footring, Oriental temple 
or house with fence in centre, bordered 
by exotic foliage, water in the 
foreground; multiple bands encircling 
rim. Unique ID: PE-SAU1.

00504 28

Operation Sub-total - 55

55Quadrant Sub-total -

55Layer Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 - South-ea

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated flatware Small rounded footring on bottom.08650 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware08651 1

creamware moulded holloware Moulded eggcup? Exterior is moulded 
into flutes radiating from the exfoliated 
stem?

08652 1

pearlware transfer print teacup Blue butterfly motif surrounded by 
geometric patterning. Dark blue. Rim 
is scalloped and body is moulded into 
panels. Unique ID: PE-SAU15.

08653 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Blue geometric scale and floral motif 
on interior below rim. Exterior appears 
to have a transferprint pagoda on the 
body. The top of the rim is decorated 
with a hand-painted early palette 
brown line. Unique ID: PE-CUP7.

08654 1

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -
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5Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Layer: NE Wall - Exterior

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09070 3

creamware undecorated flatware Small wedge footring.09071 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Wedged footring.09072 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general09073 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown salt-
glaze on interior and exterior.

09074 1

Operation Sub-total - 7

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Green Rococo rim mended to Cat.# 
.08781. Unique ID: PE-SUP2.

08690 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue geometric and floral transferprint 
on interior side. Rim is scalloped. 
Body is moulded into panelling. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU17.

08691 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue floral and geometric motif on 
interior. May match unique ID: PE-
SAU17.

08692 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, table Blue edgeware - rococo, 14 sherds 
mend. Mends with one sherd of Cat. 
08700. Unique ID: PE-TAB2.

08780 14

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Green rococo edgeware. Mends with 
Cat. 08690. Unique ID: PE-SUP2.

08781 1

pearlware undecorated flatware Body and base from a supper plate. 
Five sherds mend together. May be 
part of unique vessel PE-SUP2.

08782 5

pearlware undecorated flatware Six sherds mend.08783 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08784 3

pearlware moulded holloware08785 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08786 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable08787 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Exterior fluted moulding.08788 1

porcelain moulded holloware Hollow, round porcelain handle.08789 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Slight thermal alteration. Chinese 
export porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on the interior. 
Geometric detailing from a larger 
scene.

08790 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Painted on interior from rim 
downward. Pattern unidentifiable.

08791 1
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pearlware transfer print saucer Blue Italianate landscape scene. Two 
sherds mend together and with one 
sherd from Cat. 08735. One sherd 
mends with Cat. 01390. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU3.

08792 4

creamware undecorated flatware Slight thermal alteration.08793 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware with incised curved 
lines.

08794 1

black basalt moulded holloware Fluted moulding on exterior. Four 
sherds mend. Matches but does not 
mend with Cat. 08639.

08795 4

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Thermally altered. Fish scales with a 
dot in the middle of each 
compartment. Low, rounded wedge 
footring. Unique ID: PE-SAU18.

08796 3

pearlware incised plate, general Flat edged plate with a moulded rim. 
Plate shape may be octagonal. An 
incised line below the rim on the 
interior separates the rim from a blue 
hand-painted feathering motif. An 
embossed S  is on the rim below the 
point where the plate rim turns onto 
another side.

08797 1

pearlware incised plate, general Thermally altered. Straight edge with 
an incised line below the rim and blue 
hand-painted globular feathering from 
the rim inward. Two sherds mend.

08798 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Floral motif on exterior.08799 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Floral motif on exterior. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP12.

08800 2

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Monochrom flatware Thermally altered.08801 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom flatware Floral motif on interior.08802 4

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Floral motif on interior. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU30.

08803 2

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded exterior. Orange peel surface 
with relief moulding of an 
unidentifiable scene. One sherd has a 
partial barrel moulded on it. Four 
sherds mend.

08804 5

creamware Royal rim plate, table Four sherds mend. Table plate (10" 
diameter). Unique ID: CRE-TAB9.

08805 4

creamware Royal rim plate, table Rim sherd. Unique ID: CRE-TAB10.08806 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general08807 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08810 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Slightly thermally altered.08811 1

creamware Lustre flatware Thermally altered. Lustre glaze.08812 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable Moulded body or handle sherd.08813 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Part of a handle with mouldings 
shaped like curlicues.

08814 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, general Blue edgeware with straight incised 
lines on the rim.

08815 1
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creamware Edgeware, scalloped plate, table Edgeware with no painting on rim. 
Straight incised lines. Creamware. 
Two sherds mend. Unique ID: CRE-
TAB11.

08816 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Green Roccoco edgeware with straight 
and curved incised lines. Three sherds 
mend.

08817 3

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, table Blue Roccoco rim. Unique ID: PE-
TAB2.

08818 1

Operation Sub-total - 92

92Quadrant Sub-total -

92Layer Sub-total -

99Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 North

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08830 14

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08831 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded. Unidentifiable motif.08832 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.08833 2

Operation Sub-total - 19

19Quadrant Sub-total -

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Builder's Trench R

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Blue floral and geometric composite 
patterns. One sherd mends with Cat. 
08583. The other sherd mends with 
Cat.02050. Unique ID: PE-SAU7.

08990 2

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Blue scene on interior. Landscape with 
Chinoiserie style building in centre. 
Five sherds mend together. Matches 
with Cat.08959.

08991 5

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Floral motif on interior. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU25.

08992 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08993 46

creamware undecorated flatware08994 4

creamware Royal rim flatware08995 5

creamware undecorated saucer Slightly flared rim at the top. Unique 
ID: CRE-SAU8.

08996 1

creamware undecorated saucer Unique ID: CRE-SAU7.08997 1

creamware moulded holloware Moulded handle.08998 1

pearlware undecorated flatware08999 5
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porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Thermally altered. Major portion of 
base with blue painted landscape: 
house and abstract trees on a rocky 
island, water in the foreground. Low 
wedged foot ring. Bottom of wedge 
has been flattened.

09000 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Floral motif 
on interior. Rim is scalloped and body 
is moulded into facets. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU8.

09001 6

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Triple-lined cross-hatching with a 
scalloped line below the cross-
hatching band. Motif is on exterior and 
interior. Unique ID: PE-CUP3.

09002 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Thermally altered. Floral motif. 
Brown, green and blue paint for the 
floral motif on exterior. Hand-painted 
brown line below interior rim. Rim is 
slightly scalloped and the body is 
moulded into panels. Unique ID: PE-
CUP14.

09003 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Blue cross-hatching motif below 
exterior rim. Unique ID: PE-CUP10.

09004 2

pearlware Scratch Blue holloware Scratch Blue motif on exterior. Pattern 
is floral? Matches but does not mend 
with Cat. 08875.

09005 4

porcelain unidentified saucer Thermally altered. Small wedge 
footring.

09006 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Floral motif on interior.09007 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze motifs on interior 
and exterior. Floral pattern? Paint has 
worn off.

09008 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Exfoliated exterior. Interior of rim has 
cross-hatching pattern.

09009 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue motif on 
exterior. Floral?

09010 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09011 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Three sherds mend. Mottled brown 
glaze on interior. Reddish-brown salt-
glaze on exterior.

09012 3

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermal alteration. Not glazed, 
possibly exfoliated.

09013 2

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered. Six sherds mend.09014 6

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09015 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09016 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.09017 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, twiffler Green edgeware. Two sherds mend 
together. All three sherds mend to 
Cat.08960. Unique ID: PE-TWI2.

09018 3
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pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin Thermally altered. Green edgeware, 
Rococo with impressed curved lines. 
Mends with Cat. 08869. Unique ID: 
PE-MUF3.

09019 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, table Thermally altered. Blue rims with 
incised curved lines. Unique ID: PE-
TAB3.

09020 3

Operation Sub-total - 117

117Quadrant Sub-total -

117Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Builder's Trench - 

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif. All three sherds 
mend together.

09030 3

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.09031 2

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois saucer Blue motif/scene unidentifiable.09032 2

Operation Sub-total - 7

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Backhoe/Surface

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08600 3

creamware moulded holloware Two moulded entwined strands of 
handle.

08601 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08602 8

pearlware undecorated flatware08603 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin Thermally altered. Blue edgeware with 
straight incised lines, slight scallop. 
Diameter is 7 inches. Unique ID: PE-
MUF2.

08604 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom flatware Floral motif on interior.08605 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Floral motif on interior. Blue line 
painted along top of rim.

08606 1

pearlware Hand-painted, general holloware Blue unidentifiable pattern.08607 1

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Thermally altered. Floral motif along 
exterior rim onto body. Unique ID: PE-
CUP11.

08608 1

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Thermally altered. Floral motif from 
rim onto body on the interior. Unique 
ID: PE-SAU16.

08609 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze.08610 1

Operation Sub-total - 22

22Quadrant Sub-total -

22Layer Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 South

Layer: Fill by wall (interi
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Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08620 7

creamware undecorated flatware08621 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Floral motif on interior. Blue line also 
painted along top of rim.

08622 3

pearlware Hand-painted, general flatware Blue hand-painted floral motif on 
interior.

08623 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware with incised curved 
lines. Rim isn't very curved - may be 
from a small butter plate?

08624 1

Operation Sub-total - 13

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08630 5

creamware undecorated flatware Two sherds mend. Low rounded 
footring.

08631 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, general08632 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08633 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom flatware Floral motif on interior below rim. 
Rim painted with a blue line along top.

08634 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom flatware Floral motif on interior.08635 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Floral motif on exterior.08636 1

unidentifiable Hand-painted, general holloware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
brush stroke on exterior.

08637 1

black basalt undecorated holloware Plain and flat.08638 7

black basalt moulded holloware Body sherd with fluted moulding.08639 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08660 36

creamware undecorated flatware08661 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08662 6

creamware Royal rim flatware08663 1

creamware moulded flatware Moulded rim.08664 1

creamware moulded holloware Thermally altered. Moulded "string" 
rim.

08665 1

creamware undecorated holloware Base with thick medium high vertical 
footring.

08666 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral motif.08667 2

pearlware Hand-painted, general unidentifiable Blue motif unidentifiable.08668 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Floral 
motif.

08669 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze. Interior band of 
rosettes below rim.

08670 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior 
below rim. Band of rosettes.

08671 1

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded design on exterior, 
unidentifiable. White salt-glaze.

08672 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown  line below rim on interior. 
Exterior is exfoliated.

08673 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Band below rim on interior and 
exterior. Rim appears to have slight 
scalloping.

08674 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Encrustation on 
body. Dark brown mottled glaze on 
interior.

08675 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Light brown mottled salt-glaze.08676 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08677 5

creamware undecorated flatware08680 3

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered. Rounded bulbous 
rim. One sherd mends with Cat. 
08748. Unique ID: CRE-RH1.

08681 3

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered.08682 5

porcelain undecorated holloware Porcelain base with a squat wedge-
shaped foot ring.

08683 2

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois holloware Blue motif is a Chinoiserie style 
dragon's tail.

08684 1

pearlware Factory slip holloware08685 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. High, thin wedge-
shaped footring.

08686 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Thermally altered/encrusted. Blue 
waterscape on exterior and geometric 
cross-hatching band below rim on 
interior. Six sherds mend. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP13.

08820 7

Operation Sub-total - 116

116Quadrant Sub-total -

116Layer Sub-total -

129Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 West

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Blue Rococo rim mends with rims and 
bodies (Cat.# 0780) to make one-
quarter of a table plate with folded 
footring. Unique ID: PE-TAB2.

08700 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped plate, table Green rim with curved incised lines. 
Unique ID: PE-TAB1.

08701 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette bowl, general Floral motif on exterior of bowl. 
Brown line painted below rim on 
interior and exterior. Rim is scalloped, 
8" dia. Mends with Cat. 08332. 
Unique ID: PE-B01.

08702 1
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pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Floral motif on exterior.08703 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware08704 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable08705 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red, black and 
blue hand-painted overglaze. Thick, 
high (1 inch) foot ring. Rosette pattern 
above base of foot ring and 
unidentifiable body motif in blue.

08706 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.08710 2

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08720 4

creamware undecorated flatware08721 5

creamware Royal rim flatware08722 2

creamware moulded flatware Slight thermal alteration. Moulded 
creamware rim.

08723 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.08724 10

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled orange-brown salt-glaze.08725 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable08726 2

pearlware transfer print teapot Mended lid fragments with blue-
printed composite geometric and floral 
motif. Unique ID: PE-POT1.

08727 2

unidentifiable Edgeware, scalloped flatware Thermally altered. Scalloped edgeware 
with straight incised lines.

08728 1

unidentifiable Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
geometric Chinoiserie.

08729 1

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Partial blue motif, unidentifiable.08730 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Slight thermal alteration and 
exfoliation. Monochrome blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior. Blue 
line along top of rim.

08731 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Foral motif on interior. Small, rounded 
foot ring on base. Thermal alteration. 
Unique ID:PE-SAU30.

08732 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Thermally altered. Floral motif on 
interior centre. Exterior has a low to 
medium wedged footring. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP11.

08733 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois teacup Blue transferprint on interior is a 
geometric scale pattern and on exterior 
has a pagoda roof. Rim is decorated 
with an early palette brown hand-
painted line. Unique ID: PE-CUP7.

08734 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Rim encircled with blue pattern of leaf 
spears and holly(?). Interior centre has 
a landscape scene with a bridge and 
surrounding foliage - trees, bushes, 
etc. Rim is painted with a blue line. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU3.

08735 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable08740 2

creamware undecorated flatware08741 1

unidentifiable Lustre holloware Thermally altered.08742 8
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unidentifiable Lustre holloware Thermally altered. High wedge 
footring.

08743 2

unidentifiable Lustre holloware Thermally altered. Two sherds mend.08744 2

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered. Bulbous rim. Two 
sherds mend. Unique ID: CRE-RH1.

08745 2

creamware Bath pattern rim flatware Bath rim?08746 1

creamware Royal rim flatware08747 1

creamware Lustre holloware Thermally altered. Bulbous rim. 
Mends with Cat. 08681.

08748 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois flatware Clouds and mountaintops part of the 
scenery. 7 shersds mend into one 
piece. Base has a wedged foot ring.

08749 7

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois flatware Blue transferprint scene on interior 
centre of base. Flowers, trees and part 
of a structure form part of the scene.

08750 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Architectural motif. 2 sherds mend 
together.

08751 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue lozenge pattern on interior.08752 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware. Rococo.08753 1

pearlware Edgeware, general flatware Blue edgeware. Hand-painted.08754 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.08755 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric-Floral motif.08760 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue geometric patterns - lozenge and 
fish roe.

08761 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow flatware Transferprint on interior. Exterior has 
a small wedge footring.

08762 1

pearlware undecorated flatware Slightly thermally altered.08763 1

creamware undecorated holloware Wise wedge footring.08764 1

creamware undecorated flatware08765 3

creamware undecorated flatware08766 1

creamware Royal rim plate, muffin Mended rim and body sherds with 
footring, 6" dia. Unique ID: CRE-
MUF2.

08767 4

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, muffin Rim sherd. Unique ID: WSG-MUF1. 
Four sherds in one mend.

08768 5

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, muffin Rim sherd. Six inch diameter. Unique 
ID: WSG-MUF2.

08769 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior. 
Four sherds in one mend.

08770 4

Operation Sub-total - 107

107Quadrant Sub-total -

107Layer Sub-total -

107Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Layer: Upper Fill

Quadrant: 4

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10120 202
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creamware undecorated flatware10121 49

creamware undecorated holloware10122 10

creamware Royal rim flatware10123 14

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, general .10124 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable10125 3

creamware undecorated bowl, general Plain rim. Unique ID: CRE-B06.10126 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated teacup Plain rim. Unique ID: WSG-CUP3.10127 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated bowl, general Thermally altered footring and body 
sherds, undecorated. Unique ID: WSG-
B2.

10128 2

creamware undecorated bowl, general Plain rim. Unique ID: CRE-B0610129 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware A bit of hand-painted early palette 
design on edge of sherd. 
Unidentifiable motif but likely floral or 
foliate. Brown and green paint.

10130 1

creamware moulded sauce boat Two sherds mend. Mends with Cat. 
09618. Unique ID: CRE-SAC1.

10131 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10132 34

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.10133 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rim.10134 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10135 15

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown strokes.10136 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Red foliate pattern.10137 1

pearlware Factory slip holloware Mocha with dendritic pattern on 
exterior.

10138 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware with impressed curved 
lines.

10139 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted.10140 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Modified cross-hatching below interior 
rim. Exterior has some paint marks but 
is an unidentifiable motif.

10141 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Slight thermal alteration. Floral/foliate 
motif on interior.

10142 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Rim and body sherd. Floral motif 
below a geometric band. Interior has a 
double lined band below the rim. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP18.

10143 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Slight thermal alterations. Blue 
transferprints.

10144 8

pearlware Factory slip bowl, general Marbling in white, blue, black, and 
yellow. Three sherds mend together. 
Unique ID: PE-B10.

10145 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Floral motif on interior. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU9.

10146 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Thermally altered. Floral/foliate motif 
on interior. Unique ID: PE-SAU16.

10147 1
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porcelain transfer print bowl, general Rim and body sherds. Printed band of 
honeycombs below exterior rim. 
Below this band the body is moulded 
into flutes. Interior of vessel has a 
painted line below the rim. Unique ID: 
SOF-B01.

10148 3

porcelain undecorated flatware10149 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable10150 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Edge of a pagoda 
roof. Low, angled wedged footring.

10151 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red, black, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Rosette border with unidentifiable 
motif on body. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU19.

10152 4

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with red, black, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Interior has a rosette border below rim. 
Exterior has unidentifiable motif. Rim 
is everted. Unique ID: CHI-CUP12.

10153 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red, black and 
gilt hand-painted overglaze. Floral and 
geometric motifs.

10154 9

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with red, pink and 
black hand-painted overglaze. Interior 
is geometric band below rim. Exterior 
is a floral motif? Unique ID: CHI-
CUP11.

10155 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red, black and 
pink hand-painted overglaze on 
exterior. Motif shows the body of an 
Asian man with an instrument in hand. 
Floral geometric motifs surround him.

10156 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Slight thermal alteration. Black and 
red hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Intertwining waved chains  (helix 
pattern) below rim. Body is moulded 
into fluting. Two sherds mend with 
Cat.#00509/ CHI-SAU1.

10157 10

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10158 7

red earthenware, refined Lustre holloware Lustre on exterior. .10159 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded floral patterns on exterior.10160 4

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded floral motif on exterior.10161 1

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded floral/foliate motif on 
exterior below the lid rim. Unique ID: 
BB-JUG2.

10162 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer One rim and boyd sherds. Thinly 
potted, clear glazed buff earthenware. 
Unique ID: BUF-POR1.

10163 6

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Thinlyh potted. 
Mottled reddish-brown salt-glaze on 
interior and exterior.

10164 1
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red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior 
and exterior.

10165 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior. 
Exterior is exfoliated of glaze.

10166 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown salt-
glaze. One side completely exfoliated.

10167 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated sherds.10168 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Thermally altered. Glazed. Angled 
convex rim. Unique ID: RED-MP6.

10169 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mends with Cat. 
05194.

10170 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown, red and yellow salt-
glaze on exterior.

10171 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10210 5

creamware Royal rim flatware10211 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Exterior has a green leaf outlined in 
brown. Interior has a red line, motif is 
unidentifiable. Unique ID: CRE-CUP3.

10212 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.10213 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on both sides. 
Unidentifiable pattern.

10214 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. Floral 
motif.

10215 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and 
remnant of red hand-painted 
overglaze. Wavy, intertwined chains 
below a scalloped rim, on interior side. 
Body is moulded into flutes. One sherd 
mends with Cat.# 00509/ CHI-SAU1.

10216 3

porcelain unidentified saucer Thermally altered. Two sherds mend 
together. Body exhibits moulding on 
exterior with impressed fluting. Foot 
ring is high and straight.

10217 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Thermally altered and slightly 
encrusted. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie (floral/foliate motif) on 
interior. Foot ring is a low and flat 
wedge.

10218 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior and 
exterior. Thinly potted.

10219 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze on interior 
and interior. Thinly potted. Rim 
appears to be formed by a fold-over of 
clay.

10220 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer Rim and body sherd. Clear glazed. 
Unique ID: BUF-POR1.

10221 2

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general Thermally altered.10222 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10223 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10260 22

creamware Royal rim flatware10261 2
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10262 1

creamware Factory slip holloware Mocha with dendritic pattern.10263 2

pearlware Factory slip bowl, general Marbling in brown and black, similar 
to Cat.# 10145 but plain band below 
lip is narrower. Unique ID: PE-B05.

10264 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Thick band of triple-lined cross-
hatching below interior and exterior 
rims. Scalloped line along bottom of 
this band. Mends with Cat. 05522. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP3.

10265 1

unidentifiable incised unidentifiable Thermally altered. Exfoliated. Incised 
pattern on one side?

10266 1

Operation Sub-total - 483

483Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 3

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10070 2

creamware Royal rim flatware10071 1

creamware undecorated flatware10072 1

creamware moulded mug Rim sherd 3" dia. with impressed band 
of beading below the rim on the 
exterior. Straight sides, cylindrical 
vessel. Unique ID: CRE-MUG1.

10073 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10080 33

creamware Royal rim flatware Exfoliated.10081 1

creamware undecorated flatware Small half-round footring.10082 2

creamware undecorated holloware10083 1

creamware undecorated plate, general Plain rim.10084 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10085 5

pearlware Hand-painted, general unidentifiable Interior blue decoration.10086 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Foliate motif in brown on interior side.10087 2

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint. Motif unidentifiable.10088 2

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general Royal Rim.10089 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.10090 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Slight thermal alteration. Mottled 
brown salt-glaze on interior.

10091 1

Operation Sub-total - 57

57Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 2

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09800 83

creamware undecorated flatware09801 22

creamware undecorated flatware09802 13

creamware Royal rim plate, general09803 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general09804 4

creamware Royal rim flatware09805 13

creamware undecorated holloware Two rim sherds mend.09806 2
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creamware undecorated holloware09807 1

creamware undecorated saucer09808 1

creamware undecorated flatware Undecorated rim.09809 1

creamware moulded holloware Bulbous rim. Two sherds mend 
together.

09810 2

creamware moulded flatware Thermally altered. Moulded rim - 
unidentified.

09811 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09812 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09813 6

creamware Royal rim plate, supper Rim sherds.  All seven sherds mend 
together. Unique ID: CRE-SUP4.

09814 7

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow flatware Foot ring is short and relatively 
straight.

09815 9

pearlware transfer print flatware Base and side sherds. Blue geometric 
floral motifs and an unidentifiable 
scene on centre base.

09816 3

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint from rim into 
interior body. Floral motif. Rim is 
everted right at top.

09817 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Blue transferprint. Floral/foliate motif. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU33.

09818 1

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue transferprint. 
Unidentifiable pattern.

09819 2

pearlware transfer print saucer Bluelozenge pattern below rim that is 
hand-painted with an early palette 
brown line. Mends with Cat. 08911. 
Unique ID: PE-SAU21.

09820 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Geometric in-fills. Motif otherwise 
unidentifiable.

09821 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup On exterior only. Motif is a line below 
rim and then a band of either dangling 
fruits (like pears)/plant spears with a 
cluster of 3 fish scales on arch between 
each fruit. Or it is an insect instead of 
a fruit or plant spear. Unique ID: PE-
CUP23.

09822 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.09823 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Floral/foliate motif on interior. Green, 
olive brown and orange paints.

09824 1

pearlware Edgeware, straight flatware Blue edgeware. Straight feathering 
onto interior body. A line is 
impressed/incised immediately next to 
the rim under the feathering motif. 
Some thermal alteration.

09825 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie - unidentifiable motif.

09826 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois jug Thermally altered. Blue hand-painted 
Chinoiserie. Palm trees on exterior. 
Modified cross-hatching band along 
inner rim. Unique ID: CHI-JUG1.

09827 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Slight thermal alteration. Chinese 
porcelain with hand-painted overglaze. 
Flower buds. Paint has thermally 
altered so cannot see the colour.

09828 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Unidentifiable 
motif but has partial geometric diaper-
dot motif.

09829 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09830 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow salt-glaze 
on exterior. Rough/exfoliated interior.

09831 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled greenish-brown glaze on 
interior. Exfoliated exterior with 
remnant bits of reddish-brown salt-
glaze. Thermally altered.

09832 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Remnants of 
reddish-brown salt-glaze.

09833 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mostly exfoliated. One bit of reddish-
brown glaze. Part of the body to the 
string rim? Part of a lid?

09834 1

black basalt moulded holloware Flat base with moulded vine or grassy 
foliage on exterior. Body has a 
chamfered shape. Shiny, clear glazed 
finish on interior.

09836 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09840 25

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rim.09841 2

creamware undecorated flatware09842 6

creamware undecorated flatware09843 4

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral motif. Green and black paint 
still visible.

09844 1

creamware undecorated bowl, general Rim sherd, plain body, Unique ID: 
CRE-B03

09845 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware09846 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09847 10

pearlware Spatterware bowl, general Rim sherd, spatterware exterior, 
undecorated interior, blue lip. Blue, 
green and orange paint. Unique ID: PE-
B08.

09848 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware. Incised curved lines on 
rim.

09849 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue unidentifiable motif.09850 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Floral motif. Brown, blue, green paint.09851 2

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow flatware Architectural portion of central picture.09852 1

creamware Factory slip holloware Brown-ish red band on exterior.09853 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Floral motif on interior. Eleven sherds 
mend together. Unique ID: PE-SAU30.

09854 11

white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Moulded relief on exterior. A man's 
leg with breeches tied off below the 
knee and his arm (in a crouching down 
position).

09855 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Small wedge foot ring.09856 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with hand-painted overglaze. Flower 
buds. Paint colour unknown because it 
is burnt.

09857 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Very thin band of 
cross-hatching below which is a 
scalloped line and then dots below that 
accentuating the scallops. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU24.

09858 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with black, red, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Exterior is geometric patterning below 
a black line below the curved rim. On 
interior, a rosette band bordered by 
black and gilt lines is below the curved 
rim. Unique ID: CHI-CUP12.

09859 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain. 
Blue motif is unidentifiable.

09860 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed milkpan Reddish-brown salt-glaze on exterior, 
over rim and slightly below rim on 
interior. Interior glaze is a light 
greenish-brown salt-glaze. Thick rim 
may be a string rim.

09861 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09900 45

creamware undecorated flatware Slight thermal alteration.09901 14

creamware undecorated flatware09902 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware09903 1

creamware moulded holloware Slight thermal alteration. Bulbous rim.09904 2

creamware undecorated holloware09905 1

creamware Royal rim flatware  .09906 10

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09907 10

pearlware transfer print, Blue Willow flatware Interior decorated.09908 20

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable  Unidentifiable motif. Probably 
floral/foliate.

09909 4

pearlware Edgeware, general unidentifiable Rim with a small bit of blue feathering 
onto interior.

09910 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Cross-hatching below interior rim.09911 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green and orange paint.09912 1

canary ware undecorated holloware09913 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette saucer Floral motif on interior. Brown line 
below rim although floral motif 
slightly overlaps this. Blue, brown, 
and orange paints.

09914 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette saucer Rim and body sherd. Foliate motif on 
interior. Brown line below rim on 
interior. Brown and green paint.

09915 2
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white salt-glazed stoneware moulded holloware Two rounded and moulded sherds 
from the finial of a teapot lid. Moulded 
to look like a fruit?

09916 2

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Red enamel. Probably a floral motif.09917 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Painted red enamel band of 
intertwined diamonds and ovals below 
interior rim. Unique ID: CRE-SAU3.

09918 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Painted red enamel band below 
interior rim with a helix pattern in the 
middle. Unique ID: CRE-SAU6.

09919 1

unidentifiable Edgeware, scalloped flatware Thermally altered. Edgeware with 
incised curved lines.

09920 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09921 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Floral motif.

09922 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and 
remnant red hand-painted overglaze 
intertwining wavy chains on interior 
below rim. Rim is scalloped and body 
is moulded into fluting.

09923 3

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted floral motif overglaze.

09924 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Landscape motif 
with tree and shrub foliage.

09925 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric-floral motif on 
exterior and unidentifiable motif on 
interior.

09926 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois jug Thermally altered rim with spout. 
Chinese porcelain with palm trees on 
exterior. Modified cross-hatching band 
along inner rim.  Two sherds mend 
with Cat.# 09827. Unique ID: CHI-
JUG1.

09927 3

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with blue hand-painted motifs on 
interior and exterior. Pattern is 
unidentifiable.

09928 1

black basalt moulded holloware Moulded flowers in relief on exterior.09929 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer Clear glaze with slipped circular motif 
on edge of sherd. Rim is everted. 
Thinly potted. Unique ID: BUF-POR1.

09930 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow salt-glaze 
on exterior.

09931 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled dark brown 
glaze on interior.

09932 1

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown and yellow salt-glaze 
on exterior.

09934 2

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear salt-glaze on 
exterior.

09935 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09936 3
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Operation Sub-total - 424

424Quadrant Sub-total -

964Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoil

Quadrant: 1

Operation:

pearlware edgeware, scalloped plate, supper Reconstructed, blue rococo scalloped 
rim with bud impressions. Unique ID: 
PE-SUP1.

00501 5

Operation Sub-total - 5

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Lower fill

Quadrant: 4

Operation:

porcelain hand-painted, overglaze saucer Almost complete, reconstructed 
Chinese porcelain saucer with delicate 
red peony-like flowers in centre. Black 
and red enamel swags (twisted 
together like a helix) painted below 
rim. Traces of gilt. Neoclassical fluted 
body form popular in 1780s. Ht. 1.5", 
dia. 6". Unique ID: CHI-SAU1. 
Mends with upper fill sherds Cat.# 
10216, 10157.

00509 13

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10230 2

creamware undecorated holloware Light thermal alteration.10231 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer Heavily thermally altered. Buff 
earthenware with everted rim and 
possible brown slipped circle on 
exterior. Unique ID: BUF-POR1.

10232 1

porcelain undecorated saucer Footring sherd.10233 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10240 16

creamware Royal rim flatware10241 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table Mends with Cat. 00503. Unique ID: 
WSG-TAB1.

10242 1

creamware Royal rim meat dish Rim sherd. Unique ID: CRE-MD1.10243 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table All five rim sherds mend together. 
Matches but does not mend with Cat. 
09962. Unique ID: CRE-TAB16.

10244 5

creamware undecorated flatware Two sherds mend together. Impressed 
mark on the mend line between both 
sherds. It is a two halves of a circle.

10245 2

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral motif in red, green and brown 
on exterior. Unique ID: CRE-CUP5.

10246 1

creamware undecorated bowl, general Plain rim. Unique ID: CRE-B06.10247 1

creamware undecorated bowl, general Plain rim. Unique ID: CRE-B05.10248 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable10249 4
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Thermally altered. Remnant hand-
painted overglaze on one side. Motif 
unidentifiable. Body is also mouled 
into possible fluting.

10250 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted cross-hatching below interior 
rim.

10251 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Partially exfoliated. Geometric motif 
on interior and exterior. Matches but 
does not mend with Cats. 05968 and 
.09720. Unique ID: PE-CUP20.

10252 3

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue floral-geometric motifs.10253 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom bowl, general Mended rim and body. Chinoiserie 
cross-hatching band below rim on 
interior and then embellished with a 
scalloped line and dots below. Exterior 
has clusters of three dots. Unique ID: 
PE-B11.

10254 2

buff earthenware glazed porringer Clear glaze. Unique ID: BUF-POR1.10255 1

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general Thermally altered and encrusted. Two 
sherds mend. Royal Rim.

10256 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10257 6

Operation Sub-total - 71

71Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 3

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10060 12

creamware Royal rim plate, table Thermally altered. All three rim sherds 
mend. Unique ID: CRE-TAB15.

10061 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Body sherd with moulded flowers, 
oval form, recessed ledge to steady lid 
of the teapot. Unique ID: BB-POT1.

10062 2

buff earthenware glazed porringer Clear glaze. Unique ID: BUF-POR1.10063 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze on 
interior.

10064 1

Operation Sub-total - 20

20Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 2

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09870 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09871 1

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.09872 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table Twenty-seven sherds mend together 
and are not thermally altered. Four 
thermally altered sherds mend 
together. Unique ID: CRE-TAB15.

09880 34

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09881 7

creamware undecorated flatware09882 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Slight thermal alteration.09883 4

creamware undecorated flatware09884 4
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09885 1

pearlware Shell edge teacup Thin band of blue feathering from rim 
downwards on exterior. Unique ID: 
PE-CUP24.

09886 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red, black and 
pink hand-painted overglaze. Motif 
shows Asian men playing instruments. 
The body exhibits some moulding (not 
fluted).

09887 3

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09888 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09889 3

Operation Sub-total - 62

62Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 1

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09790 3

creamware undecorated flatware09791 1

creamware undecorated bowl, general Large sherd, plain creamware bowl 6" 
dia. Unique ID: CRE-B05.

09792 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table Two sherds mend together. All mend 
with Cat. 09760. Unique ID: CRE-
TAB14.

09793 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09794 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red, black and 
pink hand-painted overglaze on the 
interior. Floral-geometric motif.

09795 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09796 1

Operation Sub-total - 11

11Quadrant Sub-total -

164Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Level 1

Quadrant: 4

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10180 6

creamware undecorated flatware10181 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Plain rim.10182 1

creamware moulded sauce boat Plain rim. Mends with Cat. 10131. 
Unique ID: CRE-SAC1.

10183 1

creamware Royal rim flatware Royal Rim.10184 2

creamware unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Unidentified 
moulded rim.

10185 1

creamware undecorated saucer Thermally altered. Saucer base with 
medium high thinly wedged footring.

10186 1

creamware Royal rim plate, table Slight thermal alteration. Four sherds 
mend together. Mends with Cat. 09880 
and .10112. Unique ID: CRE-TAB15.

10187 4

creamware moulded sauce boat One sherd mends with Cats. 09618 
and 10131. Unique ID: CRE-SAC1.

10188 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10189 3
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pearlware transfer print teacup Blue transferprint. Two sherds mend 
together. Scene unidentifiable and foot 
ring is exfoliated. Likely a teacup.

10190 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue transferprint on interior. 
Unidentifiable motif.

10191 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom unidentifiable Floral motif on interior.10192 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Brown line below rim on interior and 
exterior.

10193 1

pearlware undecorated holloware Two sherds mend together. Base shape 
resembles the bottom of a jar. Footring 
melds seamlessly into vessel wall. Flat 
footring.

10194 2

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermally altered. Small, thin, half-
round foot-ring.

10195 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer Clear glazed with brown slipped 
horizontal lines. Unique ID: BUF-
POR1.

10196 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze on interior and 
exterior. Thinly potted. Thermally 
altered.

10197 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted composite floral-geometric 
motif below rim on interior. Unique 
ID: CHI-SAU4.

10198 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. May comprise 
part of a landscape scene on interior 
centre.

10199 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10200 4

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and 
remnants of red hand-painted 
overglaze. Intertwined chains below 
rim on interior. Body is moulded into 
flutes and rim is scalloped.

10201 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and gilt 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Delicate floral motif. Body is moulded 
into flutes. Low wedge footring. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU12.

10202 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered and encrusted.10203 3

Operation Sub-total - 49

49Quadrant Sub-total -

49Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant: 4

Operation:

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table Impressed "B" on underside. Half 
reconstructed. Unique ID: WSG-TAB1.

00503 16

Operation Sub-total - 16

16Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 3

Operation:
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black basalt moulded teapot Body sherd with moulded flowers, 
carinated shoulder. Wedgewood 
service piece. Unique ID: BB-POT1.

00510 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09960 138

creamware undecorated flatware09961 36

creamware Royal rim plate, table Partially reconstructed plate, 
tthermally altered. Two sherds mend 
together and another twenty-four mend 
together. Underside has an impressed 
mark in the shape of an asterisk. 
Unique ID: CRE-TAB16.

09962 30

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated plate, general Three sherds mend together. 
Brim/side/base pieces. No rim sherd 
that matches.

09963 3

creamware undecorated flatware Two sherds each mend together. 
Side/brim pieces.

09964 4

creamware moulded flatware Slight thermal alteration. Unidentified 
moulded rim.

09965 4

creamware undecorated bowl, general One rim sherd, two body sherds and a 
base with straight Chinese footring. 
All four sherds mend with Cat. 09788 
to make bowl 2.5" high, 5" dia., plain 
rim. Unique ID: CRE-B08.

09966 6

creamware undecorated holloware Thin plain rim. Two sherds mend.09967 3

creamware undecorated holloware09968 1

creamware undecorated holloware09969 1

creamware undecorated holloware09970 1

creamware moulded holloware Rolled rim. Two sherds may mend.09971 2

creamware undecorated holloware High triangular wedge, thin base and 
side wall.

09972 1

unidentifiable undecorated flatware Thermally altered.09973 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09975 18

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09976 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09977 30

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Painted red and black enamel floral 
motif in centre of saucer, Chinese 
wedge footring. May be base for vessel 
Cat.# 09919 or 07621.

09978 4

canary ware Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Red and black hand-painted overglaze. 
Floral motif? Some paint has worn off. 
There appears to be a faded line of 
loops on the body.

09979 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Rim and body sherds. Floral motif on 
exterior. Green, orange and blue paint. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP22.

09980 9

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette bowl, general Thermally altered. Band of yellow 
bordered by thin brown lines above 
and below. Thin brown line below rim 
on interior. Unique ID: PE-B09.

09981 2

pearlware transfer print flatware Blue unidentifiable motif. Two sherds 
mend together.

09982 10
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pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Rim and body sherds. Monochrome 
blue hand-painted floral motif on 
interior. Unique ID: PE-SAU30.

09983 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Thermally altered. Blue floral motif 
below rim. Exterior is exfoliated.

09984 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Blue edgeware with incised curved 
lines.

09985 1

pearlware Edgeware, straight flatware Straight edgeware with incised line 
parallel to rim and impressed curved 
lines.

09986 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Unidentifiable blue motif on interior 
and exterior.

09987 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Thermally altered. Thin blue line 
below rim on interior and exterior. 
Descending from the blue line are 
swags with a spear between each. 
Unique ID: PE-CUP25.

09988 1

pearlware Spatterware bowl, general Base and body sherds for bowl with 
Chinese footring. Spatterware in green, 
blue and orange paint. Unique ID: PE-
B08.

09989 6

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Slight thermal alteration. Blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie on interior. Motif 
is unidentifiable.

09990 4

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Incised pattern on 
exterior filled with blue paint. Possibly 
Scratch Blue.

09991 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Early palette hand-painted floral motif. 
Red, black and olive green paint. 
Unique ID: CRE-CUP3.

09992 2

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green scalloped edgeware with incised 
curved lines.

09993 1

porcelain moulded saucer English Soft-paste porcelain moulded 
into fluting on interior. Small portion 
of honeycomb transferprint border is 
on edge of sherd. Unique ID: SOF-
SAU3.

09994 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric motif below interior 
rim. Unique ID: CHI-SAU21.

09995 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Geometric diaper-dot motif and other 
in-fill designs below rim. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU9.

09996 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Rosette 
border below interior rim.

09997 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Some paint on body 
has worn away but motif is still 
visible. Floral motif below a red line 
parallel to the rim.

09998 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with remnant of 
hand-painted overglaze on exterior. 
Floral motif. Slight thermal alteration.

09999 4

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with red and pink 
hand-painted overglaze on interior and 
exterior. Composite floral and 
geometric motifs. Unique ID: CHI-
CUP11.

10000 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on interior and 
exterior. Difficult to distinguish 
interior and exterior because the sherd 
is thin and the body is moulded into 
flutes. One side has a floral motif in 
red. The other side has a wavy chain 
motif in black below the rim. Slight 
thermal alteration. Unique ID: CHI-
CUP13.

10001 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red, and gilt 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Motif is unidentifiable.

10002 1

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded floral and leaf motif on 
shoulder below rim. Mends with Cat. 
06782. Unique ID: BB-POT1.

10003 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer Yellow glaze. Thinly potted. Unique 
ID: BUF-POR1.

10004 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed milkpan Thermal alteration. Reddish-brown 
salt-glaze on exterior (heavily 
exfoliated) and over top of rim. 
Interior has a mottled greenish-brown 
glaze. Two sherds mend together. One 
sherd mends with Cat. 09861. Matches 
but does mend with Cat. 06384. 
Unique ID: RED-MP7.

10006 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed porringer Thermally altered. Glazed. Thinly 
potted, slightly everted rim 5" dia. 
Likely a porringer. Unique ID: RED-
POR4.

10007 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Thinly potted.10008 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Reddish-brown salt-glaze on interior 
and exterior. Possible portion of a lid 
rim or part of a base.

10009 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Exfoliated exterior. Mottled light 
brown salt-glaze on interior. Three 
sherds mend together.

10010 4

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Mottled brown salt-
glazes.

10011 3

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Clear salt-glaze.10012 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10020 3

creamware undecorated flatware10021 3

creamware undecorated flatware10022 7

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.10023 4
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creamware undecorated holloware10024 6

creamware undecorated holloware10025 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10026 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette bowl, general Thermally altered. Exterior motif is 
wide band of early palette yellow 
bordered by thin brown lines above 
and below; brown swags with red dots 
and green lozenges below the band. 
Thin brown line below rim on interior. 
Unique ID: PE-B09.

10027 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois teacup Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. Cross 
hatched bands below rims and a 
scalloped line below the band on 
interior and exterior. Unique ID: PE-
CUP3.

10028 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Red and black floral motif overglaze 
on exterior. Interior has a thin band of 
red waves below the rim. Unique ID: 
CRE-CUP2.

10029 5

creamware undecorated bowl, general All eight rim and body sherds mend 
together to Cat. 09966. Unique ID: 
CRE-B08.

10030 8

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10031 4

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10040 8

creamware undecorated holloware10041 1

creamware undecorated holloware Two sherds mend together. Foot ring 
is medium height and straight. 
Possibly a teacup.

10042 2

creamware undecorated bowl, general Rim and body sherds. Two mends of 
two sherds each. One mend of two 
sherds also mends with Cat. 09966. 
Unique ID: CRE-B08.

10043 5

buff earthenware glazed porringer Clear glaze and brown slip. One sherd 
mends with Cat. 09930. Unique ID: 
BUF-POR1.

10044 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral motif in orange, blue and green 
paints. Unique ID: PE-CUP22.

10045 1

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general Thermally altered.10046 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Slight thermal alteration on exterior. 
Interior body has mottled brown salt-
glaze.

10047 1

Operation Sub-total - 443

443Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 1

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09540 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red, black, 
brown and gilt hand-painted overglaze 
on the exterior. Motif is unidentifiable, 
but likely part of a larger architectural 
scene.

09541 2
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze on interior. 
Unidentifiable motif.

09542 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze on interior and 
exterior sides. Motif is a composite 
floral and geometric pattern.

09543 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Rim sherd, blue rim line and 
concentric circles and dots. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU21.

09544 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with red, black, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Exterior is geometric patterning below 
a black line below the curved rim. On 
interior, a rosette band bordered by 
black and gilt lines is below the curved 
rim. Unique ID: CHI-CUP12.

09545 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black, red, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Rosette border lined by black and gilt 
lines. Below border is a composite 
floral-geometric motif. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU20.

09546 1

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded shoulder with flowers. 
Unique ID: BB-POT1.

09547 1

black basalt undecorated lid Part of a round teapot lid. Unique ID: 
BB-POT2.

09548 1

black basalt moulded teapot Part of lower body and base of a black 
basalt pot. Moulded with long daisy-
like petals. Thick broken footring.

09549 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09560 15

creamware undecorated flatware09561 11

creamware undecorated holloware09562 3

creamware Royal rim plate, general Two sherds mend together.09563 2

creamware unidentified flatware Unidentified moulded rim.09564 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Flower buds in green and brown. 
Wedged foot ring. Unique ID: CRE-
CUP3.

09565 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09566 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie cross-hatching 
with a floral bouquet beneath.

09567 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red, black, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Rosette border below interior rim. 
Composite floral-geometric motif on 
body. Unique ID: CHI-SAU21.

09568 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglace. Pattern shows 
a partial bird on a branch.

09569 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted overglaze. Flowers and berries 
on a branch. Two sherds mend 
together.

09570 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed porringer Two sherds mend together. Finely 
potted. Mottled brown salt-glaze. 
Unique ID: RED-POR2.

09571 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed storage jar Thermally altered. Reddish-brown salt-
glaze under brown glaze. Possible jar 
rim. Unique ID: RED-H9.

09572 2

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Base sherd with wedged foot ring and 
early palette hand-painted floral motif 
on interior centre. Green leaf outlined 
in brownish-black. Unique ID: CRE-
CUP2.

09574 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09580 32

unidentifiable undecorated flatware09581 5

creamware Engine turned holloware Engine turned banding.09582 1

creamware undecorated holloware09583 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.09584 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, general09585 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09586 2

porcelain gilt holloware Chinese porcelain finial knob in the 
shape of an acorn from the top of a 
teaware vessel. Remnant gilt in some 
spots.

09587 1

porcelain moulded flatware Porcelain saucer bottom with interior 
moulded fluting radiating from the 
centre outwards.

09588 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted landscape on interior side.

09590 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered. Edge of an 
unidentifiable blue design at edge of 
sherd.

09591 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Exterior has a band below rim with 
dots in the centre. Also a floral motif 
on body. Interior has unidentified 
geometric dotting. Unique ID: PE-
CUP21.

09592 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Finely potted redware. Brown mottled 
salt-glaze. May be part of RED-POR2.

09593 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze and brown slipped parallel 
lines.

09594 2

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.09595 1

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general Thermally altered.09596 1

unidentifiable unidentified flatware Thermallty altered.09597 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09598 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09610 88

creamware undecorated flatware09611 20

creamware Royal rim plate, general09612 1
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creamware Royal rim plate, general09613 1

creamware Royal rim plate, general09614 2

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rim sherd.09615 3

creamware undecorated holloware09616 3

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated teacup Undecorated. Unique ID: WSG-CUP3.09617 1

creamware moulded sauce boat Three sherds mend. Thinly potted, 
inverted bend below the rim before the 
body flares out again. Unique ID: 
CRE-SAC1.

09618 3

creamware undecorated flatware Thermally altered.09619 6

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09620 15

pearlware Spatterware holloware Green, orange and blue paint on 
exterior.

09621 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue landscape and floral motif.09622 7

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. 
Composite floral-geometric motifs.

09623 8

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware A partial small round base from a 
stoneware vessel.

09624 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral motif in red, brown and green. 
Unique ID: CRE-CUP3.

09625 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Brown line at edge of sherd.09626 1

pearlware transfer print flatware Scalloped rim. Blue geometric pattern 
on interior rim. Early palette hand-
painted olive brown line along top 
edge of rim.

09627 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Cross-hatching band below rim on 
interior.

09628 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Cross-hatching band below rim.09629 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered. Porcelain. Wedge 
foot ring.

09630 2

porcelain undecorated saucer Partial saucer base with small wedge 
foot ring. Outer body shows moulded 
fluting.

09631 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09632 2

porcelain moulded unidentifiable Exterior body has slight fluting.09633 1

porcelain moulded flatware Moulded fluting on interior.09634 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie. Band of cross-
hatching embellished with floral sprig 
below.

09635 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with red hand-
painted foliate motif. Body is moulded 
into fluting.

09636 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black, red, pink 
and gilt overglaze. Interior motif 
shows cross-hatching with dots in the 
centre of the compartments and floral 
geometric swags.

09637 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red, black, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Exterior motif shows the faces of 
Asian men.

09638 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Wavey chains 
intertwining like a helix. Rim is 
scalloped and body is fluted.

09639 7

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09640 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with rosette border on interior below 
rim.

09641 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Key pattern in a band below rim on 
interior. Sprigs of foliage accentuate 
below the band. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU22.

09642 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered.09643 2

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09644 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09645 22

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on interior and exterior. 
Thinly potted.

09646 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated of glaze.09647 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermal alteration. Exfoliated exterior. 
Dark brown glaze on interior.

09648 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brownish-yellow salt-glaze on 
interior.

09649 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Brown mottled salt-glaze.09650 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown glaze on interior 
and exterior. Thinly potted.

09651 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09660 143

creamware undecorated flatware09661 15

creamware undecorated holloware Undecorated bowl.09662 2

creamware moulded sauce boat Moulded body, probably CRE-SAC1.09663 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable09664 1

creamware undecorated holloware09665 13

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated bowl, general Rim and body sherds, part of Chinese 
footring, undecorated, some mended 
into small bowl form 4.5" dia. Unique 
ID: WSG-B02.

09666 7

creamware Edgeware, straight flatware Part of brim just below rim. Impressed 
straight lines from edgeware.

09668 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, general09669 1

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rims.09670 8

creamware Royal rim plate, general09671 6

creamware undecorated flatware Wedged footrings.09672 2

creamware undecorated holloware09673 1

creamware undecorated holloware09674 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09675 25
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09676 30

unidentifiable Royal rim plate, general Thermally altered.09677 1

pearlware Spatterware holloware Blue and orange paint.09678 1

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Blue transferprint on interior. 
Chinoiserie motifs.

09679 11

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue transferprint on interior and 
exterior. Floral-geometric patterns.

09680 8

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral motif in green and blue paint 
with blue line along top of rim. Unique 
ID: PE-CUP22.

09681 3

pearlware unidentified unidentifiable Green paint smudge.09682 1

pearlware transfer print saucer Floral floral geometirc composite 
pattern. Unique ID: PE-SAU32.

09683 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Blue hand-painted Chinoiserie. Cross-
hatching band below interior rim.

09684 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Foliate motif below rim. Rim is also 
painted blue. Two sherds mend. 
Mends with Cat. 09526. Unique ID: 
PE-SAU30

09685 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Geometric band with dashes inside. 
Possible floral motif on body. Unique 
ID: PE-CUP21.

09686 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware09687 3

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom holloware Branch motif on outer handle.09688 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette saucer Partial brown line below interior rim. 
Early palette hand-painted?

09689 1

porcelain transfer print saucer Slight thermal alteration. Blue 
transferprint. Crude honeycomb band 
below rim on interior. Mends with Cat. 
08223. Unique ID: SOF-SAU2.

09690 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette teacup Floral motif on exterior. Red flower 
petals. Unique ID: CRE-CUP3.

09691 1

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware Two sherds mend. Same vessel as Cat. 
09624.

09692 2

porcelain moulded holloware Exterior body is fluted. English soft-
paste porcelain?

09693 1

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09694 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Thermally altered. Chinese porcelain 
with remnant hand-painted overglaze. 
Floral motif.

09695 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Red and black 
banding below rim on interior. Partial 
over-painted motif on edge of sherd. 
Unique ID: CHI-SAU23.

09696 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Rim/body sherds. Chinese porcelain 
with black, red, and gilt overglaze 
hand-painting. Motif is a border of 
rosettes below interior rim. Interior 
body is a composite of floral and 
geometric motifs. Unique ID: CHI-
SAU20.

09697 7

buff earthenware glazed holloware Rim/body sherds. Clear glaze with 
brown slipped horizontal lines. Thinly 
potted.

09698 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Remnant brown 
glaze. String rim.

09699 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Part of a round lid. Mottled brown salt-
glaze on exterior.

09700 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated of glaze.09701 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated of glaze.09702 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated of glaze.09703 3

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled green and brown salt-glaze on 
interior.

09704 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark brown mottled salt-glaze on 
interior and exterior. Thinly potted.

09705 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown glaze. Part of a stepped 
lid.

09706 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Slight thermal alteration. Mottled 
brown and green glaze on interior. 
Some encrustation from thermal 
alteration?

09707 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Thermally altered.09708 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09710 40

creamware undecorated flatware09711 9

creamware Royal rim flatware09712 3

creamware undecorated holloware09713 4

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated unidentifiable09714 2

white salt-glazed stoneware undecorated holloware09715 2

pearlware transfer print holloware Blue geometric infill.09717 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom unidentifiable Floral motif.09718 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer A band of cross-hatching below 
interior rim.

09719 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom teacup Band below rim with abstract 
geometric rectangles and dots. Unique 
ID: PE-CUP20.

09720 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09721 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with black, red, pink 
and gilt hand-painted overglaze. 
Exterior is geometric patterning below 
a black line below the curved rim. On 
interior, a rosette band bordered by 
black and gilt lines is below the curved 
rim. Matches but does not mend with 
Cat. 09545. Unique ID: CHI-CUP12.

09722 1
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porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Rim and body sherd. Chinese 
porcelain with red, black and gilt hand-
painted overglaze. Rosette border 
below rim on interior. Interior body 
has a bird on a branch. Unique ID: 
CHI-SAU19.

09723 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze holloware Chinese porcelain with red and black 
hand-painted overglaze. Asian men 
against an architectural background 
and geometric diaper-dot infill.

09724 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze on interior. 
Motifs unidentifiable.

09725 2

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze flatware Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Floral and 
unidentifiable patterns on interior.

09726 3

porcelain undecorated unidentifiable09727 1

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.09728 2

unidentifiable moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rim.09729 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09730 9

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze on interior and exterior. 
Thinly potted.

09731 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09740 12

creamware Royal rim plate, general09741 7

creamware undecorated holloware09742 1

creamware Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Painted red enamel lines that 
intertwine, creating alternating ovals 
and diamonds. Unique ID: CRE-SAU3.

09743 1

pearlware undecorated flatware09744 4

pearlware Factory slip holloware Marbleized. Dark brown, brown, blue, 
green and white paint.

09745 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Slight thermal alteration. Blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie leaf on exterior.

09746 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze saucer Chinese porcelain with black and red 
hand-painted overglaze. Rosette 
border below interior rim. Body motif 
unidentifiable.

09747 1

porcelain unidentified unidentifiable Water worn ceramic.09748 1

buff earthenware glazed holloware Clear glaze with brown slipped 
horizontal lines on exterior. Thinly 
potted.

09749 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
salt-glaze on interior and exterior. 
Thinly potted.

09750 2

creamware Royal rim plate, table Rim and body. Royal Rim table plate. 
10 inch diameter. Unique ID: CRE-
TAB14.

09760 5

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09761 4

creamware undecorated flatware09762 2

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rim.09763 1
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09764 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Floral motif?09765 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Slightly thermally altered. Chinese 
porcelain with remnant hand-painted 
overglaze on interior. Floral motif.

09766 1

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Part of a wedged 
foot ring.

09767 1

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09770 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze teacup Chinese porcelain with red, black, and 
pink overglaze. Rim is slightly everted. 
Exterior exhibits diaper-dot motif and 
interior has a rosette border below the 
rim. Unique ID: CHI-CUP12.

09771 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.09772 1

Operation Sub-total - 812

812Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09510 62

creamware undecorated flatware09511 3

creamware Royal rim flatware09512 1

creamware moulded flatware Unidentified moulded rim.09513 1

unidentifiable moulded flatware Thermally altered. Unidentified 
moulded rim.

09514 1

creamware undecorated holloware Partial rim from a holloware?09515 1

creamware undecorated holloware Medium to high wedged footring.09516 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09517 20

pearlware transfer print, Blue Chinois holloware Blue Chinoiserie landscape.09518 2

tin enamelled undecorated unidentifiable09519 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Thermally altered and water worn. 
Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted geometric motif below rim on 
interior.

09520 1

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois flatware Floral motif on interior base.09521 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Early Palette unidentifiable Leaf in green on interior.09522 1

creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette holloware Floral motif? Red and green paint 
strokes on exterior.

09523 1

creamware incised holloware Incised key pattern filled with dark 
reddish-brown slip.

09524 1

creamware Factory slip holloware Yellow on exterior of body.09525 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Monochrom saucer Foliate vine motif on interior below 
rim. Blue line along top of rim. Unique 
ID: PE-SAU30.

09526 2

black basalt moulded teapot Moulded floral motif on shoulder. 
Unique ID: BB-POT1.

09527 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09528 10

stoneware salt-glazed holloware Clear salt-glaze on exterior.09529 1
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red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Slight thermal alteration. Mottled dark 
brown salt-glaze on interior and 
exterior.

09530 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Dark reddish-brown mottled salt-glaze.09531 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated.09532 1

Operation Sub-total - 116

116Quadrant Sub-total -

1387Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Clay fill

Quadrant: 3

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10050 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10051 4

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.10052 3

porcelain undecorated holloware Chinese porcelain. Low wedge foot 
ring, possibly from a teacup.

10053 1

buff earthenware glazed porringer Rim and body sherds. Rim is slightly 
everted. One body sherd has slipped 
parallel lines. Probably from Unique 
ID: BUF-POR1.

10054 3

Operation Sub-total - 13

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Layer Sub-total -

2582Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7 & 19

Layer: Lower Fill

Quadrant: 3

Operation:

unidentifiable Royal rim flatware Thermally altered.10100 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable10101 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.10102 1

Operation Sub-total - 4

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Layer Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7 & 20

Layer: Upper Fill around 

Quadrant: 2

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09940 50

creamware undecorated flatware09941 9

creamware Royal rim flatware09942 5

creamware undecorated holloware09943 3

creamware moulded holloware Bulbous rim.09944 2

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Linear geometric motifs.09945 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable09946 4

pearlware transfer print unidentifiable Blue geometric in-fills.09947 4
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creamware Hand-painted, Early Palette saucer Brown line painted parallel to and 
below interior rim. Unique ID: CRE-
SAU9.

09948 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois unidentifiable Modified cross-hatching below rim on 
interior. Exterior is exfoliated.

09949 1

pearlware Edgeware, scalloped flatware Green edgeware with incised lines.09950 1

pearlware Hand-painted, Blue Chinois holloware Cross-hatching band on interior, bird 
like scribble on exterior.

09951 1

porcelain Hand-painted, overglaze unidentifiable Chinese porcelain with remnant hand-
painted overglaze. Floral motif.

09952 2

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable Thermally altered.09953 10

unidentifiable unidentified holloware Thermally altered. Everted rim.09954 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Mottled brown and green glaze.09955 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled brown salt-glaze.09956 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Bulbous rim. Dark 
brown mottled glaze.

09957 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Mottled reddish-brown salt-glaze. 
Thinly potted.

09958 1

Operation Sub-total - 101

101Quadrant Sub-total -

101Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Clay fill around F.

Quadrant: 3

Operation:

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermal alteration. Mottled green and 
brown salt-glaze on interior and 
exterior.

10110 2

porcelain Hand-painted, Blue Chinois saucer Chinese porcelain with blue hand-
painted Chinoiserie cross-hatching 
below interior rim.

10111 1

creamware undecorated plate, table Two sherds mend together and are 
slightly thermally altered. Mends with 
one sherd from Cat. 09880. Unique 
ID: CRE-TAB15.

10112 3

creamware undecorated unidentifiable10113 1

Operation Sub-total - 7

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Layer Sub-total -

108Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 8

Layer: Surface

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09110 12

pearlware undecorated flatware09111 1

pearlware transfer print holloware Thermally altered. Blue landscape 
scene.

09112 1

Operation Sub-total - 14

14Quadrant Sub-total -
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14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable Thermally altered.09120 1

Operation Sub-total - 1

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 9

Layer: Fill

Quadrant:

Operation:

creamware undecorated unidentifiable09130 22

creamware undecorated flatware09131 7

creamware Royal rim flatware09132 4

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim flatware09133 1

creamware Royal rim plate, supper Mended sherds. Unique ID: CRE-
SUP2.

09134 2

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, supper Rim sherd. Unique ID: WSG-SUP2.09135 1

white salt-glazed stoneware Royal rim plate, table Rim sherd. Unique ID: WSG-TAB2.09136 2

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown salt-
glaze on interior.

09137 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Dark brown mottled 
glaze on interior. Exteriors have 
remnants of glaze and been heavily 
thermally altered.

09138 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed. Portion of a 
lid?

09139 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Exfoliated. 
Remnant of glaze on exterior.

09140 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed holloware Thermally altered. Glazed brown.09141 1

red earthenware, coarse salt-glazed milkpan Thermally altered. Light brown and 
orange mottled salt-glaze on interior. 
Remnants of glaze over the exterior of 
rim but not on body. Rim is bulbous. 
Unique ID: RED-MP5.

09142 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed bowl, general Thermally altered. String rim with 
remnant of dark brown glaze. Interior 
is salt-glazed in a dark mottled brown. 
Unique ID: RED-B6.

09143 1

red earthenware, coarse unidentified holloware Exfoliated body sherds.09144 3

red earthenware, coarse trailed slip plate Shallow vessel with light greenish-
brown salt-glaze and trailed slip in 
yellow (wavy line) above a brown 
(straight) line, on interior. Dia. 9". 
Exterior may have been exfoliated or 
thermally altered. Three sherds mend 
together. Unique ID: RED-PP2.

09145 3

Operation Sub-total - 56
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56Quadrant Sub-total -

56Layer Sub-total -

56Feature Sub-total -

4149Unit Subtotal -

50082Grandtotal -
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Layer: Upper Fill

Unit: 514-202

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 1

14340 48 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14341 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14342 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

15098 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

18430 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18431 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18432 1 button pewter Flat disc with convex back. Ferrous wire eye attachment 
embedded in a cone shank. 24.4mm diameter.

18433 1 straight pin brass Half of a brass straight pin with a round head.

18434 2 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with plaster finish.

18435 10 brick clay Part of a red brick. Partially thermally altered.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit:

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 1

15086 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.25mm diameter.

15087 1 button bone Thermally altered and scratched. Round, slightly concave 
bone button with four eye holes for attachment. 15.5mm 
diameter.

15088 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15089 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15090 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 14.9mm diameter.

15091 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.25mm diameter.

15092 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
which contains four eye holes for attachment.

18540 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18541 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18542 1 button bone Half of a round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment. Has part of a metal sheet wrapped on 
the edges and the button has turned green from metal 
decomposition.

18543 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with centre depression 
where four eye holes for attachment are placed. 22.4mm 
diameter.

18544 1 button metal, cuprous Thermally altered and encrusted with dirt and mortar. Flat 
disc button with ferrous wire eye attachment on back. 
Possible motif on button but it is obscured. 26.2mm 
diameter.
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18545 1 fabric fabric Thermally altered. Several fragments of fabric and four 
conical buttons, two still attached to fabric with Alpha-
shaped ferrous wire eye attachments. Unidentified 
garment, possibly part of a coat.

13Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 2

09862 1 container, ink stoneware Gray bodied stoneware with mottled brown salt-glaze on 
exterior. Matches but does not mend with Cat.09933.

09863 1 container, ink stoneware Gray bodied stoneware with brown salt-glaze exterior.

09933 1 container, ink stoneware Gray bodied stoneware with dark mottled brown salt-glaze 
on exterior. Matches but does not mend with Cat. 09862.

14350 14 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14351 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14352 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Square panel from a bottle.

14353 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14354 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14355 3 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain conical foot formation. Straight cylindrical stem 
with conical bowl. Colourless. Two sherds (possibly all) 
mend.

14356 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14370 31 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14371 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14372 1 lamp chimney glass Thin. Colourless.

14373 1 container, unidentifiable glass Bevelled edge. Colourless.

14374 7 tableware glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14375 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14376 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped lip with down-tooled string rim. Dark green.

14377 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14380 76 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14381 1 container, unidentifiable glass Oval facet on exterior. Colourless.

14382 3 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14383 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14384 1 lamp chimney glass Thin. Colourless.

14385 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14386 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15085 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. Stained green from close contact with an 
unknown metal object. 15.55mm diameter.

18580 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18581 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18582 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18583 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18584 1 button bone Thermally altered. Bone button blank with single eye hole 
in centre. 11mm diameter.

18585 1 button bone Thermally altered. Bone button blank with single eye hole 
in centre. 20.6mm diameter.

18586 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Encrusted with dirt and mortar. Flat 
disc with wire eye attachment placed in a cone shank. 
24.5mm diameter.
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18587 1 button pewter Flat disc with a ferrous wire eye attachment placed in a 
peg shank. Disc is cut. 12.45mm diameter.

18588 1 button silver Part of a convex disc button with incised wavy lines 
around the circumference and straight lines across the 
centre. No wire eye attachment on this fragment.

18589 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment placed in a peg 
shank. 17mm diameter.

18590 1 button pewter Thermally altered and encrusted with dirt. Slightly convex 
disc with ferrous wire eye attachment placed in a peg 
shank. 24.1mm diameter.

18591 1 button pewter Circular button with bevelled edge and impressed braid 
pattern around edge. Centre has the initials "RCV" [Royal 
Canadian Volunteers]. The back shows a mould seam 
across the centre and a thick wire eye attachment. 18.2mm 
diameter.

18592 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc missing the eye attachment. 
The word "PLATED" has been stamped on the back of the 
button.

18593 1 brick clay Thermally altered. Corner of a red brick with mortar on 
the surface.

18594 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Heavily rusting blade from a table knife. Part of the flat 
tang is attached as well as three pins for the handle scales 
to attach to. Remnant wood from the handle is still 
attached to the metal.

18600 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18601 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18602 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Partial impressed rope cartouche 
and the initial "D" within it.

18603 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
where four eye holes for attachment are placed. 22.6mm 
diameter.

18604 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18605 1 button bone Part of a bone blank button.

18606 1 mortar fragment lime

18610 1 gunflint chert Part of a dark gray English chert gunflint.

229Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 3

14440 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14441 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14442 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14450 12 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14451 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14452 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14453 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14454 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15033 1 button brass Brass semi-domed button with missing eye attachment. 
11.3mm diameter.

18750 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Stem with shank-bowl joint, part 
of the bowl and the spur. The spur has two raised initials 
on the sides, "W" on the left side and "C" on the right side.

18751 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.
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18752 1 button pewter Flat disc with a portion broken away. Alpha-shaped 
ferrous wire eye attachment placed in a cone shank. 19mm 
diameter.

18753 1 button brass Two-piece brass sheet with silver plating wrapped over a 
four-holed bone button core. Missing the back metal piece 
which would have the wire eye attachment. 17.2mm 
diameter.

18754 4 cutlery, handle bone Square-shaped bone handle with broken ferrous rat-tail 
tang in the centre. All four bone pieces mend together.

33Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 4

10172 1 container, ink stoneware Gray bodied stoneware with brown salt-glaze on exterior. 
Matches but does not mend with Cats. 09933 and .09862.

10173 1 container, medicine tin enamel Tin enamelled stoneware. Rim and body pieces from an 
ointment pot.

14490 233 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14491 25 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14492 29 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14493 4 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

14494 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless.

14495 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless.

14496 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Thermally altered. Staight stem. Colourless.

14497 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14500 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14501 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14502 3 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

14503 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

14504 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Dome shaped push-up. Closed 
circular pontil mark.

14505 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14530 47 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14531 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14532 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Tapered stem fragment. Colourless.

14533 5 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

14534 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14535 2 lamp chimney glass Thin, colourless.

14536 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Light green/aqua.

15032 1 button metal, indeterminate Heavily corroded. Shape is unidentifiable as is the metal. 
Broken eye attachment.

15071 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.6mm diameter

15074 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15075 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

15094 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

18770 23 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18771 15 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.
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18772 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials, "T" 
on the left side and "D" on the right side. Light thermal 
alteration.

18773 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded sun cartouche with initial "D" in the centre. 
Thermally altered.

18774 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with initials "T" and "D" in the 
centre with a triple berry garnish at the top. Thermally 
altered.

18775 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18776 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18777 1 butt plate metal, cuprous Heavily rusted, complete musket butt plate. Max width 
52.5mm. One attachment hole in the swell of the butt plate 
and another at the base. The tang is quite long and flat at 
the bottom, while more vertically formed at the point end. 
From a Long Land pattern musket?

18780 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18781 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18782 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Part of an impressed rope 
cartouche with the initial "D" in the centre.

18783 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with visible mould seam and a 
flat strike mark. 9/16" diameter.

18790 5 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18791 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with initials "T" and "D" within 
and a linear flourish above and below.

18792 1 ring brass Thin rusted ring band. Broken.

18793 1 button metal, ferrous Omega-shaped wire eye attachment from a button.

18794 1 brick clay Thermally altered. Corner portion of a red clay brick.

18795 2 comb bone Thermal alteration. Two pieces mend. Single sided fine-
toothed bone comb.

18796 2 button bone Thermally altered. Two pieces mend together. Round, 
slightly concave bone button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18797 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

18798 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment.

18799 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment.

18800 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment.

18801 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18802 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18803 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18804 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18805 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18806 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.
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18807 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18808 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18809 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18810 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18811 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18812 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18813 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round bone button blank with a single 
eye hole for attachment. 13mm diameter.

18814 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with depression 
in the centre where four eye holes are drilled.

18815 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with depression 
in the centre where four eye holes are drilled.

18816 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with depression 
in the centre where four eye holes are drilled.

18817 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in the 
centre where four eye holes are drilled. 22.6mm diameter.

18830 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18831 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint with spur. 
Right side of spur has a moulded, raised initial "W". Left 
side has been exfoliated.

18832 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18833 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set in a cone 
shank. 15.8mm diameter.

18834 1 brick clay Red brick fragment.

514Quadrant Sub-total -

789Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7 & 20

Quadrant: 2

14360 36 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14361 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14362 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless bowl fragments.

14363 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14364 20 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped lip with down-tooled 
string rim. Bulged neck.

18650 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18651 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

18652 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed cartouche and a partial letter "D" 
within it.

18653 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
where four eye holes for attachment have been drilled. 
22.5mm diameter.

18654 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18655 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.
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18656 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18657 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment.

18658 1 tack brass Semi-domed brass tack with partial hand wrought square 
shank. 9.6mm diameter.

18659 1 unidentified metal, composite Thermally altered. Copper composite? Flat disc cap with a 
notched bolt on the interior. Unidentifiable purpose.

18660 1 straight pin brass Thermally altered. Brass straight pin with round head.

18901 1 gunflint chert Fragment of spall gunflint, mottled tan-gray chert, 
prepared heel with bulb of percussion 6 mm thick, width 
28 mm, min length 19 mm.

88Quadrant Sub-total -

88Feature Sub-total -

877Unit Sub-total -

948Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Upper Fil

Unit: 514-202

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 1

14343 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoil - Rubble

Unit: 500-195

Feature: 3 North Wall

Quadrant:

15840 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15841 1 plaster plaster White plaster fragment from over top a mortar base.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B7

Feature:

Quadrant:

13880 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13881 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13882 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green/aqua.

13883 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped lip with down-tooled 
string rim.

13884 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

32Quadrant Sub-total -

32Feature Sub-total -

32Unit Sub-total -

Unit: B6

Feature:
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Quadrant:

13870 49 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13871 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13872 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13873 3 tumbler glass Three sherds mend together. Colourless. Rounded heel, 
concave base with unfinished pontil mark.

14950 2 comb bone Bone comb fragments.

14951 1 button metal, cuprous Flat disc with eye attachment. 12.3mm diameter.

14952 1 mortar fragment lime

72Quadrant Sub-total -

72Feature Sub-total -

72Unit Sub-total -

Unit: B5

Feature:

Quadrant:

13850 55 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13851 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13852 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Plain, conical foot formation.

13853 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13854 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13855 16 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13860 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13861 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14940 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragments.

14941 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragments.

14942 3 mortar fragment lime

14960 1 wampum shell Cylindrical purple wampum. Quahog shell. 5mm length, 
2.7mm width. Small, straight bore hole through the length 
of the bead.

91Quadrant Sub-total -

91Feature Sub-total -

91Unit Sub-total -

Unit: B4

Feature:

Quadrant:

13840 43 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13841 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13842 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13843 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped rim.

13844 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14930 1 button bone Concave bone button with four holes in centre for 
attachment. 14.7mm diameter.

14931 1 button bone Flat bone disc button with one central attachment hole. 
11.2mm diameter.

14932 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with a mould seam around the 
circumference. Flat, circular strike mark. 7/16" diameter.

18899 1 gunflint chert Fragment of dark gray chert, thermally altered, unable to 
determine if its from a spall or a blade.

64Quadrant Sub-total -

64Feature Sub-total -
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The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

64Unit Sub-total -

Unit: B3

Feature:

Quadrant:

13820 97 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13821 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13822 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13823 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13830 23 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13831 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13832 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13833 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13834 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light blue.

14920 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragments.

14921 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl sherds.

14922 1 mortar fragment lime

14923 1 shot lead Lead shot with a flat strike mark. 5/16" in diameter.

14924 1 gunflint chert Honey brown French flint. Spall form. Concave edge from 
use as a firestrike. Max. width = 23mm thick, Max. length 
= 20mm, Max. thickness = 7.5mm.

15184 1 shot lead 3/16" lead buck shot. Possible flat strike mark.

160Quadrant Sub-total -

160Feature Sub-total -

160Unit Sub-total -

Unit: B2

Feature:

Quadrant:

13810 64 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13811 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13812 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Cylindrical stem. Colourless. Thermally altered.

13813 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless. Thermally 
altered.

13814 1 container, food glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Folded lip and flanged rim.

13815 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Thermally altered.

13816 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless.

13817 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14910 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragment.

14911 1 brick clay Red brick.

14912 7 mortar fragment lime

92Quadrant Sub-total -

92Feature Sub-total -

92Unit Sub-total -

Unit: B1

Feature:

Quadrant:

00530 1 shot lead 5/16" dia., complete lead ball.

13790 52 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13791 8 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13792 12 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.
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Cat# Qty Type Material Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

13793 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13794 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13795 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13800 27 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13801 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13802 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13803 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14900 1 button metal, cuprous Flat disc copper button with ferrous eye attachment on 
back. Diameter is 14.1mm.

14901 1 mortar fragment lime

123Quadrant Sub-total -

123Feature Sub-total -

123Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A9

Feature:

Quadrant:

13660 70 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13661 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13662 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13663 5 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

13664 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13665 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13666 3 container, liquor glass Bright green. MODERN.

13670 28 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13671 3 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

13672 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13673 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

13674 1 container, liquor glass Bright green. MODERN.

14830 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem.

14831 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white lower bowl fragment.

14832 1 unidentified pewter End of a tool? Finished and formed square end. Min. 
length is 10mm. Width is 6.2mm.

135Quadrant Sub-total -

135Feature Sub-total -

135Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A8

Feature:

Quadrant:

13640 89 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13641 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13642 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13643 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13644 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13645 1 container, liquor glass Bright green. MODERN.

13650 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13651 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13652 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless. Thermally 
altered.

13653 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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Cat# Qty Type Material Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

13654 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13655 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina. Square corner and concave 
base. Matches but does not mend with Cat.12848.

14820 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragments.

14821 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded fluting on exterior of bowl fragment.

14822 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragment.

14823 2 mortar fragment lime Mortar with flattened surface.

14824 1 button bone Round concave four-holed button. Broken along one line 
of button holes. 15.2mm diameter.

14825 1 button bone Disc. More than half broken. Max. diameter (along the 
break line) 23.2mm.

14972 1 button pewter Flat disk 17.3mm diam. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
bigger than usual, perhaps it is a re-forge?

141Quadrant Sub-total -

141Feature Sub-total -

141Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A7

Feature:

Quadrant:

13620 58 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13621 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13622 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13623 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13630 74 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13631 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13632 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13633 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain conical foot. Colourless.

13634 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

13635 1 tableware glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13636 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

14810 1 wampum shell Light purple cylindrical wampum. Quahog shell. 5.3mm 
in length. 2.7mm diameter. Small, straight bore hole 
through the length of the bead. TRADE ITEM.

14811 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragment.

14812 1 button metal, cuprous 16.75mm diameter. Plain disc although surface shows 
corrosion. Eye attachment is almost completely broken off.

14813 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with smoothed surface.

14814 1 brick clay Red brick fragment with flat surface covered in a thin 
layer of mortar.

179Quadrant Sub-total -

179Feature Sub-total -

179Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A6

Feature:

Quadrant:

13610 56 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13611 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13612 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13613 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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Cat# Qty Type Material Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

14800 1 button metal, cuprous Heavily corroded copper button. Faint remnant "Butler's 
Rangers" written horizontally in the centre. Eye 
attachment has been broken off on the reverse. 19.5mm 
diameter.

14801 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Body sherd of pipe bowl including the rim. Impressed "T" 
"D" written in serif font within a circular cartouche.

14802 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white body sherd from bowl.

14803 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl juncture. Inisde of bowl and bore are 
thermally altered from use.

14804 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem sherd.

14805 1 unidentified lead Thermally altered piece of lead.

14806 6 mortar fragment lime

14967 1 bead glass White glass seed bead.

91Quadrant Sub-total -

91Feature Sub-total -

91Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A5

Feature:

Quadrant:

13600 42 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13601 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13602 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13603 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13604 13 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14790 1 button pewter Plain pewter disc with complete ferrous eye attachment.

14791 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem pieces.

14792 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl juncture with spur. Spur has raised moulded 
letter on left side but is exfoliated. Could be the letter "M".

14964 1 wampum shell Cylindrical purple wampum. Quahog shell. 5.2mm length, 
3mm in width.

68Quadrant Sub-total -

68Feature Sub-total -

68Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A4

Feature:

Quadrant:

13580 80 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13581 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13582 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13583 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13584 10 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

13585 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13590 29 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13591 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13592 3 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

13593 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13594 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14780 1 button bone Half of a one piece concave bone button. The break is 
through two holes on what is most likely a four holed 
button.
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Cat# Qty Type Material Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

14781 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white portion of stem.

14782 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragments.

14783 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Unidentifiable raised moulding on exterior of bowl.

165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A3

Feature:

Quadrant:

13560 35 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13561 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13562 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13563 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13564 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded conical foot formation. Colourless.

13565 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13570 28 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13571 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13572 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

13573 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13574 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14770 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain portions of pipe stem.

14771 2 coal fragments coal

100Quadrant Sub-total -

100Feature Sub-total -

100Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A2

Feature:

Quadrant:

13540 41 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13541 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13542 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13543 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13544 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13550 5 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13551 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13552 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14760 1 gunflint chert Honey brown colour. Heavily reduced; spall form. French 
flint. 18.7mm max. length. 14.3mm max. width. 5.7mm 
max. thickness.

14761 1 slate pencil graphite Six faceted pencil.

14762 1 button metal, cuprous Flat disc, 13.5mm in diameter. Ferrous eye attachment. 
Possible pattern on exterior disc has corroded.

14763 1 shot lead 3/16" in diameter. Complete lead ball with a flat side 
(from percussion?).

14764 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Base of bowl and broken spur. Raised "D" on one side of 
the spur.

14765 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain cylindrical portion of stem.

81Quadrant Sub-total -

81Feature Sub-total -
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Cat# Qty Type Material Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

81Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A15

Feature:

Quadrant:

13770 36 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13771 12 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13772 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13773 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13780 1 tableware glass Flat lip with everted rim. Inner bore is grounded for 
possible stopper. Colourless with patina.

13781 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14890 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragments.

14891 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl sherds.

14892 1 thimble brass Complete. Exterior surface is dimpled and crown is cross-
hatched. Small pierced hole in the side. 17.1mm in height 
and diameter at base is 16.1mm.

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A14

Feature:

Quadrant:

13760 74 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13761 18 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13762 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped rim fragment. Dark green with patina.

13763 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green/aqua.

13764 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13765 3 lamp chimney glass Thin, colourless.

13766 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14880 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragments.

14881 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragments.

14882 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed "T" "D" with a floral ribbon above and below 
the letters and within a circular cartouche. Interior is 
smoke stained from use.

14883 1 mortar fragment lime

14963 1 wampum shell Cylindrical purple wampum. Quahog shell. Broken.

14966 1 bead glass White glass seed bead.

18897 1 gunflint chert Fragment of dark gray chert, unable to determine if its 
from a spall or a blade.

18898 1 gunflint chert Fragment of light gray-tan chert, unable to determine if its 
from a spall or a blade.

125Quadrant Sub-total -

125Feature Sub-total -

125Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A13

Feature:

Quadrant:

13740 74 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13741 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13742 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua/light green.
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Cat# Qty Type Material Comments
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13743 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped lip with down-tooled 
string rim.

13744 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13745 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13750 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13751 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13752 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13753 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13754 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14870 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragments.

14871 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragments.

14872 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded pattern on bowl fragment - possibly a leaf motif.

14873 1 button pewter Flat pewter disc with a folded eye attachment on the 
reverse. 12.4mm diameter.

14874 1 straight pin brass Broken straight pin.

14875 1 shot lead Small unevenly circular lead shot. Strike mark present. 
Diameter is 3/16".

14876 1 mortar fragment lime

15183 1 shot lead 3/16" diameter lead buck shot.

135Quadrant Sub-total -

135Feature Sub-total -

135Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A12

Feature:

Quadrant:

13720 78 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13721 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13722 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13723 1 container, unidentifiable glass Round heel with concave base. Colourless.

13724 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13725 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green/aqua.

13726 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13730 36 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13731 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13732 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped lip with down-tooled 
string rim. Partial neck appears to be bulged.

13733 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13734 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13735 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14860 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragments.

14861 3 mortar fragment lime

14862 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl sherd.

14863 1 button metal, composite Heavily corroded metal disc button. Eye attachment is 
corroded and pressed in on the back.

14864 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Unidentifiable thermally altered metal body.

14965 1 bead glass Cylindrical white wampum. Whelk shell. 6.6mm length, 
3.5mm width.

15050 1 straight pin brass Bent brass straight pin with a round head.

15182 1 shot lead 1/8" diameter lead bird shot. Flat strike mark.
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176Quadrant Sub-total -

176Feature Sub-total -

176Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A11

Feature:

Quadrant:

00513 1 bead glass Opaque white tube cut into short length, dia. 3 mm, length 
4 mm.

00514 1 bead glass Opaque white barrel shape, wire wound. Length 8 mm, 
max dia. 5 mm.

13700 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13701 4 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13702 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13703 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13704 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Concave base. Colourless.

13705 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13710 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13711 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13712 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13713 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13714 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14850 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragment.

14851 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragment.

14852 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed circular cartouche with "T" in the 
centre.

14853 2 mortar fragment lime

18896 1 gunflint chert Fragment of dark gray flint, unable to determine if it was 
part of a spall or blade.

111Quadrant Sub-total -

111Feature Sub-total -

111Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A10

Feature:

Quadrant:

13680 100 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13681 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13682 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua/light blue.

13683 19 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13684 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Conical foot formation. Colourless.

13685 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with embossed letters on exterior. "_CE_".

13686 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

13690 12 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13691 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13692 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13693 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

13694 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14840 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered. Portion of plain white stem.

14841 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragment.
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14842 1 button bone Circular four-hole button with depressed centre circle. The 
four attachment holes are around the edge of the depressed 
centre circle. Width is 23mm.

14843 1 unidentified shell Indeterminate worked shell.

14844 1 slate pencil graphite Thermally altered. Squared shape.

14845 1 button pewter Disc shaped pewter button. Encrustation on surface. 
Ferrous eye attachment. 13.8mm diameter.

14846 1 mortar fragment lime

15180 1 gunflint chert Gray-brown English reduced blade form. 17.5mm length x 
16mm width x 3.7mm height.

163Quadrant Sub-total -

163Feature Sub-total -

163Unit Sub-total -

Unit: A1

Feature:

Quadrant:

13530 17 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13531 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13532 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13533 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

13534 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Conical push up with a broken circular pontil 
mark sealing the push up and creating a hollow space.

13535 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

26Quadrant Sub-total -

26Feature Sub-total -

26Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 540-185

Feature:

Quadrant:

13520 8 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

13521 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13522 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13523 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

12Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 535-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

13510 18 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13511 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13512 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13513 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

13514 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18060 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18895 1 gunflint chert Fragment of light-to-med. gray chert, unable to determine 
if its from a spall or blade type flint.

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 535-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

13500 9 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13501 2 container, liquor glass Dark green.

13502 3 container, liquor glass Amber brown beer bottle. MODERN.

13503 3 lamp chimney glass Thin, colourless.

13504 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 530-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

13490 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13491 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13492 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13493 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

18050 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18051 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded relief pattern on bowl. Possibly a leaf or vine 
pattern.

18052 1 button bone Half of a bone button blank with one eye hole in centre.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 530-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

13480 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13481 3 container, liquor glass Dark green.

18040 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18041 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18042 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with visible mould seam and surface 
trauma such as gashes and strike marks. 9/16" diameter.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 530-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

13470 5 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13471 2 container, liquor glass Dark green.

13472 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13473 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

18030 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18031 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Stem with spur. Spur has raised 
moulded initials on either side - "T" on the left side and 
"D" on the right side.

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -
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11Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 530-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

13460 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13461 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13462 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

13463 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 525-225

Feature:

Quadrant:

13450 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13451 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

18020 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 525-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

00532 1 gunflint chert Dark gray Brandon flint, blade form, max width 30 mm, 
max thickness 10 mm. Blade length modified to turn 
musket flint into fire flint 30 mm+

13440 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13441 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13442 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13443 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18010 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

26Quadrant Sub-total -

26Feature Sub-total -

26Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 525-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

13430 1 window glass glass Light green.

13431 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13432 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

18000 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 525-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

10380 1 container, medicine tin enamel Impressed crenellation. Exfoliated. Likely tin enamelled 
and from an ointment pot.

13420 58 window glass glass Light green with patina.
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13421 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13422 19 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13423 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13424 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17990 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17991 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with plain spur.

87Quadrant Sub-total -

87Feature Sub-total -

87Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 520-230

Feature:

Quadrant:

13410 1 window glass glass Light green.

13411 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

17980 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17981 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with visible mould seam and a flat strike 
mark. 5/8" diameter.

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 520-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

13400 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13401 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13402 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13403 1 container, liquor glass Colourless. Ground. Shank from a stopper. Finial is 
broken off.

17970 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

14Quadrant Sub-total -

14Feature Sub-total -

14Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 520-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

13390 20 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13391 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13392 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless.

13393 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless. Very thin.

13394 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13395 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13396 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

17960 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17961 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17962 1 gunflint chert Light brown chert flake from a gunflint.

38Quadrant Sub-total -

38Feature Sub-total -

38Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 519-219
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Feature:

Quadrant:

13380 6 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13381 4 container, liquor glass Dark green.

13382 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

17950 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Feature Sub-total -

13Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 518-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

13370 37 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13371 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13372 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13373 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

13374 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17940 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

65Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 518-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

13360 17 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13361 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13362 1 tableware glass Colourless. Rounded heel on the base. Body starts to flare 
outwards above the base.

13363 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13364 1 container, liquor glass Rounded heel. Dark green with patina.

13365 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17930 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17931 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

36Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 516-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

13340 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13341 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

17920 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17921 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur 
has raised initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right 
side.

17922 1 cutlery, handle bone Two sherds of incised fluting on a bone handle from a 
piece of cutlery.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 515-230

Feature:

Quadrant:

13350 3 window glass glass Light green.

13351 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-225

Feature:

Quadrant:

13330 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13331 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped lip with down-tooled string rim. Dark green. 
Thermally altered.

13332 1 container, liquor glass Dark green. Thermally altered.

13333 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-223

Feature:

Quadrant:

13320 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-218

Feature:

Quadrant:

13310 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

17910 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

13300 12 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13301 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13302 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

13303 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14961 5 pendant shell Bivalve shell with drilled hole. Four small pieces have 
flaked off the top around the bore hole.

17900 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17901 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17902 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment.

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 515-213

Feature:

Quadrant:

17890 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

13290 1 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

13291 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

17880 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17881 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17882 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with shank-bowl joint and spur. Spur has raised 
initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right side. Light 
thermal alteration.

17883 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur 
has raised initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right 
side.

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

11Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

10370 1 container, medicine tin enamel Blue-gray tin enamel. Everted rim. Ointment pot.

13280 16 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13281 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13282 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13283 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

15073 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15076 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15080 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15115 1 button bone Round button with depressed centre containing four eye 
holes for attachment. 23mm diameter.

17870 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17871 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17872 1 cutlery, handle bone Part of a bone handle with hollowed centre for a tang. The 
handle has been dyed green.

37Quadrant Sub-total -

37Feature Sub-total -

37Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

13270 11 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13271 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.
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13272 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13273 1 container, liquor glass Amber brown beer bottle. MODERN.

14986 1 button pewter Flat disc button with ferrous eye attachment embedded in 
a cone. 12.2mm diameter.

15099 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

17860 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17861 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17862 1 gunflint chert Dark brown spall form gunflint. 24.6mm length x 20.1mm 
width x 6.45mm max. thickness. One percussion chip out 
of edge.

25Quadrant Sub-total -

25Feature Sub-total -

25Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

13260 12 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13261 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13262 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

15024 1 button pewter Pewter flat disc button with impressed bulls-eye pattern in 
the center. Outermost ring of the bulls-eye is a braided 
pattern. Cone with Alpha-shaped ferrous eye attachment 
inserted. 11.1mm diameter.

15039 1 button metal, composite Unknown metal alloy. Plain disc with impressed wheat 
sheaf and the word "SUPERFINE" impressed on the back 
around the Alpha-shaped eye attachment. 17.4mm 
diameter.

15078 1 button bone Half of a round bone button with a depression in centre 
which contains 3 extant eye holes for attachment. 
Indeterminate diameter.

15131 1 button bone Half of a round button with central depression containing 
the four eye holes for attachment.

17850 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

13250 6 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13251 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13252 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

17840 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

13240 11 window glass glass Light green with patina.
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13241 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13242 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

17830 1 whetstone schist Rounded edge from a flat whetstone. Thermally altered.

17831 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

19Quadrant Sub-total -

19Feature Sub-total -

19Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 515-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

13230 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13231 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13232 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

17820 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Weathered pipe bowl fragment.

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

18Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 514-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

13220 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13221 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13222 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13223 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15008 1 button brass Silver plated brass flat disc button. Disc is bent and eye 
attachment is missing. 30.25mm diameter.

15072 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre containing four 
eye holes for attachment. Some nicks to the outer edge of 
button. 23.3mm diameter.

15077 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre which contains 
four eye holes for attachment. Button is broken. 23.25mm 
diameter.

17810 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17811 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

53Quadrant Sub-total -

53Feature Sub-total -

53Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 514-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

00519 1 button pewter Flat disk 16 mm dia., words 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" encircle edge, 
seven pointed star topped by crown in centre, script "GR" 
entwined in centre of star. Ferrous eye fastener is broken 
from shank.

13210 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13211 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13212 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13213 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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15035 1 button pewter Flat disc with bent Alpha-shaped ferrous wire in a cone 
attachment. 13.4mm diameter.

15112 1 button bone Round blank button with single hole eye attachment. 
14mm diameter.

15138 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

45Quadrant Sub-total -

45Feature Sub-total -

45Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 514-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

13200 58 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13201 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13202 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13203 1 container, unidentifiable glass Rounded heel, flat base. Colourless.

13204 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17800 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

17801 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

17802 1 button bone Part of a round button with depression in the centre where 
the eye holes for attachment would be situated.

75Quadrant Sub-total -

75Feature Sub-total -

75Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 514-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

13190 69 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13191 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13192 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13193 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13194 1 container, unidentifiable glass Embossed letter "N" on exterior. Colourless.

13195 2 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Very thin glass.

13196 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

13197 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Cylindrical stem. Colourless.

13198 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17780 9 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17781 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17782 1 button bone Round button with depression in the centre where four eye 
holes for attachment are situated.

17783 1 button bone Thermal alteration. Round button with depression in the 
centre where four eye holes for attachment are situated.

17784 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

17785 1 button bone Part of a round button with depression in the centre where 
four eye holes for attachment are situated. 15.3mm 
diameter.

17786 1 button bone Part of a round button with depression in the centre where 
four eye holes for attachment are situated.
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17787 1 tack brass Semi-domed brass tack missing the square wrought shank. 
10mm dome diameter.

17788 1 tack brass Semi-domed brass tack with partial square wrought shank. 
10mm dome diameter.

17789 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Part of a coiled spring?

17790 1 button brass Flat disc with Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment. 12.2mm 
diameter.

17791 1 button brass Flat disc with impressed wreath around edge and a crown 
in the centre with ostrich feather plumage. Wire eye 
attachment is missing on the back. Bits of remnant brass 
gilt on parts of the button. 16.5mm diameter.

17792 1 shot lead Lead shot with visible mould seam and break. 5/16" 
diameter.

17793 1 musket ball lead Partially flattened lead musket ball. Mould seam is visible 
and flat strike marks on surface. 9/16" diameter.

17794 1 gunflint chert Grayish-brown flint flake from a gunflint.

17795 1 clasp silver Small rectangular piece of silver with notched bevelling at 
the four corners. One end has projecting tongue that 
probably connected it to the rest of the adornment.

131Quadrant Sub-total -

131Feature Sub-total -

131Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

13180 4 window glass glass Light green.

17770 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

13170 6 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13171 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

13172 1 container, unidentifiable glass Dark aqua.

13173 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green with patina.

13174 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

14991 1 button metal, cuprous Flat copper disk button. Eye attachment is missing. 
17.2mm diameter.

17760 5 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

17761 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17762 1 harness hardware metal, composite Thermally altered. Copper composite. Harness hardware?

17763 1 harness buckle metal, composite Thermally altered. Part of a square buckle frame. No pin 
or tongue is extant.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-210

Feature:

Quadrant:
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13160 28 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13161 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13162 1 container, medicine glass Aqua. Cylindrical body. Flat base.

13163 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17750 5 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

17751 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17752 1 button pewter Flat disc button with raised lettering across centre. Legend 
reads: "BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous wire eye 
attachment is missing from its cone shank. Part of disc has 
been broken off. 12mm diameter.

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

17740 1 button brass Silver plated. Flat disc button missing the wire eye 
attachment. 11mm diameter.

17741 1 button brass Flat disc with moulded fabric weave motif on surface. A 
circular moulded legend around the missing eye 
attachment has a crown on top, three blossoms on either 
side and the word "PLATED" on the bottom. 23.6mm 
diameter.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

13150 52 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13151 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13152 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Rounded heel with concave base.

13153 1 container, unidentifiable glass Moulded fluting on exterior. Colourless.

13154 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Domed foot. Colourless.

13155 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13156 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13157 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua. Embossed letter "O" on exterior.

13158 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15079 1 button bone Round bone button with depression in centre which 
contains the eye holes for attachment.

15082 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. Broken.

17730 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17731 1 mortar fragment lime

17732 1 musket ball lead Misshapen lead musket ball with a gash on its surface. 
Appears to have been misshapen out of the moulding 
process.

82Quadrant Sub-total -

82Feature Sub-total -

82Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-206
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Feature:

Quadrant:

13140 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13141 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13142 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13143 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Smooth plain rim. Colourless. Glass is etched with a row 
of tulip-style flowers below rim.

13144 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

15026 1 button pewter Slightly convex, pewter disc with a recessed back. Within 
the recess is the button manufacturer's name 
"W/EDMONDS" and the location "LONDON" in raised 
writing. Eye attachment appears to be a bit warped and is 
more elongated than the usual Alpha or Omega shape. 
20.1mm diameter.

17720 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17721 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint.

17722 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Impressed cartouche with the 
initial "D" inside.

17723 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17724 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

17725 1 button bone Light thermal alteration. Round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

48Quadrant Sub-total -

48Feature Sub-total -

48Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

15100 1 button bone Edge fragment from a round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment.

15101 1 button bone Part of the edge from a round button with a central 
depression.

15117 1 button bone Round button with depressed centre containing four eye 
holes for attachment. 22.7mm diameter.

15124 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.25mm diameter.

17710 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17711 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17712 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint with partial 
spur.

17713 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Impressed design, unidentifiable.

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

12Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

13130 73 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13131 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13132 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.
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13133 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14987 1 button pewter Flat disc pewter button with a cone and embedded ferrous 
wire eye attachment on the back. 15.7mm diameter.

14995 1 button brass Brass flat disc button with an alpha-shaped eye 
attachment. Around the eye attachment is an impressed 
band of leaves on a vine. 20.8mm diameter.

15015 1 button silver Silver semi-domed button with missing eye attachment. 
Outer edge has a lightly stippled dot design around the 
edge. Centre is stippled in an unidentifiable globular 
shape.

15016 2 button brass Brass button with moulded composite floral-geometric 
pattern. Two pieces mend. Incomplete disc. Broken eye 
attachment. 24.9mm diameter.

15150 1 button bone Round blank button with single hole eye attachment. 
Broken almost in half.

17700 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17701 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with shank-bowl joint and spur. Right side of spur 
has raised initial "D" on it. The left side of the spur has 
been exfoliated.

17702 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

108Quadrant Sub-total -

108Feature Sub-total -

108Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

13110 89 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13111 31 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13112 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13113 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13114 1 container, medicine glass Aqua with patina. Mouth blown. Thin glass.

13115 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

13116 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

13117 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13118 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation. Colourless.

13119 1 container, unidentifiable glass Folded out lip. Colourless.

13120 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17680 9 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17681 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17682 1 tack brass Thermally altered. Semi-dome from a brass tack. Square 
wrought shank is missing. 11.5mm dome diameter.

17683 1 shot lead Visible mould seam and flat strike mark. One nick on 
surface. 1/4" diameter.

17684 1 musket ball lead Visible mould seam and flat strike mark. 11/16" diameter.

17685 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised lettering across centre. Legend reads: 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Missing ferrous wire eye 
attachment placed in a cone. Part of disc is bent. 16.8mm 
diameter.
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17686 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised lettering across centre. Legend reads: 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Broken off ferrous wire eye 
attachment placed in a cone. Part of disc is bent. 17mm 
diameter.

17687 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc button with raised lettering 
across centre. Legend reads: "BUTLERS/RANGERS". 
Most of the edge of the button has been broken off. 
Missing ferrous wire eye attachment would have been 
placed in the cone on the back. 23.5mm diameter.

17688 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

17689 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.15.3mm diameter.

17690 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

17691 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

17692 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

17693 1 button bone Part of a round bone button with depression in centre 
where four eye holes for attachment would be placed.

173Quadrant Sub-total -

173Feature Sub-total -

173Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

13100 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13101 15 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13102 13 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13103 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17670 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17671 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17672 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Relief moulding on this sherd. Unidentifiable motif but 
there appears to be part of a circular cartouche.

17673 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

17674 1 tack brass Semi-domed brass tack with square wrought shank. 10mm 
dome diameter.

17675 1 smoking pipe clay Light thermal alteration. Part of a red clay pipe stem? A 
central shaft has been bored through the centre. Possible 
Aboriginal pipe stem.

17676 1 brick clay Part of a red brick.

95Quadrant Sub-total -

95Feature Sub-total -

95Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

13090 71 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13091 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13092 14 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.
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13093 2 lamp chimney glass Thin, colourless.

13094 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13095 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17660 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17661 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17662 1 button bone Round button with central depression where eye holes for 
attachment would be located.

17663 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

17664 2 mortar fragment lime

120Quadrant Sub-total -

120Feature Sub-total -

120Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 513-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

13080 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13081 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13082 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13083 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Concave sherd. Colourless.

13084 3 lamp chimney glass Thin, colourless.

13085 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17650 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17651 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17652 1 button brass Convex disc button with incised circle in the centre and 
scalloped edging. Part of the disc has broken off. Alpha-
shaped wire eye attachment has been bent and some 
threading may be stuck under it. 13mm diameter.

17653 1 tack brass Semi-domed brass tack with a broken square wrought 
shank. 9.5mm dome diameter.

17654 1 brick clay Part of a red brick.

59Quadrant Sub-total -

59Feature Sub-total -

59Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-222

Feature:

Quadrant:

17640 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-218

Feature:

Quadrant:

17630 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17631 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with spur. Left side of spur has raised moulded letter 
"T". Other side of spur has been exfoliated.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -
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2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

15064 1 coin copper Spread Eagle Halfpenny Token dated 1814. Obverse 
shows a seated Britannia with a trident in her left hand and 
a seedling in her right. Small shield is emblazoned with 
the British Union Flag. A counter-clockwise wreath 
encircles the image. The reverse displays an eagle with 
wings spread and claws clutching wheat and an 
unidentified plant. Legend around this image reads 
"HALFPENNY" "TOKEN". The date below the eagle is 
1814. 27.35mm diameter.

17620 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

17621 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded relief vine leaf pattern on bowl.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

13060 16 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13061 5 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

13070 9 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13071 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13072 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

17610 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17611 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

13050 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13051 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13052 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Concave base.

13053 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Conical foot formation. Colourless.

13054 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17600 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17601 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

17602 1 button metal, ferrous Round metal button with concave centre and four eye 
holes for attachment. Heavily rusted. 18.1mm diameter.

17603 1 fork metal, composite Part of shank and flat tang. Heavily rusted.

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-209

Feature:
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Quadrant:

13040 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13041 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13042 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13043 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13044 3 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

17590 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

13030 2 window glass glass Light green with patina.

17580 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17581 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17582 1 smoking pipe white ball clay End of stem with shank-bowl joint and intact spur. Spur 
has moulded initials on either side; "T" on the left side and 
"D" on the right side.

17583 1 button pewter Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment in 
a conical shank. 14mm diameter.

17584 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

17585 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where eye holes 
for attachment are placed.

17586 1 cufflink brass Oval brass cufflink with four pointed star embellished 
with rays. Eye attachment on the back has broken off. 
18.4mm length x 12mm width.

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

11Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

13020 25 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13021 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13022 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13023 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17570 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17571 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Moulded decoration, motif 
unidentifiable.

17572 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

17573 1 button brass Flat disc missing the eye attachment. Incised band around 
the eye attachment joint is inscribed with the word 
"GILT". 20mm diameter.

17574 1 musket ball lead Lead mustket ball with several strike marks and surficial 
scarring. 5/8" diameter.

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-206
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Feature:

Quadrant:

13010 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13011 11 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13012 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13013 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13014 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17560 11 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17561 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17562 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

86Quadrant Sub-total -

86Feature Sub-total -

86Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

13000 67 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13001 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13002 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13003 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13004 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14962 1 wampum shell Cylindrical purple wampum. Quahog shell. 7.5mm length, 
4.2mm width. Small, straight bore hole through the length 
of the bead.

15107 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15154 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

17550 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

17551 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17552 3 gunflint chert Grayish-brown flakes from gunflints.

106Quadrant Sub-total -

106Feature Sub-total -

106Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

10360 1 container, medicine tin enamel Thermally altered. Bluish-gray tin enamel. Slightly everted 
rim. Ointment pot.

12990 90 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12991 13 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12992 15 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12993 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation. Colourless.

12994 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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14999 1 button silver Two piece button. Silver frontispiece overlaying a bone 
button core with four attachment holes on the back. Silver 
front is impressed with a circular design of the 60th Royal 
American Regiment of Foot, 1st Battalion. A crown tops a 
circular motto in French: "Honi soit qui mal y pense 
(Shame on him who thinks ill of it). The Latin numerals 
"L" and " X" for "60" indicating the regiment number, 
over a smaller text "I" indicating 1, the battalion number. 
16.8mm diameter. This is a British regiment raised in 
1755 for the French Indian Wars.

15141 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

15151 1 button bone Part of a round button with a depression in the centre 
where four eye holes for attachment are drilled.

17540 11 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17541 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17542 1 button brass Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment. 
12.2mm diameter.

17543 1 mortar fragment lime

152Quadrant Sub-total -

152Feature Sub-total -

152Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

12980 56 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12981 20 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12982 12 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12983 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless.

12984 3 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

17520 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17521 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated with moulding. A thin band below the rim has 
short vertical fluting. Motif on the rest of the bowl body is 
unidentifiable.

17522 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

17523 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

17524 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15mm diameter.

17525 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where eye holes 
for attachment are placed.

17526 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where eye holes 
for attachment are placed.

17527 1 tack brass Semi-dome tack with square wrought shank. 10mm 
diameter.

17528 1 shot lead Complete lead shot with visible mould seam and break. 
No visible strike mark. 3/8" diameter.

17529 1 brooch brass Brass sheet moulded with a floral geometric pattern and 
cut into a clover shape. Back still has two thin shanks for 
attachment.

17530 1 mortar fragment lime

109Quadrant Sub-total -
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109Feature Sub-total -

109Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12970 63 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12971 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12972 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12973 1 container, liquor glass Flat topped lip. Straight side profile. Dark green with 
patina.

12974 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12975 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12976 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12977 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17510 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

17511 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15mm diameter.

17512 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15mm diameter.

17513 1 button brass Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped wire eye. 14.5mm 
diameter.

17514 1 shot lead Lead shot with flat strike mark. 1/4" diameter.

17515 1 button glass Thermally altered. Circular, white, glass button.

17516 1 brick clay A piece of a red brick.

107Quadrant Sub-total -

107Feature Sub-total -

107Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 512-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

12960 38 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12961 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12962 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12963 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

12964 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12965 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped lip with down-tooled string rim. Dark green 
with patina.

12966 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17500 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17501 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17502 1 button pewter Flat disc with wire eye attachment placed in a shank. 
23mm diameter.

17503 1 button pewter Round convex button with thick wire eye attachment and a 
mould seam on the back. 11.6mm diameter.

17504 1 button pewter Flat disc with concave back and Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment in a shank. 15.4mm diameter.

17505 1 button metal, cuprous Two-piece copper casing around an unidentifiable core. 
Eye attachment is missing. 24mm diameter. Button is 
slightly bent.

17506 2 mortar fragment lime
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17507 1 brick clay Part of a red clay brick.

17508 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Knife blade with serration in the centre part and a rounded 
tip.

17509 1 door handle metal, ferrous Push tab of a door handle.

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-213

Feature:

Quadrant:

12950 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12951 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12952 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12953 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17490 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17491 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17492 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with flat strike mark and a scarred 
surface from impact. 9/16" diameter.

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

12940 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12941 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17480 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17481 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter.

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

12930 9 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12931 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered.

17470 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17471 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17472 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed serif letter "D".

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Feature Sub-total -

13Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

12920 11 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12921 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12922 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12923 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.
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15139 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment.

17460 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17461 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Partial impressed serif style "T" and full "D" initials.

17462 1 shot lead Lead shot with visible mould seam and strike mark. One 
gash on surface. 5/16" diameter.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

12910 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12911 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

17450 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17451 1 dress hook brass

17452 1 cufflink metal, cuprous Oval shaped cufflink with incised four pointed star 
embellished with four rays in centre. Small wire eye 
attachment on the back. 18.3mm length x 12.4mm width.

17453 1 tack brass Semi-dome brass tack with square wrought shank. 
10.2mm diameter.

17454 1 button brass Semi-domed button with missing wire eye attachment. 
11.4mm dome diameter.

15Quadrant Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

15Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

12900 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12901 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12902 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12903 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12904 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17440 13 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17441 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17442 1 cutlery, handle bone Part of a bone handle scale for cutlery with incised cross-
hatching.

62Quadrant Sub-total -

62Feature Sub-total -

62Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

12890 39 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12891 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12892 1 tableware glass Moulded facets on exterior. Shape of facets is 
unidentifiable. Colourless.

12893 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12894 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.
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12895 2 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12896 8 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

17430 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

17431 5 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17432 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed cartouche on the edge of the piece.

17433 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed serif letter "T".

17434 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend together. Impressed rope cartouche with 
serif letter "T" and partial letter "D" inside. Above and 
below the initials are geometric flourishes.

17435 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Partial spur shows that there are raised initials on either 
side.

17436 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Raised initials on either side of spur; "T" on the left side 
and "D" on the right side.

17437 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend together. Partial bowl and stem with 
shank-bowl joint and spur. Spur has raised initials on 
either side; "T" on left side and "D" on the right side.

17438 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with one eye 
hole drilled into it.

84Quadrant Sub-total -

84Feature Sub-total -

84Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

12880 46 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12881 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12882 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12883 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12884 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12885 1 unidentified glass Moulded hexagonal base for a stemware. Solid base. 
Colourless. Possibly a candlestick holder.

12886 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17420 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17421 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17422 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with spur. Spur has raised initials "T" on left side 
and "D" on right side.

17423 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17424 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

17425 1 button pewter Metal button cover resembling a doughnout with a 
concave centre. This shell wraps around the sides but does 
not fully cover the back. A bone core which would have 
provided attachment via sew-through eyes has not 
survived. 19mm diameter.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

12870 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.
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12871 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15126 1 button bone Fragment of round button with central depression where 
eye holes for attachment would be located.

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

12860 78 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12861 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12862 20 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12863 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

12864 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation. Colourless. Thermally 
altered.

15061 1 coin copper Worn and corroding copper coin with a profile portraint of 
George III facing to the right. Visible inscription around 
the edge: "G_______/III/REX". Reverse shows a seated 
Britannia facing left and the inscribed year "1788" below 
her. Visible inscription around the edge: "[BRITAN] 
[NIA]". 27.1mm diameter.

17400 13 smoking pipe white ball clay

17401 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17402 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered. Bowl sherd is impressed with a leaf 
pattern.

17403 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed rope cartouche with partial initial 
"M" within it.

17404 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with spur. Spur has raised initials "T" on left side 
and "D" on the right side.

17405 1 button metal, cuprous Copper alloy. Flat disc button with missing wire eye 
attachment. 21.5mm diameter.

17406 1 button pewter Flat disc with a piece broken off. Ferrous wire eye 
attachment is bent and positioned in a cone. 18.45mm 
diameter.

17407 1 button pewter Thermally altered and broken flat disc button with raised 
legend: "BUTLERS/RANGERS" across centre. Missing 
wire eye attachment but cone for its setting is still in place.

17408 1 button pewter Flat disc with stamped design of a starburst capped with a 
crown and the initials "GR" in the centre. The legend 
around the edge of the button reads: 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS". Ferrous wire 
eye attachment placed within a cone has been bent. Button 
itself also has one edge bent. 20mm diameter.

17409 1 button indeterminate Thermally altered. Covered with soot. Flat disc button 
missing its eye attachment. 13.55mm diameter.

17410 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment.

147Quadrant Sub-total -

147Feature Sub-total -

147Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-203

Feature:
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Quadrant:

12850 79 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12851 23 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12852 2 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12853 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12854 1 container, unidentifiable glass Bulbous, conical and possibly domed foot formation. 
Colourless.

12855 16 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12856 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped lip with down-tooled string rim. Dark green 
with heavy patina.

12857 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15065 1 button bone Slightly concave round button with four holes for 
attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15108 1 button bone Fragment of a round, slightly concave bone button with 
four eye holes for attachment.

17380 12 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17381 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17382 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17383 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded decoration. Fluting?

17384 1 button pewter Convex button with drilled peg shank eye attachment. 
12.3mm diameter.

17385 1 button brass Flat disc button with drilled eye in a peg shank 
attachment. 14.6mm diameter. Thermal alteration.

17386 1 button metal, cuprous Intricately moulded button. Central knob from which 
spokes radiate with cut-outs between each, and completed 
with an external band of large beads. The larger beads are 
interwoven with a smaller and finer chain of beading. 
Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment embedded into the 
back of the centre knob. 21.6mm diameter. One part of the 
button is bent.

17387 1 straight pin brass Bent straight pin.

17388 1 teaspoon silver Small silver teaspoon bowl with the moulded join where 
the handle would've been forged.

17389 1 unidentified metal, composite A thin oval attachment from a gun? Two attachment pegs 
on interior side. Lead alloy.

17390 1 slate tablet slate

160Quadrant Sub-total -

160Feature Sub-total -

160Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12840 84 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12841 17 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12842 17 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12843 1 container, liquor glass Down-tooled string rim. Lip has been broken off. Dark 
green with patina.

12844 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless.

12845 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12846 1 container, food glass Flanged rim. Folded out. Light green with patina.

12847 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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12848 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina. Square body with slightly 
recessed body panels. Base is concave with embossed X's 
on exterior. Matches but does not mend with Cat.13655.

14973 1 button pewter Flat disk 16.5 mm diam. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
encased in a corroded clump of metal.

14982 1 button pewter Flat disc pewter button with ferrous drilled eye shank. 
23.2mm diameter.

14998 1 button pewter Flat disc with concave back. Pewter. Missing eye 
attachment. 12.3mm diameter.

15019 1 button pewter Plain pewter disc button with ferrous eye attachment. 
23mm diameter.

15048 1 button pewter Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire 
attachment in a cone. Part of circumference has a cut on 
the edge. 15.3mm diameter.

15049 1 button brass Silver plated brass flat disc button with missing eye 
attachment. 18.7mm diameter. The word "PLATED" is 
impressed on the back around the missing eye attachment 
base.

15113 1 button bone Round blank button with single hole eye attachment. One 
side has not been refined after manufacture from the bone. 
13mm diameter.

15148 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15187 1 shot lead Complete lead buck shot with indented strike mark. 5/16" 
diameter.

17370 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17371 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17372 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated with part of a moulded cartouche?

17373 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated with part of an impressed cartouche.

17374 1 button bone Half of a bone blank button with single eye hole in centre. 
13mm diameter.

17375 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment.

17376 1 gunflint chert A flake from a honey brown gunflint.

17377 1 mortar fragment lime

167Quadrant Sub-total -

167Feature Sub-total -

167Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 511-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

12830 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12831 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12832 5 container, liquor glass Dark green.

12833 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17360 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17361 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17362 1 button bone Half of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

17363 1 shot lead Complete lead shot with marred surface and flat strike 
mark. 5/16" diameter.
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17364 1 cufflink brass Oval cufflink with impressed border of oak leaves around 
the edge. One wire eye attachment on the back.

17365 1 plate brass U-shaped brass plate with three drilled holes across the 
top. It is slightly convex and has been bent or cut.

41Quadrant Sub-total -

41Feature Sub-total -

41Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-225

Feature:

Quadrant:

12820 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

17350 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed cartouche. Spur has raised initials, 
"T" on left side and "D" on the right side.

17351 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

12810 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12811 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12812 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Slightly concave base sherd.

12813 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17340 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17341 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17342 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17343 1 button bone Thermally altered. A quarter of a round bone button with a 
depression in the centre.

18894 1 gunflint chert Fragment of mottled light gray chert, cannot be 
determined if it’s a blade or spall.

24Quadrant Sub-total -

24Feature Sub-total -

24Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-218

Feature:

Quadrant:

17330 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

12721 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-213

Feature:
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Quadrant:

12800 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12801 1 container, unidentifiable glass Solarized (light amethyst).

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

12790 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12791 1 tableware glass Press moulded exterior. Diamond relief pattern with many 
facets.

12792 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Cylindrical stem with base of bowl. Small 
mamelon protuberance at bottom of bowl.

12793 4 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

17320 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17321 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with partial initials "T" and "D" 
in centre.

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

18Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

12780 16 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12781 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12782 2 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green with patina.

12783 3 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

15083 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15084 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. Button has been thermally altered and 
scratched. 15.4mm diameter.

17310 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration. Bowl has impressed cartouche 
with partial initial "T" and complete "D" inside. The spur 
has raised initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right 
side.

17311 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17312 1 button pewter Pewter disc button missing its eye attachment. 17.4mm 
diameter.

17313 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised legend across centre reading: 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". 16.8mm diameter.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

12770 6 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12771 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12772 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.
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12773 1 container, unidentifiable glass Flat topped, everted rim. Inner bore has a ground finish. 
Colourless.

12774 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17300 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre into which the eye 
holes are placed.

17301 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

16Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

12760 23 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12761 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12762 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Conical foot with base of cylindrical stem.

12763 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12764 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12765 16 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17290 17 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

17291 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17292 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with centre depression 
where eye holes for attachment are placed.

17293 1 button brass Flat disc button with slightly concave back and wire eye 
attachment. 17mm diameter.

17294 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised legend across centre reading: 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Missing ferrous wire eye 
attachment which would have been set into a cone. 
23.7mm diameter.

17295 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with mould break.1/2" diameter.

80Quadrant Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

80Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

12750 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12751 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12752 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12753 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17280 5 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17281 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised legend across centre reading: 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Eye attachment is broken off 
base is rusting. 23mm diameter.

17282 1 button metal, cuprous Flat disc with convex back and broken wire eye 
attachment which would have been set into a cone. 23mm 
diameter.

24Quadrant Sub-total -

24Feature Sub-total -

24Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-207

Feature:
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Quadrant:

12740 36 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12741 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12742 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12743 1 container, unidentifiable glass Oval facets on surface. Thermally altered. Colourless.

12744 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12745 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17270 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

17271 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Pipe bowl fragment with cartouche and serif style initials 
"T" and "D" within it. Spur is also on this sherd and has 
raised initials on either side of it; "T" on the left side and 
"D" on the right side.

17272 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter.

17273 1 gunflint chert Part of a reduced or broken gunflint. Dark brown flint.

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

12730 42 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12731 2 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12732 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12733 16 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12734 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17260 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

17261 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

17262 1 button brass Brass gilt flat disc button with wire eye attachment. 15mm 
diameter.

17263 1 button brass Flat disc button with concave back and ferrous wire eye 
attachment within a cone. 15.5mm diameter.

84Quadrant Sub-total -

84Feature Sub-total -

84Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

12720 17 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12722 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17250 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

12710 61 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12711 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12712 4 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.
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12713 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12714 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12715 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17230 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

17231 5 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

17232 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated with moulded fluting.

17233 1 button pewter Flat disc with missing eye attachment and a mould seam 
on the back. 14.2mm diameter.

17234 1 button pewter Flat disc button with concave back and drilled eye hole in 
a peg shank. 25mm diameter.

17235 1 button brass Flat disc with Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment. 11.3mm 
diameter.

17236 1 button pewter A piece of a pewter flat disc "BUTLERS/RANGERS" 
button. Wire eye attachment has been broken.

17237 1 button bone Bone blank button with a single eye hole for attachment. 
11mm diameter.

17238 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave button with eye holes in 
centre for attachment.

17239 1 bale seal lead Lead bale seal disc with one part bent backwards. Centre 
seal has a raised legend which reads: 
"_ACKER"/"LONDON".

17240 1 unidentified lead A small strip of lead. Has a squared shape. Unidentifiable.

109Quadrant Sub-total -

109Feature Sub-total -

109Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

12690 88 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12691 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12692 17 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12693 1 container, unidentifiable glass Round bulbous lip, from a flanged-style rim? Colourless.

12694 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12695 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12696 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Embossed lettering on exterior. Possible "O" 
and unidentifiable other letter.

12697 1 container, unidentifiable glass Round, slightly concave base. Colourless. No pontil mark 
evident on this sherd.

12698 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Square shaped body panel or base. 
Colourless.

12699 2 container, liquor glass Two sherds mend. Dark green with patina. V-shaped lip 
with down-tooled string rim. Large gap between lip and 
string rim.

12700 26 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15051 1 cufflink brass Oval brass cufflink plate. Stamped/incised design is a 
sheaf of wheat tied with a ribbon. Eye or clasp attachment 
has been broken off the back. 15.9mm length x 11.6mm 
width. Matches Cat.15052.

15055 1 button brass Brass ring with a diameter of 25mm. Formed the structure 
for a cloth covered button.

17220 1 smoking pipe white ball clay
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17221 13 smoking pipe white ball clay

17222 1 marble glass Aqua coloured glass marble. 14.5mm diameter.

17223 1 button pewter Pewter disc button with raised legend across the centre 
reading "BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous wire eye 
attachment has broken and rusted on the back.

17224 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Wrought iron shank with folded end. Heavily rusted. 
Unidentified function.

17225 3 unidentified brass Thin, cut and bent brass sheet.

17226 2 mortar fragment lime

17227 1 brick clay Thermally altered red brick fragment.

175Quadrant Sub-total -

175Feature Sub-total -

175Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12680 55 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12681 14 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12682 13 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12683 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12684 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thick, smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12685 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Corner of a bottle?

12686 1 container, medicine glass Colourless with patina. Small, square base. Body panels 
could be slightly recessed.

12687 13 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17210 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

17211 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17212 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated with moulded fluting.

17213 1 button bone Round button with depression in the centre where four eye 
holes are placed.

17214 2 mortar fragment lime

115Quadrant Sub-total -

115Feature Sub-total -

115Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

05495 2 chamber pot creamware Rolled rim from a creamware chamber pot.

12660 40 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12661 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12662 2 container, unidentifiable glass One sherd is thermally altered. Colourless glass. Flat base.

12663 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12664 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12665 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12666 1 container, unidentifiable glass Dark aqua green.

12667 11 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12668 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped down-tooled string rim.

12669 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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14988 1 button brass Brass gilt disc button with an alpha-shaped brass eye 
attachment. Back also has a decorative disc with raised 
design and lettering around the eye attachment. Design is 
a circlet of flowers topped with a crown and the word 
"GILT" pn the bottom.

17200 12 smoking pipe white ball clay

17201 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17202 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17203 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed cartouche with the initial "D" inside.

17204 2 toothbrush bone Two fragments mend together. Broken handle from a 
toothbrush.

17205 1 gunflint chert Light grayish-brown gunflint. Spall form. 23.55mm length 
x 20.55mm width x 6.2mm width.

17206 2 plaster plaster Plaster fragments.

100Quadrant Sub-total -

100Feature Sub-total -

100Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-199

Feature:

Quadrant:

12650 44 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12651 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12652 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12653 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Possible medical vial.

12654 1 container, medicine glass Flanged rim. Light green.

12655 1 container, liquor glass Parabolic push up. Green.

12656 16 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17190 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17191 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17192 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17193 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre with four eye 
holes. 23mm diameter.

17194 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

17195 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 14.7mm diameter.

77Quadrant Sub-total -

77Feature Sub-total -

77Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 510-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

12640 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12641 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation.

15009 1 button pewter Rusting pewter flat disc button with a drilled eye shank 
attachment. 21.8mm diameter.

17180 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 510-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

12260 19 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12261 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12262 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12263 1 container, medicine glass Colourless body fragment with embossed letters. Partial 
"_HE_".

12264 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17170 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

31Quadrant Sub-total -

31Feature Sub-total -

31Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

12630 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12631 1 window glass glass Light green.

12632 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

17160 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-214

Feature:

Quadrant:

12620 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12621 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12622 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12623 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17150 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17151 1 button metal, ferrous Round metal button with concave centre and four eye 
holes for attachment. Heavily rusted. 18.6mm diameter.

15Quadrant Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

15Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

12600 29 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12601 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12602 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12603 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12604 1 container, medicine glass Flanged rim. Colourless.

12605 1 container, unidentifiable glass Concave base with unfinished pontil mark. Colourless.

12606 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12607 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12608 1 container, unidentifiable glass Dark aqua blue.

12609 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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17140 9 smoking pipe white ball clay

17141 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17142 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Partial impressed rope cartouche.

17143 1 button pewter Flat disc button with broken ferrous wire eye attachment. 
15.6mm diameter.

17144 1 button bone Bone blank button with single eye hole for attachment in 
the centre. 12.5mm diameter.

17145 1 bullet lead Unfired .22 calibre bullet.

17146 1 gunflint chert Broken dark gray gunflint. Spall form.

17147 1 gunflint chert

17148 1 gunflint chert Light grayish-brown spall form gunflint. 23.4mm length x 
23mm width x 7.2mm width.

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

12590 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12591 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12592 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12593 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

14979 1 button metal, composite Disc shaped button with moulded pattern consisting of an 
inner pinwheel pattern surrounded by an outer circle of 
vertical shoots of leaves (thistle?). Attachment is a drilled 
eye shank that was cast at the same time as the button. 
17.1mm diameter.

15093 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

17130 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17131 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17132 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with partial initial "D" in the 
centre.

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

12580 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12581 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12582 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17120 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17121 2 fork metal, ferrous Shank and rat tail tang from a fork.

17122 1 musket ball lead Heavily pitted from striking. 9/16" diameter.

17123 1 aglet metal, composite Thin, conical copper alloy aglet with interior threading 
that has been modified with a pierced hole through its 
side. Possible re-use as an Aboriginal tinkler?
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17124 1 doll porcelain A porcelain doll leg shaped like a boot. Top of leg is 
notched for attachment within a fabric body. Mould seam 
for the leg is visible along the back of the boot. Thermal 
alteration.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

12570 51 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12571 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12572 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12573 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12574 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation.

12575 1 stopper glass Conical shank. Unidentifiable finial shape. Colourless.

12576 15 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12577 1 container, liquor glass Amber brown modern beer bottle glass.

12578 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15070 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. Some trauma from scratching on surface. 
15.7mm diameter.

15095 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15105 1 button bone Fragment of a round button with a central depression 
where eye holes for attachment are located.

15106 1 button bone Part of a round button with central depression where eyes 
for attachment are located.

15155 1 button bone Half of a round blank button with a single eye hole in the 
centre for attachment. 18.1mm diameter.

17110 17 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

17111 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17112 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with the initial "D" in the centre.

17113 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration. Part of stem and bowl with impressed 
cartouche and partial initial "T" and whole initial "D" 
within it. Spur has broken off this fragment.

17114 1 gunflint chert Grayish brown flint in spall form. Possible re-use as a fire 
flint as one side exhibits a concave edge.

106Quadrant Sub-total -

106Feature Sub-total -

106Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

12560 23 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12561 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12562 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

12563 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12564 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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15067 1 button bone Half of a round bone button. Recess in centre which 
contains the eye holes for attachment. Only two eye holes 
are extant. 23mm diameter.

17100 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

17101 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17102 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17103 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised pattern of a starburst topped with a 
crown and "GR" in the centre. The legend around the edge 
reads "ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS". Eye 
attachment is broken. Button is heavily encrusted with 
dirt, mortar and rust. 18.2mm diameter.

17104 1 gunflint chert Chipped gunflint. Honey brown colour. Spall form. 
27.7mm length x 22.5mm width x 6.5mm height.

48Quadrant Sub-total -

48Feature Sub-total -

48Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

00533 1 gunflint chert Honey coloured flint, spall form, max width 20 mm, max 
thickness 6 mm, max length 27 mm.

12550 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12551 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12552 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12553 1 tableware glass Smooth, plain rim. Body has embossed geometric oval 
below rim.

12554 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua. Partial embossed letter on exterior?

12555 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped, down-tooled string rim. Dark green with heavy 
patina.

12556 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

15054 1 glass jewel glass A pink multi-faceted pyradmidal diamond-cut glass 
"jewel". Unidentifiable as to what type of piece it may 
have been set in. Possible brooch, earrings or ring.

15060 1 unidentified copper Unidentified copper disc probably cut from a sheet. 
Resembles a coin but has a rectangular cut in the centre 
and on one side of the disc the letter "M" is inscribed both 
above and below the rectangular hole. Unidentifiable use 
or re-use. 21.4mm diameter.

17090 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

17091 1 button brass Flat disc button with wire eye attachment. 14.6mm 
diameter.

17092 1 button bone Half of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

44Quadrant Sub-total -

44Feature Sub-total -

44Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

12540 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12541 1 container, liquor glass Heavily patinized. Dark green.

12542 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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17080 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

17081 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17082 1 button bone Half of a circular button with a depression in the centre 
where at least two eye holes for attachment are located.

17083 1 button brass Flat disc button with missing eye attachment. Impressed 
band of flowers with the word "GILT" around the eye 
attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

17084 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc button with missing eye 
attachment. Impressed band around the eye attachment 
with the word "BEST", any other parts of the legend have 
corroded away. 20.4mm diameter.

17085 1 shot lead Complete buck shot. 1/4" diameter.

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

12Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

12530 47 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12531 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12532 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

12533 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17070 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

17071 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

75Quadrant Sub-total -

75Feature Sub-total -

75Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

15186 1 shot lead Complete lead buck shot with flat strike mark. 5/16" 
diameter.

17060 1 gunflint chert Part of a honey brown spall form gunflint.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12520 51 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12521 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12522 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12523 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua blue.

12524 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light aqua green. Plain rim.

12525 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain smooth rim. Colourless. Thermally altered.

12526 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12527 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17050 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

17051 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17052 1 button pewter Part of a flat disc button.
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17053 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment.

17054 3 mortar fragment lime

90Quadrant Sub-total -

90Feature Sub-total -

90Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

12510 46 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12511 13 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12512 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12513 1 container, unidentifiable glass Corner of a bottle. Thick body. Colourless.

12514 1 tableware glass Slightly thermally altered. Oval facets on exterior.

12515 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12516 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

17030 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17031 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

17032 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave button.

17033 1 button brass Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment. 
16.8mm diameter.

17034 1 tack brass Semi-domed tack missing its square wrought shank. 
9.3mm dome diameter.

17035 1 unidentified brass Thin sheet of brass with repousse pattern - unidentifiable 
motif.

17036 1 strap hinge metal, ferrous Part of a decorative hardware strap hinge. Floral-
geometric shape. One small ferrous screw at one end to 
provide attachment.

17037 3 gunflint chert Part of a gunflint body and two associated flakes. Honey 
brown colour.

17038 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with flat strike mark. Visible mould 
seam. 5/8" diameter.

17039 2 mortar fragment lime

17040 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Partial knife blade with visible thumbprint from the 
overlap between the forging of the blade to the bolster and 
the tang. The heel of the blade is almost vertical.

100Quadrant Sub-total -

100Feature Sub-total -

100Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-199

Feature:

Quadrant:

12500 15 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12501 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12502 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

12503 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

17020 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

17021 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

17022 1 comb bone A portion of a double sided bone comb. Most bristles are 
missing or broken.
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17023 1 gunflint chert Grayish brown spall form gunflint. 25mm length x 
21.5mm diameter x 9mm height.

17024 2 mortar fragment lime

38Quadrant Sub-total -

38Feature Sub-total -

38Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 509-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

12490 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12491 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

17010 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

17011 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17012 1 gunflint chert Almost complete honey brown gunflint. Spall form. 
222.2mm length x 20.7 width x 6mm height.

17Quadrant Sub-total -

17Feature Sub-total -

17Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

12480 7 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12481 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Squared side.

12482 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12483 1 container, medicine glass Press moulded milk glass with a continous threaded lip.

17000 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

17001 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15Quadrant Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

15Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-214

Feature:

Quadrant:

12470 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

16990 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

16991 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16992 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration. Impressed rope cartouche with floral 
geometric flourish inside.

16993 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16994 1 button pewter Flat disck button with convex back. Ferrous wire eye 
attachment embedded in a cone. 17.4mm diameter.

16995 1 cutlery, handle bone Part of a bone handle tube for cutlery to be mounted into.

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-212

Feature:

Quadrant:

12460 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

12461 22 window glass glass Light green with patina.
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12462 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12463 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

12464 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua/light blue.

12465 1 tumbler glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Thick, slightly concave 
base. Small tumbler.

16980 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16981 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16982 1 gunflint chert Dark grayish-brown chert. Heavily reduced spall form. 
20mm length x 18.6mm width x 8.5mm height.

16983 1 dress hook metal, ferrous Complete dress hook.

53Quadrant Sub-total -

53Feature Sub-total -

53Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

12450 7 window glass glass Light green.

12451 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

15157 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16970 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16971 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment.

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -

12Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

12440 12 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12441 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

12442 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12443 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation.

12444 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16960 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16961 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16962 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with serif style "T" in centre.

16963 1 button pewter Flat disc button with missing wire eye attachment. Button 
is bent. 18.4mm diameter.

16964 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button with missing wire eye 
attachment. Button has been struck and almost bent across 
the centre. 15.6mm diameter.

16965 1 button pewter Flat disc button with missing eye attachment. Thermally 
altered.11.6mm diameter.

16966 1 gunflint chert Broken gunflint. Dark grayish-brown flint. Spall form?

16967 1 slate tablet slate

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-209
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Feature:

Quadrant:

00528 1 trigger guard metal, cuprous Incomplete. Form typical of Land Pattern musket 1720-
1790. Resembles example in "Collector's Illustrated 
Encyclopedia of the American Revolution" p.210 #5.

12430 2 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12431 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12432 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12433 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16950 10 smoking pipe white ball clay

16951 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16952 1 button bone Round button with depression in the centre and four eye 
holes for attachment. The button has been discoloured to 
green probably due to being in close proximity to a 
decaying metal artifact. 16.5mm diameter.

16953 1 button bone Part of a round button with depression in the centre and 
four eye holes for attachment.

16954 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with two flat strike marks. 
8/16" diameter.

16955 1 mortar fragment lime

16956 1 hinge metal, ferrous Broken arm of a hinge.

16957 1 stirrup metal, ferrous Metal frame of a stirrup. Heavily corroded.

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

12420 15 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12421 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12422 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua. Thick body.

12423 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12424 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16940 10 smoking pipe white ball clay

16941 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16942 1 slate tablet slate Bevelled edge on one side. Gray slate.

16943 1 slate pencil slate End of a slate pencil. It has been whittled.

16944 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where four eye 
holes for attachment are situated. 22.9mm diameter.

16945 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where four eye 
holes for attachment are situated. 22.7mm diameter.

16946 1 button brass Flat disc button with Omega-shaped wire eye attachment. 
Impressed legend around eye: "ORANGE/GILT" and 
"STANDARD/COLOUR". Front of disc may have had a 
design on it but it has corroded away.

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-207

Feature:

Quadrant:
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12410 46 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12411 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12412 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12413 1 container, medicine glass Colourless. Embossed lettering on exterior; an "E".

12414 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12415 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16920 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16921 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with spur and shank-bowl joint. Spur has raised 
initials on its sides; "T" on the left side and "D" on the 
right side.

16922 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16923 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Raised moulding. Sunburst pattern.

16924 1 button bone Thermally altered. Large round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment in the centre. 
25mm diameter.

16925 1 button pewter Disc button with missing ferrous wire eye attachment. 
Worn down pattern of a starburst topped by a crown and 
the initials "GR" in the centre.

16926 1 gunflint chert Chip from a gunflint. Dark grayish brown chert.

16927 1 gunflint chert Chip off of a light brown gunflint.

16928 1 gunflint chert Light honey brown with white inclusions. Spall form. 
25.6mm length x 24.2mm width x 7.7mm height.

16929 1 glass jewel glass Cobalt blue glass jewel. Circular with a multi-faceted 
surface and flattened back moulded to adhere to the inlay. 
8mm diameter. From an earring, ring or brooch?

16930 1 uniform plate brass Part of a cast brass hunting horn, 1/8" thick and 2"+ wide. 
Rear hook is incompleteComprises part of a military 
shako or cap badge?

86Quadrant Sub-total -

86Feature Sub-total -

86Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

12400 20 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12401 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12402 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

15156 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

16910 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16911 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16912 1 gunflint chert Dark grayish-brown flint. Spall form. 26.6mm length x 
20.35mm width x 7.6mm height.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

12390 27 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12391 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.
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12392 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12393 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain rim. Etched floral pattern between thin oval facets 
below the outer rim.

12394 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16900 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16901 1 mortar fragment lime

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

12380 42 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12381 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12382 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12383 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12384 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16890 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16891 1 button pewter Flat disc button with missing wire eye attachment that 
would have been set in a cone. Button is bent and 
encrusted with dirt and mortar. 17.3mm diameter.

16892 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16893 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded decoration. Vines?

16894 1 tack brass Brass semi-domed tack with square wrought shank. 10mm 
diameter.

16895 1 marble clay Thermally altered. Gray clay marble. One small chip on 
surface. 15.3mm diameter.

16896 1 wampum shell Purple (quahog), cylindrical, wampum shell. 6mm long x 
4mm width. Hole drilled down the centre length. TRADE 
ITEM.

16897 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on a flattened side.

77Quadrant Sub-total -

77Feature Sub-total -

77Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

12370 43 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12371 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12372 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Conical base. Colourless.

12373 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12374 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12375 1 tableware glass Cut oval facets with geometric floral pattern on exterior. 
Matches but does not mend with Cat.12215 and 
Cat.12324. Probably a bowl.

12376 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16880 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16881 1 smoking pipe white ball clay
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16882 1 unidentified lead Lead slag? This item appears to have a mould shape to a 
couple of it's edges but otherwise it is misshapen and 
broken.

16883 1 button brass Semi-domed silver plated brass button with an Alpha-
shaped wire eye attachment. 12.6mm diameter.

16884 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised legend across centre reading 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Wire eye attachment is missing 
from the cone it was embedded into. 23.3mm diameter.

16885 1 button pewter Bent pewter button with a circlet of triangles around the 
edge and the initials "RCV" in centre. RCV = Royal 
Canadian Volunteers. Thick pewter Omega-shaped wire 
eye attachment on back and a seam where the button was 
moulded. 14.4mm diameter.

60Quadrant Sub-total -

60Feature Sub-total -

60Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12360 26 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12361 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12362 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12363 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

12364 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12365 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16870 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16871 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16872 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.6mm diameter.

16873 1 button pewter Part of a flat disc button. Wire eye attachment is missing 
but the cone is still extant.

46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

12350 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12351 15 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12352 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12353 1 container, food glass Folded out flanged rim. Light green.

12354 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Heptagonal faceted stem tapering downwards from the 
bowl. Colourless.

16860 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16861 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Spur with raised initials, "T" on left side and "D" on right 
side.

16862 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated bowl fragment. Band of vertical fluting below 
rim. Bowl has fluting below the rim band. Centre flute 
resembles a braid or leaves.

52Quadrant Sub-total -

52Feature Sub-total -
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52Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

12340 25 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12341 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12342 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12343 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with a bit of a square corner on the edge of the 
sherd.

12344 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16850 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16851 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem fragment with spur. Spur has raised initials. "T" on 
left side and "D" on right side.

16852 1 slate tablet slate

16853 1 gunflint chert Dark brown chip from a gunflint.

16854 1 unidentified lead Part of a hinged piece of hardware. There appears to be a 
pin slot through the handle. The outerside has a moulded 
linear design on it.

16855 1 button pewter Pewter disc with remnant brass gilt. Two holes have been 
hand drilled through the centre for attachment. One side 
appears to have a worn image of a tree? Almost 
resembling a pendant or a coin. 24.4mm diameter.

52Quadrant Sub-total -

52Feature Sub-total -

52Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-199

Feature:

Quadrant:

12330 29 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12331 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12332 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

12333 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Thermally altered. Cylindrical stem. Colourless.

12334 1 container, medicine glass Colourless square corner. Embossed lettering, 
unidentifiable word or pattern.

12335 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12336 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15063 1 coin copper Worn copper coin of unknown date. Coin is truncated 
along the portion of the coin that would contain the date. 
The obverse is a profile portrait of George III facing the 
right. The inscription around the edge reads "GEORGE 
III." "REX." The reverse shows a seated Brittania facing 
left. She holds a trident in her left hand and a seedling in 
her right hand. The shield leaning against her side is 
emblazoned with the British Union Flag. The inscription 
around the edge reads "BRITAN NIA". 27.2mm diameter.

16840 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16841 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16842 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16843 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

53Quadrant Sub-total -

53Feature Sub-total -
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53Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 508-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

12320 33 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12321 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12322 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12323 1 container, liquor glass Thin. Smooth, plain rim.

12324 1 tableware glass Cut oval facets in a floral-geometric pattern on exterior 
surface. Matches but does not mend with Cat.12215 and 
Cat.12375. Probably a bowl.

12325 1 container, medicine glass Colourless. Embossed lettering on exterior. Letters are 
unidentifiable.

12326 1 tumbler glass Colourless glass. Thick, cylindrical base with shallow 
concave push up. Unfinished circular pontil mark on 
bottom. Small tumbler.

12327 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16830 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16831 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

16820 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

12310 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12311 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12312 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

16810 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16811 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16812 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

16813 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter.

17Quadrant Sub-total -

17Feature Sub-total -

17Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-214

Feature:

Quadrant:

12300 22 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12301 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12302 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.
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12303 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12304 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16800 9 smoking pipe white ball clay

16801 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials on 
either side. "T" on left side and "D" on the right side.

16802 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

48Quadrant Sub-total -

48Feature Sub-total -

48Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

12290 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16790 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16791 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Glazed brown.

16792 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with spur. Spur has raised initials on either side. "T" 
on left side and "D" on right side. Thermally altered.

16793 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16794 1 button bone Part of a round button with central depression where at 
least two eye holes are placed.

16795 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc button with ferrous wire eye 
attachment placed within a cone. 13.6mm diameter.

16796 1 ear ring brass Almost complete brass hoop earring. 15mm diameter.

16797 1 dress hook metal, ferrous Part of an attachment loop from a dress or clothing hook. 
Heavily rusted.

16798 1 tack brass Small brass semi-domed tack with square wrought shank. 
10mm diameter.

16799 1 button brass Hollow metal button with an eye attachment. Button has 
been crushed.

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

18Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

12280 2 window glass glass Light green with patina.

16780 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of the shank-bowl joint with stem. Stem has raised 
initials on either side - "T" on left side, "D" on right side.

16781 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

12270 53 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12271 15 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12272 1 container, unidentifiable glass Moulded fluting on exterior. Aqua.

12273 2 container, other glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

12274 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Smooth, plain rim.
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12275 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain, smooth rim.

12276 11 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12277 22 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

12281 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain, smooth rim.

12282 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16770 17 smoking pipe white ball clay

16771 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with serif font "T" and "D".  
Part of the stem and spur are still on this piece and there is 
raised lettering on the spur. "T" is on the left side and "D" 
is on the right side.

16772 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

16773 1 tack brass Brass semi-domed tack with square wrought shank which 
is broken. 10mm diameter.

16774 1 button pewter Pewter disc button heavily encrusted with dirt and mortar. 
Wire eye attachment is missing from the cone it would 
have been set into.

16775 1 musket ball lead Incomplete half of a lead sphere with a hollow in the 
middle. The outer surface has also been hit and dented.

16776 1 shot lead Complete lead shot. Small flat strike mark and a mould 
seam with break point. 5/16" diameter.

16777 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where four eye 
holes for attachment are situated. 22.5mm diameter.

16778 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where four eye 
holes for attachment are situated. 22.6mm diameter.

16779 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where four eye 
holes for attachment are situated. 22.8mm diameter.

136Quadrant Sub-total -

136Feature Sub-total -

136Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

12250 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12251 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12252 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12253 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12254 1 container, unidentifiable glass Flanged rim. Colourless.

12255 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14974 1 button pewter Flat disk 17.9 mm diam. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
encased in a corroded clump of metal.

16760 13 smoking pipe white ball clay

16761 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16762 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16763 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed cartouche.

16764 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

16765 1 unidentified pewter Unidentified, broken piece of pewter. Unfinished surface 
on back.

16766 1 harness buckle metal, composite Part of a lead composite metal harness with the tongue.
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97Quadrant Sub-total -

97Feature Sub-total -

97Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

12240 65 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12241 16 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12242 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Part of a conical foot.

12243 1 tableware glass Faceted exterior. Thick, colourless glass.

12244 6 container, unidentifiable glass Thin, smooth plain rims.

12245 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12246 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15177 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with visible mould seam and 
strike mark. 9/16" diameter.

16750 19 smoking pipe white ball clay

16751 18 smoking pipe white ball clay

16752 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16753 1 cutlery, handle bone Part of a bone scale handle with diagonally incised 
parallel lines. Thermal alteration.

16754 1 button bone Bone disc blank with single eye hole for attachment. 
12.1mm diameter.

16755 1 button bone Part of a concave round button that has been discoloured 
green by proximity to an unidentified metal object.

147Quadrant Sub-total -

147Feature Sub-total -

147Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

00521 1 button pewter Flat disc 20 mm dia., separate brass eye fastener, Script 
"I" with number 8 in circle below. Button of the 8th 
Regiment of the American Infantry (active 1789-1815).

12230 41 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12231 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12232 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot.

12233 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12234 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12235 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16730 13 smoking pipe white ball clay

16731 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16732 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16733 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15mm diameter.

16734 1 button pewter Flat disc button with ferrous wire eye in a cone. 12.35mm 
diameter.

16735 1 gunflint chert Half of a gray chert gunflint. Spall form. Max. length 
22.2mm diameter.
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16736 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with mould seam. A flat strike 
mark and some surficial scarring are present. 9/16" 
diameter.

16737 1 button brass Semi-domed brass button with a bristle textured pattern. 
Missing eye attachment. Legend on back says 
"TREBLE/GILT". 18.55mm diameter.

16738 1 plate brass Small oval breast plate with two bent prongs for 
attachment on back. Edges are bevelled. 20.7mm diameter.

16739 1 button pewter Disc with concave back and wire eye attachment 
embedded in a cone. 15.7mm diameter.

16740 1 button pewter Flat disc with missing wire eye attachment that would 
have been embedded within a cone. Surface is etched with 
a three wavy lines around the edge. 16.2mm diameter.

16741 1 button pewter Heavily encrusted pewter disc button with a broken 
ferrous wire eye attachment in a cone. 14mm diameter.

16742 1 button pewter Heavily encrusted and rusting 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" button. Insignia 
of George III within a starburst capped with a crown. 
Ferrous wire eye attachment within a cone. 20.15mm 
diameter.

16743 1 tack brass Thermally altered. Semi-domed brass tack with square 
wrought shank. Tip has broken off end of shank. 9mm 
diameter.

16744 1 fish hook metal, ferrous Complete, rusting metal fish hook with a single barb. Top 
of hook is a flat tang where a drilled hole would be for 
line attachment.

16745 1 whetstone schist Thin, long whetstone file. Bevelled form. Broken.

16746 1 comb bone Double sided bone lice comb. Broken at either end and 
has missing bristles.

90Quadrant Sub-total -

90Feature Sub-total -

90Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

12220 36 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12221 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

12222 1 container, medicine glass Colourless with patina. Panel with embossed lettering. 
Possibly "R" and "M".

12223 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12224 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15159 1 button bone Part of a round button with a depression in the centre 
containing four eye holes for attachment.

15160 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

16710 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16711 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with serif "T" within it.

16712 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed cartouche.

16713 1 cufflink metal, cuprous Disc with bevelled edges and a straight circular shank for 
attachment with a closer? Possible button or cufflink? 
15.3mm diameter.
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16714 1 screw metal, cuprous Screw with a semi-domed head and possibly another 
broken bit off the top of the head.

16715 1 fish hook metal, ferrous Complete rusted fish hook with one barbed end and a 
flattened tang which would have once had a pierced hole 
for line attachment.

16716 1 brooch brass Brass brooch(?) with incised geometric lines reminiscent 
of a celtic pattern. Ends of brooch are snapped off. No 
obvious attachment on back.

16717 1 button pewter Round, deteriorating pewter button with ferrous wire eye 
attachment in a cone. Heavily rusting.

16718 1 button pewter Round pewter button with the insignia of George III 
within a starburst topped by a crown and the legend 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" around the edge. 
Ferrous wire eye attachment is bent and corroding. Button 
is encrusted with clay. 20.1mm diameter.

16719 1 button pewter Round pewter button with the insignia of George III 
within a starburst topped by a crown and the legend 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" around the edge. 
Ferrous wire eye attachment has corroded and is within a 
cone.  Button is encrusted with dirt and clay. 20mm 
diameter.

16720 1 button pewter Round pewter button with the insignia of George III 
within a starburst topped by a crown and the legend 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" around the edge. 
Ferrous wire eye attachment within a cone. Partially 
corroded and encrusted with dirt. 20.1mm diameter.

16721 1 button pewter Round pewter button with the insignia of George III 
within a starburst topped by a crown and the legend 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" around the edge. 
Ferrous wire eye attachment set in a cone has broken. 
Button is encrusted with dirt. 19.6mm diameter.

16722 2 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on flattened surface.

78Quadrant Sub-total -

78Feature Sub-total -

78Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

00518 1 button metal, cuprous Flat disc with separate ferrous eye fastener, dia. 20 mm., 
words "ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" encircle 
edge, seven pointed star topped by crown in centre, script 
"GR" entwined in centre of star. Garrison at Fort George 
1796-1802.

12210 44 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12211 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12212 14 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

12213 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

12214 1 tableware glass Etched long flower petals on flat exterior. Colourless with 
patina.

12215 1 tableware glass Cut oval facets on exterior body, in floral-geometric 
pattern? Matches but does not mend with Cat.12324 and 
Cat.12375. Probably a bowl.

12216 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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16690 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16691 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16692 1 unidentified pewter A thin strip of pewter with impressed flutes.

16693 1 unidentified brass A piece of cut brass sheeting.

16694 1 button brass Flat disc with Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment. 
Impressed legend around eye reads "H"/"K"/"GILT". 
13.1mm diameter.

16695 1 button pewter Flat disc pewter button with convex back creating a cone 
around the ferrous wire eye attachment. 23.8mm diameter.

16696 1 button pewter Flat disc with thick lead wire eye attachment. Edge of disc 
is nicked. 14.8mm diameter.

16697 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with mould seam. One third of 
the ball has been flattened with impact. 9/16" diameter.

16698 1 musket ball lead Misshapen musket ball with linear impact cuts and one 
flat strike mark. Diameter not taken because the shape is 
irregular.

16699 1 shoe buckle metal, composite Sextagonal diamond-shaped frame with inner oval frame 
around pin and two sharp teeth. Shoe buckle? Max. length 
21.6mm x max. width 15.5mm.

16700 1 slate tablet slate

16701 1 tack brass Small semi-domed brass tack with partial square wrought 
shank. 10mm dome diameter.

16702 1 knife, carving metal, ferrous Partial blade with bolster and a rat tail tang.

16703 1 unidentified lead Heavily corroding lead shank with flattened beaver tail 
shaped end. Unidentified use.

103Quadrant Sub-total -

103Feature Sub-total -

103Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12200 40 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12201 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12202 1 tableware glass Oval facet on a curve in the glass. Likely matches the 
vessel of Cat. 12073.

12203 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

12204 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

12205 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12206 1 container, liquor glass Flattened, down-tooled string rim. Wide mouth.

12207 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15142 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

16680 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16681 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16682 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16683 1 unidentified metal, composite An unidentifiable metal ring.

16684 1 unidentified lead A small piece of lead that has been partially cut into strips. 
Unidentifiable purpose.

16685 1 tack brass Small semi-domed brass tack with square wrought shank. 
10mm dome diameter.
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16686 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with mould seam. Flat strike mark is 
visible and one major nick from impact. 1/2" diameter.

16687 1 button pewter Small disc button with impressed pattern in concentric 
circles. Centre circle has feathered flower petals, second 
circle is dotted in shallow relief and third circle is dotted 
in high relief. Drilled eye attachment on a peg shank. 
13.3mm diameter.

84Quadrant Sub-total -

84Feature Sub-total -

84Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

12190 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12191 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

12192 1 container, medicine glass Light green.

12193 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical base. Slight thermal alteration.

12194 1 tableware glass Everted lip. Colourless. Bowl?

12195 9 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12196 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16670 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16671 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16672 1 ear ring glass A teardrop shaped pewter pendant setting with a faceted 
green glass bead in the centre. Hole at apex of the teardrop 
indicates it was probably part of a drop earring and the 
hook is missing.

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 507-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

12180 32 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12181 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12182 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thin. Smooth, plain rim.

12183 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12184 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16660 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16661 1 button pewter Flat disc button with missing eye attachment. 15.7mm 
diameter.

16662 1 mortar fragment lime

16663 1 tack brass Small brass semi-domed tack with square wrought shank 
and missing end. 9.5mm diameter.

16664 1 tack brass Small semi-dome from a brass tack. Missing shank. 
10.5mm dome diameter.

16665 1 button pewter Small semi-domed pewter button. Missing eye attachment. 
11.2mm dome diameter.

16666 1 tack brass Large brass semi-domed tack with square wrought shank. 
13.6mm dome diameter.

16667 1 key metal, ferrous Bow and shank portions of a key. The bit is missing.

59Quadrant Sub-total -
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59Feature Sub-total -

59Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-217

Feature:

Quadrant:

16650 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

12170 6 window glass glass Light green.

12171 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless, some pieces with ground finish.

12172 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

12173 1 container, medicine glass Aqua.

16640 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16641 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16642 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

15Quadrant Sub-total -

15Feature Sub-total -

15Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-214

Feature:

Quadrant:

12160 16 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12161 1 container, liquor glass Part of parabolic base. Dark green with patina.

12162 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12163 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12164 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

16630 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16631 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials "T" on 
left side and "D" on right side.

16632 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16633 1 button bone Round bone button with depression in centre where eye 
holes for attachment would be placed.

16634 1 unidentified brass Bent and cut sheet of brass. Unidentified use.

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

12150 35 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12151 1 container, medicine glass Side panel with embossed lettering, a partial "R" and 
another partial unidentifiable letter next to it. Colourless.

12152 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12153 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12154 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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15158 1 button bone Round button with depression in the centre and four eye 
holes for attachment.

16620 9 smoking pipe white ball clay

16621 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16622 1 mortar fragment lime

16623 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped 
ferrous wire eye attachment. Around the eye loop is an 
impressed ivy wreath. 20.7mm diameter.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

12140 19 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12141 1 container, medicine glass Aqua green. Partial panel from a bottle.

12142 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12143 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

12144 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14969 1 brooch silver Silver half-circle broken and folded over on itself. 
Bevelled edges and one drilled hole are visible. Part of 
brooch or ear ring?

16610 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16611 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16612 1 button bone Slight nick in edge of rim. Round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm 
diameter.

16613 1 file metal, ferrous Part of a broken 12 inch cabinet file comprised of the 
teeth, heel and tang. Coarse, rasp teeth pattern.

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

12130 37 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12131 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12132 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12133 3 container, liquor glass Light green with patina.

12134 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thin. Smooth, plain rim.

12135 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16600 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16601 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16602 1 button bone Circular bone blank button. Single drilled hole in centre. 
13.3mm diameter.

16603 1 button bone Round bone button with depression in centre with at least 
two eye holes for attachment.

16604 1 lead waste lead

16605 1 musket ball lead Round lead mustket ball with heavily scarred surface. Has 
been shot several times? 9/16" diameter.
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16606 2 button metal, composite Brass gilt sheet overlaid on a bone four hole button; the 
bone button has snapped and the metal sheeting has been 
bent. Impressed "65" on the front of the button. This 
button is from the British 65th Regiment of Foot, active in 
North America during the American Revolution. 16mm 
diameter.

78Quadrant Sub-total -

78Feature Sub-total -

78Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

12120 42 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12121 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

12122 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12123 1 container, food glass Folded out rim. Colourless.

12124 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12125 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16590 9 smoking pipe white ball clay

16591 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16592 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16593 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with mould seam. Flat strike 
mark on surface. 9/16" diameter.

16594 1 bullet lead .22 calibre fired lead bullet.

16595 1 bale seal lead Bent disc from a lead bale seal.

93Quadrant Sub-total -

93Feature Sub-total -

93Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

12110 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12111 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12112 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12113 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14975 1 button pewter Flat disk 17.2 mm diam. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
encased in a corroded clump of metal. Two nicks on 
opposite sides of the button edge.

15023 1 button silver Silver disc button with depressed back and broken eye 
attachment. 19.2mm diameter.

15043 1 button brass Flat disc brass button with Alpha-shaped ferrous eye 
attachment. The word "GILT" in raised lettering inside a 
recessed band with a ring of flower buds. 12.75mm 
diameter.

16580 13 smoking pipe white ball clay Some have slight thermal alteration.

16581 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16582 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Bowl with partial rope cartouche containing the lower half 
of the initial "T". The spur is on this fragment and has the 
raised initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right side.
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16583 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button with ferrous wire eye 
attachment in a corroding cone. 18mm diameter.

16584 1 mouth harp metal, ferrous Iron mouth harp. Tongue is missing. 58.8mm max. length 
x 25.1mm max. width.

48Quadrant Sub-total -

48Feature Sub-total -

48Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

12100 19 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12101 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12102 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12103 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14976 1 button metal, composite Flat disk button with raised lettering 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS" across the centre of the button. 
Gilt overlay around a bone button core with four hole 
attachment on the reverse. 16.1mm in diameter.

15001 1 button pewter Silver disc button with etched pattern and slightly concave 
back. Cone with ferrous wire attachment on back. Etched 
pattern on front has three tulip-esque flowers in a trefoil 
shape. Around the circumference is a triple lined border of 
scalloped and pointed zigzags. 21.6mm diameter.

15038 1 button brass Brass button with Silver gilt. Flat disc, missing eye 
attachment. 12.7mm diameter.

15042 1 button brass Brass gilt disc button with stamped flower pattern and 
stippling in zones from the centre of the button to the 
edge. Omega-shaped ferrous eye attachment. 25.3mm 
diameter.

15104 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.45mm diameter.

15122 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

16570 19 smoking pipe white ball clay Four sherds in two separate mends. Slight thermal 
alteration.

16571 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16572 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

55Quadrant Sub-total -

55Feature Sub-total -

55Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

12090 52 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12091 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12092 1 container, medicine glass Flat side panel with an embossed "T_". Colourless.

12093 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

12094 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain conical rim sherd and concave base with base of 
cylindrical stem. Colourless.

12095 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

12096 12 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.
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12097 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16560 9 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

16561 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend.

16562 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Mouthpiece with bite marks.

16563 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials - "T" 
on left side and "D" on right side.

16564 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16565 1 button bone Fragment of a round, slightly concave bone button with 
four eye holes for attachment.

16566 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

16567 1 button bone Round button with centre depression within which are 
four eye holes for attachment. 22.45mm diameter.

105Quadrant Sub-total -

105Feature Sub-total -

105Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

12080 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12081 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12082 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

12083 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green with patina. Exterior is moulded with flutes in 
low relief.

12084 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16540 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16541 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

16542 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16543 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16544 1 button brass Heavily rusting disc with convex back. Silver plated. 
Missing eye attachment and a circular legend "PLATED" 
with a wreath around the eye position.

16545 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button with omega-shaped ferrous 
wire eye attachment. 29mm diameter.

16546 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button with omega-shaped ferrous 
wire eye attachment. 29mm diameter. 28.8mm diameter.

16547 1 mortar fragment lime

16548 1 knife, carving metal, ferrous Heavy bolster with part of a flat tang and attachment studs 
for the scale handle.

16549 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with mould seam. 9/16" 
diameter.

16550 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with visible mould seam and 
break. Three linear cuts are also on the surface of the ball. 
1/2" diameter.

16551 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with mould seam and a flat 
strike mark. Surface has a few nicks. 9/16" diameter.

16552 1 bale seal lead Circular lead bale seal with impressed legend. Part of the 
seal has been folded over the legend obscuring it. The 
visible legend reads 
"R___"/BURC___"/"_ACKER___"/"_ONDON".
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16553 1 bale seal lead Folded lead bale seal. No visible inscription.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

12070 15 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12071 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12072 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12073 1 tableware glass Oval facets in a row across a curve in the body. Colourless.

12074 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16530 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend together.

16531 2 mortar fragment lime

16532 1 tack brass Semi-dome head of a silver plated tack. Shank is missing. 
11.85mm dome diameter.

16533 1 finial wood Lathe-turned finial with a smooth peg finish.

16534 1 button metal, ferrous Thermally altered, heavily rusted and encrusted disc 
button with slightly convex back and ferrous Omega-
shaped wire eye attachment. 24.5mm diameter.

16535 1 musket ball lead Complete lead mustket ball with visible mould seam and 
concave percussion mark. 1/2" diameter.

16536 1 button pewter Round button with slightly concave back and cone for the 
missing wire eye attachment. Front of button contains the 
legend "K s" and the number "8". Button is from the 
King's 8th Regiment of Infantry. 17.7mm diameter.

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-199

Feature:

Quadrant:

12060 35 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12061 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12062 1 tableware glass Concave fluted facets on exterior surface. Colourless.

12063 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical base. Colourless.

12064 1 container, liquor glass Dark green. Layer of patina dropped off while cataloguing.

12065 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14997 1 button brass Flat disc brass button with remnant gilt finish. Alpha-
shaped eye attachment. 10.6mm diameter.

15037 1 button pewter Pewter flat disc with misshapen eye attachment. Button 
has been slightly bent. 19.6mm diameter.

16520 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16521 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

65Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-236

Feature:

Quadrant:
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12050 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-230

Feature:

Quadrant:

12040 6 window glass glass Light green.

12041 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12042 8 container, liquor glass Dark green.

12043 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

12044 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

36Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-225

Feature:

Quadrant:

12030 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12031 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

12032 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Thermally altered.

12033 1 container, liquor glass Square corner of a bottle. Dark green.

12034 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Cylindrical stem with the start of the bowl. Colourless.

16500 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16510 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

22Quadrant Sub-total -

22Feature Sub-total -

22Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

12020 7 window glass glass Light green.

12021 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

12022 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Conical base with start of cylindrical stem. Colourless.

12023 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12024 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. One sherd is a neck piece.

12025 1 container, medicine glass Aqua. Small corner of a base with closed circular pontil 
mark.

12026 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

12010 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12011 1 container, medicine glass Light green cylinder. Side with rounded edge of base.

12012 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

16490 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.
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7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-211

Feature:

Quadrant:

12000 18 window glass glass Light green with patina.

12001 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12002 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

12003 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

12004 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16480 2 button bone Round button with central depression where four eye 
holes for attachment are. Two sherds from same button 
but do not mend.

16481 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous 
wire eye attachment. The back has an impressed wreath 
around the eye attachment and an outer ring legend 
"BEST/PLATED" with palm fronds completing the ring

16482 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

16483 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16484 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16485 1 bale seal lead Broken and folded lead bale seal. Visible legend shows 
"_ACKER_"/"LONDON". TRADE ITEM.

16486 1 unidentified lead Thermally altered, bent and fragmented piece of lead.

16487 1 mortar fragment lime

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

11990 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11991 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11992 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14977 1 button pewter Flat pewter disc button with a split ferrous eye attachment 
on the reverse. Raised lettering, "BUTLERS/RANGERS" 
across centre of the button. One bent notch around the 
circumference. 17.1mm diameter.

15127 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.7mm diameter.

15172 1 musket ball lead Lead mustket ball. Seam line from mould is visible. The 
body has been scraped indicating is has been fired. 5/8" 
diameter.

15173 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with visible seams from moulding. Flat 
percussion strike mark. 5/8" diameter.

16470 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16471 1 mortar fragment lime

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-209
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Feature:

Quadrant:

11980 34 Window glass glass Light green with patina.

11981 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11982 2 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

11983 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11984 16 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16460 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16461 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16462 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre containing four 
eye holes for attachment. 23mm diameter.

16463 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16464 1 button pewter Flat disc button with ferrous wire eye attachment in a 
cone. 14.5mm diameter.

16465 1 shot lead Complete lead shot with visible mould seam and flat strike 
mark. 5/16" diameter.

16466 1 mortar fragment lime

79Quadrant Sub-total -

79Feature Sub-total -

79Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

11970 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11971 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11972 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11973 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16450 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration.

16451 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with spur. Spur has raised initials "T" on left side 
and "D" on right side.

16452 1 tack brass Small semi-domed brass tack with square wrought shank. 
End has been cut or broken off. 10mm diameter.

42Quadrant Sub-total -

42Feature Sub-total -

42Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

11960 26 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11961 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

11962 12 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11963 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11964 7 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

15116 1 button bone Round blank button with single hole eye attachment. 
10.2mm diameter.

15140 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15147 1 button bone Half of a round button with a central depression where eye 
holes for attachment are located.
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15164 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

16440 8 smoking pipe white ball clay

16441 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16442 1 musket ball lead Heavily damaged lead mustket ball. Several strike marks. 
9/16" diameter.

69Quadrant Sub-total -

69Feature Sub-total -

69Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

11940 28 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11941 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

11942 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11943 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16430 17 smoking pipe white ball clay Three sherds mend together.

16431 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16432 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with the initial "D" within.

16433 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

16434 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

16435 1 button pewter Flat disc with moulded pattern of a crowned sunburst with 
GR in the centre. Around the edge of the button is the 
legend "ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS". Ferrous 
Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment in a cone on back. 
20.55mm diameter.

16436 4 brick clay Red brick fragments.

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11930 19 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11931 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11932 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

11933 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green. Very thin glass.

11934 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11935 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

16420 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16421 1 button bone Broken. Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.35mm diameter.

16422 2 brick clay Red brick fragments.

37Quadrant Sub-total -

37Feature Sub-total -

37Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-204

Feature:

Quadrant:
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11920 26 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11921 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11922 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11923 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16410 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16411 1 unidentified bone Thin, highly polished piece of bone. Unidentified purpose.

16412 1 musket ball lead Complete lead mustket ball with visible mould seam. Two 
flat percussion marks on surface. 5/8" diameter.

49Quadrant Sub-total -

49Feature Sub-total -

49Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 505-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

11950 34 window glass glass Light green with patina.

15044 1 button brass Flat disc with missing eye attachment. Impressed band of 
leaves with the word "GILT" at the top around the eye 
attachment. 23.4mm diameter.

15069 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. The button has been burned. 15.5mm diameter.

15102 1 button bone Round bone button with a central depression where four 
eye holes are located for attachment. 23.11mm diameter.

15119 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16390 10 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

16391 1 brick clay Red brick with mortar.

16392 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Four sherds in two separate mends.

16393 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16394 2 fabric fabric Two strips of woven fabric. Unidentified fabric.

16395 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16396 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend.

16397 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend.

16398 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend.

16399 1 unidentified lithic Black lithic with an asterisk star scratched into it. Possible 
gaming piece?

16400 1 finial wood Lathe turned finial. Highly polished.

16401 1 knife, table steel Ferrous knife blade with pointed tip.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

00515 1 button bone Complete, slightly concave, 4-hole sew through fastener in 
depressed centre. Dia. 24 mm.

11910 23 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11911 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11912 4 container, liquor glass Light green with patina.

11913 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11914 2 container, medicine glass Flat octagonal. Colourless.
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11915 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

15081 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15171 1 side plate brass Part of a brass musket plate décor.

16380 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16381 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16382 1 button brass Thermally altered. Part of a convex metal button.

54Quadrant Sub-total -

54Feature Sub-total -

54Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-209

Feature:

Quadrant:

11900 42 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11901 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11902 1 container, unidentifiable glass Flat bottom. Colourless.

11903 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11904 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16370 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16371 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16372 1 button brass Slighly convex metal disc with Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment. Horse shoe-shaped wreath on back around the 
eye attachment.Front of button may have had a design, but 
it has been worn away. 20mm diameter.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

11890 43 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11891 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11892 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

11893 31 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11894 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

16360 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16361 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope braid cartouche with serif initial "D" 
inside.

16362 1 button bone Broken. Round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16363 10 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

16364 2 slate tablet slate

16365 1 bead glass White barrel shape bead from inner spiral of a whelk. 
Hole drilled through length. 8mm length.

16366 30 brick clay Red clay brick fragments.

16367 22 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

165Quadrant Sub-total -

165Feature Sub-total -

165Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-206
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Feature:

Quadrant:

00527 1 spigot metal, cuprous Complete cast brass, length 122 mm. Square stud on spout 
to allow cup handle to rest while beverage is being 
dispensed from small cask or keg. Identical to form in 
"Collector's Illustrated Encyclopedia of the American 
Revolution" p.249.

11880 30 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11881 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11882 8 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11883 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11884 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

11885 19 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11886 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

11887 1 container, liquor glass V-shaped lip, down-tooled string rim. Dark green with 
heavy patina.

16350 9 smoking pipe white ball clay

16351 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

16352 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration. Part of an impressed rope cartouche 
with serif "T" in middle.

16353 1 button pewter Bent concave metal button. Ferrous eye attachment within 
a cone on the back has also punched through and impacted 
the front moulded design. Back has the manufacturer's 
name around the edge - "MCGOWAN LONDON". Front 
moulded design is heavily damaged but the surrounding 
legend reads "Hindoostan Peninsula" with the number 
"76" at the bottom.

16354 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

87Quadrant Sub-total -

87Feature Sub-total -

87Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

03351 6 chamber pot creamware Creamware rolled rim from a chamberpot. 6 sherds mend. 
Unique ID: Ch6.

03372 1 container, medicine tin enamel Everted rim. Only a few fragments of gray-blue tin enamel 
left on body.

11870 49 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11871 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11872 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11873 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11874 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

11875 2 container, medicine glass Square with rounded corners. Embossed lettering on all 
four sides. "PEPE_"//"ESS_"//"KIN_"//"BY". Two sherds 
mend together. Unfinished pontil mark on concave base. 
Colourless lead glass. Most likely "ESSENCE 
OF//PEPPERMINT//BY THE//KINGS PATENT", a 
remedy for alleviating intestinal gas.

11876 25 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16340 15 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

16341 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.
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16342 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

16343 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded fluting on bowl sherd.

16344 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Worn moulding on bowl resembles leaves on stems or 
branches.

16345 1 gunflint chert Thermally altered. Discoloured and cracked from burning. 
Spall form.

16346 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with mould seam and break. 
No strike mark. 9/16" diameter.

124Quadrant Sub-total -

124Feature Sub-total -

124Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

00512 1 bale seal lead Flat disc stamped with words 
"ALEXANDER/DAVISON/AGENT/LONDON". Worn 
brass gilt finish. Geometric florettes on either side of and 
above the legend. Edge of disc has a beaded pattern. Dia. 
39 mm. TRADE ITEM.

11860 23 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11861 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

11862 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11863 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16330 1 unidentified lead Broken lead ring or chain link.

16331 10 smoking pipe white ball clay

16332 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend. Impressed rope cartouche with the serif 
initials "T" and "D" with waves below. Cartouche would 
face the smoker. Bowl angle is parallel to the stem.

16333 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16334 1 gunflint chert Honey brown flake from a gunflint.

16335 1 tack brass Semi-domed brass tack with wrought shank and pointed 
end. 10mm diameter of dome.

69Quadrant Sub-total -

69Feature Sub-total -

69Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

03305 6 chamber pot creamware Creamware rolled rim. 4 pieces mend. Unique ID: Ch5.

11850 31 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11851 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11852 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11853 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

11854 1 container, unidentifiable glass Flat base, slightly concave in middle. Colourless.

11855 2 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth plain rim.

11856 14 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16310 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16311 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16312 1 button brass Thermally altered brass disc with no eye attachment. Disc 
is bent. 12.1mm diameter.
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16313 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised lettering reading 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS" across the centre. Ferrous wire 
eye attachment on back has broken and rusted. 17.2mm 
diameter.

16314 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

16315 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16316 1 button bone Broken. Round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

16317 1 button bone Thermally altered and broken. Round, slightly concave 
button with four eye holes for attachment. 15.25mm 
diameter.

16318 1 button bone Thermally altered and broken. Round, slightly concave 
button with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm 
diameter.

16319 1 cufflink brass Oval brass cufflink with impressed geometric florettes 
around edge with a wavy portrait outline framing a blank 
centre. Wire eye loop attachment with one piece of a chain 
link attached. 15mm length x 11mm width.

16320 1 lead waste lead Lump of lead waste.

84Quadrant Sub-total -

84Feature Sub-total -

84Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

11840 23 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11841 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11842 3 stemmed glass, drinking glass Top and bottom pieces of stem and part of base. 
Cylindrical stem; unidentifiable bowl shape; plain, conical 
foot formation. Colourless.

11843 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11844 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16300 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Bowl-shank joint.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

11830 20 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11831 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11832 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11833 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11834 4 container, liquor glass Amber brown beer bottle glass. MODERN.

16290 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-193
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Feature:

Quadrant:

11820 26 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11821 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11822 3 container, liquor glass Amber brown beer bottle glass. MODERN.

11823 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14970 1 button pewter Flat disk 15.1 mm diam. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
encased in a corroded clump of metal.

16280 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

41Quadrant Sub-total -

41Feature Sub-total -

41Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 504-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11810 16 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11811 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11812 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11813 1 container, liquor glass Bright green. MODERN.

11814 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-227

Feature:

Quadrant:

11800 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11801 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11802 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11803 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot.

11804 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

9Quadrant Sub-total -

9Feature Sub-total -

9Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

11790 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11791 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11792 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11793 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11794 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16270 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16271 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

16272 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with broken spur.

29Quadrant Sub-total -

29Feature Sub-total -

29Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 503-208

Feature:

Quadrant:

11780 47 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11781 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11782 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11783 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16260 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16261 1 mortar fragment lime

84Quadrant Sub-total -

84Feature Sub-total -

84Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

03134 1 chamber pot creamware Exfoliated sherd from chamber pot with rolled rim.

11770 18 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11771 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11772 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11773 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15062 1 coin copper Worn copper coin with profile portrait of George III 
facing right. Inscription around edge of coin reads: 
"GEORGIUS/III/REX." Reverse portrays a seated 
Britannia holding a trident in the left hand and a seedling 
in her right hand. A shield against her side is emblazoned 
with the British Union Flag. The coin date beneath 
Britannia reads "1787". Inscription around the edge reads 
"BRITAN NIA". 27.4mm diameter.

16250 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16251 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16252 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

16253 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

16254 1 button bone Round concave button with four eye holes for attachment. 
Bevelled edge. 16.1mm diameter.

16255 1 fork metal, ferrous Scale tang and bolster from a fork. One attachment hole 
for the side scale still extant.

44Quadrant Sub-total -

44Feature Sub-total -

44Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

03094 1 chamber pot creamware Possible chamber pot rim. Exfoliated.

11760 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11761 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11762 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11763 26 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16240 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

16241 1 smoking pipe white ball clay
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16242 1 shoe hook brass Small rectangular plate with a folded tongue for a hook on 
the centre of one side and three holes pierced along the 
other length for attachment. 12.45mm length x 6mm width 
(not including folded tongue hook).

18893 1 gunflint chert Fragment of mottled light gray chert, cannot be 
determined if it’s a blade or spall.

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11750 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11751 1 window glass glass Light green.

11752 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Part of a parabolic push-up from a bottle?

11753 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Cylindrical stem with the bottom of the glass bowl. 
Colourless.

11754 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Two sherds mend together. Cylindrical stem with the 
bottom of the bowl basin. Bowl shape unidentifiable. 
Colourless.

11755 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16230 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Two sherds mend. Thermally altered.

16231 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with bowl-shank junction. Spur is intact and has two 
raised initials - "T" on left side and "D" on right side. 
Thermally altered.

16232 1 unidentified tin Very thin tin disc. Around the exterior there are three flat 
sections that indicate it was once attached to something 
else. 17.2mm diameter.

16233 1 button pewter Thermally altered and mangled "BUTLERS/RANGERS" 
flat disc button with a bent and rusted ferrous wire eye 
attachment on the back. 23.5mm diameter.

16234 1 gunflint chert French honey brown reduced spall form gunflint. 21.6mm 
length, 19.1mm width, 8.2mm height.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

11740 44 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11741 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11742 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11743 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain conical base with a slim cylindrical stem.

11744 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16220 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16221 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

16222 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Geometric pattern of rides and facets moulded onto the 
bowl.

16223 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment.15.2mm diameter.
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16224 1 button bone Round, slightly concave with four eye holes for 
attachment.15.2mm diameter.

16225 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment. Disc is 
misshapen. 18.2mm diameter.

16226 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on a flattened surface.

16227 1 unidentified copper

16228 1 dress hook metal, ferrous Rusted wire loop dress hook with folded back sides for 
attachment.

80Quadrant Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

80Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

03016 3 chamber pot creamware Creamware rim sherd from a fold-over rim of a 
chamberpot. Partially exfoliated. One mend of 2 pcs. 
Unique ID: Ch4.

11730 29 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11731 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11732 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11733 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16210 10 smoking pipe white ball clay

16211 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16212 1 key metal, ferrous Iron key with oval bow, straight shank, a pin above the bit 
which is broken. 73.7mm diameter.

16213 2 key metal, ferrous Small iron key. Two sherds mend. Key is in heavy decay. 
Bow is oval, straight shank and pin and the bit is broken 
off. Max. length 49.2mm.

58Quadrant Sub-total -

58Feature Sub-total -

58Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

11720 9 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11721 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina. Part of a parabolic base.

11722 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16200 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

16201 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16202 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16203 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of a rope cartouche with waves is impressed on this 
sherd.

16204 1 gunflint chert Dark brown chert. Spall form. 24mm length x 20.3mm 
width x 6.7mm height.

16205 1 brooch metal, composite Thermally altered. A piece of a brooch with three tines. 
Incised leaf vein pattern on front and back. One drilled 
eye peg forged through to the back to create a swing 
hinge. Pin is missing.
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16206 1 knife, table steel Steel table knife blade with rounded blade tip and part of 
the bolster. The heel is not very defined and slopes into 
the bolster. Tang and handle are not extant. Blade length 
is 153mm.

24Quadrant Sub-total -

24Feature Sub-total -

24Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

11710 25 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11711 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11712 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11713 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thick slightly concave base. Colourless.

11714 31 container, liquor glass Amber brown beer bottle glass. MODERN.

11715 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16190 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

16191 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16192 1 button bone Flat bone blank with central eye hole for attachment. 
12mm diameter.

16193 1 slate tablet slate

74Quadrant Sub-total -

74Feature Sub-total -

74Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

11700 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11701 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11702 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

11703 1 container, unidentifiable glass Etched branches filled with brown paint and surrounding 
surface painted with floral pattern in yellow and white.

11704 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16180 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16181 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc with missing eye attachment. 
12.8mm diameter.

16182 1 coin copper Heavily worn copper coin. George III on obverse? Seated 
Britannia on reverse. Date is worn off. 22.4mm diameter.

71Quadrant Sub-total -

71Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11690 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11691 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11692 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

11693 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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16170 1 glass jewel glass Oval shaped glass intaglio with three zones of patterning: 
Braided pattern around edge, then a wreath pattern, and a 
spider-web weave design in the middle. Edge has been 
roughened where it was set within a frame. Possible ring, 
earring or button. 12.1mm length x 10.2mm width.

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-217

Feature:

Quadrant:

11680 2 window glass glass Light green.

11681 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11682 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11683 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16160 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18891 1 gunflint chert Mottled light-gray and tan chert, spall form of gun flint; 
distal edge has been modified with use of a fire steel, 
making it concave. Max. thickness 55 mm, min. length 21 
mm, min. width 26 mm.

11Quadrant Sub-total -

11Feature Sub-total -

11Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

11670 9 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11671 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11672 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical footing. Colourless.

11673 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11674 1 container, food glass Folded, conical foot formation. Aqua.

11675 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16150 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16151 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

22Quadrant Sub-total -

22Feature Sub-total -

22Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11660 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11661 2 container, unidentifiable glass Slightly thermally altered. Thick base. Colourless.

11662 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11663 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16140 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16141 1 button silver Two-piece button. Silver sheet with raised lettering across 
centre, a very worn "BUTLERS/RANGERS", wrapped 
around a four eye hole bone button core. 16.4mm diameter.

16142 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible shaft from a piece of cutlery. Incomplete length.

16143 1 unidentified lead Unidentified lead handle or shank.
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46Quadrant Sub-total -

46Feature Sub-total -

46Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

11650 31 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11651 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11652 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11653 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11654 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation.

11655 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16130 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

16131 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur.

61Quadrant Sub-total -

61Feature Sub-total -

61Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

02810 2 chamber pot creamware Folded rim creamware rim sherds from a chamberpot. 
May match Cat. 02743, therefore assigned Unique ID: 
Ch4.

11640 68 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11641 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11642 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11643 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14980 1 button pewter Pewter flat disc button with a concave back. Omega-
shaped ferrous eye attachment.  17.4mm diameter.

15034 1 button brass Brass gilt button with the centre pushed out in a semi-
dome. There is a design of vertical lines around the central 
semi-dome and the eye attachment is a ferrous Alpha-
shape wire. 17.1mm diameter.

16120 1 key metal, ferrous Rusted iron key. Oval bow, straight shank, and the bit is 
rusted so potential key wards are obscured. Length is 
90mm.

16121 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

16122 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16123 1 slate tablet slate

106Quadrant Sub-total -

106Feature Sub-total -

106Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

11630 48 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11631 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11632 3 stemmed glass, drinking glass Thin cylindrical stem leading into bowl (unknown shape) 
and other sherd attached to a conical base. One body sherd.

11633 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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16110 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

16111 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Glazed pipe stem. Thermally altered.

80Quadrant Sub-total -

80Feature Sub-total -

80Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

11620 5 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11621 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

16100 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

11610 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

11611 5 container, liquor glass Round lip with down-tooled string rim. Body sherds also.

11612 13 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14984 1 button metal, cuprous Small, copper disc button with an applied rim of beading 
around outer perimeter. Copper alpha-shaped eye 
attachment is bend and there appears to be remnants of 
white thread wrapped around base of the shank. 13mm 
diameter.

15018 1 button pewter Pewter disc button with royal star and crown insignia with 
initials of George III. 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" around outer 
edge. Eye attachment is a wire inserted in a cone; it is 
broken. 20.2mm diameter.

16090 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16091 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16092 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials - "W" 
on left side and "M" on right side. Likely manufacturer is 
William Morgan, Liverpool, c. 1767-1796; 1803?

16093 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials - "W" 
on left side looks like it is imprinted over another letter 
and unidentified letter on right side due to exfoliation.

16094 1 button brass Silver plated brass disc with missing eye attachment. 
29.4mm diameter.

16095 1 straight pin brass Bent brass pin with round head.

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-197

Feature:

Quadrant:

02743 1 chamber pot creamware Rolled rim from a creamware chamberpot. Unique ID: 
Ch4.

11600 18 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11601 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.
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11602 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11603 28 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11604 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Thermally altered. Colourless, possibly ground finish. 
Short, thick stem, more oblong that cylindrical.

16080 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

56Quadrant Sub-total -

56Feature Sub-total -

56Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

11590 16 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11591 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

11592 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth plain rim. Colourless.

19Quadrant Sub-total -

19Feature Sub-total -

19Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 502-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11580 22 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11581 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

11582 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11583 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

11584 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

11585 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16070 1 button bone Slightly thermally altered. Round, slightly concave with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.25mm diameter.

16071 1 button pewter Flat disc button with lightly etched wreath around edge. 
Ferrous wire eye attachment has rusted off the back. 
15.75mm diameter.

16072 1 gunflint chert Oblong, grey gunflint. Spall form. 23mm length x 18.4mm 
diameter x 9mm diameter.

34Quadrant Sub-total -

34Feature Sub-total -

34Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-217

Feature:

Quadrant:

11570 11 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11571 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11572 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11573 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua. Partial round concave base.

11574 1 container, food glass Aqua. Thermally altered. Folded in lip formation.

11575 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11576 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11577 2 container, liquor glass Amber beer bottle. MODERN.

16060 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

16061 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

28Quadrant Sub-total -
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28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

00529 1 butt plate metal, cuprous Complete. Identical to sharply pointed butt tang of Short 
Land (Brown Bess) musket.  Max width  53 mm, one 
attachment hole in swell of the butt, another present at 
base. One peg shank on the interior side of the point of the 
butt tang.

11560 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11561 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11562 3 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

11563 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11564 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Thermally altered. Folded conical rim. Aqua.

11565 14 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16050 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16051 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Bowl sherd has part of a cartouche decoration on it.

16052 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

16053 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised "T" on left 
side and a partially exfoliated letter on the right side.

16054 1 button pewter Flat disc with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire eye attachment. 
14.7mm diameter.

16057 1 tack brass Semi-dome of a brass tack. Wrought shank is broken. 
9mm diameter of dome.

16058 1 marble clay Brown clay marble. Slight nick on one side. 16mm 
diameter.

53Quadrant Sub-total -

53Feature Sub-total -

53Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

11550 31 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11551 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11552 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11553 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16040 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16041 1 comb bone Thermally altered. Broken lice comb. Mends with Cat. 
16056.

16055 1 button bone Flat disc blank with single eye hole in centre. 12.4mm 
diameter.

16056 1 comb bone Dark brown, thermally altered. Broken lice comb. Mends 
with Cat. 16041.

68Quadrant Sub-total -

68Feature Sub-total -

68Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

11540 100 window glass glass Light green with patina.
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11541 103 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16030 1 button bone Half of a round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment.

16031 1 unidentified lead Lead disc with a threaded hole in the centre.

205Quadrant Sub-total -

205Feature Sub-total -

205Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

11530 50 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11531 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11532 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11533 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina. Moulded relief fluting on exterior. 
Body also appears to be shaped.

11534 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation. Colourless.

11535 34 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

16020 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

16021 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

103Quadrant Sub-total -

103Feature Sub-total -

103Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

11520 17 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11521 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11522 1 unidentified glass Colourless.

11523 1 tableware glass Moulded fluting on exterior.

11524 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15175 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball. Mould seam is visible. 9/16" 
diameter.

16010 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with broken spur. Spur has partial 
initials on either side of spur - unidentifiable.

16011 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on flat surface.

43Quadrant Sub-total -

43Feature Sub-total -

43Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

11510 20 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11511 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11512 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

11513 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

16000 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
with four eye holes for attachment. 23mm diameter.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 501-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

11500 26 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11501 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11502 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Rounded lip with down-tooled string 
rim. Heavy patina.

11503 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11504 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thin, plain smooth rim.

11505 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15990 1 button pewter Flat disk with broken ferrous wire eye attachment in a 
cone. 16.5mm diameter.

15991 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

40Quadrant Sub-total -

40Feature Sub-total -

40Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 501-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11490 60 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11491 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11492 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11493 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Conical stem and part of plain conical foot.

11494 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15980 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

15981 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15982 1 cufflink brass Brass oval disc from a cufflink. Chain link is missing on 
back. 13.9mm length x 10.5mm width.

15983 1 gunflint chert Brown gunflint in blade form. Broken. Min. length is 
22.7mm. Mends with Cat. 15711. When the two 
fragments are put together a point of percussion break is 
seen and must have been the cause for the break.

85Quadrant Sub-total -

85Feature Sub-total -

85Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-235

Feature:

Quadrant:

11480 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-230

Feature:

Quadrant:

11470 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11471 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11472 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

7Quadrant Sub-total -
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7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-225

Feature:

Quadrant:

11460 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11461 12 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11462 11 window glass glass Light green.

11463 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

15970 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

11450 15 window glass glass Light green.

11451 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11452 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11453 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green. Flanged lip.

11454 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11455 1 container, liquor glass Amber beer bottle. MODERN.

15960 1 button bone Slightly thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm 
diameter.

15961 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15962 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

36Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-217

Feature:

Quadrant:

11440 6 window glass glass Light green.

11441 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11442 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

15950 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter.

15951 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

15952 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration. Stem with shank-bowl joint and spur 
with raised initials "W" on left side and "W" on right side. 
Possibly W. White, Glasgow, c. 1805-1955?

15953 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15954 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

16Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-215

Feature:

Quadrant:
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11430 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11431 1 container, unidentifiable glass Slight thermal alteration. Colourless. Ground finish?

11432 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

11433 2 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11434 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

15940 1 button bone Flat disc blank with single eye hole in central. Button has 
been modified with an oblong drill hole above the original 
central eye hole, for a necklace-style ornament? 15.45mm 
diameter.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

11420 30 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11421 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11422 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

11423 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation.

11424 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11425 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11426 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15930 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

15931 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

58Quadrant Sub-total -

58Feature Sub-total -

58Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11410 30 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11411 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

11412 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11413 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11414 1 stopper glass Thermally altered. Disc finial and partial shank. 
Colourless. Possibe ground finish.

11415 35 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15920 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. Broken.

15921 1 hinge metal, white Swing hinge with wrought nail heads still embedded but 
the shanks have broken off. Trapezoidal plate.

15922 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15923 1 tack brass Brass semi-domed tack with square shank and blunt end. 
13.2mm diameter of dome.

81Quadrant Sub-total -

81Feature Sub-total -

81Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-204

Feature:

Quadrant:
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11400 13 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11401 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11402 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain conical foot.

11403 23 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15910 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15911 1 button bone Round button with central depression containing four eye 
holes for attachment.

40Quadrant Sub-total -

40Feature Sub-total -

40Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

11390 35 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11391 2 container, liquor glass Green with patina.

11392 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11393 1 container, unidentifiable glass Turquoise green.

11394 82 unidentified glass Thermally altered glass.

15900 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15901 3 brick clay Thermally altered red brick fragments.

125Quadrant Sub-total -

125Feature Sub-total -

125Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

11380 72 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11381 3 stemmed glass, drinking glass Conical bowl. Rim is smooth and plain. Colourless.

11382 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11383 1 container, unidentifiable glass Slight thermal alteration. Colourless.

11384 27 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15890 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

15891 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed partial cartouche with serif font "D" in centre.

111Quadrant Sub-total -

111Feature Sub-total -

111Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-199

Feature:

Quadrant:

11370 32 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11371 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11372 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation. Thermally altered. 
Colourless.

11373 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain, smooth rim.

11374 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Octagonal body with probable 
shallow concave base - base is largely not extant.

11375 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

11376 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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15880 1 button brass Flat disc button with bent Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment. 23.5mm diameter.

15881 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

52Quadrant Sub-total -

52Feature Sub-total -

52Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

11360 24 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11361 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Partial neck sherd.

11362 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11363 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth plain rim.

11364 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11365 1 container, liquor glass Amber brown beer bottle glass. MODERN.

15870 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

15871 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed serif font "D".

15872 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Incomplete square/rectangle harness buckle with tongue.

15873 2 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

61Quadrant Sub-total -

61Feature Sub-total -

61Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-197

Feature:

Quadrant:

11350 22 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11351 2 window glass glass Thermally altered window glass. Light green.

11352 1 container, unidentifiable glass Slight thermal alteration. Colourless with patina.

11353 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green with heavy patina.

11354 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Conical stem with portion of conical base foot 
formation.

11355 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Partial bowl from a stemmed glass. Bowl shape 
unidentifiable.

11356 1 container, medicine glass Green glass. Conical vial with thick base. Finished pontil 
mark on bottom.

11357 2 container, liquor glass Thermally altered bottle glass.

14983 1 button brass Flat disc button with a bent alpha-shaped shank 
attachment. 28.2mm in diameter.

14993 1 button pewter Pewter flat disc button with a drilled eye shank 
attachment. 15.8mm diameter.

15031 1 button silver Silver round button with wreath of vines and faded initials 
in centre; possibly GR for "Georgius Rex". Folded and 
rusted ferrous wire attachment in a cone. 20.4mm 
diameter.

15103 1 button bone Round bone button with a central depression where four 
eye holes are located for attachment. 23mm diameter.

15121 1 button bone Round button with central depression containing eye holes 
for attachment.

15860 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

37Quadrant Sub-total -
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37Feature Sub-total -

37Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

11340 32 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11341 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11342 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass part of conical foot. No rim on this sherd.

15096 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15097 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.45mm diameter.

15850 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15851 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-195

Feature: 3 North Wall

Quadrant:

11330 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

11331 1 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green.

11332 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

11320 32 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11321 4 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Patina. Likely dark green before 
thermal alteration.

11322 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11323 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain smooth rim. Colourless.

15830 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15831 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc button with an Alpha-shaped 
wire eye attachment. 24.4mm diameter.

43Quadrant Sub-total -

43Feature Sub-total -

43Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

11310 39 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11311 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11312 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11313 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green with patina.

11314 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15820 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.
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15821 1 tack brass Small semi-domed brass tack with square shank ending in 
a point. 10mm dome diameter.

57Quadrant Sub-total -

57Feature Sub-total -

57Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11300 37 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11301 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11302 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Conical, folded foot formation.

11303 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11304 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

11305 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11306 1 container, liquor glass Bright green. MODERN.

15810 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

11290 80 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11291 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11292 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11293 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15800 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15801 4 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

105Quadrant Sub-total -

105Feature Sub-total -

105Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 500-185

Feature:

Quadrant:

00525 1 faunal, fish bone Dermal plate of Lake Sturgeon.

11280 56 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11281 28 container, liquor glass Colourless. Some pieces may be modern.

11282 1 tableware glass Thinly rim with surface etching on exterior. Waved line 
below rim and possible geometric motif on body.

11283 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11284 25 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11285 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11286 42 container, liquor glass Amber brown Molson beer bottle. MODERN.

11287 8 container, liquor glass Bright green beer bottle. MODERN.

15174 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball with seam and break mark 
from the mould. 9/16" diameter.

15176 1 musket ball lead Complete lead musket ball. Mould seam and a flat strike 
mark are visible. 9/16" diameter.

15790 2 smoking pipe white ball clay
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15791 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Small raised florette decoration.

15792 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on one surface.

175Quadrant Sub-total -

175Feature Sub-total -

175Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11270 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15780 1 button bone Broken. Round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

11260 170 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11261 3 stemmed glass, drinking glass Two sherds from the bowl/stem that mend and one from 
the plain, conical foot. Firing glass? Colourless.

11262 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11263 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

11264 130 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11265 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Conical, folded foot formation.

15132 1 button bone Half of a round blank button with single eye attachment in 
the centre.

15770 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

15771 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15772 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Braided cartouche with the serif style letters "T" and "D" 
within it.

15773 1 trigger guard brass Pistol trigger guard with an etched asterisk-style star shape 
on the outer underside.

15774 1 mouth harp metal, ferrous Iron mouth harp. Tongue is missing. 54.4mm long x 
31.2mm max. width.

15775 2 unidentified brass Unidentifiable. Folded and bent metal sheet.

318Quadrant Sub-total -

318Feature Sub-total -

318Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

11250 56 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11251 2 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green with patina.

11252 117 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15123 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter.

15760 4 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

180Quadrant Sub-total -

180Feature Sub-total -

180Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 499-197

Feature:

Quadrant:

11240 18 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11241 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thin, smooth rim.

11242 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

11243 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15750 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15751 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. Broken.

30Quadrant Sub-total -

30Feature Sub-total -

30Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

11230 12 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11231 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

11232 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11233 2 container, liquor glass Thermally altered.

15740 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15741 1 button bone Bone blank with single eye hole for attachment. 11.4mm 
diameter.

23Quadrant Sub-total -

23Feature Sub-total -

23Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

11220 61 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11221 4 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11222 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11223 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11224 1 container, medicine glass Base is slightly concave in centre with a bit of the 
unfinished pontil mark. Shallow push-up on interior.

11225 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Only one quarter of the neck is 
intact so it is difficult to determine its shape.

15730 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

15731 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated with part of an impressed rope cartouche.

15732 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

15733 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

15734 1 button pewter Part of disc was cut away. Flat disc button with stamped 
wavy lines around edge and triple-lined striping across the 
centre. Alpha-shaped ferrous wire attachment within a 
cone. 24.1mm diameter.

15735 4 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with white plaster on a flattened surface.

87Quadrant Sub-total -

87Feature Sub-total -
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87Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

02013 1 chamber pot stoneware Thermally altered. Two incised horizontal bands painted 
blue below flat-topped rim. Rim may be decorated. 
Possibly "Scratch Blue" stoneware. Unique ID: Ch3. 
Bagged with Cat.01677.

11210 51 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11211 3 container, medicine glass Three sherds mend together (two rim, one body sherd). 
Colourless glass. Flanged lip.

11212 1 tableware glass Plain rim. Bowl?

11213 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain, smooth rim.

11214 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11215 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11216 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15720 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

72Quadrant Sub-total -

72Feature Sub-total -

72Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

11200 40 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11201 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11202 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain smooth rim.

11203 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11204 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15710 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur is plain, the joint is 
impressed with fluting.

15711 1 gunflint chert Dark brown broken gunflint. Blade form. Min. length is 
26.35mm. Mends with Cat. 15983.

15712 1 button bone Charred bone button. Impressed with concentric circles in 
the centre depression and has 5 eye holes for attachment. 
Oval shape. 15.5mm length x 13.6mm width.

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

65Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11190 41 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11191 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11192 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

11193 1 container, unidentifiable glass Slight thermal alteration. Colourless.

15700 1 button pewter Flat disc button with ferrous wire Alpha-shaped eye 
attachment within a cone. 14.7mm diameter.

15701 1 button brass Flat disc button with ferrous wire Omega-shaped eye 
attachment. 21.3mm diameter.
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15702 1 button pewter Bent disc button with raised lettering 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS" across centre of button. Ferrous 
eye attachment has corroded on back. 17.1mm diameter.

15703 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

52Quadrant Sub-total -

52Feature Sub-total -

52Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-175

Feature:

Quadrant:

11180 7 tableware glass Thermally altered. Colourless glass. Rim and body sherds. 
Bowl.

11181 17 container, liquor glass Dark green. Rim and body sherds. V-tooled and V-shaped 
down-tooled string rim.

11182 2 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

26Quadrant Sub-total -

26Feature Sub-total -

26Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-217

Feature:

Quadrant:

11170 14 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11171 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11172 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11173 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

24Quadrant Sub-total -

24Feature Sub-total -

24Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11160 55 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11161 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11162 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11163 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11164 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless.

11165 52 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15690 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15mm diameter.

15691 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15692 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15693 1 button brass Brass ring frame from a cloth button. 21.2mm diameter.

15694 1 unidentified brass Small brass corner fitting from a gun.

15695 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Three sherds mend together. Almost complete plain pipe 
bowl. Bowl is angled away from the smoker and parallel 
with the plane of the stem. Spur has raised initials "W" on 
left side and "M" on the right side. Possibly William 
Morgan of Liverpool c. 1767-1796?

129Quadrant Sub-total -

129Feature Sub-total -
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129Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-204

Feature:

Quadrant:

11150 42 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11151 53 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15680 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15681 1 knee buckle brass Small, rectangular slightly convexly curved knee buckle. 
Rusted pin, no tongue. 14.4mm length x 13.7mm width. 
One side is broken.

15682 1 tack brass Small, semi-domed head and square shank with pointed 
end. 9.55mm diameter of dome .

98Quadrant Sub-total -

98Feature Sub-total -

98Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

15670 1 button pewter Flat disc with rusted ferrous eye attachment. 16.2mm 
diameter.

15671 1 fish hook metal, ferrous Large fish hook with barbed hook end.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

11140 23 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11141 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11142 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

15660 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15661 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

11130 173 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11131 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11132 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

11133 3 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

11134 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11135 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15040 1 button pewter Pewter disc button with the raised lettering 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS" across the centre. Ferrous 
attachment is rusted over and difficult to identify. Button 
is encrusted with clay and mortar. 12.3mm diameter.

15650 1 unidentified bone Round bone piece of handle? Inside is threaded as if to 
attach to something.
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15651 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15652 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15653 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed braid cartouche with initials "T" and "D" inside 
it.

15654 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with shank-bowl joint and a spur with raised "T" on 
left side and "D" on right side. 5.5mm

204Quadrant Sub-total -

204Feature Sub-total -

204Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

11120 38 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11121 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11122 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

11123 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11124 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

52Quadrant Sub-total -

52Feature Sub-total -

52Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-192

Feature:

Quadrant:

11110 43 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

11111 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11112 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11113 9 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

15640 1 button bone Disc blank with one eye hole for attachment. 23.2mm 
diameter.

59Quadrant Sub-total -

59Feature Sub-total -

59Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

11060 11 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

11061 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11062 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

11063 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11064 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-217

Feature:

Quadrant:

11050 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

11051 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11052 3 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.
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11053 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15340 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragment.

15341 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white stem fragment.

9Quadrant Sub-total -

9Feature Sub-total -

9Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-206

Feature:

Quadrant:

11040 52 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11041 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

11042 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11043 27 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15630 1 unidentified lead Lead stud in two pieces - a thick flat disk and a tapering 
broken shank. Surface of the disk is scuffed as if 
something might have been attached to it. Unidentifiable 
purpose.

88Quadrant Sub-total -

88Feature Sub-total -

88Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

11030 3 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

11031 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green.

11032 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15620 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15621 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

17Quadrant Sub-total -

17Feature Sub-total -

17Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-203

Feature:

Quadrant:

11020 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

11021 1 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11022 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

15610 1 marble clay Clay marble. 12.45mm diameter.

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

8Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

01708 1 chamber pot creamware Thermally altered. Lip of chamberpot rim.

11010 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11011 14 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11012 50 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11013 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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15600 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15601 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15602 1 mortar fragment lime

94Quadrant Sub-total -

94Feature Sub-total -

94Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

01677 1 chamber pot stoneware Thermally altered lip sherd of a chamber pot. Incised 
horizontal lines below rim. Rim may have decoration. 
Possibly "Scratch Blue" stoneware. Unique ID: Ch3.

11000 64 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

11001 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

11002 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

11003 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless.

11004 1 tumbler glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Manufactured frosted 
finish? Thick, slightly concave base with a finished 
circular pontil mark and almost no push-up on interior. A 
small tumbler.

11005 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15137 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

15590 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15591 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15592 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with shank-bowl joint and broken spur.

83Quadrant Sub-total -

83Feature Sub-total -

83Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-194

Feature:

Quadrant:

10980 157 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10981 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10982 11 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

10983 13 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15580 1 brick clay Thermally altered red brick with melted glass(?) on one 
surface.

15581 1 comb tortoise shell Part of a comb base. One side is incised with a band of 
zigzaps along the edge and above it is part of an 
unidentifiable landscape scene?

15582 1 gunflint chert Thermally altered. Dark gray English pistol gunflint. 
Blade form. 20.6mm length x 18.7mm width x 10.5mm 
height.

191Quadrant Sub-total -

191Feature Sub-total -

191Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

10970 51 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.
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10971 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10972 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

10973 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10974 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15570 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

65Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-205

Feature:

Quadrant:

10960 47 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10961 15 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10962 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10963 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

15560 1 button brass Two piece brass button with missing eye attachment. 
Button is also bent. 24.1mm

15561 1 button brass Flat disc with missing eye attachment. 22.35mm diameter.

15562 1 button pewter Flat disc with rusted ferrous wire eye attachment. 16.1mm 
diameter.

15563 4 smoking pipe white ball clay

15564 1 cufflink brass Oval cufflink with one chain link looped through the eye 
attachment. Impressed/moulded beaded pattern around 
edge. 15.6mm length, 12mm width.

15565 1 gunflint chert French honey brown gunflint. Blade form. 24.4mm length 
x 22.6mm width x 4.65mm height.

75Quadrant Sub-total -

75Feature Sub-total -

75Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

10950 39 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10951 10 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10952 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10953 16 window glass glass Thermally altered.

15550 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped 
wire eye attachment. 14.5mm diameter.

67Quadrant Sub-total -

67Feature Sub-total -

67Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

10940 62 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10941 23 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10942 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10943 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10944 1 window glass glass Colourless.

15540 1 smoking pipe white ball clay
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15541 1 fork metal, ferrous Two-pronged fork and shank for attachment. Handle is 
missing. One tine is broken.

94Quadrant Sub-total -

94Feature Sub-total -

94Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-193

Feature:

Quadrant:

10930 31 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10931 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10932 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10933 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless, frosted glass. Slightly concave base.

10934 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth plain rim.

10935 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15530 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

47Quadrant Sub-total -

47Feature Sub-total -

47Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-185

Feature:

Quadrant:

10920 50 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10921 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10922 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10923 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15143 1 button bone Part of a round button with central depression where eye 
holes for attachment would be.

15520 61 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on one surface.

129Quadrant Sub-total -

129Feature Sub-total -

129Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-181

Feature:

Quadrant:

10910 13 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10911 1 tableware glass Colourless.

10912 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10913 7 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

15510 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15511 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15512 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed rope cartouche with the edge of a "D".

29Quadrant Sub-total -

29Feature Sub-total -

29Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-179

Feature:

Quadrant:

00522 1 button metal, cuprous Flat disk 13 mm dia. with complete eye fastener attached 
to back.

10900 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.
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10901 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10902 15 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

15014 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Covered in some ash and charcoal. Flat 
disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous eye attachment. 
24.2mm diameter.

15500 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.35mm diameter.

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-178

Feature:

Quadrant:

10890 6 window glass glass Light green with patina.

10891 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10892 12 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10893 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15490 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

28Quadrant Sub-total -

28Feature Sub-total -

28Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-207

Feature:

Quadrant:

10870 47 window glass glass Light green with patina.

10871 47 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10873 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10874 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

15480 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button. Missing eye attachment. 
11.7mm diameter.

15481 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15482 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

15483 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

15484 1 brick clay Part of a corner from a red brick.

15485 1 bead glass Black glass bead with patina. Conical form. 11.3mm 
length x 9.5mm width. Mouth blown?

106Quadrant Sub-total -

106Feature Sub-total -

106Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-201

Feature:

Quadrant:

10860 31 window glass glass Light green with patina.

10861 192 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10862 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10863 5 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10864 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10872 2 container, liquor glass Dark green.
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15470 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped 
ferrous wire eye in a cone for attachment. 21.3mm 
diameter.16.85mm diameter.

15471 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc with raised lettering reading 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS" across centre of button. Eye 
attachment has deteriorated although it was wire inserted 
into a cone. 16.85mm diameter.

15472 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded band of raised vertical lines just below rim.

15473 1 tack brass Small tack with a bent square shaft and semi-domed head. 
10.5mm diameter.

15474 1 tack brass Small semi-domed head from a tack. Shaft is missing. 
8.25mm diameter.

15475 1 button brass Silver plated brass flat disc button with Alpha-shaped 
ferrous wire eye attachment. 12.6mm diameter.

15476 1 button pewter Thermally altered and mangled.

15477 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.6mm diameter.

15478 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

247Quadrant Sub-total -

247Feature Sub-total -

247Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

10850 68 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10851 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10852 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14989 1 button brass Brass flat disc button with remnant gilt finish. Alpha-
shaped eye attachment. 22.4mm diameter.

15460 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

10840 97 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10841 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10842 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10843 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10844 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14990 1 button brass Brass flat disc button with remnant gilt finish. Alpha-
shaped eye attachment. Impressed word "GILT" in an 
arched banner above the eye attachment.

15450 20 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with plaster on one side.

133Quadrant Sub-total -

133Feature Sub-total -

133Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-190

Feature:

Quadrant:
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00516 1 button bone Flat disc, one hole in centre, 12 mm dia.

10830 168 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10831 21 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10832 4 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10833 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light blue.

10834 1 container, medicine glass Colourless glass with ground finish. Interior has a shallow 
push-up.

10835 13 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

10836 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15002 1 button metal, composite Pewter disc button with recessed back and Alpha-shaped 
eye attachment. In the recess on the back around the eye is 
the word "PLATED" in raised lettering with a small floral 
arrangement of two thistles on either side of a flower 
below. 12.8mm diameter.

15440 7 smoking pipe white ball clay

15441 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

15442 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Decorated bowl fragment. Motif is part of a braided 
cartouche.

15443 1 button pewter Part of a pewter flat disc button.

15444 7 mortar fragment lime White plaster on flat portion of mortar fragments.

239Quadrant Sub-total -

239Feature Sub-total -

239Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-189

Feature:

Quadrant:

00517 1 button bone Slightly concave, with groove encircling outer edge; 4-
hole sew through fastener, dia. 16 mm. Polished.

10820 192 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10821 33 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10822 3 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10823 7 window glass glass Colourless.

10824 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Thermally altered. Possibly ground glass. Colourless.

10825 1 container, unidentifiable glass Folded rim.

10826 1 container, medicine glass Small round, slightly concave base with a small circular 
pontil mark and shallow interior push-up. Colourless.

10827 12 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10828 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10829 1 container, medicine glass Flanged rim. Aqua blue with patina. Glass medicinal pot?

15110 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15420 5 smoking pipe white ball clay

15421 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15422 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with the shank-bowl joint and complete spur with 
impressed "T" on left side and "D" on right side. Spur 
protrudes 6mm from stem.

15423 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded design on bowl. Unidentifiable motif.

15424 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed "T" and "D" within a circular rope cartouche. 
Mould seam through the cartouche is visible. Part of the 
rim forms the edge of this fragment.
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15425 3 mortar fragment lime Plaster on one side of the fragments.

286Quadrant Sub-total -

286Feature Sub-total -

286Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-188

Feature:

Quadrant:

10720 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Light green.

10810 116 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10811 30 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10812 15 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10813 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10814 1 container, medicine glass Flanged rim. Aqua.

10815 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded rim with a hollow. Colourless.

10816 1 stopper glass Hollow, ground glass finial from a stopper. Colourless.

15430 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15431 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18892 1 gunflint chert Fragment of mottled light gray chert, cannot be 
determined if it’s a blade or spall.

171Quadrant Sub-total -

171Feature Sub-total -

171Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-182

Feature:

Quadrant:

10800 106 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10801 5 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10802 17 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10803 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10804 2 container, unidentifiable glass Amber.

15410 10 smoking pipe white ball clay

15411 14 smoking pipe white ball clay

15412 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Raised moulding on the bowl. Moulding looks like part of 
an anchor hook.

15413 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on one side.

15414 1 unidentified chert Thermally altered. Unidentifiable lithic. Possible gunflint.

163Quadrant Sub-total -

163Feature Sub-total -

163Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 495-180

Feature:

Quadrant:

10790 9 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10791 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10792 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10793 1 window glass glass Colourless.

15400 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15401 1 button plastic Circular, concave plastic white button with two eye holes 
for attachment. 11mm diameter.
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15402 1 gunflint chert Dark brown spall form gunflint for a musket. 30.1mm 
length x 26.8mm width x 8.1mm thickness.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

10780 16 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10781 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15390 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of stem near shank-bowl joint.

15391 1 button shell Shell disk with single eye attachment. 16.6mm diameter.

15392 1 shot lead Complete lead buck shot with visible mould seam. 5/16" 
diameter.

15393 1 shot lead Complete lead buck shot with visible mould seam and a 
flat percussion strike mark. 5/16" diameter.

41Quadrant Sub-total -

41Feature Sub-total -

41Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-197

Feature:

Quadrant:

10770 29 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10771 18 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10772 13 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

10773 8 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

15380 1 trigger metal, ferrous Part of a pistol trigger.

15381 1 unidentified lead Unidentified metal piece. Lead?

15382 1 button pewter Flat disc with drilled eye in a shank. 23.7mm diameter.

15383 1 button brass Flat disc with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire eye attachment. 
14.1mm diameter.

15384 1 knee buckle lead Small square convexly curved knee buckle. Missing pin 
and tongue. 18.4mm length x 16.1mm width.

15385 1 button brass Flat disc with missing attachment. 28.8mm diameter.

15386 1 buckle brass Thermally altered. Rectangular buckle with bevelled 
corners and two bent hooks on the back for attachment.

15387 1 buckle lead Thermally altered and broken. A square or rectangular 
buckle with broken attachment spur on the back.

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

10760 43 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10761 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15370 1 comb bone Incomplete double sided bone comb.

18840 100 mortar fragment lime

146Quadrant Sub-total -

146Feature Sub-total -
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146Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

10750 67 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10751 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10752 1 container, liquor glass Part of the push-up. Circular pontil visible from the 
bottom exterior side.

10753 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua with patina.

10754 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

10755 1 stopper glass Thermally altered. Colourless, possibly ground. Finial 
from a disc-shaped stopper.

10756 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15020 1 button brass Brass gilt flat disc button with bent Alpha-shaped eye 
attachment. Inscribed word "GILT" near the eye. 
12.25mm diameter.

15360 1 knife, carving metal, ferrous Part of a heavily rusted, serrated knife blade. No tip or 
handle. Joint for handle attachment is extant.

15361 1 unidentified brass Indeterminate function but consists of two tubes that are 
attached with a hinge joint. Possible bayonet socket.

15362 2 unidentified brass Two misshapen pieces of brass. From a tool?

15363 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Undecorated bowl fragment.

15364 4 smoking pipe white ball clay Undecorated.

15365 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with partial bowl, stem and complete 
spur extant. Spur has a raised "T" on the left side and a 
"D" on the right side. Spur is 6mm in length from its base. 
Part of a cartouche motif facing the smoker is visible at 
the edge of the bowl fragment.

15366 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15367 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15mm diameter.

101Quadrant Sub-total -

101Feature Sub-total -

101Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-189

Feature:

Quadrant:

10730 152 window glass glass Light green with patina.

10731 5 window glass glass Colourless.

10732 4 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

10733 16 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10734 27 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10735 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless.

10736 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Rounded rim with possible string rim.

10737 1 container, liquor glass Flat side, folded out. Unknown colour, heavy patina.

10738 2 container, liquor glass Two basal sherds with the start of a push-up. Dark green 
with patina.

10739 4 container, liquor glass Four sherds mend together. Dark green. Rounded side lip 
with down-tooled string rim.

10740 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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14968 1 bracelet clasp silver Silver clasp. Square shaped with scalloped edges and 
zigzag incision embellishment around the inner edges. 
One end has a small hook-like extension curved into the 
back. Other end has a half-moon extension and is 
impressed with a maker's mark consisting of two 
cartouches side by side. Left cartouche has an English 
passant lion and the right cartouche has the initials "M" 
and "I" in the centre. Possible TRADE ITEM.

15005 1 button silver Silver flat disc button with a dotted perimeter. Cone shank 
with embedded ferrous Alpha-shaped eye attachment. 
20.5mm diameter.

15027 1 button brass Silver or tin plated brass. Missing eye attachment. 
Impressed circular band on back around the eye 
attachment. The word "PLATED" is within the circular 
band. 20.6mm diameter.

15028 1 button pewter Pewter flat disc button with broken cone and ferrous wire 
eye attachment. 16.2mm diameter.

15350 13 mortar fragment lime

15351 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain stem fragments.

15352 1 gunflint chert English, dark brown gunflint in blade form for a pistol. 
23.65mm length x 20.3mm width x 4.5mm thick.

15353 1 gunflint chert Small, English pistol gunflint in spall form. Dark gray-
brown. 19mm length x 16.7mm width x 6.7mm thickness.

15354 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

15355 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of a decorated pipe bowl with unidentifiable motif.

15356 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Undecorated.

261Quadrant Sub-total -

261Feature Sub-total -

261Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-182

Feature:

Quadrant:

10710 1 window glass glass Aqua with patina.

10711 1 unidentified glass Colourless.

10712 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10713 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14220 30 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14221 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

14222 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14223 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light blue.

14224 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

18240 6 smoking pipe white ball clay

18241 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18242 7 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with plaster finish.

56Quadrant Sub-total -

56Feature Sub-total -

56Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 493-198

Feature:

Quadrant:

10700 29 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.
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10701 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina.

10702 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10703 4 container, other glass Two sherds mend. Colourless glass. Plain smoothed rim.

10704 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Folded rim.

10705 1 container, toiletry glass Thermally altered. Colourless glass with a ground finish. 
Partial base indicates the bottle could be octagonal as it is 
faceted.

10706 22 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15004 1 button metal, indeterminate Thermally altered and rusting. Indeterminate metal. 
Missing eye attachment. 13.7mm diameter.

15056 1 fork metal, ferrous Two pronged fork with smooth bone handle now tinted 
green.

15330 1 gunflint chert Thermally altered. Gunflint blade form for a pistol. 
English chert. 24.4mm length x 23.3mm width x 8.0mm 
width.

15331 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Pipe bowl fragment with rim. Bowl has an oblique angle.

15332 1 scissors iron Two small scissor blades which have rusted into one 
another. For cutting thread?

15333 2 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with white plaster on flattened surface.

15334 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Ferrous swing hinge. Unknown tool or function.

77Quadrant Sub-total -

77Feature Sub-total -

77Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 493-197

Feature:

Quadrant:

10690 32 window glass glass Light green glass with patina.

10691 5 window glass glass Colourless with patina.

10692 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10693 1 container, unidentifiable glass Plain smoothed rim.

10694 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10695 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded rim. Colourless.

10696 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless glass.

10697 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15320 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Slight thermal alteration. Rim/bowl sherd with part of an 
impressed cartouche.

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 492-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

10680 15 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

10681 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Thermal alteration.

10682 1 window glass glass Colourless.

10683 16 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14994 1 button brass Flat brass disc with remnant gilt finish. Alpha-shaped eye 
attachment. 13.55mm diameter.

15310 1 brick clay Heavily burnt red brick, possibly from the interior of the 
chimney.
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15311 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered. Pipe stem fragment close to the 
widening of the shank-bowl juncture.

37Quadrant Sub-total -

37Feature Sub-total -

37Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-225

Feature:

Quadrant:

10670 1 container, unidentifiable glass Half of an aqua coloured bottle neck.

10671 4 container, liquor glass Dark green.

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-215

Feature:

Quadrant:

10880 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

10660 1 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

10661 1 window glass glass Colourless.

10662 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

00922 1 chamber pot creamware Chamber pot rim. Rolled rim. Unique ID: Ch2.

15290 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white pipe stem fragment.

15291 1 slate pencil slate Sharpened tip end of a slate pencil.

15292 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar with white plaster on one portion.

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-196

Feature:

Quadrant:

10640 40 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.

10641 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10642 1 window glass glass Thermal alteration. Colourless.

10643 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10644 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Patinized.

15280 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of stem with a the shank bowl juncture.

15281 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain pipe bowl fragment.
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15282 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of a plain buff-pink coloured stem.

64Quadrant Sub-total -

64Feature Sub-total -

64Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

00862 1 chamber pot creamware Creamware rim sherd of a chamber pot. Rolled rim. 
Unique ID: Ch1.

10630 33 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

10631 5 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

39Quadrant Sub-total -

39Feature Sub-total -

39Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

10620 25 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

10621 3 window glass glass Colourless.

10622 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10623 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim.

10624 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10625 2 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

10626 6 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15270 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Half of a plain pipe stem fragment.

15271 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of a plain pipe bowl.

15272 1 straight pin brass Complete brass straight pin with round head. Slightly bent.

15273 1 straight pin brass Broken brass straight pin with a round head.

15274 1 epaulet brass Compressed brass plated epaulet from a uniform. Was 
once conical with a hole through the top for fastening at 
the sleeve or shoulder.

51Quadrant Sub-total -

51Feature Sub-total -

51Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-185

Feature:

Quadrant:

10610 8 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

10611 2 container, liquor glass Dark green.

10612 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10613 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15260 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four holes for 
attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

16Quadrant Sub-total -

16Feature Sub-total -

16Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 490-180

Feature:

Quadrant:

10600 2 window glass glass Aqua green. Slight thermal alteration.
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2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 489-199

Feature:

Quadrant:

10590 84 window glass glass Aqua green with patina.

10591 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10592 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10593 19 cruet glass Base and body sherds. Some sherds mend. Colourless. 
Flat base with slighly concave centre where circular pontil 
mark is located. Body tapers inwards, possible cruet?

10594 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered and patinized.

15003 1 button silver Silver flat disc with etched triple scalloped lines around 
inner circumference and quintuple-grouped horizontal 
lines across centre of button. Cone shank with ferrous 
Alpha-shaped eye attachment on back. Remnant pieces of 
thread still inside eye attachment. 25.5mm diameter.

15250 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white pipe stem.

15251 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with visible mould seam and a flat strike 
mark. One part of surface has a rust stain (from contact 
with another artifact?) 1/2" diameter.

130Quadrant Sub-total -

130Feature Sub-total -

130Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 489-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

10580 37 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

10581 1 window glass glass Light blue.

10582 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

10583 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Flanged lip. Colourless.

10584 1 unidentified glass Cyclindrical. Colourless. Part of the shank from a stopper?

10585 5 container, liquor glass Slightly thermally altered. Dark green with patina.

10586 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15240 1 unidentified copper Unidentified piece of copper sheet metal.

57Quadrant Sub-total -

57Feature Sub-total -

57Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 488-179

Feature:

Quadrant:

10570 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy, flaking patina.

15230 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered, plain pipe stem.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 487-179

Feature:

Quadrant:
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10560 12 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

10561 1 window glass glass Light blue.

10562 2 window glass glass Colourless.

10563 5 container, liquor glass Dark green.

10564 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

10565 1 unidentified glass Colourless.

10566 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua green.

10567 1 container, liquor glass Amber.

15185 1 shot lead Complete lead buck shot with small flat strike mark. 5/16" 
diameter.

15220 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain pipe bowl fragment.

15221 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Dotted edge of a cartouche is visible.

27Quadrant Sub-total -

27Feature Sub-total -

27Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 486-178

Feature:

Quadrant:

10550 1 window glass glass Light green.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 485-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

10540 1 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 485-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

10530 15 window glass glass Light green with patina.

10531 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

15210 1 brick clay Thermally altered piece of red brick with white plaster on 
one side.

15211 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragment with white plaster on one part.

19Quadrant Sub-total -

19Feature Sub-total -

19Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 485-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

10520 9 window glass glass Light aqua green with patina.

10521 1 window glass glass Dark green with patina.

10522 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Smoothed plain rim.

10523 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -
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12Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 485-185

Feature:

Quadrant:

10510 4 window glass glass Light aqua green.

10511 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

10512 1 container, other glass Flat-topped, rounded lip. Colourless.

10513 1 container, unidentifiable glass Moulded.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 484-180

Feature:

Quadrant:

10500 5 window glass glass Light aqua green.

10501 1 window glass glass Colourless.

10502 1 window glass glass Dark green with patina.

10503 1 window glass glass Light green with a moulded linear ridge.

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

8Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-220

Feature:

Quadrant:

10490 2 container, liquor glass Slightly thermally altered. Dark green.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

10480 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

10481 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Appears to be opaque blue but is 
translucent when held to light. Displays amber and dark 
green when held to light.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

10470 7 window glass glass Light to aqua green with patina.

10471 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. Dark green with patina.

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

8Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-195

Feature:

Quadrant:

10460 1 window glass glass Light green.
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1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-190

Feature:

Quadrant:

10450 4 window glass glass Light to dark green with patina.

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-185

Feature:

Quadrant:

10440 5 window glass glass Aqua and light green.

10441 1 container, liquor glass Thermally altered. V-shaped lip and down-tooled string 
rim. Dark green.

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 480-180

Feature:

Quadrant:

10430 9 window glass glass Light green.

10431 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Three sherds mend together.

10432 3 container, liquor glass Dark green.

10433 1 unidentified glass Colourless. Glass has magnification and is probably from 
a lens.

10434 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

17Quadrant Sub-total -

17Feature Sub-total -

17Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 475-210

Feature:

Quadrant:

10420 2 window glass glass Colourless.

10421 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

10422 2 unidentified glass Thermal alteration. Aqua.

10423 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green with patina.

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 475-200

Feature:

Quadrant:

10410 1 unidentified glass Green glass flake. Bulb of percussion visible.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 475-180

Feature:
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Quadrant:

10400 4 window glass glass Green window glass.

10401 3 unidentified glass Colourless. Unidentifiable container.

10402 1 unidentified glass Colourless. Plain rim.

10403 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless.

10404 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Light green.

10Quadrant Sub-total -

10Feature Sub-total -

10Unit Sub-total -

19367Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Surface cleaning

Unit:

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

18090 1 button bone Light thermal alteration. Round, slightly concave button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18091 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18092 1 button bone Light thermal alteration. Round button with depression in 
centre with four eye holes for attachment and one not-
through hole in the centre from the manufacturing process. 
14mm diameter.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Surface

Unit:

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14130 2 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14131 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

14170 3 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14171 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14172 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered - severely cracked. Colourless. Possible 
finial from a stopper.

14173 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Quadrant:

14240 29 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14241 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14242 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14243 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

45Quadrant Sub-total -
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45Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 8

Quadrant:

14540 3 window glass glass Light green.

14541 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

18260 1 button brass Thermally altered. Slightly convex, circular button with a 
recessed back and a bent Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment. Legend stamped around the eye attachment 
reads: "TREBLE/GILT/ORANGE". 20mm diameter.

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

71Unit Sub-total -

71Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Shale Fil

Unit:

Feature: 17

Quadrant:

10650 3 container, liquor glass Three fragments mend together. Dark green with patina. 
High parabolic shaped base.

10651 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. High parabolic shaped base.

10652 2 container, liquor glass Rim and neck. Rim is v-shaped with a down-tooled string 
rim. Cork is still stuck in neck below rim. Neck is bulged. 
Two sherds mend together.

10653 1 container, liquor glass Rounded rim with down-tooled string rim. Neck is bulged. 
Dark green with patina.

14700 1 window glass glass Light green.

14701 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Rounded heel.

14702 8 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14703 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Rounded heel. Circular pontil scar 
in centre of parabolic push-up.

14704 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Seven sherds mend. Closed 
circular pontil scar on base.

15300 2 lead waste metal, composite Fragments of limestone, lead waste, and mortar adhered to 
one another.

15301 1 needle bone Thin, highly polished bone. Possible netting needle.

18360 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

32Quadrant Sub-total -

32Feature Sub-total -

32Unit Sub-total -

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill outsi

Unit: 501-203

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14140 17 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14141 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14142 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14143 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18161 1 marble glass Glass swirls in opaque and green. 15.5mm diameter.

24Quadrant Sub-total -
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24Feature Sub-total -

24Unit Sub-total -

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill insid

Unit:

Feature: 21 South

Quadrant:

14720 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14721 5 window glass glass Light green with patina.

9Quadrant Sub-total -

9Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 21 West

Quadrant:

14740 97 window glass glass Thermally altered window glass. Light green.

14741 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

98Quadrant Sub-total -

98Feature Sub-total -

107Unit Sub-total -

107Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill insid

Unit:

Feature: 21 South

Quadrant:

09422 6 container, medicine tin enamel Bluish-gray tin enamelled ointment pot with pedestal base.

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill insid

Unit:

Feature: 11 & 12

Quadrant:

14610 35 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green with patina.

14611 1 container, medicine glass Thermally altered. Light green. Folded in flanged rim.

14612 3 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

14613 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

41Quadrant Sub-total -

41Feature Sub-total -

41Unit Sub-total -

41Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble fill aroun

Unit:

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

13990 11 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. All sherds mend. Parabolic push 
up. Finished circular pontil.

13991 2 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13992 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13993 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua.
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13994 1 container, liquor glass Aqua. Moulded bird (only head is visible) and circular 
border possibly with letters in it.

18Quadrant Sub-total -

18Feature Sub-total -

18Unit Sub-total -

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill abov

Unit:

Feature: 22

Quadrant:

18390 4 mortar fragment lime Thermally altered mortar fragments with plaster finish.

18391 1 button metal, cuprous Thermally altered and heavily decaying round button with 
depressed centre. Stamped design shows concentric circles 
of patterns. Outer edge has dots and a wreath pattern. The 
pattern of the second circle is unidentifiable, and the third 
shows a rope-like band around the centre depression.  It is 
possible that the centre had an inlaid stone or other inlay. 
Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment is bent and on a raised 
circle directly corresponding to the depression on the 
front. 28.3mm diameter.

18392 1 brick chinking Thermally altered. Red clay/brick chinking.

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill abov

Unit:

Feature: 22

Quadrant:

14750 14 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14751 21 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green with patina.

14752 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless with patina.

14753 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14754 1 container, liquor glass Rounded lip with down-tooled string rim. Dark green with 
patina.

14755 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14756 20 container, liquor glass Olive green with patina.

14757 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Five sherds mend. Round lip with 
down-tooled string rim and roughly cylindrical neck.

73Quadrant Sub-total -

73Feature Sub-total -

73Unit Sub-total -

73Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill

Unit: 503-203

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

18170 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -
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Unit: 493-198

Feature: 11 & 12

Quadrant:

14660 61 window glass glass Light green.

14661 30 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Light green.

14662 3 container, food glass Light green. Mustard bottle fragments.

14663 3 tumbler glass Thick base, rounded heel. Three sherds mend. Colourless.

14664 4 container, food glass Light green. Wide mouth, folded-in lip, straight neck. 
Square body with concave chamfered corners. Light 
green. Two sherds mend. Mustard bottle. Mends with Cat. 
14645.

14665 11 container, food glass Light green. Folded out rounded lip with wide mouth. 
Two seams on straight neck. Square body. Closed, circular 
pontil scar and diagonal mould seam on base. All sherds 
mend. Mustard bottle.

14666 7 container, food glass Light green. Square body. Four sherds mend. Closed 
circular pontil mark and diagonal mould seam on bottom. 
Mustard bottle. Matches but does not mend with Cat. 
14643.

14667 3 container, food glass Light blue. Square body with concave chamfered corners. 
Closed, circular pontil scar with diagonal mould seam on 
base. Body is off kilter. Mustard bottle.

14668 11 container, food glass Light green. All sherds mend. Folded in lip and wide 
mouth. Straight neck with two mould seams. Square body 
with concave chamfered corners. Closed circular pontil 
mark with diagonal mould seam on base. Mustard bottle.

133Quadrant Sub-total -

133Feature Sub-total -

133Unit Sub-total -

Unit:

Feature: 11 & 12

Quadrant:

14620 142 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14621 16 container, medicine glass Light green with patina.

14622 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14623 2 container, unidentifiable glass Light blue.

14624 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14625 1 tumbler glass Thick base. Rounded heel, finished circular pontil mark 
on bottom. Colourless.

14626 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14630 452 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14631 86 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14632 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14633 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Very thin.

14634 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14635 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14636 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14637 2 unidentified glass Two sherds mend. Colourless. Plain rim.

14638 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14639 14 container, unidentifiable glass Light green with patina.

14640 5 container, medicine glass Light aqua blue.
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14641 3 container, medicine glass Colourless.

14642 1 container, food glass Light green. Part of a square mustard bottle.

14643 4 container, food glass Light green. All sherds mend. Folded-in flanged lip and 
wide mouth. Square body. Mustard bottle. Matches but 
does not mend with Cat. 14666.

14644 3 container, food glass Light green. All sherds mend. Folded-out flanged lip and 
wide mouth. Square body. One seam on straight neck 
from mould. Mustard bottle.

14645 2 container, food glass Light green, mould blown. Four wide panels and four 
concave chamfered corners. Bottom has a circular pontil 
scar and a diagonal mould seam. Shape of body is slightly 
off-centre. All sherds mend. Mustard bottle. Mends with 
Cat. 14664.

14646 3 container, food glass Light green. Two sherds mend on wide mouthed flanged 
lip. Two mould seams on either side of straight neck. 
Body has four wide panels and four concave, chamfered 
corners. Base has circular pontil scar and a diagonal 
mould seam. Mustard bottle.

14647 16 container, food glass Light green square bottle with flat chamfered corners, a 
wide mouth and folded in lip. Blown in a two piece mould 
as seen by two seams on the straight neck and the diagonal 
mould seam on the base. Circular pontil scar on base as 
well. One panel has embossed lettering: "RHODES & 
KEMEYS". A mustard bottle.

18290 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered. Stem with spur. Spur has moulded 
initials on either side - "T" on the left side and "D" on the 
right side.

18291 1 shoe hook pewter Thermally altered. Small square plate with chamfered 
corners. Two prongs on the back for attachment to a 
garment. 22.2mm length x 16.7mm width.

18292 1 button pewter Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire eye 
attachment set into a cone shank. 15.5mm diameter.

18293 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragment with plaster finish on one side.

782Quadrant Sub-total -

782Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 21 South

Quadrant:

15000 1 button brass Brass gilt disc button with impressed concentric circles in 
a sunburst pattern. From inside out the pattern consists of: 
an inner circle with horizontal waved lines; a second circle 
with decorated with vertical lines; a third zone of triangles 
around the second circle; the fourth zone consists of 
vertical lines embellishing the second and third circles of 
pattern. The eye attachment is missing on the back. 
35.6mm diameter.

18380 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set into a cone 
shank. 25.6mm diameter.

18381 1 mortar fragment lime
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18382 1 button silver Silver disc with stamped design of a starburst topped with 
a star and the royal monogram "GR" in the centre. The 
legend around the edge reads: 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS". Ferrous wire 
eye attachment has rusted and broken out of the cone 
shank. A maker's mark around the eye attachment is 
partially visible and reads: "I. NUTTING" and below in 
smaller text "COV___". Likely from the manufacturer 
Joseph Nutting in Covent Garden c.1800-1801. 20mm 
diameter.

4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

13940 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14070 8 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Down-tooled string rim. Lip finish 
unknown. All eight sherds mend.

14071 3 container, liquor glass Dark green. V-shaped lip with down-tooled string rim. All 
three sherds mend. Burnt cork associated with this bottle 
also in bag.

14072 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14073 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18130 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18131 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18132 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Relief moulded cartouche on inner side of bowl. Circular 
cartouche with large serif style initials "T" and "D" in the 
centre.

18133 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Relief moulded vine down centre mould seam of the bowl 
and on either side vertical fluting around the rest of the 
bowl with each flute topped by a small circle. A small 
band of vertical fluting is just below the rim.

18134 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised lettering across centre of button. 
Legend reads: "BUTLERS/RANGERS". Missing wire eye 
attachment set into a cone shank. 17.3mm diameter.

18135 1 button metal, composite Thermally altered. Flat disc with relief stamped pattern on 
front. Pattern is unidentifiable because the disc is bent 
over on the front. The wire eye attachment is missing. 
Copper or brass composite metal. 33.1mm diameter.

18136 4 straight pin brass Four complete brass straight pins with round heads. 
Rusted and possibly thermally altered.

18137 1 button metal, cuprous Silver plated flat disc button with bent Alpha-shaped wire 
eye attachment. Back is inscribed with a circular legend 
reading "PLATED" around the eye attachment. 14mm 
diameter.
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18138 1 clasp knife bone Bone handle with folded pen knife blade and a pivot pin. 
Most of the blade has broken off and what is left is heavily 
rusted. Handle has an elongated pistol grip. One side of 
the handle has lost a small metal decorative or name plate 
inlay. 88.3mm length of handle x 15.5mm max. width of 
handle.

18139 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with plaster finish.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 South

Quadrant:

14000 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14001 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14002 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14003 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18220 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

18221 2 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with plaster finish on one side.

18222 1 button brass Thermally altered. Silver plated flat disc button with a 
bent Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment on back. An 
incised ivy wreath band around the eye attachment. 14mm 
diameter.

18223 1 musket ball lead Lead musket ball with mould seam and a flat strike mark. 
9/16" diameter.

25Quadrant Sub-total -

25Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 West

Quadrant:

14060 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14061 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18230 1 unidentified metal, composite Thermally altered. Thin sheet of metal that has been bent, 
cut, and generally mangled. Unidentifiable use. A brass or 
copper composite?

18850 27 brick clay Thermally altered. Partial red clay bricks. Hand-made. 
Some are heavily misshapen from intense heat -- caused 
by the burning of the house in December 1813?

18851 1 stone shale Thermally altered. Reddish-brown shale rock used for 
foundation.

18852 1 brick clay Thermally altered. Red clay, hand-made. Frogless. 
Remnants of mortar on all surfaces. 8" length x 3-3/4" 
width x 2-1/8" height.

18853 1 brick clay Thermally altered. Red clay, hand-made. Frogless. 7-3/4" 
length x 3-3/4" width x 2-1/8" height.

18854 1 brick clay Thermally altered. Red clay, hand-made. Frogless. Some 
chunks are missing on the body. 8" length x 3-3/4" width 
x 2-1/8" height.

40Quadrant Sub-total -

40Feature Sub-total -

887Unit Sub-total -

1021Layer Sub-total -

Layer: No Provenience

Unit:

Feature:
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Quadrant:

10302 1 container, medicine tin enamel Tin enamelled stoneware likely from an ointment pot. 
Grayish-blue enamel.

13890 63 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13891 12 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13892 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Colourless. Conical foot formation.

13893 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

13894 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light blue.

13895 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light brown.

13896 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

13897 3 window glass glass Two sherds mend together. Light green with patina. All 
sherds have a straight edge and markings along the glass 
just inside the edge which indicate it was mounted in a 
frame.

13898 25 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15188 2 lead waste lead Melted lead waste.

15190 12 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain pipe stem fragments.

15191 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed stem with "HENDERSONS" on one side and 
"MONTREAL" on the other. Dated to 1849-1876.

15192 1 slate tablet slate Part of a black slate writing tablet.

15193. 1 bell brass A small harness bell.

15194 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.6mm diameter.

15195 1 button bone Part of a round button with central depression containing 
four eye holes for attachment.

15196 1 button brass Part of a convex brass button with a band of horizontal 
lines around the edge.

15197 1 button brass Flat disc brass gilt button with Alpha-shaped ferrous eye 
attachment. 23.6mm diameter.

15198 1 coin copper Copper coin. Imagery is worn and unidentifiable. 27.2mm 
diameter. NO PROVENIENCE.

15199 1 button pewter Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous eye attachment 
embedded in a cone. 15.6mm diameter.

15200 1 button bone Thermal alteration. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15201 1 mortar fragment lime

15202 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed "T" "D" within a cartouche.

15203 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Plain white bowl fragment.

15204 1 jewel jet Small, round jet inlay from an unknown piece of 
jewellery. 9.5mm diameter, 3mm height.

143Quadrant Sub-total -

143Feature Sub-total -

143Unit Sub-total -

143Layer Sub-total -

Layer: NE Wall outside

Unit:

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14160 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14161 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14162 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

8Unit Sub-total -

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: NE Wall - Outsi

Unit:

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

14210 30 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14211 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14212 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Patina.

32Quadrant Sub-total -

32Feature Sub-total -

32Unit Sub-total -

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: NE Wall - Exteri

Unit:

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

09075 1 chamber pot creamware Rolled rim from Chamberpot 4. Mends with Cat. 03008.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Lower Fill

Unit:

Feature: 7

Quadrant:

18551 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed rope cartouche with initials "T" and "D" in the 
centre.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 1

15068 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

18550 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

18552 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Knife blade and flat bolster with missing tip. Knife blade 
appears to be turning upwards towards the missing tip 
end. Small almost vertical heel.

18553 1 bridle metal, ferrous Part of a bridle bit for a horse.

5Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 2

14390 38 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14391 1 container, liquor glass Dark green ("black glass"). Parabolic push-up and finished 
circular pontil mark. Very small bottle.

14392 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14393 22 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Parabolic push-up and finished 
pontil mark closed with a swirl to the side of the push-up. 
V-shaped lip with down-tooled string rim. Bulged neck.

14394 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.
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18570 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 14.9mm diameter.

18571 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18572 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave bone 
button with four eye holes for attachment. 15.4mm 
diameter.

18573 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round bone button blank with single 
eye hole in centre. 13.6mm diameter.

18574 2 fork metal, ferrous Thermally altered. Two pronged fork with a flat tang and a 
wedge-shaped handle composed of  two bone scales on 
either side of the tang which are carved into flutes and 
dyed green. One scale has separated from the tang.

18620 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18621 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18622 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.25mm diameter.

18623 1 button bone Thermally altered.  Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18624 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18625 1 button bone Round button with depression in centre where four eye 
holes for attachment have been drilled. 23mm diameter.

18626 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with a 
depression in the centre where four eye holes for 
attachment have been drilled. 22.7mm diameter.

18627 1 button brass Thermally altered and encrusted with dirt. Octagonal 
button Stamped floral-geometric motif in concentric 
bands. Eye attachment consists of a drilled peg shank. 
14.2mm width.

18628 1 musket ball lead Thermally altered. Visible mould seam and flat strike 
mark. 1/2" diameter.

18629 1 uniform plate brass Thermally altered fragment of flat brass plate with 
intertwined script letters "GR," (top half only) probably 
from a catridge box, 1" wide by 0.5" + tall by 1/16" thick.

83Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 3

14430 25 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14431 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14432 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14433 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14434 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Aqua.

18740 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered. Impressed rope cartouche with the 
initials "T" and "D" in the centre and a linear flourish 
above and below the initials.

18741 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18742 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18743 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in the 
centre where four eye holes have been drilled. 22.5mm 
diameter. Two small nicks on the edge of the button.

37Quadrant Sub-total -
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Quadrant: 4

14510 32 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14511 12 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14512 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14513 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14514 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14520 42 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14521 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14522 21 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14523 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

15011 1 button brass Circular brass button with raised royal insignia of George 
III in the centre of a star and the regiment name 
"ROYAL/CANADIAN/VOLUNTEERS" around the edge 
of the button. Reverse has the button manufacturer's name 
"NUTTING" and the location "Covent Garden" around the 
cone and ferrous wire eye attachment. 20.2mm diameter.

15066 2 button bone Two pieces mend. Round button with depression in centre 
which contains four holes for attachment. 22.5mm 
diameter.

15125 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.6mm diameter.

15130 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15163 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15mm diameter. Edge of button is battered.

18820 10 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18821 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18822 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18823 1 coin metal, cuprous Heavily worn coin. Entire top layer with impressed 
obverse and reverse has worn away. One side has the faint 
outline of a left facing bust. 27mm diameter.

18824 1 shot lead Lead shot with visible mould seam and a flat strike mark. 
3/16" diameter.

18825 1 spoon, serving pewter Thermally altered. Decomposing pewter serving spoon. 
Part of a bowl and a flat, rounded handle.

151Quadrant Sub-total -

277Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7 & 20

Quadrant: 2

14410 24 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14411 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14412 10 tableware glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless. Body sherds as well.

14413 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

37Quadrant Sub-total -

37Feature Sub-total -

314Unit Sub-total -

314Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Level 4 - Sand F

Unit: 493-198

Feature: 11

Quadrant:
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14590 13 window glass glass Light green with patina. Slightly thermally altered.

14591 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14592 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14593 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Folded, conical foot formation. Colourless. Thermally 
altered.

14594 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Slightly thermally altered.

14595 11 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15053 1 fob seal stone Oval carnelian intaglio within a brass gilt  wire frame. 
From a fob seal. Etched profile of a Greek-style man 
facing right with a prominent nose, hair pulled back into a 
low knot at the base of the neck and held back by a band, 
and a beard from ear to chin. Classical myth or religious 
figure? Edge of stone is bevelled to fit into the brass 
frame. Length and width from outer edge of brass 
frame:22.4 x 17.6mm.

35Quadrant Sub-total -

35Feature Sub-total -

35Unit Sub-total -

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Level 4

Unit: 493-198

Feature: 11

Quadrant:

18400 1 brick chinking

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Level 3

Unit: 492-198

Feature: 11

Quadrant:

14570 43 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14571 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14572 3 container, unidentifiable glass Light green/aqua.

14573 5 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

14574 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina. Lip is broken off. Down-
tooled string rim and partial bulged neck.

14575 17 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15161 1 button bone Round bone button with depression in the centre which 
contains the four eye holes for attachment. 23.1mm 
diameter.

18270 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18271 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Moulded relief fluting with an outline around each flute.

18272 1 button brass Stamped metal sheet with a floral-geometric pattern. Part 
of a piece of jewellery or a button cover?

76Quadrant Sub-total -

76Feature Sub-total -

76Unit Sub-total -

76Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Level 2
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Unit: 492-198

Feature: 11 & 12

Quadrant:

14650 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14651 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14652 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot with bottom of a straight stem. 
Colourless.

14653 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Light green.

14654 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

21Quadrant Sub-total -

21Feature Sub-total -

21Unit Sub-total -

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Interior Fill

Unit: 501-203

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

15128 1 button bone Round blank button with single hole eye attachment. 
23mm diameter.

18160 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

3Unit Sub-total -

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill outside the 

Unit:

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

18180 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration. Stem with shank-bowl joint and spur. 
Spur has raised moulded initials on either side - "T" on the 
left side and "D" on the right side.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill outside NE 

Unit:

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

18210 1 button pewter Thermally altered and corroding. Flat disc button with 
bevelled edges and a thick Omega-shaped wire eye 
attachment on the back. 20.6mm diameter.

18211 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragment finished with plaster.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Fill

Unit: 510-203

Feature: 7
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Quadrant: 1

14978 1 button pewter Almost complete flat disc pewter button with 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS" written in raised lettering across 
the centre of the button. Ferrous eye attachment is rusted 
and has been pushed through the centre of the button 
obscuring the script on the front. Part of the circumference 
is torn off. 23.35mm diameter.

15030 1 button pewter Pewter circular button with bent Alpha-shaped eye 
attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15052 1 cufflink brass Oval brass cufflink plate. Stamped/incised design is a 
sheaf of wheat tied with a ribbon. Eye or clasp attachment 
has one link and then a broken smaller link. 15.75mm 
length x 11.1mm width. Matches Cat.15051.

15058 1 coin copper Heavily worn coin. The obverse displays a profile portrait 
of George III facing right. The inscription around the edge 
has faded. The letters "GEO_" are visible as are two 
Roman numeral "I"s. The reverse is heavily corroding and 
shows the bottom of a seated Britannia with the half worn 
date of "1773" below. The letters "BR_" for the start of 
[BRITANNIA] are visible. 27.8mm diameter. 
Denomination value is not on coin.

15059 1 coin copper Thin, worn copper coin. Iconography is unidentifiable. 
20.6mm diameter.

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 506-206

Feature: 6

Quadrant:

14230 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green with patina.

18250 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 503-203

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14150 10 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14151 36 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14152 7 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green.

53Quadrant Sub-total -

53Feature Sub-total -

53Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-197

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

14200 9 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14201 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

14202 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14203 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

12Quadrant Sub-total -

12Feature Sub-total -
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12Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 499-196

Feature: 3 North Wall

Quadrant:

14190 60 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14191 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14192 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14193 4 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18200 1 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragment finished with plaster on one side.

69Quadrant Sub-total -

69Feature Sub-total -

69Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-195

Feature: 2

Quadrant:

18070 3 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments finished with plaster on one side.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

3Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

08930 38 container, medicine tin enamel Tin enamelled stoneware unguent pot with pedestal base. 
Lip is curled outward. Eight sherds mend. Thirty sherds 
are flaked off enamel pcs. Mends with Cat. 08559.

13980 58 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13981 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13982 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13983 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless.

13984 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18120 5 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments with plaster facing.

106Quadrant Sub-total -

106Feature Sub-total -

109Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 498-194

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

13970 40 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13971 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

42Quadrant Sub-total -

42Feature Sub-total -

42Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-194

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

13960 153 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13961 10 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13962 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13963 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15120 1 button bone Round blank button with one eye hole. 15.15mm diameter.

18110 1 smoking pipe white ball clay
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169Quadrant Sub-total -

169Feature Sub-total -

169Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 496-195

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

13950 38 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13951 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

13952 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13953 2 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

13954 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13955 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

15012 1 button pewter Rusting pewter flat disc button with drilled eye shank 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

15013 1 button metal, composite Possible pewter or lead composite with brass gilt. Flat disc 
button with concave back and Alpha-shaped ferrous eye 
attachment which has been bent. 16.1mm diameter.

15046 1 button pewter Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire 
attachment within a cone. One part of the disc has been 
snapped off. 24.4mm diameter.

18100 22 mortar fragment lime Mortar with plaster on one side.

72Quadrant Sub-total -

72Feature Sub-total -

72Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-198

Feature: 11

Quadrant:

14600 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14601 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14602 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14603 25 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

55Quadrant Sub-total -

55Feature Sub-total -

55Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 494-197

Feature: 12

Quadrant:

14680 2 window glass glass Light green.

14681 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18320 1 lock metal, ferrous Rusting dovetail-shaped plate stock lock with a single bolt 
mechanism, likely for an interior door. Possible spring 
latch within the lock. 14cm long x 9cm wide (at dovetail 
end) [7.3cm wide at small end].

18330 1 knife, carving metal, ferrous Complete blade with bolster and rat tail tang. The blade 
has an almost vertical heel and narrows to the tip. 18cm in 
length (including bolster).

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 493-198

Feature: 12
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Quadrant:

18310 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set into a cone 
shank. 16.25mm diameter.

18311 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set into a cone 
shank. 16.3mm diameter.

18312 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set into a cone 
shank. 16.4mm diameter.

18313 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set into a cone 
shank. 15.4mm diameter.

18314 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment set into a cone 
shank. 16.5mm diameter.

5Quadrant Sub-total -

5Feature Sub-total -

5Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 493-197

Feature: 11

Quadrant:

14580 25 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14581 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14582 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14583 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Tapered stem with base of bowl. Colourless.

14584 14 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18280 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

18281 1 button bone Complete flat disc bone button blank. Single eye hole in 
the middle. 10.8mm diameter.

18282 1 button brass Flat disc button with rusted over eye attachment in shank. 
14.4mm diameter.

18283 1 button brass Flat disc with remnant gilt. Missing eye attachment. 
12.7mm diameter.

18284 8 cutlery, handle bone Eight sherds mend together. A wedge-shaped bone handle 
that appears to have been burnt because part of the interior 
shows that the exterior was dyed green at one point. A 
hollow core for a rat tail tang. 82mm long x 16.4mm max 
width at base.

18285 1 shot lead Lead shot with a visible mould seam and a flat strike 
mark. 5/16" diameter.

18286 1 perforated disk lead Concave blank disc with a hole in the centre. Reverse is 
not polished and has an "M" etched into it. Bale seal reuse?

65Quadrant Sub-total -

65Feature Sub-total -

65Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 492-205

Feature: 14

Quadrant:

18350 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

2Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 492-197

Feature: 11

Quadrant:
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14560 20 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14561 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina.

14562 3 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14563 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light blue.

14564 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14565 7 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

36Quadrant Sub-total -

36Feature Sub-total -

36Unit Sub-total -

Unit:

Feature: 12

Quadrant:

14670 81 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14671 4 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14672 2 container, food glass Flat panels with concave chamfered corners. Colourless. 
Mustard bottle.

14673 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Probably from a tumbler.

14674 2 stopper glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Stopper with ground finish 
and a flat, pear-shaped disc finial.

14675 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14676 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Light green.

14677 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18300 1 button brass Silver plated flat disc button with Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment. Stamped word "PLATED" on the back around 
the eye attachment. 14.9mm diameter.

18301 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc with a bent wire eye 
attachment. Disc has been misshapen and bent. 27.3mm 
diameter.

18302 1 musket ball lead Thermally altered. Lead musket ball with mould seam and 
flat strike mark. 5/8" diameter.

18303 1 lock metal, ferrous Rusting dove-tail shaped plate lock mechanism. Includes 
single side bolt and front key holes as well as the interior 
latch mechanism which has heavily rusted. Charcoal and a 
piece of creamware have rusted into the mass of the lock. 
21cm long x 9.7cm wide (at square end)/ 11.2cm wide (at 
dovetail end).

107Quadrant Sub-total -

107Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 14

Quadrant:

14690 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14691 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14981 1 button metal, composite Two piece slight domed brass button. Ferrous eye 
attachment could be punched through the back plate. 
23.6mm diameter.

18340 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18341 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Hump-back blade with upturned rounded tip and a 
pronounced heel. Typical of knives c.1770-1820. The 
bolster is extant and a little bit of the tang. Blade length is 
18.3mm.
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18342 1 axe metal, ferrous Complete axe head with heavy square poll. The blade is 
curved and has a break in the metal on one side.

13Quadrant Sub-total -

13Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 18

Quadrant:

14710 3 window glass glass Light green.

14711 1 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered. Colourless. Bottle panel with embossed 
lettering in relief. Visible letters: "_OO_"

14712 2 container, liquor glass Rounded heel. Dark green with patina.

14713 2 container, liquor glass Dark green.

14714 23 container, liquor glass Dark green. Nineteen sherds mend. Flat-topped lip with 
down-tooled string rim. Roughly cylindrical neck, 
rounded shoulder and circular body. Rounded heel and 
domed (almost spherical) push-up. Pontil mark is invisble 
through patina.

18370 1 harness buckle metal, composite Thermally altered. Square buckle frame which has been 
bent and broken on one side. Missing the tongue. 
Copper/brass composite metal.

18371 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Trapezoidal buckle frame with two sharp teeth to grab the 
strapping and a pin hinge.

33Quadrant Sub-total -

33Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 21 East

Quadrant:

14730 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

2Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

14985 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc brass button with concave 
back and broken eye shank. 19.3mm diameter.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14080 3 container, liquor glass Dark green. Parabolic push-up with finished circular 
pontil.

14081 1 window glass glass Light green/aqua.

14082 18 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua with patina.

14090 9 container, liquor glass Eight of nine body sherds mend. Dark green with patina. 
Rounded side lip with a flat top and down-tooled string 
rim.

14091 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Aqua. Two sherds are fused together.

14100 22 container, liquor glass Dark green ("black glass"). Parabolic push-up and finished 
circular pontil mark.

14101 4 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14102 4 container, food glass Light blue. Wide mouth, straight neck with folded in lip, 
string mark below applied lip finish. Shoulders are 
moulded into flutes. Probably condiment bottle.

14103 15 window glass glass Light green/aqua with patina.
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14104 26 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14110 16 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. All body sherds mend. Lip is flat-
topped with rounded side and a down-tooled string rim. 
Neck is bulged and base has a bulged heel.

14111 45 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14112 2 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green window pane edges.

167Quadrant Sub-total -

167Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

14180 7 window glass glass Light green with patina.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 South

Quadrant:

00524 1 toothbrush bone Polished bone stained green. Narrow head with 3 rows of 
evenly spaced holes for bristles. Rounded edges. Width 9 
mm, thickness 4 mm, min length 92 mm+

14010 15 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14011 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14012 1 container, food glass Light green/aqua. Straight finish, wide mouth with folded-
in lip. Evidence of a two-piece mould on the neck. 
Probably a dry mustard bottle.

14020 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14021 3 window glass glass Light green.

15118 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

45Quadrant Sub-total -

45Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 3 West

Quadrant:

00531 1 musket ball lead 11/16" dia., complete sphere with slight crease (from 
percussion?).

14030 74 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14031 4 window glass glass Light green with patina. All sherds are the edge of a pane.

14032 52 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green.

14033 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14040 7 window glass glass Light green.

14041 16 window glass glass Thermally altered. Light green.

14042 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14050 11 window glass glass Light green.

167Quadrant Sub-total -

167Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Quadrant:

14401 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 1

00511 1 thimble metal, cuprous Complete. Exterior surface dimpled all over. Ht. 14 mm, 
dia. at base 12 mm.
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00520 1 button pewter Flat disk 17 mm dia. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
missing from shank.

00523 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Almost complete. Raised "T" "D" on opposite sides of 
spur, impressed serif TD in circular cartouche facing 
smoker. Mouthpiece snapped off. Angle and size of bowl 
(23 mm dia) consistent with late eighteenth, early 
nineteenth century pipes.

00526 1 brooch silver Fragment of thin silver sheet embossed with lines that 
resemble viens on a leaf. Edge is scalloped.

09573 1 container, medicine tin enamel Tin enamelled rim from an ointment pot. Grayish-blue 
enamel.

10390 1 container, medicine tin enamel Everted rim. Bluish-gray tin enamel. Ointment pot.

14250 13 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14251 2 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14252 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14253 7 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14254 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14255 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Two sherds mend together. Colourless. Ovoid bowl shape. 
Bowl has shallow moulded fluting on the sides.

14256 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot with finished circular pontil mark on 
the bottom and a small step or basal knop before the stem 
begins. Colourless. Rummer base?

14257 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered. Colourless.

14260 100 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14261 19 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14262 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Part of a down-tooled string rim.

14263 12 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14264 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless.

14265 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless. Thermally 
altered.

14266 3 lamp chimney glass Thin, colourless.

14267 10 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14268 3 lamp chimney glass Thermally altered. Thin, colourless.

14270 158 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14271 20 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14272 5 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

14273 19 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14274 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Circular and oval facet on exterior. Colourless. Part of a 
drinking glass bowl.

14275 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless with patina. Square panel from a bottle. Slight 
thermal alteration.

14276 1 tumbler glass Rounded heel with concave base and closed, round pontil.

14277 1 cruet glass Flat, rounded lip and wide mouth. Shoulder is small and 
body is faceted into rectangular and diamond shaped 
panels. Grinding on exterior lip where a silver fitment 
would be attached. Colourless. Probably from a cruet set.

14278 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Stem is fluted into six panels. Foot is conical. Colourless.

14279 5 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, colourless bowl fragments.
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14281 3 stemmed glass, drinking glass Stem is fluted into six panels which extend onto the bowl. 
Plain, conical foot. Finished, circular pontil. Bowl is 
probably trumpet shaped. Two sherds mend. Colourless.

14282 13 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14290 77 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14291 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14292 5 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14293 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless.

14294 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot formation. Colourless with patina.

14295 9 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14300 153 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14301 14 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14302 7 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14303 1 container, unidentifiable glass Dark aqua.

14304 1 container, unidentifiable glass Light green.

14305 1 lamp chimney glass Colourless. Thin.

14306 1 tableware glass Rounded facets on exterior. Colourless.

14307 1 container, unidentifiable glass Corner of a bottle body. Colourless.

14308 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14310 59 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14311 10 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina. Square liquor bottle.

14312 10 container, liquor glass Dark green.

14313 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14314 1 tableware glass Oval facets on exterior. Colourless.

14315 4 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

14316 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless. Thick.

14317 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14320 21 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14321 4 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14322 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

14323 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Fluted moulding around exterior of bowl. Colourless. 
Matches but does not mend with Cat. 14330.

14324 2 container, unidentifiable glass Thermally altered.

14330 4 stemmed glass, drinking glass Exterior fluted moulding. Two sherds mend. One rim 
sherd has a plain finish. Colourless. Matches but does not 
mend with Cat. 14323.

14331 1 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14971 1 button pewter Flat disk 17.2 mm diam. with raised script letters 
"BUTLERS/RANGERS". Ferrous eye attachment is 
encased in a corroded clump of metal. Small chip out of 
circumference.

14996 1 button brass Flat disc brass button. Eye attachment is missing. 15mm 
diameter.

15006 4 button metal, cuprous Carved/cut bone button with copper overlay. Button has 
four holes for attachment and has a concave recess on the 
front and a bevelled edge. Three fragments of the metal 
overlay also with button. Unable to measure diameter.

15007 1 button pewter Flat disc pewter button with drilled eye shank on back. 
Button is rusting. 15.4mm diameter.
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15010 1 button pewter Rusting pewter flat disc button with a concave back. 
Broken eye attachment. 27.15mm diameter.

15017 1 button brass Flat disc brass button with remnant gilt. Bent Alpha-
shaped eye attachment. 14.6mm diameter.

15021 1 button brass Brass gilt disc button with impressed sun burst pattern 
within a braided circle. Alpha-shaped ferrous eye 
attachment. Button is bent. 23.8mm diameter.

15022 1 button silver Silver disc button with drilled eye shank attachment. 
24.2mm diameter. It is partially decaying.

15025 1 button brass Brass gilt flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous eye 
attachment. 14.5mm diameter.

15029 1 button metal, indeterminate Completely rusted semi-domed button. Eye attachment is 
broken off inside. 21.4mm diameter.

15036 1 button brass Brass gilt flat disc button with Alpha-shaped eye 
attachment. 11.7mm diameter.

15045 1 button metal, indeterminate Decomposing button. Unidentifiable metal and design. 
Incomplete diameter.

15047 1 button metal, indeterminate Heavily decomposed button. No full circumference and 
unidentifiable attachment and decoration.

15109 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15111 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.45mm diameter.

15114 1 button bone Round blank button with single hole eye attachment. One 
side has not been refined after manufacture from the bone. 
17.3mm diameter.

15133 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.45mm diameter.

15134 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.6mm diameter.

15135 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.4mm diameter.

15136 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

15144 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15145 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with central depression 
with four eye holes for attachment. 22.8mm diameter.

15146 1 button metal, composite Round, two-piece bone button with four eye holes for 
attachment. Pewter or silver sheet overlaid on the front of 
the button. 16.6mm diameter.

15149 1 button bone Thermal alteration. Round button with central depression 
where four eye holes for attachment are drilled. 23.1mm 
diameter.

15152 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

15153 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter. Slight thermal alteration.

15162 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

15165 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.1mm diameter. Slight thermal alteration.
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15166 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

15167 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment.

15168 1 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave bone button with four 
eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

15169 1 button bone Part of a round button with depression in the centre 
containing eye holes for attachment.

15170 1 musket ramrod guide brass A ramrod guide from a musket. Has six notches etched 
into the top. 40.6mm long. 13.2mm diameter.

15178 1 gunflint chert Dark brown gun spall. 23mm max. length x 20mm max. 
width x 7mm max. height.

15179 1 gunflint chert Light grayish-brown English spall form. 24.5mm max. 
length x 22mm max. width x 7.2mm max. height.

15181 1 gunflint chert Gray English spall form gunflint. Possible re-use as a fire 
flint. 22.5mm length x 19.7 width x 7.8mm height.

18420 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18421 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

18422 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18423 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18424 1 button bone Thermally altered. Half of a round button with depression 
in the centre where four eye holes for attachment are 
situated. 23mm diameter.

18425 1 button pewter Thermally altered and decomposing. Flat disc with raised 
lettering across centre of disc. Legend reads: 
BUTLERS/RANGERS. Ferrous wire eye attachment is 
missing but would have been embedded in the cone shank 
on the back. 17.3mm diameter.

18440 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18450 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18451 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18452 1 fabric fabric Part of a braided lace. Black thread.

18460 16 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18461 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18462 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18463 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with shank-bowl joint and lower part of bowl with 
moulded leaf motif.

18464 1 button metal, ferrous Round, slightly concave metal button with four eye holes 
for attachment. Heavily rusted. 18mm diameter.

18465 1 button pewter Thermally altered and rusting flat disc button with 
possible raised lettering across centre of button. Ferrous 
wire eye attachment has rusted off but would have been 
mounted in a cone shank. 23mm diameter.

18466 1 button pewter Flat disc with raised lettering across centre of button. The 
legend reads: "BUTLERS/RANGERS". Part of disc has 
broken off. Ferrous wire eye attachment is broken and part 
of it is still mounted in a cone shank. 17.5mm diameter.

18467 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18468 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.
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18469 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18470 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18471 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.3mm diameter.

18472 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18473 2 button bone Part of a round, slightly concave button with four eye 
holes for attachment. 14.9mm diameter. Two pieces mend 
together. Thermally altered.

18474 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave button 
with four eye holes for attachment.

18475 1 button bone Flat disc bone button blank. Single eye hole for 
attachment in centre.

18476 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
where four eye holes for attachment are situated. 23mm 
diameter.

18477 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
where four eye holes for attachment are situated. 23mm 
diameter.

18478 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in centre 
where four eye holes for attachment are situated. 23mm 
diameter.

18479 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with depression 
in centre where four eye holes for attachment are situated.

18490 1 lock metal, ferrous Rectangular plate stock lock with keyhole and 102.8mm 
length x 79mm width.

18500 7 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermally altered.

18501 1 button pewter Flat disc button missing the wire eye attachment. 13.4mm 
diameter.

18502 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc with Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment. 15.7mm diameter.

18503 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc with Alpha-shaped wire eye 
attachment mouned in a peg shank. Part of disc is broken. 
16.4mm diameter.

18504 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18505 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 14.7mm diameter.

18506 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round, slightly concave button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18507 1 gunflint chert Thermal alteration. Grayish-brown chert. Spall form. 
20.4mm width x 21.4mm length x 8mm thick.

18510 3 smoking pipe white ball clay

18511 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed rope cartouche motif.

18512 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Stem with shank-bowl joint and spur. Part of an impressed 
rope cartouche on bowl facing the smoker. Spur has 
moulded initials on either side - "T" on the left and "D" on 
the right.

18513 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18514 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18515 1 plaster plaster Thermally altered.
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18520 8 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18521 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18522 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Impressed initial "D".

18523 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Two sherds mend. Impressed 
circular cartouche with the initials "T" and "D" in the 
centre.

18524 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18525 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18526 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with a spur. Spur has moulded initials 
on either side of it. Initial "W" on left side and "M" on the 
right side.

18527 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Stem with shank-bowl joint and a 
spur. Spur has moulded initials on either side. Partial letter 
"T" on the exfoliated left side and complete "D" on the 
right side.

18528 1 hinge metal, ferrous Heavily rusting symmetrical triangular double strap hinge. 
Possibly a three part joint in centre.

18529 1 unidentified metal, ferrous An iron hollow cone with a spiked end. Metal has been 
wrapped and slightly overlaps to make the conical shape. 
Possible candle mold?

18560 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Two stem sherds mend.

18561 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

972Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 2

14400 8 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14402 6 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14403 1 container, unidentifiable glass Moulded fluting. Colourless.

14404 3 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

18640 11 smoking pipe white ball clay Thermal alteration.

18641 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18642 1 button bone Round, slightly concave button with four eye holes for 
attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18643 1 button bone Thermally altered. Bone button blank. One eye hole for 
attachment. 11.4mm diameter.

18644 1 button bone Thermally altered. Complete bone button blank with 
single eye hole for attachment. 21.5mm diameter.

18645 1 button brass Thermally altered. Silver plated brass semi-domed button 
with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire eye attachment. 12.5mm 
diameter.

18646 1 button pewter Thermally altered. Flat disc with convex back. Alpha-
shaped wire eye attachment placed into a peg shank. 
16mm diameter.

18647 1 cutlery, handle bone Incomplete bone scale handle. Three pin holes drilled into 
it for attachment to the tang.

18900 1 gunflint chert Fragment of med. gray chert, unable to determine if its 
from a spall or a blade.

39Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 3

09974 2 container, medicine tin enamel Tin enamelled body sherds. Grayish-blue enamel. May 
match Cat. 09573.
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10005 2 container, ink stoneware Gray bodied stoneware with mottle brown salt-glaze on 
exterior. Two sherds mend together. Mends with Cat. 
09863.

10032 1 container, medicine tin enamel Everted rim. Gray-blue tin enamel. From an ointment pot.

14420 322 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14421 93 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14422 3 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14423 6 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

14424 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. V-shaped lip with down-tooled 
string rim.

14425 1 stemmed glass, drinking glass Plain, conical foot with base of stem. Finished circular 
pontil mark on bottom. Colourless.

14426 12 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

14470 36 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14471 1 container, unidentifiable glass Aqua.

14472 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14480 38 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14481 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

18670 11 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18671 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18672 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18673 6 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18674 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Part of an impressed cartouche.

18675 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur has raised initials "T" on 
the left side and "D" on the right side.

18676 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur 
has raised initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right 
side.

18677 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Shank-bowl joint with spur. Spur 
has raised initials "T" on the left side and "D" on the right 
side.

18678 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18679 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with a 
depression in the centre where the four eye holes for 
attachment are drilled.

18680 1 button bone Half of a bone button blank with single eye hole for 
attachment.

18681 1 button bone Thermally altered. Half of a bone button blank with single 
eye hole for attachment.

18682 3 mortar fragment lime

18683 1 plate metal, ferrous Triangular metal plate with three holes drilled through at 
each point for attachment. Possible metal hardware from a 
gun?

18684 1 lock metal, ferrous Part of a lock plate with circular hole for door knob. It has 
holes along the edges for attachment. Plate is broken in 
half.

18690 9 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18691 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Impressed rope cartouche with 
the initials "T" and "D" inside, facing the smoker.

18692 1 smoking pipe white ball clay Part of an impressed rope cartouche.
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18693 1 aglet metal, cuprous Conical point with threaded interior. Aglet.

18694 1 button brass Thermally altered. Round, slightly convex button with a 
bone core. Round wire eye attachment. 16mm diameter.

18695 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18696 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18697 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave bone button 
with four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18698 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in the 
centre where four eye holes are drilled. 23mm diameter.

18699 1 button bone Thermally altered. Part of a round button with depression 
in the centre where four eye holes are drilled.

18710 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18711 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18712 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration. Two pieces are from the same 
stem but do not mend. One piece has a shank-bowl joint 
with a spur that has raised initials on either side. "T" on 
the left side and "D" on the right side.

18713 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15mm diameter.

18714 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. Part of the button has been 
broken. 15.5mm diameter.

18715 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18716 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.2mm diameter.

18717 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round, slightly concave button with 
four eye holes for attachment. 15.1mm diameter.

18718 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round button with depression in the 
centre where four eye holes are drilled. 22.7mm diameter.

18719 1 button pewter Thermally altered and encrusted with dirt and mortar. Flat 
disc missing the wire eye attachment. 24mm diameter.

18720 1 button brass Thermally altered. Remnant gilt on surface. Round button 
with two-piece metal casing over a bone button. Omega-
shaped wire eye attachment. 23.8mm diameter.

18721 1 button brass Thermally altered. Flat disc button with remnant gilt and 
Alpha-shaped wire eye attachment. 15.7mm diameter.

18722 1 button brass Flat disc with imprinted wreath around the edge and a 
crown in the middle. Omega-shaped wire eye attachment. 
16.6mm diameter.

18730 2 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

18731 1 button bone Part of a flat disc bone button blank. Single eye hole in 
centre.

18732 1 button bone Thermally altered. Round with depression in centre where 
four eye holes are drilled. Small nick in the edge of the 
button. 23mm diameter.

18733 3 unidentified brass Thermally altered. Three pieces of brass sheet metal that 
have been broken off each other. Original form of the item 
appears to be a hollow pipe. Unidentified purpose.

593Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: 4
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14992 1 button pewter Pewter flat disc button rusting in spots. Alpha-shaped eye 
attachment. Part of disc has been cut or broken off. 15mm 
diameter.

15041 1 button pewter Flat disc button with Alpha-shaped ferrous wire 
attachment. 16.2mm diameter.

15129 1 button bone Round, slightly concave bone button with four eye holes 
for attachment. 15.5mm diameter.

3Quadrant Sub-total -

Quadrant: Stage 4

14280 2 stemmed glass, drinking glass Smooth, plain rim.

2Quadrant Sub-total -

1610Feature Sub-total -

2152Unit Sub-total -

2855Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Cleaning of tren

Unit:

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

13930 25 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13931 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

13932 1 container, unidentifiable glass Smooth, plain rim. Colourless.

13933 1 container, unidentifiable glass Dark green with patina.

13934 2 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

31Quadrant Sub-total -

31Feature Sub-total -

31Unit Sub-total -

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Clay fill around 

Unit:

Feature: 7 & 20

Quadrant: 3

14460 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14461 1 container, liquor glass Dark green.

18760 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

18761 3 smoking pipe white ball clay Light thermal alteration.

9Quadrant Sub-total -

9Feature Sub-total -

9Unit Sub-total -

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Builder's Trench

Unit:

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

18150 1 button pewter Flat disc with ferrous wire eye attachment within a peg 
shank. 26.1mm diameter.

18151 5 mortar fragment lime Mortar fragments finished with plaster.

6Quadrant Sub-total -

6Feature Sub-total -

6Unit Sub-total -

6Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: Builder's Trench

Unit:

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

14120 59 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14121 1 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

14122 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina. Part of a parabolic push-up. 
Finished circular pontil mark.

14123 1 container, liquor glass Dark green with heavy patina. Rounded cone push-up 
with finished circular pontil mark.

62Quadrant Sub-total -

62Feature Sub-total -

62Unit Sub-total -

62Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Builder's Trench

Unit: 497-195

Feature: 2 North

Quadrant:

08559 4 container, medicine tin enamel Tin enamelled stoneware unguent pot. Four sherds mend 
together. Lip is curled outward. Mends with Cat. 08930.

13920 66 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13921 2 container, unidentifiable glass Colourless.

18080 2 smoking pipe white ball clay

18081 1 smoking pipe white ball clay

75Quadrant Sub-total -

75Feature Sub-total -

75Unit Sub-total -

Unit: 497-194

Feature: 2 West

Quadrant:

13910 19 window glass glass Light green with patina.

13911 1 unidentified glass Thermally altered.

20Quadrant Sub-total -

20Feature Sub-total -

20Unit Sub-total -

Unit:

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

13900 7 window glass glass Light green with patina.

7Quadrant Sub-total -

7Feature Sub-total -

7Unit Sub-total -

102Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Ash Layer

Unit: 503-202

Feature:

Quadrant:

03008 4 chamber pot creamware Creamware rolled-over rim sherd from a chamber pot. 
Looks identical to Cat. 02743 and 02810. One mend of all 
4 sherds. Unique ID: Ch4.
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4Quadrant Sub-total -

4Feature Sub-total -

4Unit Sub-total -

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Above and arou

Unit:

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

18190 1 button bone Bone disc with three eye holes in a straight line. One side 
is exfoliated and part of the edge has been broken. 
20.5mm diameter.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

1Unit Sub-total -

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer:

Unit:

Feature:

Quadrant:

15057 1 spoon, tea silver Complete silver teaspoon with a series of silver hallmark 
symbols. Symbols from left to right: Passant Lion 
indicating sterling silver, lowercase "q" meaning the 
London date is 1790, profile of King George III, and a 
square with the initials "G" "S" "T" "H" indicating that the 
silversmiths are George Smith II and Thomas Hayter of 
London c. 1792.

1Quadrant Sub-total -

1Feature Sub-total -

Feature: 9

Quadrant:

14550 4 window glass glass Light green with patina.

14551 3 container, liquor glass Dark green with patina.

18410 1 brick clay Thermally altered. Corner fragment of a red brick.

8Quadrant Sub-total -

8Feature Sub-total -

9Unit Sub-total -

9Layer Sub-total -

25437Grand Total -
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 475-185

H470 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H471 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 475-200

H480 1 knife, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Heel/bolster fragment.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 475-210

H490 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 480-180

H500 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H501 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 480-185

H510 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 480-190

H520 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H521 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H522 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H523 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Octagon-shaped fragment.

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 6

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 480-195

H530 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H531 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H532 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 480-220

H540 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 484-180

H550 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 485-179

H560 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H561 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 485-180

H570 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H571 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H572 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H573 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 485-185

H580 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H581 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 485-190

H590 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H591 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H592 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 485-195

H600 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H601 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H602 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

5Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 485-200

H610 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Oval-shaped fragment.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 487-179

H620 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H621 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H622 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H623 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 489-195

H630 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H631 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H632 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H633 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 489-199

H640 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H641 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H642 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H643 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H644 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H645 1 fork metal, ferrous Two-tine fork fragment having a flat handle.

H646 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

42Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 42

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 490-180

H650 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H651 1 scissors metal, ferrous Embroidery scissors - blade cross-section is elliptical and 
one of the blades is curved.

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 490-185

H660 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 490-190

H670 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H671 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H672 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H673 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragment.

H674 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragment.

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 490-195

H680 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H681 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H682 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H683 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H684 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: Rubble Fill

Unit: 490-195

H690 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H691 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H692 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H693 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H694 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H695 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H696 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

H697 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

53Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 80

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 490-200

H700 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H701 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H702 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H703 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 15

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 490-210

H710 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H711 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 492-202

H720 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H721 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H722 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H723 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H724 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

18Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 18

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 493-197

H730 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H731 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H732 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H733 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H734 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H735 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragment.

H736 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H737 1 unidentified metal, white Rectangular fragment.

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 493-198

H740 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H741 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H742 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H743 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H744 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H745 52 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H746 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H750 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H751 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H752 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H753 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H754 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H755 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H756 1 unidentified metal, white Rectangular fragment - similar to H737.

187Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 187

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-182

H3820 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3821 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3822 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

29Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-188

H770 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H771 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H772 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H773 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-189

H780 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H781 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H782 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H783 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H784 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H785 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Thin rod fragment.

H786 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar buckle.

70Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 70

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-190

H790 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H791 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H792 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H793 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H794 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H795 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H796 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H797 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square bolt - head and partial shaft only.

H798 1 unidentified metal, ferrous L-shaped fragment.

69Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 69

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-196

H800 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H801 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H802 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H803 1 tack metal, cuprous

H804 1 fencing staple metal, ferrous

17Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 17

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-197

H810 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H811 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H812 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H813 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H814 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

55Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 55

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 494-198

H820 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H821 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H822 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H823 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H824 88 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H825 85 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H826 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

H827 11 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragments.

212Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 212

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-180

H830 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H831 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H832 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H833 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H834 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

33Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-182

H840 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H841 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H842 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H843 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H844 1 tack metal, cuprous

H845 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

H846 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-189

H850 32 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H851 16 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H852 37 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H853 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H854 1 unidentified metal, white
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H855 1 tack metal, cuprous

H856 2 unidentified metal, cuprous

H857 1 musket ball lead Dia. 18 mm. Measurement is approximate as the musket 
ball has been flattened on one side.

H858 1 button pewter Undecorated, one piece flat disc button having a broken 
shank.

H859 1 button pewter Undecorated, one piece flat disc button having a broken 
shank and in poor condition.

93Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 93

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-190

H870 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H871 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H872 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H873 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H874 1 fork metal, ferrous Two-tine fork fragment.

H875 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

64Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 64

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-195

H880 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H881 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H882 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H883 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

34Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-196

H890 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H891 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H892 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H893 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-201

H900 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H901 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H902 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H903 27 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H904 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H905 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

111Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 111

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-207

H910 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H911 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H912 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H913 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H914 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H915 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

34Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-210

H920 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H921 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H922 1 file metal, ferrous Blade of a taper file.

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-215

H930 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H931 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H932 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 495-225

H940 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Partial head and shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-178

H950 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H951 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H952 15 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H953 5 fencing staple metal, ferrous

H954 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H955 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

58Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 58

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-179

H960 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H961 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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H962 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H963 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H964 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-181

H970 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H971 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H972 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H973 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H974 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-185

H980 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H981 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H982 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-193

H990 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H991 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H992 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H993 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-196

H1000 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1001 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1002 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1003 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1004 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1005 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H1006 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

58Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 58

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-202

H1010 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1011 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1012 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 496-205

H1020 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1021 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1022 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1023 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1024 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1025 17 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1026 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

91Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 91

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-193

H1030 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1031 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1032 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1033 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1034 1 file metal, ferrous Blade of a taper file.

50Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 50

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-194

H1040 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1041 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1042 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1043 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar buckle - rectangular.

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-195

H1050 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1051 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1052 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1053 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1054 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button having a broken 
shank.

39Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-196

H1060 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1061 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1062 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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H1063 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1064 1 file metal, ferrous Blade of a taper file.

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-203

H1070 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1071 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1072 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-205

H1080 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1081 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1082 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-206

H1090 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1091 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-217

H1100 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1101 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1102 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1103 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc [B]UTLER'S 
[R]ANGERS button with an embedded wire eye shank in 
a metal hump on the back of the button.

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 497-220

H1110 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1111 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1112 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-192

H1120 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H1121 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1122 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-193

H1130 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1131 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1132 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1133 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1134 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

H1135 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Unidentifiable buckle.

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-194

H1140 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1141 30 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1142 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1143 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1144 1 claspknife metal, ferrous Clasp knife in very poor condition.

H1145 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

70Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 70

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-195

H1150 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1151 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1152 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1153 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1154 1 bolt metal, ferrous Threaded hexagonal bolt - head and partial shaft only.

H1155 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1156 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

35Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 35

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-196

H1160 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1161 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1162 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1163 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1164 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-204

H1170 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1171 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1172 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1173 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1174 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1175 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Button-like fragment.

62Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 62

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-205

H1180 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1181 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1182 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1183 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1184 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1185 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1186 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

41Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 41

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 498-217

H760 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H761 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H762 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H763 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 6

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-175

H1190 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1191 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1192 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1193 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-192

H1200 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1201 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1202 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

25Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 25
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-193

H1210 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1211 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1212 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

14Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-194

H1220 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1221 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1222 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1223 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

34Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-195

H1230 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1231 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1232 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1233 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragment.

46Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 46

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-196

H1240 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1241 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1242 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1243 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1244 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1245 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-203

H1250 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1251 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1252 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1253 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1254 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1255 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 65
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-204

H1260 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1261 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1262 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1263 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1264 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1265 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

48Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 48

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 499-205

H1270 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1271 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1272 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1273 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1274 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-185

H1280 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1281 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1282 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1283 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

41Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 41

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-190

H1290 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1291 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1292 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1293 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1294 1 washer metal, ferrous Large washer.

H1295 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button having a broken 
shank.

38Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 38

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-192

H1300 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1301 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1302 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1303 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-193

H1310 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1311 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1312 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1313 1 screw metal, ferrous Unidentifiable screw - head and partial shaft only.

H1314 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

17Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 17

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-194

H1320 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1321 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1322 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1323 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-196

H1330 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1331 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1332 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1333 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-197

H1340 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1341 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1342 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1343 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

31Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 31

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-198

H1350 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1351 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1352 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1353 1 button pewter Undecorated, one piece flat disc button having a broken 
shank.

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-199

H1360 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1361 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1362 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1363 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1364 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H1365 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-200

H1370 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1371 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1372 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1373 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

31Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 31

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-203

H1380 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H1381 1 fencing staple metal, ferrous

H1382 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1383 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1384 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1385 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-204

H1390 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1391 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1392 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1393 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1394 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

17Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 17

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-205

H1400 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1401 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1402 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

33Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-210

H1410 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1411 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1412 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1413 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-215

H1420 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1421 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-217

H1430 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1431 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-220

H1440 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1441 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1442 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1443 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1444 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1445 1 scissors metal, ferrous Handle fragment.

H1446 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-225

H1450 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1451 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 500-230

H1460 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1461 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1462 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-192

H1470 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1471 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1472 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1473 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1474 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-193

H1480 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1481 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1482 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-194

H1490 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1491 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1492 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1493 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-199

H1500 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1501 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1502 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1503 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1504 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1505 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H1506 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragment.

H1507 1 spike metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-200

H1510 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1511 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1512 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1513 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1514 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1515 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

23Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 23

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-201

H1520 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1521 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1522 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1523 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

62Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 62

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-203

H1530 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1531 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1532 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1533 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1534 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1535 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1536 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-204

H1540 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1541 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1542 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1543 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1544 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1545 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

42Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 42

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-205

H1550 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1551 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1552 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1553 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1554 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

35Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 35

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 501-217

H1560 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1561 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1562 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1563 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous
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H1564 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-192

H1570 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1571 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1572 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1573 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H1574 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

H1575 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-193

H1580 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1581 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1582 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-197

H1590 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1591 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-198

H1600 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1601 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1602 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1603 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1604 1 bolt metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1605 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-200

H1610 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1611 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1612 1 hinge metal, ferrous Rectangular hinge fragment.

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-202

H1620 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1621 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1622 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1623 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1624 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1625 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

54Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 54

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-203

H1630 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1631 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1632 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-204

H1640 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1641 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

34Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-205

H1650 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1651 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1652 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1653 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1654 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1655 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1656 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

63Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 63

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-215

H1660 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1661 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1662 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1663 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 502-217
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H1670 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1671 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1672 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1673 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-192

H1680 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1681 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1682 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1683 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Possible buckle.

24Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 24

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-193

H1690 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1691 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1692 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1693 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-194

H1700 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1701 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1702 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1703 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-202

H1710 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1711 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1712 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1713 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1714 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

25Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 25

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-203

H1720 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1721 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1722 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1723 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous
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H1724 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1725 1 button metal, cuprous One piece, flat disc button having an eight-pointed star in 
the centre and four decorated rings around it. Button has a 
broken shank.

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-204

H1730 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1731 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1732 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1733 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1734 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-205

H1740 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1741 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1742 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1743 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-206

H1750 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1751 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1752 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1753 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1754 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1755 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

53Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 53

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-207

H1760 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1761 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1762 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1763 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1764 1 tack metal, cuprous

H1765 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-208
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H1770 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1771 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1772 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

35Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 35

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-220

H1780 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1781 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1782 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1783 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

9Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 503-227

H1790 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1791 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1792 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-192

H1800 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1801 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1802 1 unidentified metal, white

H1803 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-193

H1810 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1811 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-194

H1820 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1821 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1822 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1823 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-195
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H1830 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1831 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1832 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1833 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1834 1 button metal, cuprous One piece, flat disc button having a series of 12 lines, each 
themselves consisting of three lines, spaced evenly apart 
across the button. Also has a linear motif also consisting 
of three lines around the rim.

H1835 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 15

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-203

H1840 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1841 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1842 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1843 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1844 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

61Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-204

H1850 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1851 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1852 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1853 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

43Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-205

H1860 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1861 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1862 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1863 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1864 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1865 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1866 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1867 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

H1868 1 wire metal, cuprous Wire fragment.

60Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-206

H1870 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1871 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H1872 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1873 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

67Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 67

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-207

H1880 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1881 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1882 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-209

H1890 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1891 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1892 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1893 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 504-210

H1900 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1901 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1902 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1903 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 28

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-203

H1910 32 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1911 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1912 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1913 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

63Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 63

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-204

H1920 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H1921 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1922 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1923 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1924 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1925 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1926 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1927 3 unidentified metal, ferrous
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62Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 62

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-205

H1930 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1931 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1932 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1933 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-206

H1940 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1941 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1942 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1943 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

H1944 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Unidentifiable, small, rectangular, double bar buckle.

59Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 59

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-207

H1950 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1951 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1952 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1953 18 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1954 1 file metal, ferrous Blade of a taper file.

H1955 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 65

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-208

H1960 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1961 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1962 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1963 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

44Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 44

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-209

H1970 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1971 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1972 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-210

H1980 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1981 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1982 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H1983 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1984 1 unidentified metal, white

35Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 35

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-211

H1990 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1991 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H1992 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H1993 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H1994 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 28

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-215

H2000 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2001 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-220

H2010 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H2011 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2012 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2013 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2014 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-225

H2020 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2021 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-230

H2030 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2031 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 505-236

H2040 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-199

H2050 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2051 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2052 15 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2053 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

44Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 44

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-202

H2060 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2061 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2062 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2063 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Handle-like fragment.

H2064 2 hinge metal, ferrous Hinge fragments.

H2065 2 spike metal, ferrous

H2066 1 wrist plate metal, cuprous Vase-shaped wrist plate. No visible marks.

H2067 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

H2068 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible bracket fragments.

53Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 53

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-203

H2070 35 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2071 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2072 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2073 2 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragments.

H2074 1 unidentified metal, white

H2075 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

69Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 69

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-204

H2080 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2081 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2082 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2083 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2084 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2085 1 unidentified metal, cuprous
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H2086 1 musket ball lead Dia. 14.5 mm.

H2087 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc BUTLER'S RANGERS 
button with an embedded wire eye shank in a metal hump 
on the back of the button.

H2088 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H2089 1 button pewter One piece, flat disc Royal Canadian Volunteers uniform 
button for British Regiments of Foot having an embedded 
wire eye shank in a metal hump on the back of the button.

H2090 1 badge metal, white Unidentified military badge in the shape of a shield.

93Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 93

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-206

H2100 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2101 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2102 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2103 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2104 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-207

H2110 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2111 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2112 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2113 1 fencing staple metal, ferrous

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-208

H2120 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2121 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2122 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2123 3 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2124 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2125 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2126 1 hinge metal, ferrous

61Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-209

H2130 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2131 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2132 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2133 2 unidentified metal, ferrous
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H2134 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

54Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 54

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-210

H2140 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2141 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2142 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-211

H2150 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2151 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2152 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2153 1 file metal, ferrous Blade of a taper file.

H2154 1 key metal, ferrous

H2155 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square bolt - partial head and shaft only.

H2156 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

53Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 53

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-214

H2160 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2161 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2162 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2163 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 506-215

H2170 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2171 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-200

H2180 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2181 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2182 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-201
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H2190 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2191 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2192 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

41Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 41

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-202

H2200 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2201 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2202 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2203 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

60Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-203

H2210 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2211 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2212 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

43Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-204

H2220 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2221 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2222 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2223 8 unidentified metal, ferrous

75Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 75

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-205

H2230 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2231 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2232 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2233 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2234 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2235 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

90Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 90

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-206

H2240 31 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2241 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2242 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2243 1 hinge metal, ferrous Rectangular hinge fragment.
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H2244 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Handle/bolster fragment with partial bone plate attached 
on one side.

H2245 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 65

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-207

H2250 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2251 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2252 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

55Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 55

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-208

H2260 36 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2261 34 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2262 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2263 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

85Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 85

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-209

H2270 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2271 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2272 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2273 11 unidentified metal, ferrous

60Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-210

H2280 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2281 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2282 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2283 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

50Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 50

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-214

H2290 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2291 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2292 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2293 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-215

H2300 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2301 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2302 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2303 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2304 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank. On the back of the button are the words BEST 
QUALITY and LONDON around the edge of the button.

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 507-220

H2310 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2311 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-198

H2320 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2321 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2322 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

32Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 32

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-199

H2330 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2331 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2332 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2333 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2334 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

46Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 46

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-200

H2340 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2341 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2342 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2343 1 nut metal, ferrous Square nut.

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-201

H2350 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2351 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-202

H2360 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2361 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2362 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2363 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2364 1 nut metal, ferrous Large square nut.

55Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 55

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-203

H2370 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2371 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2372 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2373 9 unidentified metal, ferrous

69Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 69

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-204

H2380 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2381 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2382 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-205

H2390 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2391 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-206

H2400 34 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2401 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2402 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2403 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-207

H2410 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2411 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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H2412 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-208

H2420 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2421 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2422 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2423 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2424 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc BUTLER'S RANGERS 
button with an embedded wire eye shank in a metal hump 
on the back of the button.

34Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-209

H2430 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2431 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2432 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2433 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H2434 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible piece of strapping.

42Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 42

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-210

H2440 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2441 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2442 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2443 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2444 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Handle fragment possibly from a metal cooking vessel.

43Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-211

H2450 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2451 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2452 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

18Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 18

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-212

H2460 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2461 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2462 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2463 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.
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H2464 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

51Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-214

H2470 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2471 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2472 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 508-215

H2480 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2481 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2482 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2483 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-198

H2490 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2491 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2492 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2493 1 knife, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Indeterminate knife blade.

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-199

H2500 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2501 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2502 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2503 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2504 9 unidentified metal, ferrous

56Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 56

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-201

H2510 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2511 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2512 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2513 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2514 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar common roller buckle.

41Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 41
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-202

H2520 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2521 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2522 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2523 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H2524 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H2525 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc fragmented button with 
an omega shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H2526 1 button metal, cuprous Dome-shaped button with a drilled eye shank cast with the 
rest of the button.  The front of the button is white glass 
with a handpainted green, pink, and yellow motif.

60Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-203

H2530 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2531 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2532 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2533 1 button metal, cuprous One-piece, dome-shaped button with a linear motif on it's 
front and having a broken shank.

H2534 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 65

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-204

H2540 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2541 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2542 18 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2543 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

62Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 62

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-205

H2550 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2551 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2552 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2553 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2554 9 unidentified metal, ferrous

63Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 63

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-206

H2560 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H2561 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2562 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2563 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

32Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 32

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-207

H2570 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2571 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2572 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2573 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

H2574 1 button pewter One piece, flat disc BUTLER'S RANGERS button with an 
embedded wire eye shank in a metal hump on the back of 
the button.

H2575 1 button pewter One piece, flat disc Royal Canadian Volunteers uniform 
button for British Regiments of Foot having an embedded 
wire eye shank in a metal hump on the back of the button.

H2576 1 button pewter One piece, flat disc button having a cast-eye shank. Mould 
seam is visible on the shank and the back of the button. 
Unidentifiable motif on front of button.

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-209

H2580 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2581 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2582 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2583 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

64Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 64

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-210

H2590 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2591 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

24Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 24

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-211

H2600 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2601 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2602 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2603 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2604 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2605 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

30Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 30
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-212

H2610 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2611 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2612 16 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

68Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 68

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-214

H2620 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2621 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 509-215

H2630 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2631 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2632 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2633 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-190

H2640 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2641 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-198

H2650 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2651 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2652 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large threaded shaft.

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-199

H2660 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2661 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2662 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-200

H2670 37 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H2671 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2672 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

68Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 68

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-202

H2680 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2681 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2682 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2683 21 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

77Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 77

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-203

H2690 39 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2691 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2692 22 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2693 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous

H2694 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2695 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2696 1 tack metal, cuprous

H2697 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

101Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 101

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-204

H2700 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2701 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2702 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2703 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2704 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

69Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 69

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-205

H2710 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2711 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2712 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2721 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2722 16 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2723 3 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

61Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-206
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H2720 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-207

H2730 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2731 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2732 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2733 1 unidentified metal, white Decorative fragment.

H2734 1 cuff link metal, cuprous One piece, flat, oval-shaped cuff link having an alpha 
shank, decorated with a floral star in the centre and a floral 
diamond around the edges.

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-208

H2740 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2741 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2742 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-209

H2750 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2751 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2752 20 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2753 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2754 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece dome-shaped button with the 
shank cast into a cylinder of metal onto the back of the 
button.

87Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 87

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-210

H2760 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2761 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2762 9 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2763 1 bale seal lead Lead bale seal having an eagle overtop of an 
unidentifiable coat of arms.

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 15

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-211

H2770 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2771 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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H2772 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2773 1 frizzen metal, ferrous Frizzen from a flintlock gun.

H2774 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

14Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-212

H2780 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2781 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2782 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2783 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

23Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 23

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-213

H2790 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-218

H2800 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2801 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2802 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

9Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-220

H2810 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2811 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2812 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2813 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-225

H2820 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2821 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 6

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 510-230

H2830 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-200

H2840 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2841 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2842 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2843 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2844 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

H2845 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

39Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-202

H2850 56 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2851 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2852 21 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2853 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2854 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2855 2 tack metal, cuprous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2856 1 tack metal, cuprous

H2857 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw.

H2858 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H2859 2 unidentified metal, cuprous

H2860 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

132Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 132

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-203

H2870 58 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2871 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2872 27 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2873 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2874 1 bale seal lead Lead bale seal in very poor condition with no visible 
markings.

H2875 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2876 3 unidentified metal, cuprous

H2877 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous

124Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 124

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-204

H2880 36 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2881 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2882 23 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2883 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H2884 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

93Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 93

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-205

H2890 41 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2891 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2892 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2893 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous

H2894 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous Horseshoe fragment.

H2895 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

H2896 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

81Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 81

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-206

H2900 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2901 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2902 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2903 1 cutlery, handle metal, ferrous Fork or knife handle fragment with pin.

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-207

H2910 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2911 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2912 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2913 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-208

H2920 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2921 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2922 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-209

H2930 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2931 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2932 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2933 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-210

H2940 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2941 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2942 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2943 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-211

H2950 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2951 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2952 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2953 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-212

H2960 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2961 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2962 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2963 1 tack metal, cuprous

22Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 22

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 511-213

H2970 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2971 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2972 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2973 1 bale seal lead Lead bale seal in very poor condition with no visible 
markings.

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-201

H2980 39 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2981 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2982 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2983 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2984 1 unidentified lead

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 65

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-202
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H2990 34 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2991 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2992 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H2993 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H2994 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H2995 3 tack metal, cuprous

H2996 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc BUTLE[R'S] 
[RA]NGER[S] button in very poor condition.

H2997 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Handle/bolster/heel fragment of a table knife.

H2998 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H2999 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3000 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

86Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 86

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-203

H3010 37 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3011 41 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3012 21 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3013 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3014 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H3015 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3016 1 shoe buckle metal, cuprous Fragment of a rectangular-shaped shoe buckle.

H3017 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

110Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 110

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-204

H3020 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3021 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3022 15 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3023 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3024 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3025 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Knife fragment consisting of the blade and heel, and 
having rattail tang.

H3026 3 claspknife metal, ferrous Clasp knife fragments.

83Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 83

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-205

H3030 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3031 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3032 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3033 1 fork metal, ferrous Two-tine fork fragment.

H3034 1 fork metal, ferrous Three-tine fork fragment.

H3035 1 tack metal, cuprous
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H3036 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

H3037 1 token metal, cuprous Token/coin in very poor condition with no visible 
markings.

51Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-206

H3040 29 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3041 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3042 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3043 1 thimble metal, cuprous Brass thimble having a solid band rim and 17 rows of 
indentations.  Lower portion of thimble is badly bent and 
a small portion of the rim is missing.

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-207

H3050 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3051 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3052 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

39Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-208

H3060 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3061 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3062 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3063 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

43Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-209

H3070 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3071 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3072 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3073 1 hinge metal, ferrous Rectangular hinge fragment.

25Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 25

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-210

H3080 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3081 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3082 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

22Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 22
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-211

H3090 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3091 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3092 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-212

H3100 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3101 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3102 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-215

H3110 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3111 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3112 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3113 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-218

H3120 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3121 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3122 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 512-222

H3130 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3131 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-200

H3140 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3141 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3142 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-201
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H3150 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3151 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3152 17 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3153 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3154 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H3155 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

H3156 1 button metal, cuprous Dome-shaped button with a drilled eye shank cast with the 
rest of the button. The front of the button is white glass 
with a handpainted green, pink, and yellow motif. Very 
similar to H2526.

H3157 9 unidentified metal, ferrous

89Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 89

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-202

H3160 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3161 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3162 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

41Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 41

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-203

H3170 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3171 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3172 16 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

80Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 80

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-204

H3180 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3181 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3182 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3183 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3184 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3185 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3186 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large hook - function unknown.

63Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 63

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-205

H3190 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3191 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3192 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Knife fragment having a rattail tang.

H3193 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

24Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 24

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-206

H3200 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3201 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3202 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3203 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous

H3204 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Knife fragment having a rattail tang.

30Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 30

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-208

H3210 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3211 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3212 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

22Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 22

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-210

H3220 32 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3221 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3222 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3223 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3224 1 tack metal, cuprous

H3225 1 button pewter Undecorated, one piece flat disc button having a broken 
shank.

69Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 69

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-211

H3230 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3231 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3232 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 513-212

H3240 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3241 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3242 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3243 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 15
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 514-200

H3250 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3251 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3252 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 514-201

H3260 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3261 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3262 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3263 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with a drilled eye 
shank cast with the rest of the button.

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 514-202

H3270 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3271 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3272 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 514-204

H3280 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3281 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3282 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-200

H3290 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3291 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3292 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-204

H3300 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3301 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-205

H3310 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3311 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3312 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 15

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-206

H3320 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3321 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3322 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw.

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-207

H3330 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3331 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3332 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc BUTLER'S RANGERS 
button in very poor condition.

H3333 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc BUTLER'S RANGERS 
button in very poor condition.

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-210

H3340 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3341 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3342 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-215

H3350 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-218

H3360 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3361 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 6

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-220
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H3370 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-223

H3380 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-225

H3390 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3391 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 6

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 515-230

H3400 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 516-212

H3410 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3411 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3412 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

24Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 24

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 518-212

H3420 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3421 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3422 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

17Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 17

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 518-215

H3430 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3431 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3432 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3433 1 tack metal, cuprous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 519-219
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H3440 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3441 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Knife fragment having a rattail tang.

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 520-210

H3450 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3451 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3452 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3453 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 520-215

H3460 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3461 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

9Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 520-225

H3470 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 525-190

H3480 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3481 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3482 1 knife, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Large knife fragment having a rattail tang.

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 525-195

H3490 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3491 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 525-215

H3500 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3501 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

14Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 525-225

H3510 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 530-195

H3520 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 530-200

H3530 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 530-210

H3540 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 11

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 530-215

H3550 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3551 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3552 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H3553 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

9Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 535-200

H3560 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 535-215

H3570 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3571 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: 540-185

H3580 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3581 1 unidentified metal, cuprous
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2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A1

H1 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H10 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H11 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H12 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H2 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A10

H190 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H191 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H192 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H193 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H194 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

H200 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H201 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A11

H210 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H211 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H212 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H213 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H214 1 tack metal, cuprous

H220 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H221 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H222 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H223 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H224 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large square bolt - head and partial shaft only.

H230 1 button pewter Fragment of a one piece, flat disc [BU]TLER'S 
[RA]NGERS button.

39Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A12

H240 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H241 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H242 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H243 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.
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H244 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

H250 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H251 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H252 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H253 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H254 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

60Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A13

H260 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H261 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H262 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H263 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

H264 1 tack metal, cuprous

H270 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H271 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H272 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H273 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A14

H280 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H281 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H282 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H283 1 tack metal, cuprous

H284 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H285 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Decorative fragment.

H290 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

53Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 53

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A15

H300 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H301 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H302 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H303 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H304 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H310 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H311 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H312 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H313 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large square threaded bolt.

68Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 68
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Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A2

H20 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H21 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H22 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H30 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H31 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H32 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

H33 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A3

H40 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H41 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H42 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H43 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H44 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H45 2 unidentified metal, cuprous

H50 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H51 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H52 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H53 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A4

H60 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H61 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H62 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H63 1 spike metal, ferrous Square spike - partial head and shaft only.

H64 1 tack metal, cuprous Furniture tack - broken in two fragments.

H70 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H71 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H72 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H73 1 unidentified metal, white

H80 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H81 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H82 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

73Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 73

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A5

H100 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H101 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H90 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H91 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H92 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H93 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H94 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

30Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 30

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A6

H110 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H111 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H112 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H113 3 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Partial heads and shafts only.

H120 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H121 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

45Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 45

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A7

H130 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H131 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H132 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H133 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H134 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

H140 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H141 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H142 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H143 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H144 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H145 1 pitchfork metal, ferrous Tine fragment from a pitchfork.

H146 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

68Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 68

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A8

H150 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H151 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H152 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H160 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H161 1 musket ball lead Dia. 13.5 mm.

31Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 31

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: A9

H170 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H171 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H172 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H173 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H174 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H175 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

H180 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H181 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

32Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 32

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B1

H320 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H321 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H322 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H323 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H324 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H330 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B2

H340 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H341 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H342 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H350 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H351 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H352 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B3

H360 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H361 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H362 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H363 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H364 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Square fragment with hole through centre.

H370 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H371 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H372 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H373 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B4

H380 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H381 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.
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H382 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H383 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H384 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H385 1 screw metal, ferrous Unidentifiable screw - head and partial shaft only.

H390 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H391 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H392 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H393 1 unidentified brass

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B5

H400 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H401 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H402 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H403 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H404 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H405 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Unidentifiable hinge fragment.

H406 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H410 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H420 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H421 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

46Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 46

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B6

H430 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H431 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H432 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H440 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H441 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H442 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H443 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37

Layer: Topsoil

Unit: B7

H450 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H451 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H452 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

H460 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H461 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H462 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H463 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H464 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

H465 1 shotgun shell metal, ferrous Shotgun shell fragment.
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20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

11257Grand Total -
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Feature: 11

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4130 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4131 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4132 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4133 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4134 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4135 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar buckle.

H4140 43 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4141 17 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4142 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4143 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4150 26 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4151 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4152 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4153 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4154 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4155 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4156 1 bolt metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H4157 1 scissors metal, ferrous Half of a pair of embroidery scissors - blade cross-section 
is triangular.

H4158 1 harness buckle metal, cuprous Single bar buckle.

H4160 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4161 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4162 53 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4163 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4164 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4165 57 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4166 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

H4167 3 spike metal, ferrous

H4168 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Decorative hinge fragment.

H4170 150 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4171 31 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4172 20 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4173 35 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4174 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H4175 1 bolt metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

570Layer Sub-total -

570Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 570

Feature: 11 & 12

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4180 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4181 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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H4182 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4183 27 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4184 3 unidentified metal, cuprous

H4185 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Cylindrical fragment.

H4190 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4191 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4192 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4193 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4194 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4200 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4201 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4202 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4203 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4204 2 hinge metal, ferrous Hinge fragments from the same hinge.

H4210 1 strapping metal, ferrous

H4211 1 strapping metal, ferrous

H4212 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very large figure 8-shaped fragment.

H4220 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4221 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4222 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4223 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4230 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4231 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4232 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4233 3 spike metal, ferrous

H4240 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4241 1 spike metal, ferrous

H4242 1 lid metal, ferrous Lid from a kitchen vessel having an inside diameter of 
101.5 millimetres, or 4 inches.

279Layer Sub-total -

279Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 279

Feature: 12

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4250 27 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4251 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4252 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4253 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4254 159 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4255 144 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4256 1 butt plate metal, ferrous Musket butt plate.

H4257 1 spike metal, ferrous

H4258 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H4259 4 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments of extruded metal.

H4260 1 chain link metal, ferrous Complete oval link, highly corroded, approximately 2" 
long x 1" wide.
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H4261 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Incomplete and highly erroded.

H4270 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4271 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4272 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4273 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4274 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4275 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4280 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4281 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4282 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4283 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4284 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4285 68 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4286 1 claspknife metal, ferrous Clasp knife fragment.

583Layer Sub-total -

Feature: 12

Quadrant:

Layer: 1-4

H4290 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4300 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4301 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4302 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4303 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4304 1 harness ring metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

620Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 620

Feature: 14

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4310 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4311 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4312 1 strapping metal, ferrous

H4313 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible door hinge fragment.

H4320 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4321 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

18Layer Sub-total -

18Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 18

Feature: 17

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill inside wall

H4336 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Clenched nail, base corroded.
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H4337 1 key hole plate metal, cuprous Flat, oval plate 2" long x 1.5" wide x 1/16" thick with 
central cut out for single bit barrel key and four 
perforations for attaching it to a door.

2Layer Sub-total -

Feature: 17

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4330 103 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4331 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4332 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4333 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4334 1 straight pin metal, cuprous

H4335 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar buckle fragment - bar is absent.

135Layer Sub-total -

137Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 137

Feature: 18

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4340 38 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4341 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4342 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4343 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4344 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4345 4 spike metal, ferrous

H4346 1 fork metal, ferrous Three tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H4350 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4351 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4352 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

90Layer Sub-total -

90Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 90

Feature: 2

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3590 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3591 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

5Layer Sub-total -

5Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 5

Feature: 2 North

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3610 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous
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H3611 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3612 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3620 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3621 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

10Layer Sub-total -

10Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 10

Feature: 2 West

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3600 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3601 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

3Layer Sub-total -

3Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 3

Feature: 21 East

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4380 43 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4381 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4382 1 spike metal, ferrous

H4383 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

H4384 1 strapping metal, ferrous

59Layer Sub-total -

59Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 59

Feature: 21 South

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4360 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4361 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4362 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4363 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4364 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with a drilled eye 
shank cast with the rest of the button.

H4365 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with a drilled eye 
shank cast with the rest of the button.

39Layer Sub-total -

39Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 39

Feature: 21 West

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill
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H4370 43 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4371 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4372 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4373 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4374 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Unidentifiable fragment attached with two wrought nails.

55Layer Sub-total -

55Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 55

Feature: 22

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4390 75 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4391 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4392 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4393 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4394 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4395 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw.

H4396 1 hinge metal, ferrous Large hinge fragment.

H4397 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square headed bolt.

H4398 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Tapered rod with one threaded end.

H4399 1 spike metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H4400 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible chisel - ferrous blade/handle fragment with 
partial wooden handle still intact.

H4401 1 hinge metal, ferrous Large hinge fragment having four wrought nails still set in 
place.

H4402 1 hinge metal, ferrous Large hinge fragment, similar to H4401, having four 
wrought nails still set in place.

107Layer Sub-total -

107Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 107

Feature: 3

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3630 47 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3631 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3632 18 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3633 1 fencing staple metal, ferrous

H3634 1 tack metal, cuprous

H3635 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3636 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar buckle.

H3637 1 buckle metal, cuprous Fragment of a rectangular-shaped buckle.

H3640 39 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3641 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3642 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3643 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3644 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw.
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H3645 1 unidentified lead Lead fragment.

H3646 1 key metal, ferrous Near complete single bit barrel key.

H3647 1 button metal, cuprous One piece, flat disc button with an omega shank soldered 
onto the back of the button. The button has a series of 
three rings around the centre and is in very poor condition. 
Measurement not taken due to the fragmented nature of 
the button.

H3650 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3651 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3660 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3661 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3662 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3663 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

228Layer Sub-total -

228Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 228

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

Layer: Rubble Fill

H3730 1 hinge metal, ferrous Large hinge fragment having two wrought nails still set in 
place.

H3740 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3741 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3742 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3743 19 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3744 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3745 91 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3746 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3750 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3751 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3752 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3753 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3754 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible fork fragment.

H3755 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

180Layer Sub-total -

Feature: 3 East

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3760 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3761 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3762 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3763 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3770 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3771 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3772 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3773 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous
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34Layer Sub-total -

214Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 214

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

Layer: Rubble Fill

H3780 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3781 1 tack metal, cuprous

H3810 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3811 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3812 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3813 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -

Feature: 3 North

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3790 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3791 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3792 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3793 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3800 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3801 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3802 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

34Layer Sub-total -

55Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 55

Feature: 3 South

Quadrant:

Layer: Rubble Fill

H3700 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3701 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3702 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3703 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3704 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3705 1 claspknife metal, ferrous Fragment in very poor condition.

H3710 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3711 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3712 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3713 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3714 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3715 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3720 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3721 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3722 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3723 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous
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H3724 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3725 47 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

162Layer Sub-total -

162Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 162

Feature: 3 West

Quadrant:

Layer: Rubble Fill

H3670 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3671 69 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3672 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3673 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3674 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3675 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3676 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular fragment with a hole in one end.

H3677 1 spike metal, ferrous

H3678 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large metal fragment.

H3690 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3691 31 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3692 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3693 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

179Layer Sub-total -

179Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 179

Feature: 6

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3830 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

1Layer Sub-total -

1Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 1

Feature: 7

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H3840 66 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3841 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3842 43 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3843 27 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3844 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3845 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H3846 9 unidentified metal, ferrous

148Layer Sub-total -

148Quadrant  Sub-total -
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Feature: 7

Quadrant: 1

Layer: Fill

H3850 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3851 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3852 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3853 2 screw metal, ferrous Slot screws.

H3854 1 spike metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3855 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very large blade/head of a tool.

H3856 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large pan of unknown function.

H3860 83 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3861 50 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3862 31 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3863 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3864 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3865 1 shoe buckle metal, cuprous Rectangular, curved buckle.

H3870 32 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3871 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3872 16 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3873 1 bale seal lead Lead bale seal in very poor condition with no visible 
markings.

H3880 21 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3881 25 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3882 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3883 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3884 1 token metal, cuprous Token/coin in very poor condition with no visible 
markings.

H3885 1 buckle metal, ferrous Possibly a spur buckle in very poor condition.

H3890 30 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3891 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3892 16 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3893 1 fork metal, ferrous Three tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3894 1 buckle metal, ferrous Possibly the inner portion of a shoe buckle.

H3900 9 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3901 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3902 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3903 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Single bar buckle.

H3904 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3910 35 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3911 81 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3912 21 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3913 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3914 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3915 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H3916 1 fish hook metal, ferrous

H3917 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.
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598Layer Sub-total -

598Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 2

Layer: lower fill

H3946 22 drawer lock metal, ferrous Fragments of thin metal plates; one fragment includes 
plates fitted together to form rectangular body 0.5" thick; 
overall size of lock mechanism is undetermined.

22Layer Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 2

Layer: Fill

H3920 73 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3921 40 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3922 19 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3923 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3924 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3925 8 wire metal, cuprous Very thin copper wire fragments.

H3926 1 tack metal, cuprous

H3927 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3930 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3931 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3932 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3933 1 unidentified metal, cuprous

H3934 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3940 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3941 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3942 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3943 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3944 2 harness buckle metal, cuprous Single bar buckles.

H3945 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Possible harness ring.

H3950 28 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3951 24 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3952 20 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3953 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3954 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H3955 1 dress hook metal, ferrous

H3956 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

314Layer Sub-total -

336Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 3

Layer: Fill

H3970 48 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3971 32 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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H3972 21 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H3973 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3974 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3975 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3976 1 tack metal, cuprous Head and partial shaft only.

H3977 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Rectangular, single bar common roller buckle.

H3978 1 fork metal, ferrous Two tine fork fragment having a rattail tang.

H3979 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous

H3980 10 unidentified metal, ferrous

H3990 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3991 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3992 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4000 22 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4001 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4002 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4003 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4004 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H4005 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous

H4010 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4011 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4012 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4013 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H4014 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4015 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4016 30 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4017 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, two piece button with the shank punched 
through the back plate.

H4020 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4021 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4022 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

308Layer Sub-total -

308Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature: 7

Quadrant: 4

Layer: Fill

H4040 165 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4041 72 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4042 54 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4043 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4044 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4045 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4046 1 screw metal, ferrous Slot screw - head and partial shaft only.

H4047 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Head and partial shaft only.

H4048 1 tack metal, cuprous

H4049 1 shoe hook metal, ferrous Hook and tongue fragment.

H4050 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H4051 1 scissors metal, ferrous Embroidery scissors - blade cross-section is triangular.
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H4060 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4061 19 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4062 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4063 1 shoe hook metal, ferrous Rectangular hook fragment.

H4064 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous

H4070 67 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4071 33 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4072 22 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4073 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

H4074 1 file metal, ferrous Blade of a taper file.

H4075 1 straight pin metal, cuprous

H4076 1 straight pin metal, cuprous

H4077 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H4078 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an alpha 
shank.

H4079 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an alpha 
shank.

H4080 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an alpha 
shank.

H4081 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with a fragmented 
drilled eye shank cast with the rest of the button.

H4082 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece dome-shaped button with an 
omega shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H4083 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece dome-shaped button with an 
omega shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H4084 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece dome-shaped button with an 
omega shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H4085 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece dome-shaped button likely at one 
time having an omega shank soldered onto the back of the 
button.

H4086 1 button pewter Undecorated, one piece flat disc button likely at one time 
having an embedded wire eye shank in a metal hump on 
the back of the button.

H4087 1 button metal, cuprous Eight-sided, one piece button with an omega shank 
soldered onto the back of the button. The front of the 
button is decorated with an unidentifiable motif.

H4100 23 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4101 30 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4102 11 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

H4103 1 spike metal, ferrous

595Layer Sub-total -

595Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 1985

Feature: 7 & 19

Quadrant: 3

Layer: Fill

H4030 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4031 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.
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Metal  Artifact Inventory - Features

Cat# Qty Type Material Comments

The Butler Site (AhGs-18)

H4032 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

17Layer Sub-total -

17Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 17

Feature: 7 & 20

Quadrant: 2

Layer: Fill

H3960 12 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H3961 15 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H3962 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

33Layer Sub-total -

33Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 33

Feature: 8

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4110 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4111 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4112 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

9Layer Sub-total -

9Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 9

Feature: 9

Quadrant:

Layer: Fill

H4120 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

H4121 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Heads and partial shafts only.

H4122 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with a fragmented 
shank set into a cylinder of metal onto the back of the 
button.

H4123 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

H4124 1 button metal, cuprous Undecorated, one piece flat disc button with an omega 
shank soldered onto the back of the button.

13Layer Sub-total -

13Quadrant  Sub-total -

Feature Sub-total - 13

4888Grand Total -
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Inventory of Tools, Pre-contact Assemblage from the Butler Homestead Site
Cat# Type Trench NS EW Stratum Feature Length Width Thickness Material ITA Description
L1 Bf 496 185 TS 12.2 15.2 5.7 Onondaga 1 Tip fragment, thermal fracture
L2 Bf 497 195 TS 20.0 22.6 5.7 Onondaga 1 Medial fragment, proximal and distal thermal fracture, steep scaling on rlat margin
L3 Bf 503 204 TS 33.7 17.6 8.0 Onondaga 1 Thick medial fragment, Thermal fracture
L4 Bf 505 211 TS 22.5 26.1 8.4 Onondaga 1 Medial fragment near tip, slight serration
L5 Bf 507 202 TS 25.3 12.6 5.4 Onondaga Medial fragment
L6 Bf 508 198 TS 12.5 14.2 3.5 Onondaga Medial fragment, near tip
L7 Bf 509 207 TS 20.7 17.8 8.5 Onondaga 1 Lateral fragment, wedgelike, thermal fracture
L8 Bf 510 203 TS 18.5 11.8 4.3 Onondaga 1 Heavy thermal fracture on margins and surface
L9 Bf 513 201 TS 13.7 16.8 5.2 Onondaga 1 Medial fragment
L10 Bf A3 TS 17.9 14.3 5.4 Onondaga 1 Medial fragment, thermal fracture & potlidding
L11 Bf A9 TS 25.0 24.7 5.0 Onondaga Pointed fragment, snap & punctate fractures
L12 Bf 495 188 TS 35.4 22.9 9.8 Onondaga Lateral fragment
L13 C 498 196 TS 37.3 36.0 14.1 Onondaga Multi-directional, bifacial core, edge-like platforms
L14 C 508 203 TS 18.8 13.1 6.6 Onondaga On thick flake fragment, one irregular simple/facet platform
L15 C 514 204 TS 34.0 25.6 22.3 Onondaga Chunk w/ single scar & platform
L16 PP 505 207 TS 45.9 19.8 8.8 Onondaga Lamoka, broken stem base, thick overall, stem width 11.0mm
L17 PP 505 207 TS 30.4 21.0 6.5 Onondaga Crawford Knoll, 12.5 inw, not 4.9x2.4mm
L18 PP 506 208 TS 58.7 19.0 7.7 Onondaga Lamoka, on slightly curved flake blank, assymetrical, inw 10.7, nw 10.6
L19 PP 507 207 TS 30.3 21.0 6.5 Onondaga Crawford Knoll, 5.4mm notch, 12.7 inw
L20 PP 512 205 TS 38.8 29.7 6.9 Onondaga 1 Innes, two piece refit, wide notching, inw 9.8, nw 9.9
L21 PP 510 204 TS 42.5 28.3 6.1 Onondaga 1 Stanly Stemmed, thermal fracture on margins   
L22 PP 500 203 TS 36.1 26.2 6.1 Onondaga Middle or Late Archaic, assymetrical, heavily retouched, inw 13.6, nw 4.3
L23 PP 504 205 TS 55.8 26.8 9.1 Onondaga Lamoka, rough & damaged bilateral, alternate bilateral crushing (drill), inw 17.5mm, not 9.2x2.7mm
L24 PPf 493 197 Fill F11 32.4 23.2 7.1 Bois Blanc Basal fragment of Meadowwood point, pronounced bilateral scaling, inw 16.1mm, notch 4.9x3.0
L25 PPf 493 198 Fill F11/F12 45.6 23.1 9.7 Onondaga 1 Lamoka, distal thermal break
L26 PPf 500 205 TS 36.0 17.1 6.1 Onondaga 1  Proximal-medial fragment, medial thermal fracture, inw 14.4mm, not 11.0x1.4mm
L27 PPf 511 208 TS 31.0 19.7 5.3 Onondaga 1 Lamoka, tip and base missing
L28 PPf A3 TS 16.9 19.7 5.6 Onondaga Crawford knoll, near-unifacial proximal fragment, 3.9mm notch, 10.2mm inw
L29 PPf 513 210 TS 45.5 22.2 6.9 Selkirk  Lamoka, distal fragment, pronounced distal retouch
L30 PPf 495 188 TS 26.0 29.8 5.8 Onondaga Basal fragment, likely Late Archaic, inw 15.6
L31 PPf 497 196 TS 17.5 17.6 4.4 Onondaga 1 Basal lateral fragment, corner-notched, thermal fracture
L32 PPf 500 205 TS 33.8 19.0 7.0 Onondaga Tip fragment
L33 PPf 497 196 TS 17.5 17.6 4.4 Onondaga 1 Basal lateral fragment, corner-notched, thermal fracture
L34 PPf 510 200 Fill F7/1 13.8 13.8 3.9 Onondaga 1 Tip fragment, thermal fracture
L35 PPf 510 204 TS 42.6 20.7 8.5 Onondaga 1 Distal fragment (refit), thermal fracture
L36 PPf 505 209 TS 10.8 17.8 4.1 Onondaga Flat (triangular) projectile point base
L37 U 503 207 TS 27.4 23.9 5.9 Onondaga Bi-directional endscraper, 90 degree working edge, rounded distal & proximal margins
L38 U 505 210 TS 48.9 25.0 13.5 Onondaga Expedient sidescraper on primary flake, pronounced scaling and irregular distal margin 
L39 U 505 210 TS 18.6 13.3 4.7 Onondaga Endscraper on distal secondary flake fragment, no lat or ventral retouch
L40 U 505 215 TS 22.5 26.1 8.4 Onondaga Expedient endscraper, regular distal retouch, on distal flake fragment
L41 U 505 225 TS 48.9 25.1 13.8 Onondaga Large expedient sidescraper on primary flake, edge scaling
L42 U 507 209 TS 36.9 27.7 5.6 Onondaga Endscraper, no ventral flaking, ~60 degree edge, damaged bilateral margins (hafting?)
L43 U 513 200 TS 12.0 13.1 6.0 Onondaga Distal-lateral scraper fragment, ~70 degree edge

Bf Biface Fragment U Uniface
C Core PP Projectile Point

ITA Intense Thermal Alteration PPf Projectile Point Fragment



Inventory of Debitage, Pre-contact Assemblage from the Butler Homestead Site
Cat# Northing Easting Trench Stratum Feature Primary Secondary Retouch Shatter TOTAL ITA Onondaga Bois Blanc
L44 475 185 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L45 480 195 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L46 480 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L47 480 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L48 484 189 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L49 490 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L50 490 195 Fill F3/E 1 1 1 0
L51 490 196 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L52 492 198 Fill F11/F12 1 1 1 0
L53 493 197 Fill F11 1 1 1 0
L54 493 198 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L55 494 189 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L56 494 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L57 494 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L58 495 188 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L59 495 188 Topsoil 5 5 1 5 0
L60 495 188 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L61 495 189 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L62 495 189 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L63 495 189 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L64 495 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L65 495 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L66 495 201 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L67 495 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L68 495 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L69 495 215 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L70 495 225 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L71 496 179 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L72 496 202 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L73 497 193 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L74 497 194 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L75 497 196 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L76 497 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L77 497 217 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L78 497 220 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L79 498 217 Topsoil 4 4 4 0
L80 499 193 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L81 499 193 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L82 499 203 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L83 499 204 Topsoil 4 4 2 4 0
L84 499 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L85 500 185 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L86 500 185 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L87 500 190 Fill F3/N 1 1 1 0
L88 500 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L89 500 205 Topsoil 6 6 6 6 0
L90 500 210 Topsoil 4 4 3 4 0
L91 500 217 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L92 500 220 Topsoil 4 4 4 0
L93 500 220 Topsoil 1 1 1 0



Inventory of Debitage, Pre-contact Assemblage from the Butler Homestead Site
L94 500 225 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L95 501 193 Topsoil 2 2 1 1
L96 501 203 Fill F3/E 1 1 1 0
L97 501 203 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L98 501 205 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L99 502 198 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L100 502 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L101 502 204 Topsoil 3 3 2 3 0
L102 502 217 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L103 503 202 Ash 3 3 2 3 0
L104 503 202 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L105 503 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L106 503 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L107 503 206 Topsoil 8 8 8 0
L108 503 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L109 503 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L110 503 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L111 503 207 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L112 503 208 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L113 503 208 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L114 503 220 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L115 504 192 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L116 504 192 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L117 504 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L118 504 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L119 504 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L120 504 207 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L121 504 210 Topsoil 3 3 3 3 0
L122 505 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L123 505 204 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L124 505 208 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L125 505 209 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L126 505 210 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L127 505 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L128 505 215 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L129 505 220 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L130 505 230 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L131 505 236 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L132 506 199 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L133 506 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L134 506 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L135 506 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L136 506 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L137 506 208 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L138 506 209 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L139 506 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L140 506 211 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L141 506 211 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L142 506 214 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L143 507 201 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L144 507 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 0



Inventory of Debitage, Pre-contact Assemblage from the Butler Homestead Site
L145 507 204 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L146 507 204 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L147 507 205 Topsoil 8 8 2 8 0
L148 507 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L149 507 206 Topsoil 8 8 7 8 0
L150 507 207 Topsoil 5 5 2 5 0
L151 507 207 Topsoil 3 3 2 3 0
L152 507 208 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L153 507 209 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L154 507 209 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L155 507 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L156 507 214 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L157 508 198 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L158 508 198 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L159 508 199 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L160 508 201 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L161 508 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L162 508 204 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L163 508 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L164 508 206 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L165 508 206 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L166 508 207 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L167 508 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L168 508 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L169 508 208 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L170 508 208 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L171 508 209 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L172 508 210 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L173 508 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L174 508 212 Topsoil 3 3 2 3 0
L175 508 214 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L176 508 214 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L177 509 198 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L178 509 199 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L179 509 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L180 509 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L181 509 207 Topsoil 4 4 2 4 0
L182 509 209 Topsoil 6 6 1 6 0
L183 509 211 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L184 509 211 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L185 509 212 Topsoil 3 3 2 3 0
L186 509 212 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L187 509 215 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L188 510 199 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L189 510 200 Topsoil F7 1 1 1 1 0
L190 510 200 Fill F7/Q1 2 2 2 0
L191 510 200 Fill F7/Q1 2 2 2 0
L192 510 200 Fill F7/Q1 1 1 1 0
L193 510 200 Fill F7/2 2 2 2 0
L194 510 200 Fill F7/2 1 1 1 0
L195 510 200 Upper Fill F7/Q4 1 1 1 0



Inventory of Debitage, Pre-contact Assemblage from the Butler Homestead Site
L196 510 200 Upper Fill F7/Q4 1 1 1 0
L197 510 200 Fill F7/F20 2 2 2 0
L198 510 200 Lower Fill F7 1 1 1 0
L199 510 200 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L200 510 203 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L201 510 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L202 510 205 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L203 510 206 Topsoil 4 4 1 4 0
L204 510 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L205 510 207 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L206 510 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L207 510 208 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L208 510 208 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L209 510 209 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L210 510 209 Topsoil 2 2 1 1 1
L211 510 211 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L212 510 211 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L213 510 212 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L214 510 213 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L215 510 220 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L216 510 220 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L217 510 225 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L218 510 225 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L219 511 202 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L220 511 203 Topsoil 3 3 3 0
L221 511 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L222 511 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L223 511 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L224 511 208 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L225 511 209 Topsoil 3 3 3 3 0
L226 511 209 Topsoil 3 3 1 2 1
L227 511 209 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L228 511 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L229 511 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L230 511 211 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L231 511 212 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L232 511 213 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L233 512 202 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L234 512 204 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L235 512 204 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L236 512 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L237 512 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L238 512 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L239 512 207 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L240 512 212 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L241 512 222 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L242 513 201 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L243 513 204 Topsoil 1 1 0 1
L244 513 205 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L245 513 206 Topsoil 3 3 2 3 0
L246 513 206 Topsoil 1 1 1 0



Inventory of Debitage, Pre-contact Assemblage from the Butler Homestead Site
L247 513 208 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L248 513 210 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L249 513 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L250 513 211 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L251 514 200 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L252 514 200 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L253 514 200 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L254 514 202 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L255 515 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L256 515 207 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L257 515 215 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L258 515 215 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L259 515 218 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L260 515 220 Topsoil 3 3 1 3 0
L261 515 225 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L262 516 212 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L263 517 201 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L264 520 210 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L265 520 225 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L266 525 190 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L267 A12 Topsoil 2 2 2 0
L268 A14 Topsoil 2 2 1 2 0
L269 A15 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L270 A15 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L271 A15 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L272 A2 Topsoil 5 5 3 2
L273 A2 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L274 A3 Topsoil 1 1 1 1 0
L275 A3 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L276 B3 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L277 B5 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L278 ? ? Backdirt 1 1 1 0
L279 ? ? Fill F7/2 1 1 1 0
L280 ? ? Unknown 1 1 1 0
L281 ? ? Unknown 2 2 1 2 0
L282 510 200 Lower Fill F7/Q1 1 1 1 0
L283 510 200 Lower Fill F7/Q2 1 1 1 0
L284 510 200 Lower Fill F7/Q4 2 2 2 0
L285 A13 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L286 A13 Topsoil 1 1 1 0
L287 475 180 Topsoil 2 2 2 0

Total 22 275 53 44 394 111 388 6
Perc Debit 5.58% 69.80% 13.45% 11.17% 100.00% 28.17% 98.48% 1.52%
Perc All 5.03% 62.93% 12.13% 10.07% 90.16% 25.40% 88.79% 1.37%




